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FOREWORD

This final report on the Reusable Centaur Study was prepared by the
Convair Aerospace Division of General Dynamics Corporation for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center in accordance with Contract NAS8-30290. The
NASA Study Manager was James B. Brewer.

The study results were developed during the period from June to
December 1973. A five-volume "data dump" was furnished MSFC
on 25 September. Final presentations were made at NASA/MSFC
on 17 January 1974 and at SAMSO/Aerospace Corporation on 25
January 1974. This report consists of two volumes:

Volume I Executive Summary

Volume II Final Report

Principal Convair contributors to the study were:

Daniel A. Heald Study Manager

Robert T. Fox

Jerry S. Nuding Mechanical Design
Charles R. Botts

Carl E. Grunsky Astrionics

Austin H. Ryan

Nebs Tosaya Performance andWeights
Charles E. Kohler

Norm E. Tipton Safety and Reliability

Gordon R. Stone Programmatics

Dwight T. Little Cost Analysis
Fred C. Porter

Requests for additional information should be addressed to:

James B. Brewer Daniel A. Heald
Manager, Initial Upper Stage Studies Reusable Centaur Study Manager
Space Tug Task Team, PD-TUG General Dynamics, Convair
Marshall Space Flight Center Aerospace Division, MZ 610-01
Alabama 35812 P. O. Box 80847, San Diego,
Telephone: (205) 453-2630 California 92138

Telephone: (714) 277-8900,
ext 2360
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SUMMARY

The Space Shuttle will deliver large payloads to low earth orbit. About half of
the planned missions require an upper stage to reach higher orbits, such as
synchronous, or to escape for planetary probes. Minimum development fund-
ing will be available for a new upper stage (Tug) until after 1978 when Shuttle
expenditures begin to decline. Therefore existing upper stages, modified for
Shuttle compatibility and reuse at minimum cost, are being considered as an
initial Orbit-to-Orbit Stage (OOS).

This study developed data for OOS versions based on the current Centaur high
energy upper stage. This vehicle has flown 23 operational missions, and has
a future mission backlog through 1979. Centaur uses 30, 000 pounds of liquid
oxygen and liquid hydrogen propellants contained in a pressure-stabilized,
stainless steel tank. The liquid oxygen tank is aft, separated from the liquid
hydrogen by a double-wall, evacuated intermediate bulkhead. Twin Pratt &
Whitney RL10A-3-3 engines provide-the main impulse. A hydrogen peroxide
auxiliary system provides attitude control during coast as well as turbine drive
for the tank-mounted boost pumps. Aluminized Mylar radiation shielding pro-
vides thermal protection during mission coast periods, significantly reducing
space heating rates. A fully integrated astrionics system uses a central digital
computer for software control of the vehicle during flight operations.

The D-1T Centaur is the key element in NASA's near future space program.
It is scheduled to fly Viking, Helios, and Mariner-Jupiter-Saturn missions.

During the Reusable Centaur and related studies, many configurations were
considered, each with advantages, each satisfying different priorities. Con-
figurations studied range from 22 to 35 feet long with 30, 000 to 53, 000 pounds
of propellants. The Reusable Centaur version used in the Government assess-
ment during November and December 1973 is 28 feet long with 47, 000 pounds
of propellant.

Reusable Centaur is a low risk development since it needs no new technology.
Sixty-three percent of the components are flying today on Centaur, 25% are
modified existing hardware,and only 12% are new. The Reusable Centaur's
main engines are uniquely suitable for OOS application in that they possess a
combination of features not found in other engines: (1) multi-flight reuse with-
out any change to the existing RL10A-3-3 qualified configuration, (2) clean,
non-toxic propellants, (3) high performance, and (4) minimum turnaround main-
tenance between flights.

xix



Reusable Centaur has the high performance inherent in a liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen
cryogenic stage: it will place 4600 pounds of payload in synchronous equatorial orbit
and return the stage to the Shuttle for reentry and reuse without an expensive, expendable,
solid upper stage. This high performance allows multiple payloads to be flown and gives
confidence in actually achieving OOS performance and reliability requirements. Centaur
has the potential to achieve payload retrieval capability should that eventually be desired.

Centaur is inherently reusable. The Shuttle ascent environment is very similar to
Titan's including acoustics and vibration. A review of current Centaur component
specifications and qualification test data indicates that most D-1T components have
received sufficient life testing to confirm their reusability for 10 to 20 Reusable Centaur
missions.

Reusable Centaur is a safe configuration compatible with manned operations in the
Shuttle. All Centaur subsystems are at least fail safe, many are first fail operational.
The Centaur vehicle can be safed in any flight or ground abort mode. No single failure
of any Centaur component will preclude Orbiter abort capability.

Initial development cost, which varies with vehicle capability, is estimated to be
$77. 2M for the Reusable Centaur. Thirty-five percent of this is for. a dedicated flight
test program and ground test program. The investment includes six new vehicles,
which will be flown a maximum of 16 times each. The cost of a four-year program
to put 112 payloads in orbit is $212M.

Centaur's high performance and inherent reusability means investment in a small fleet
and few expendable kick stages. This means that routine reuse of the Centaur will
cost $800, 000 a launch, which is truly low recurring cost. Its low life cycle cost makes
Centaur a very cost-effective OOS candidate.
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SECTION'1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Under NASA Marshall Space Flight Center Contract NAS8-30290, Convair Aerospace
Division of General Dynamics performed an eight-month study of the Reusable Centaur
for early use as an initial upper stage with the Space Shuttle. The primary study ob-
jective was to provide realistic capability and cost data to be included in the Govern-
ment's overall Space Tug program assessment.

Due to funding constraints, it may be necessary to delay, major new Tug development
until the Space Shuttle itself is operational. Therefore, it is logical to consider the
initial use of an existing stage to provide the necessary additional capability, at mini-
mum development cost. The currently operational Centaur stage, with modification
for reusability and for improved performance, represents a cost-effective development
solution in the face of present and projected funding constraints. Several versions suit-
able for a Shuttle initial upper stage are possible depending on mission performance
needs and the available development dollars.

Convair Aerospace identified two 35 foot (10. 7m) long Reusable Centaur configura-
tions, one with enlarged propellant tanks, and one current size with a velocity package.
A third Reusable Centaur configuration only 28 feet (8. 55m) long, which is described
in Section 10, was created to satisfy DoD requirements for special long payloads.

These three Centaur versions, typical of the many configurations possible for various
program requirements, all share common strong points:

a. Very high performance inherent in the use of cryogenic propellants.

b. Low program risk resulting from the use of a majority of existing Centaur
hardware.

c. Low recurring and low user costs due to the inherent reusable nature of the
Centaur vehicle.

Therefore, the ReusableCentaur is a very attractive candidate for the initial: upper
stage or orbit-to-orbit stage.

1.1 BACKGROUND

The Space Transportation System (STS) includes a propulsive stage, sometimes called
a Space Tug, that is carried into low earth orbit in the Space Shuttle Orbiter payload
bay. The primary function of this upper stage is to extend the STS operating regime
beyond the Shuttle, including plane changes, higher orbits, geosynchronous orbits, and
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beyond. It is desirable that an upper stage be available at or about Shuttle initial
operating capability (IOC) to provide the maximum operational, performance, and
cost benefits.

Current resource constraints preclude the coincident development of both the Space
Shuttle and the ultimate Space Tug. NASA and DoD are therefore evaluating alterna-
tives for providing an interim, lower cost vehicle. These alternatives, illustrated in
Figure 1-1, include the use of:

a. Existing expendable stages modified for use with the Shuttle, followed by a Space
Tug at a later date. This alternative has the advantage of minimum early-year
development funding and the disadvantage of high cost per launch for the expend-
able stages.

b. Modified existing stages with a capability for reuse and an increased propellant
capacity giving greater performance and stage recovery capability, followed by a
greater capability Space Tug at a later date. The Reusable Centaur is in this
group.

CY 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87

TUDIES IOC

PROGRAM
ASSESSMENT

I GO-AHEAD
--- -- - - - - EXPENDABLE

STAGE (OOS)
CENTAUR
AGENA

TRANSTAGE- IERTHSTAGE

(REUSABLE OS)

L ULTIMATE SPACE TUG
(HIGH TECHNOLOGY) (PAYLOAD RETRIEVAL)

Figure 1-1. OOS/Tug Program Options
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c. A low development cost, reusable, interim Space Tug available at or about Shuttle
IOC that could be evolved to greater system capabilities at a later date (phased
development paths). This approach was part of the Space Tug Systems Study. It
would provide Tug options initially having limited operational and performance
capabilities that could be increased to match anticipated future mission require-
ments and capitalize on future technology advances as additional development
resources became available.

d. Greater capability Tugs to satisfy specific mission requirements at specified dates
after Shuttle IOC (direct development paths). This last is not an interim solution.
It would be planned and developed as a high-performance Tug without regard to an
evolutionary approach. This Tug, however, would not be available until 1982 or
later.

These program options can be complementary or competitive. Each has advantages
and disadvantages. The Government will evaluate and select a program concept using
extensive data such as that presented here on a Reusable Centaur.

1.2 STUDY PLAN

This study is based on actual data from the current operational D-1T Centaur program,
which is summarized in Section 1.3. A preliminary feasibility study of a Centaur used
as an expendable Tug was conducted by Convair Aerospace.for NASA/LeRC under con-
tract NAS3-14389. The second phase of that work, Centaur/Shuttle Integration Study,
was completed in December 1973 under contract NAS3-16786 (Reference 2). Much
data from that study is directly applicable to a Reusable Centaur.

Data and requirements definition from the Space Tug Systems Study (Cryogenic), NAS8-
29676, were integrated into this study, where applicable, particularly in the missions
and payloads areas. In addition, refurbishment, maintainability, and ground operations
data from the KSC-sponsored Space Tug Launch Site Services Study, NAS10-8031, con-
ducted by Convair Aerospace, were used (Reference 3).

The basic Reusable Centaur study objective was to develop realistic technical program-
matic data for a complete "data dump" by mid September 1973 to be used in the NASA/
DoD program assessment. This was accomplished by Reference 1. Key drivers con-
sidered in this study were:

a. Low development costs (especially before 1978 while the Orbiter is being
developed.)

b. Safety, reliability, and manned compatability.

c. Low program risks by maximum use of proven hardware.

d. Low operating costs due to reusability and high performance.
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e. Possible phased development using the building block approach.

f. Extremely long DoD payloads.

Principal study guidelines were:

a. Base configuration on operational D-1T Centaur.

b. Required mission is payload deployment and Centaur return to Orbiter (Payload
retrieval is not required). Placing a 3500-pound satellite in synchronous equatorial
orbit is the baseline.

c. Satisfy Tug program missions in first 4*, 6, or 11 years of operation.

d. Meet interim Tug requirements, including Orbiter installation, from STSS.

e. Probability of mission success of 0. 97 is a goal.

f. Design must be fail-safe (not jeopardize Orbiter or its crew).

g. Loads on payloads should be less than current designs. Specifically payload
acceleration should be <3.6 g.

h. Payloads are allowed to "walk" to final position.

i. Ground tracking for position and velocity update may be considered.

j. Installed length of the Reusable Centaur (and kick stage, if required) shall not
exceed 35 feet. (Some versions 28 feet and 25 feet long are considered for DoD
missions.)

k. Other applicable requirements from the MSFC Space Tug Systems Data Package
dated April 1973.

The study schedule is shown in Figure 1-2. Major milestones are noted below (including
some related DoD discussions of additional company funded studies).

2 Jul 73 Contractual go-ahead

7 Aug 73 Concept selection presentation at MSFC
26 Sep 73 Program definition/midterm presentation and "data pump" at MSFC
24 Oct 73 "Short" Centaur for long DoD payloads presentation at SAMSO
2 Nov 73 "Short" Centaur presentation at MSFC

21 Dec 73 Draft of final report

17 Jan 74 Final presentations at MSFC

15 Mar 74 Issue final report; contract completion

*For the 4 -year program, it did not seem logical to activate WTR, so only ETR launcheswere covered, including WTR missions flown out of ETR using a dog-leg.
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Figure 1-2. Study Schedule

The study initially focused on a reusable large tank Centaur (RLTC) with propellant
capacity increased about 50% above the current vehicle. Then the building block ap-
proach was considered, where at least initial versions would be like the current size
vehicle called D-1S(R) (size of the current D-1, integrated with Shuttle, and reusable)
using velocity packages for.added performance when required. Each approach has
advantages. The optimum solution is dependent on development funding limits, the
relative importance of low user costs, as well as the final mission model, including
primary and backup allocation of payloads to the Shuttle and/or expendable launch
vehicles. Since the configuration cannot yet be optimized, a range of features was
considered in each area, from which other versions could be conceived.

Reusable Centaur configurations can be divided into two groups: one with current 10
foot (3.05 m) diameter tanks and the other enlarged to 14-1/2 foot (4.43 m) diameter.
Velocity packages or kick stages are usually required with the smaller versions but
usually not with the RLTC, Therefore it was logical to generally group the low
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development items together on the D-IS(R) such as hydrogen peroxide ACPS and bat-
teries, while higher performance systems were grouped together on the RLTC, like
hydrazine ACPS and fuel cell. In almost every case there is a tradeoff among per-
formance, development requirements, and user costs

1.3 EXISTING D-1T CENTAUR

The Centaur D-1T configuration was used as the basis for evolving Centaur as a Shuttle
third stage. The Centaur high-energy upper stage has flown 24 operational missions,
and currently has a future mission backlog through 1979. A complete vehicle descrip-
tion is contained in Reference 4.

The improved Centaur vehicle currently used as the high-energy upper stage of the
Atlas is designated the D-1A - "A" for Atlas. On 5 April 1973 it successfully launched
Pioneer 11 with a spin-stabilized kick stage. There also were successful D-1A
launches in August and November for COMSAT and Mercury-Venus respectively.
This Centaur incorporates a fully integrated astrionics system using a central digital
computer for software control of vehicle and flight operations,

D-1T Centaur is configured for launch on the Titan. The proof flight of this vehicle is
scheduled for February 1974. In addition to the integrated astrionics system, D-1T
incorporates a space radiation shield insulation system, and subsystem modifications
to improve vehicle reliability. The proof flight of the D-1T will accomplish several
mission objectives of particular interest relative to eventual Centaur/Shuttle use,
including a four-burn mission and a coast duration of 5, 25 hours,

Figure 1-3 shows the general arrangement of the existing D-1T, which is 31. 5 feet
(9. 6 m) long and 10 feet (3 m) in diameter, with a mass fraction of 0. 88. The Centaur
stage carries 30, 000 pounds (12, 000 kg) of liquid hydrogen and oxygen in pressure-
stabilized stainless steel tanks. Oxygen is aft, separated from the hydrogen by a double-
wall, evacuated intermediate bulkhead. Two Pratt & Whitney RL10A-3-3A engines pro-
duce 30, 000 pounds thrust at a nominal Isp of 444 seconds. The current operational
stage uses peroxide monopropellant for propellant settling and attitude control motors.
Tank weights are minimized by low operation pressures made possible by boost pumps
in the propellant feed system. Prestart tank pressurization is provided by a short
"burp" from ambient helium bottles; boiling propellants make the system self pressuriz-
ing during outflow. Propellant heating in space is reduced by radiation shields on the
LO2 tank aft bulkhead, a vacuum intermediate bulkhead, and multi-layered insulation
blankets on the forward LH2 dome. The D-1T has three radiation shields on the LH2sidewall. Thrust vector control is powered by hydraulics with engine-driven power
packs. An advanced feature of the Centaur D-1 is the use of an onboard digital com-
puter unit (DCU) for navigation, guidance, control, sequencing, propellant utilization,
tank pressurization and ventingg instrumentation, and telemetry. This permits many
functions to be done by software, eliminating some hardware components. Pulse code
modulated (PCM) telemetry data is downlinked by S-Band. The navigation function is
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done onboard by an inertial platform. The

EQUIPMENT power supply is a 150 ampere-hour battery
SMODULE with a servo inverter unit to provide 400 Hz

oUCT to the PU, gyros, and engine position indi-
STUB ADAPTER cators. Testing of the Centaur D-1 astrionics

is controlled and monitored by a ground com-
RADIATION SHIELD puter-controlled launch set (CCLS) that in-
LH2 TANK cludes an XDS930 computer.
FUEL SLOSH
BAFFLE

1.4 SPACE SHUTTLE INTERFACE

INTER EDIATE
BULKHEAD This study is based on Space Shuttle Pro-

Lo2 TANK gram definitions from JSC 07700, Volume
XIV, Payload Accommodations (Reference

ATHRUSTB.nRREL 5). The Shuttle configuration, capabilities,
. , AFT BULKHEAD

Land interfaces continue to evolve. During
the time of this study, NASA selected

I INTERSTAGE

ADAPTER Rockwell International to develop the Orbiter.
General Dynamics/Convair Aerospace re-
ceived the subcontract for the Orbiter mid-
fuselage. Valuable data was exchanged at
a meeting at Rockwell International on 15
November 1973 at an Interface Presentation

Figure 1-3. Centaur D-1T (Reference 6). Figure 1-4 shows the general
arrangement of the Shuttle. Some of the
basic interfaces are noted below:

a. Reusable Centaur with its payload and peculiar Orbiter interface equipment cannot
exceed 65, 000 pounds (29, 500 kg) for a due east launch from ETR to 160 n. mi.
(296 km). Total Shuttle payload must be below 36,000 pounds (16,350 kg) for polar
launches from WTR.

b. The payload bay is 60 feet (18. 3 m) long and 15 feet (4. 57 m) in diameter.

c. Structural support is a four point, statically determinate mounting arrangement.
Tentative attachment locations are shown in Reference 5).

d. Fluid and electrical service interface panels are located in the lower portion of
the aft bulkhead of the payload bay.

e. Centaur will be tanked during the last 2 hours of countdown, while vertical, with
the payload bay doors closed.

f. Centaur will provide the Orbiter (mission specialist console), and the ground, those
caution and warning functions critical to Shuttle safety, while operating in or near
the Orbiter. For this study, it was assumed to be preferable for Centaur to provide
in the Orbiter its own monitor and control equipment including dedicated computer
capacity.
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Figure 1-4. Shuttle Vehicle

g. Inflight Shuttle abort modes occur after solid rocket booster (SRB) burnout, allow-
ing return to launch site, orbit, or once around. In this study, it was assumed
preferable to drain in-flight Centaur main propellants prior to return to the land-
ing site.

h. Environmental interfaces are being clarified, including vibration, deflections, and
temperature ranges.
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SECTION 2

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS CONFIGURATION

Two versions of Reusable Centaur are discussed in depth. Either one, or a hybrid
could be the optimum arrangement.: Basically the D-1S(R) is closest to the existing
D-1T vehicle, while higher performance options are grouped together on the larger
RLTC.

D-1S(R)- Figure 2-1 shows the general configuration of D-1S(R). Emphasis has been
to use existing Centaur D-1T hardware and designs. The main engine is the P&W
RL10A-3-3 operating at a 5.8:1 mixture ratio. The structure is a pressure-stabilized
301 CRES tank with aluminum and titanium skin stringer adapters. The ACPS is hy-
drogen peroxide monopropellant with helium pressurized bladder tanks. Sixteen per-
oxide ACPS engines in clusters of four provide all axis maneuver capability. The
H2 0 2 also provides power for the LH2 and L02 engine boost pumps. The propellant
tank pressurization system raises tank pressures prior to each engine start with am-
bient temperature helium. The tank vent system uses both ground vent valves and
zero-g vent mixers. The fill and drain system also provides in-flight propellant dump

ASTRIONICS MODULE -
DATA MANAGEMENT
COMMUNICATIONS PAYLOAD/TUG
GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION INTERFACE
FLIGHT CONTROL 102 TANK INSULATION

LH 2 FILL/DRAIN/ABORT
LINE & VALVES (2)

UMBILICAL PANEL LH2 BOOST PUMP
ZERO-g VENT & FEED LINE
MIXER

GH 2 VENT LINE ENGINE RL10A33 (2)
& VALVES (2) MR = 5.8:1

AHELIUM PRESSURIZATION
126.0 - "- BOTTLES (3)

iLO2 BOOST PUMP &FEED LINE
LH 2 TANK

H202 APS
LH2 TANK GO 2 VENT LINE BOTTLES (3)
INSULATION & VALVES (2) L02 TANK 70.0 LO2 FILL/DRAIN/ABORT
BLANKETS LINE & VALVES (2)

VELOCITY -29 FT. LINE & VALVES (2)
PACKAGE UMBILICAL PANELS

35 FT. .

Xo 1302.0

Figure 2-1. D-1S(R) Configuration
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capability in the event of an abort. The tank insulation system is multilayer goldized
Kapton blankets for ground hold, and three-layer radiation shielding for deep space.
The D-1S(R) flight support equipment includes a flight pallet for handling and deploying
the vehicle.

RLTC. Figure 2-2 shows the general configuration of RLTC. The RLTC provides an
increased propellant capacity to make full use of the Space Shuttle boost capability of
65, 000 pounds (29,400 kg). Performance has been maximized while at the same time
maintaining a large percentage of the existing operational D-1T Centaur subsystems.
The main engine is the P&W RL1OA-3-3 operating at a 5:1 mixture ratio. The struc-
ture is a pressure-stabilized 301 CRES tank with composite sandwich construction
adapters. The ACPS is hydrazine monopropellant with helium pressurized bladder
tanks. Sixteen ACPS engines in clusters of four provide all axis maneuver capability.
The hydrazine also provides power for the LH2 and LO02 engine boost pumps. Helium
for tank pressurization is stored cryogenically within the LH2 tank and warmed prior
to use by a heat exchanger. The tank vent system utilizes both ground vent valves and
zero-g vent mixers. The fill and drain system also provides in-flight propellant dump
capability in the event of an abort. The tank insulation system is multilayer goldized
Kapton blankets for ground hold, and three-layer radiation shielding for deep space.
The RLTC flight support equipment includes a deployment adapter.

ASTRIONICS MODULE -
DATA MANAGEMENT LH2 P/U SYSTEM
COMMUNICATIONS DIFFUSER LH2 TANK LO2 TANK INSULATION
GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION FOR TANK
FLIGHT CONTROL PRESSURIZATION ACS MODULES (4) - LO2 TANK N 2 H4 MONOPROPELLANT

16 THRUSTERS BOTTLES (2)

FUEL CELL
NGINE RL10 A3-3

--- - 70.0 MR = 5:1 (2)

LO2BOOSTPUMP &
--4.' ...... . FEED LINE

1 7. i .LO
2 FILL/DRAIN/ABORT

SI LINE & VALVES (2)

LO 2 SYSTEMS

UMBILICAL PANEL
HELIUM PRESSURIZATION UMBILICALLH 2 TANK BOTTLE

INSULATION \ ZERO-gVENT GO2 VENT LINE
BLANKETS MIXER ADAPTER & VALVES (2)

PAYLOAD GH 2 VENT LINE INTERFACE
INTERFACE & VALVES (2) LH2 BOOST PUMP INTERFACE
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Figure 2-2. RLTC Configuration
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2.1 SHUTTLE REQUIREMENTS/ENVIRONMENTS AND MANNED COMPATIBILITY
CONSIDERATIONS

The evaluation of the Centaur for use as a reusable space Tug has shown that no major
integration problems will occur if attention is paid to the requirements and constraints
of both the Shuttle and the cryogenic Tug during the early design phase. The use of
the high-energy Centaur upper stage as a Shuttle payload requires servicing and con-
trol functions which must be planned in the Shuttle development. Proper upper stage
design of support systems will minimize the system peculiar effects on the Shuttle,
provide smooth phasing of the cryogenic stage in both ground and flight operations,
and result in a safe system for all anticipated Space Shuttle operations.

The design concept evolved during the study used two major reusable support items:
the Centaur support adapter, and the Centaur monitor and control system. The Cen-
taur support adapter provides the structure for evenly distributing the Shuttle-induced
concentrated four-point flight loads imposed by the Shuttle payload retention system.
It also provides necessary inflight functions such as umbilical disconnects, docking
equipment, abort helium supply, and interface junctions. Most of the electromechani-
cal functions occurring during flight, deployment, or retrieval take place within the
support adapter and impose no requirements on any Shuttle system.

The Centaur monitor and control system equipment is located in the Orbiter crew
compartment and contains the necessary hardware and software for safety monitoring,
system status verification, warning and action signals, and deployment, retrieval and
abort sequencing. The Shuttle provides some of this control and monitoring equipment
for use by all payloads, but a portion of this flight monitor and control system is also
reusable payload-peculiar equipment which is supplied for each flight and recycled for
use on subsequent flights.

Based on the use of this ancillary equipment, the only Shuttle requirements for Cen-
taur interfacing are the structural support for the support adapter and Centaur within
the payload bay, sufficient space for payload or Obiter-supplied support equipment to
satisfy the Centaur monitor and control function in the crew compartment, the provi-
sion for service and ground umbilical connections in the Orbiter payload bay and skin
line, electrical power supply for Centaur and its ancillary equipment during flight op-
erations in the Orbiter, and the provision for obtaining a Centaur guidance alignment
update from the Orbiter. These interfaces are all Orbiter-provided for general pay-
load use.

While the physical Shuttle/Centaur interface requirements (structural, mechanical,
fluid and electrical) are satisfied with ancillary equipment, the environmental and
manned interface compatibility must be inherent in the Centaur vehicle design. For-
tunately the launch environment of the Centaur D-1T, the vehicle from which the Re-
usable Centaur is derived, is similar to the predicted Shuttle environment. Because
of this similarity, a great majority of Centaur's subsystems will have been previously
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qualified and flight tested to Shuttle compatible accelerations, vibration and acoustic
spectra, and temperature ranges. Additionally, the Centaur in Shuttle payload bay
prelaunch (tanked) thermal conditioning environment closely parallels that for D-1T in
the Centaur standard shroud. Use of the Centaur proven ground hold insulation sys-
tem will result in a benevolent thermal environment for Centaur's payload and the
surrounding Shuttle structure. A comparison of the Shuttle and Titan launch environ-
ments imposed on Centaur are presented in Figure 2-3.

The Centaur, as an unmanned vehicle which is launched by a mannied vehicle and oper-
ates at times in relative proximity to man, must achieve manned compatibility to the
extent that it does not violate any Shuttle man-rating requirements. The structural
safety factor revision needed to achieve manned compatibility is accomplished by re-
ducing Centaur propellant tank and storage bottle pressures to levels consistent with
the required Shuttle factors and the reduced flight loads. The Reusable Centaur de-
sign factors for operations in or near the Shuttle are shown in Table 2-1. The ability
of Centaur to meet manned compatibility requirements from a system safety stand-
point was also evaluated. The safety analysis systematically analyzed the safety of
the Centaur within the framework of manned vehicle operations and identified poten-
tially hazardous situations arising from those operations. Once identified, these haz-
ards were eliminated, or the likelihood of occurrence reduced, by subsystem redesign
and/or hazard controls. The Reusable Centaur incorporates propellant isolation
valves, redundant propellant dump and vent valves, sealed propellant tank purge bags,
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I I
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45-120F ENGINE AREA 120 - 125°F
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2
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2
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- (R119JUN1973)

0.03
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(REFERENCE JSC 07700, VOL XIV, REV. B.)

Figure 2-3. Shuttle Environment
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Table 2-1. Design Factors - Centaur/Shuttle Operations

Component Yield Ultimate Proof Applied On

Main Propellant Tanks 1.10 1.40 1.00 Max relief valve
pressure only

1.10 1.40 Loads (+ limit ALL SHUTTLE
pressure) OPERATIONS

1.10 - - Proof pressure j

Airframe Structure 1.10 1.40 Loads from all Shuttle operations

Pressure Vessels 1.50 2.00 1.50 Max operating pressure - all Shut-
tle operations

Pressurized Lines + 2.00 3.00 2.00 Max operating pressure - all Shut-
Fittings (Hydraulic & tle operations
Pneumatic)

Pressurized Lines & 1.50 1.87 1.50 Max operating pressure - all Shut-
Ducts (Main Propel- tle operations
lant Supply & Vent
System)

Note: Main propellant tank and airframe structure ultimate design factor = 1.0 for
crash landing loads.

backup retrieval command systems, etc., to ensure the safety of the Space Shuttle
vehicle and its crew.

The Reusable Centaur vehicle is compatible with all Shuttle integration requirements
including those associated with physical, functional, environmental and manned con-
siderations. Compatibility has been achieved with ancillary equipment, and by incor-
porating selected vehicle changes resulting from three years of integration work, on
an existing upper stage which has been designed and flight tested to Shuttle-similar
environments.

2.2 STRUCTURE

The D-1S(R) and RLTC are both modifications of the existing D-1T Centaur with re-
vised propellant capacity and changes to enable use in the Space Shuttle Orbiter. The
basic modifications involve the relocation of fluid disconnects from the locations of the
present expendable launch vehicles to locations -suitable for reuse in the Orbiter. The
structural adapters are revised to enable introduction of the four point loads for
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mounting in the Orbiter payload bay for both vertical launch and horizontal landing.
The main structural elements of D-1S(R) and RLTC are shown in Figures 2-4 and 2-5.

2.2.1 PROPELLANT TANKS. The D-1S(R) Centaur propellant tanks contain the ve-
hicle liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen for main engine operation and also provide the
major portion of the vehicle structure. The tanks are pressure-stabilized 301 CRES
monocoque structure the same as on the existing D-1 series Centaurs except a cylin-
drical section of the LH 2 tank has been removed to make the stage compatible with the
35-foot (10.67 meter) length requirements. (See Figure 2-6).

The LO02 tank aft bulkhead is made of gore sections, stretch formed to a 1. 38:1 ellip-
soidal contour with a 24-inch (0. 61m) flange for tank access and for mounting the L0 2outlet sump and boost pump. A 120-inch (3.05 m) flange on the bulkhead provides
attachment for the aft adapter structure. Machined doublers and rings provide engine
thrust structure mounting.

The intermediate bulkhead separating the LO2 and LH2 propellant tanks is the same as.
used on D-1T, and consists of two bulkheads that enclose an evacuated insulation cavity.
There are no common surfaces or welds between the two propellant tanks as shown in
detail in Figure 2-7. The forward bulkhead is a 1 38:1 ellipsoidal contour and attaches
to the LH2 cylinder. The bulkhead pressure loads are carried by tension in the forward

EQUIPMIENT MODULE

FORWARD SUPPORT

SRM UELT

SRM ADAPTER OXIDIZER TANK
& SPINTABLE

AFT ADAPTEROPTIONAL
PAYLOAD

INTERFACES

FORWARD

ADAPTER

* ALL MAIN VEHICLE FLIGHT STRUCTURES
EXCEPT AFT ADAPTER ARE CENTAUR D-1T DESIGN

Figure 2-4. D-1S(R) Main Structures
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Figure 2-7. Intermediate Bulkhead

skin. The intermediate bulkhead insulation system consists of a fiberglass mat en-
closed in a mylar bag which has a plastic screen on one side. The insulation blanket
is positioned on the L0 2 tank side spring ring bulkhead skin which is welded in place
in the L0 2 tank. The spring ring bulkhead has a single convolute.which allows it to
unload by expanding until it compresses the insulation against the intermediate bulk-
head. It is mandatory that the L0 2 tank pressure equals or exceeds the hydrogen tank
pressure at all times in order to prevent structural failure of both bulkheads by re-
versing them.

Prior to shipment from the factory, the Centaur vehicle intermediate bulkhead cavity
(and insulation) is evacuated and backfilled with GN 2 at atmospheric pressure and
sealed. During tanking, the cavity cryopumps down to a pressure below 10 microns.The intermediate bulkhead cavity is vented through a checkvalve to provide an over-
board vent path in the remote event of an intermediate bulkhead leak.

Leak testing the bulkhead is accomplished by evacuating the bulkhead cavity first with
the LO2 tank only pressurized with helium and then with both tanks pressurized with
helium. By using a vacuum pump and a helium mass spectrometer on the vacuum line,
verification of bulkhead integrity is assured.

The LH2 tank forward bulkhead has two ellipsoidal sections and a conic section. A
24-inch (0.61 m) flange and cover provide access to the tank. The forward adapter
attaches to a 120-inch (3. 05 m) diameter flange on the forward bulkhead.

The RLTC propellant tanks (Figure 2-8) are similar to the D-1S(R) tanks except a
cylindrical section is added to increase the L0 2 tank volume and the LH2 tank diameter
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FORWARD ATTACH
FLANGEFLANGE 307 IN.

0.028 301-1/2H 0.038 301-1/2H

0016 321 ANL
CHEM MILL TO 0.013

170 DIA. AFT ATTACH
FLANGE

1 120 DIA.

2.,258 FT
3  644 FT

3

28 DIA.
20 m -- ... ... ... ... ' : -.. .. .I- -

ENGINE THRUST
S STRUCTURE

0.018 301-3/4H

0.022 301-1/2H 0.022 301 EH

CHEM MILL TO 0.018 0.020 301 EH 0.022 301 EH

0.027 301-1/2H
CHEM MILL TO 0.013

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES
* TANKS RATED FOR 45 MISSIONS WITH MANNED COMPATIBILITY

* CENTAUR & ATLAS TECHNOLOGY USED FOR DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT/FABRICATION
* INTERMEDIATE & AFT BULKHEAD DESIGN SAME AS CENTAUR

Figure 2-8. RLTC Propellant Tank

is increased to 170 inches (4.32 m) through a transition developed from sections of
two tori and a cone. The forward bulkhead is 1.38:1 ellipsoidal contour. A 168-inch
(4.27 m) diameter flange on the forward bulkhead attaches the forward adapter and
transmits the payload and Orbiter support loads into the tank. A similar enlarged tank
was previously analyzed and proposed to NASA as a "GT" version (Reference 8).

Propellant Tank Life. The predicted life of the Centaur. propellant tanks is based on
the fatigue strength of 301 CRES extra hard resistance welded joints at -423OF (240 K).
The fatigue strength is actually the minimum number of cycles at a statistical 99% "A"
value which causes leakage in a resistance weld (and not a parent metal failure).
Since weld leakage is the tank failure mode and multiple leakages can occur before any
degradation of structural strength, the tank structure falls well within a leak-before-
fail criteria. The leak containment and overboard venting precludes fire/explosive
hazards. Leak testing between flights or by hydrogen detectors in flight is an excellent
method of verifying the tank structural integrity for the next flight. The tank life is
therefore not a predetermined value based on an assumed life cycle but is the integrated
effects of the stresses and cycling that actually occur on a specific tank.

For predesign, the tank life is calculated based upon the material properties and
assumptions as given in Reference 1, Data Dump Volume 5.
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The predicted life of the Centaur as used in the Space Shuttle is a minimum of 45 mis-
siots. This life is based on the material fatigue properties of CRES 301 EH at LH2temperatures of 225 cycles to leak and an applied factor of 5 to account for mission
variables, i. e., 225 cycles/5 = 45 mission life. This life is conservative since it is
based on one pressure cycle per mission to an applied stress of 123 ksi which occurs
only during an abort dump. (A nominal flight maximum pressure causes a stress of
110 ksi or 550 cycles to leak.) This data is shown in Figure 2-9.

The factor of 5 is used to account for the following effects not present in the coupon
fatigue testing:

a. Stress buildup at "hard points" on the tank; i.e., bosses, doublers, etc.

b. Thermal cycling during reuse which will exceed the thermal cycling effects
experienced by the test specimen.

WELDED SPECIMENS OF EACH CENTAUR LH 2 TANK ARE FATIGUE TESTED > 200 CYCLES FROM 0 TO 135 KSIWITHOUT FAILURE

150 - STATISTICAL 99% DATA
D-1T ACCEPTANCE LIMIT

140 -

130 - RLTC MEAN VALUE
MAX. STRESS

D-1S(R)

120

110 -

100 I I I I
10 100 225 1,000

CYCLES TO LEAK

REUSABLE CENTAUR STRESS REDUCED TO 123 KSI FOR MANNED COMPATIBILITY
ALLOW FACTOR OF 5 FOR BIAXIAL STRESS, SECONDARY FLUCTUATIONS, ETC.

CENTAUR TANK LIFE EXPECTANCY 45 MISSIONS

Figure 2-9. Reusability of Centaur Tanks

2.2.2 ADAPTERS

Engine Thrust Structure. The Centaur D-1S(R) and RLTC mount the two engines
directly to fittings on the L0 2 tank aft bulkhead. A 50-inch (1. 27 m) diameter by
16 inch (41 cm) long cylindrical thrust structure is attached to the two engine mount
fittings and to a ring on the inside of the LO 2 tank to distribute the engine thrust loads.
The thrust structure is a skin stringer assembly stiffened on the forward end with a
perforated baffle which serves as anti-vortex flow control. The LO 2 tank vent pipe and
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propellant utilization (PU) probes are supported from the thrust structure. The thrust
structure for D-1S(R) and RLTC is the same as used on D-1T.

Forward Adapter and Equipment Module. The forward adapter attaches to the flange
of the LH2 tank and distributes the loads to the tanks. The astrionics equipment mod-
ule, the Centaur forward support point, the ground handling support points, and
scientific payload mounting are provided on the forward adapter. The adapter has both
a flange and 12 hard points which can be used discriminately to mount payloads.

The equipment module is a conic ring which provides a mounting platform for the as-
trionics equipment. The astrionics packages are mounted on the exterior surface of
the cone providing excellent access for installation, checkout, and replacement.

D-IS(R) Forward Adapter and Equipment Module. The forward adapter and equipment
module for D-1S(R) is the same as the present D-1T design with the addition of fittings
for support in the Orbiter. The adapter is a conventional skin stringer frame cylinder
120 inches (3.05 m) in diameter and 25 inches (64 cm) long. Titanium skin and
stringers are used for low thermal conductivity to reduce heat transfer into the LH2tank. An aluminum internal frame and longerons at the forward end provide the
mounting hard points for Orbiter and payload.

The equipment module is a 90-degree (r/2 radians) included angle truncated cone 30
inches (76 cm) high with 120 inches (3. 05 m) base diameter and attaches directly
to the forward adapter. The module is aluminum skin stringer construction with two
fiberglass hat section rings for mounting the astrionics equipment. The fiberglass
provides thermal isolation of the astrionics units. The center portion of the equipment
module is closed with an aluminum cap providing an enclosed cavity for the insulation
purge helium.

RLTC Forward Adapter and Equipment Module. The forward adapter and equipment
module for RLTC is sandwich graphite/epoxy construction with two laminated graphite/
epoxy hat section equipment mounting rings.

A boron/epoxy reinforced aluminum extrusion forms the attachment ring which joins
the equipment module to the forward adapter. It also serves to distribute the forward
Orbiter support reaction loads into the forward adapter. Boron-reinforced aluminum
extrusions are developed and marketed by Avco Systems Division. The Avco reinforced
extrusions are specifically designed to utilize the very high stiffness, tension, and
compression strength properties of boron/epoxy. Boron reinforced extrusions are
fabricated by inserting boron/epoxy into the formed aluminum extrusions and step curing
it in place.

The forward adapter supports the equipment module and the payload adapter, and dis-
tributes their load into the LH2 tank. It provides the forward attachments for the side-
wall insulation blanket and radiation shield.
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Aft Adapter. The Centaur D-1T is supported on the expendable booster stage by a
skin stringer cylindrical adapter which is separated with a linear shape charge ap-
proximately one inch (2. 5 cm) from the LO 2 tank flange. For both D-1S(R) & RLTC,
the aft adapter is a 15-inch (28 cm) long cylinder which distributes into the tank struc-
ture the 16 deployment latch' loads from the Orbiter deployment adapter. The D-1S(R)
adapter is titanium skin stringer with aluminum ring construction to provide stiffness
and low thermal conduction.

The RLTC adapter is a skirt type, graphite/epoxy sandwich shell structure. It is
bolted directly to the LO 2 tank and contains the APS thrusters and the hydrogen dis-
connect panel, and provides the aft mount for the sidewall insulation and radiation
shield. Titanium bathtub fittings introduce the concentrated docking mechanism latch
loads into the shell.

Fluid and electrical disconnect panels are mounted on the Aft adapter plus docking
features, The adapter mounts probes which feed into drogues in the Deployment
adapter for alignment during docking. The Deployment adapter, which performs the
other half of the release and docking functions, is discussed in Section 2. 7; flight
operations deployment and retrieval are described in Section 5. 4.

2.2.3 PAYLOAD/CENTAUR INTERFACE. The D-1S(R) can mechanically mount pay-
loads on either the 60-inch (1 .52-m) diameter of the equipment module or the 120-inch
(3.05-m) diameter of the forward adapter. The forward adapter includes 12 hardpoints
enabling either a distributed flange type payload mount or a truss type mount. Typical
payload installations are shown in Figure 2-10. Electrical and fluid connections are
provided on the equipment module for payload servicing.

SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTAL
SHROUD, IF REQUIRED

SKIN-STRINGER ADAPTER TRUSS ADAPTER DEPLOYMENT DEVICE
COMSAT VIKING MULTIPLE PAYLOADS

(SCHEMATIC)

Figure 2-10. Typical Payload Installations
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The RLTC mounts the payload from either a flange or 12 hardpoints on the 168-inch
(4.26-m) diameter forward adapter. Smaller payloads utilize truss type adapters for
support.

The hard support points can also be used to mount a standardized docking adapter.

2.3 MAIN PROPULSION SYSTEM

The main propulsion system includes the main engines and all the equipment involved
in the flow, conditioning, and pressurization of propellants from the main tanks to
those engines.

2.3.1 MAIN ENGINES. Thirty-thousand (30,000) pounds (133,400 newtons) of primary
vehicle thrust is provided by the existing Centaur main engines, with minor modifica-
tions for reusability. The dual engines are basically the GFE, P&W RL10A-3-3
engines developed in conjunction with the Centaur. These engines have evolved to their
present state of operational high energy, high reliability through extensive engine and
system testing.

The engines use liquid hydrogen and oxygen
as propellants, and are a constant thrust,
turbopump-fed, regeneratively cooled de-
sign capable of multiple restarts after long
space coast periods, After a long coast,
the engines are thermally conditioned to
accept cryogenic propellant before the com-
bustion process is started. The RL10A-3-3
engine is shown in Figure 2-11.

Reusability. The existing expendable RL10A-
3-3 specification guarantees 4000 seconds
of life, while P&W F.R. 5523, 1/31/73,
Application of RL10 Engine for Space Tug
Propulsion predicts 5 hours (18,000 sec-
onds); P&W letter to Walt Mitton, Convair,
8/5/69, documented testing of single engine
builds in excess of 4 hours. Converting these
burn times to the number of maximum pro-
pellant load flights for both D-1S(R) and
RLTC indicates what actual test results
reflect in the RL10A-3-3 usable life. For
a detailed discussion, see Reference 1,
Volume 5, pages 103-107.

Figure 2-11. RL10A-3-3 Engine
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D-IS(R) RLTC
Engine Life By (425 sec max/mission) (786 sec max/mission)

,Specification = 4,000 sec 10 Missions (average) 6 Missions

P&W Recommendation = 8,000 sec 18 Missions 10 Missions

Test Experience = 14 , 4 0 0 sec 34 Missions 18 Missions
(High Time for One

Build)

Residual hydrogen and oxygen propellants vaporize within the engine chambers, and
are purged with dry helium before and after the mission for safety reasons. The en-
gine is essentially clean and ready for inspection and reuse after each mission.

5.8:1 Mixture Ratio (D-1S(R) Only). Operating the engines at 5.8:1 mixture ratio
allows the hydrogen tank to be shortened, achieving a total vehicle length, including
the SRM, of 35 feet (10.67 m). The engine mixture ratio is changed by resetting the
thrust control, and retaining the current PU excursion of ±0.5. The engine nominal
Isp decreases from 444 seconds to 439.6 seconds.

The RL10A-3-3 has demonstrated the capability of operating at nominal mixture ratios
up to 6:1 with no appreciable effect on thrust chamber life. Operation at 6:1 rather
than 5:1 reduces the number of chamber thermal cycles from 200 to 190, which is still
far in excess of the vehicle life requirementso

2.3.2 SLOW COOLDOWN. The existing Centaur cooldown techniques must be revised
for the Shuttle. The currently used ground chilldown with liquid helium and high rate
overboard dump for the suborbital start are not effective in the Shuttle sequence where
the first start is orbital, about an hour after launch. Furthermore, the longer coast
duration on many missions would result in warmer feed system temperatures and there-
fore revised cooldown. Therefore a revised, "slow cooldown" technique is proposed
on Reusable Centaur. This basically involves reduced flowrates from the engine cool-
down valves, active engine temperature measurements, and dual speed boost pumps.

Reduced Cooldown Valves Flow. The revised engine cooldown valves,-in conjunction
with the revised thermal conditioning sequence, reduce propellant chilldown losses on
multistart missions, i.e., D-1S(R) (five starts) from 694 pounds (312 kg) to 125 pounds
(56 kg) and the RLTC (six starts) with longer coast times, from 1200 pounds (544 kg)
to 150 pounds (68 kg) .

The chilldown valve areas were selected to minimize the chilldown losses, within the
current valve design and start transient operational limits. The pacing valve is the
"fuel interstage cooldown valve", being limited to 0.1 sq in (0.65 sq cm). A smaller
area, and more efficient use of propellants for thermal conditioning, would require
valve modifications plus significant engine start transient requalification. Optimizing
the thermal conditioning about this limitation, the "hydrogen discharge valve" area of
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0.05 sq in (0.32 sq cm) and "oxidizer control valve" area of 0.04 sq in (0.26 sq cm)
produce acceptable reductions over the expected coast temperature ranges without
upsetting the proven RL10A-3-3 start characteristics.

Active Engine Temperature Measurements. Incorporating the same critical tempera-
ture measurements used in engine qualification testing eliminates the wide possible
space environment variations and the resulting allocation for propellant chilldown
losses; i.e., D-1S(R) 120 pounds (54 kg) and RLTC, 350 pounds (245 kg) (Reference
1, Volume 5, pages 135 and 156). The actual engine temperatures are read by the
onboard computer, which then presets the thermal sequence times.

2.3.3 FEED SYSTEM. The propellant feed system of the existing Centaur is used as
is, with minor modifications for reusability and manned compatibility. The system
transfers propellants from the main tanks for engine use. Involved in the propellant
transfer is the thermal conditioning of the ducts and engines before engine ignition and
the pressurization (i.e., pumping) of those propellants to the engine turbopumps. The
pumping is accomplished by the boost pumps both to prevent main engine turbine stall
during engine start and to supply pressurized liquids to the main engine during opera-
tion in sufficient quantities to prevent main engine turbopump cavitation. Figure 2-12
illustrates the main propulsion system.

RECIRCULATING FUEL BOOST TANK ISOLATION
CHECK VALVES OXIDIZER TANK LPBOO VALVE

TANK ISOLATION VALVE RUN

BOOST PUMP 4 SUPPLY

IDLE

PRESTART VALVE

HYDROGEN He INLET VALVES(2)
COOLDOWN
VALVES (2)

PU VALVE
f LO

2 
BLEED

CONTROL ]

LEGEND

* NEW
a FUEL
C OXIDIZER

Figure 2-12. Main Propulsion System
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Boost Pumps. The existing Centaur
turbine-driven boost pumps are re-

PUMP INLET tained for the Reusable Centaur. The
II BLEED Fuel Boost pump is shown in Figure
FOW 2-13. Secondary idle speed controls
RETURN __ are added for thermally conditioning

- the propulsion system at low flow,
low pressure recirculating propellants

> L (Figure 2-12). Pressurized mono-
propellants are fed through control
orifices and into catalytic beds, where

S2CS the monopropellants are decomposed
, ' f l into hot gases for turbine power. The

S ! I (high speed turbines drive the boost

\ .PUMP pumps via gear reduction units, ex-
\ SUPPORT hausting the hot gases overboard.

TURBODRIVE FLANGE The turbine monopropellants are
MOUNTING - common with the vehicle APS supply;FLANGE

D-1S(R) uses H20 2 and the RLTC uses
0 hydrazine. The D-1S(R) H202 APS

PUMP DISCHARGE LINE supply lines and catalyst beds are kept
warm by individual thermostatically

Figure 2-13. Fuel Boost Pump Cutaway controlled 28 Vdc electric heaters.
The RLTC keeps the system and cata-
lyst beds warm by circulating the

hydrazine fluid through the fuel cell heat exchanger. The hydrazine absorbs the fuel
cell waste heat to make up for the thermal energy the APS system loses through space
radiation.

Isolation and Check Valves. The Reusable Centaur has additional propellant isolation
and check valves to keep both propellants contained within the main tank/purge bags
whenever the vehicle is either in or near the Orbiter. The ducting is purged with
helium, which is exhausted through the engines, collected within the deployment adapter
and vented overboard through the Orbiter disconnects. Upon return and reconnection
to the Orbiter, the isolation valves are reshut and the propulsion system purged with
helium as a part of the safing operation. During reentry, the helium purge pressure
is maintained at a slight positive pressure over the Orbiter payload bay pressure. The
new isolation and check valves are shown in Figure 2-12.

Propellant Feed Lines. The existing Centaur D-1T propulsion feed lines are used
intact, except as modified for the longer main L0 2 tank section (RLTC only) and addi-
tional isolation/check valves interconnection. With the lines dry and purged while the
vehicle is in the Orbiter, no ground hold insulation is required. Radiation shielding
similar to D-1T will be provided to reduce space heating.
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Thermal Conditioning. The Reusable Centaur thermal conditioning 'has been slowed
and resequenced, but terminates in the existing and proven Centaur start conditions.
The Reusable Centaur thermal conditioning reduces the total propellant losses to less
than 15% of the existing rapid start technique (Reference 1, Volume 5, pages 120 to
162). Current Centaurs use a liquid helium ground chilldown, which would not be effec-
tive on a Shuttle launch because of the much longer time from launch to first burn.

The expendable Centaur (D-1T) accomplishes a rapid start by concurrent flushing pro-
pellants through the total propulsion system and venting those vaporized and mixed
phase propellants out of the engine.

The Centaur dual engines produce their full thrust in less than 3 seconds after the
start command. To ensure that the engines will start and continue to run, the entire
propulsion system must be primed with pressurized cryogenic propellants. System
priming is done by thermal conditioning, which precools the hardware and pressurizes
the propellants to the engine turbopump inlets. Thermal conditioning achieves a spe-
cific range of temperature and propellant pressure conditions before each engine start.

The Reusable Centaur thermal conditioning separates the functions into a series of
individual steps, with all but the final engine conditioning using recirculating propel-
lants. The engine conditioning (prestart) is done at slower, more efficient heat trans-
fer rates. This reduces the propellants vented overboard as chilldown losses. Figure
2-14 compares the "rapid" and "slow" chilldown.

* CHILLDOWN TESTS NEEDED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION
DUE TO CHANGED THERMAL CONDITIONS

* PERFORMANCE ON MULTIPLE BURNS INCREASINGLY
PENALIZED BY PROPELLANT LOSSES

100
* RAPID START NOT NEEDED FOR SHUTTLE MISSIONS

* EITHER METHOD GIVES SAME START CONDITIONS CURRENT RAPID CHILLDOWN 80

SIMULATANEOUS DUCT &
ENGINE CHILL WHILE BOOST
PUMPS ACCELERATE 60

CHILLDOWN
LOSSES (LB.)

40

PROPOSED SLOW CHILL
20

PRESTART
-150 -140 -130 -120 -110 -100 -90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -301 1-20 -10 0 TIME (SEC.

S-PRESTART-
DUCT CHILL ENGINE CHILL PRESTART-I

PAUSE ENGINE START

* SLOW BOOST PUMPSPEED I ADJUST BLEED LALVES 0 SHUT ENGINE
* RECIRCULATING PROPELLANTS o ONBOARD TEMP MONITOR VALVES DURING
- NO LOSSES - REDUCED LOSSES BOOST PUMP ACC.

- NO LOSSES

SLOW CHILLDOWN IMPROVES PERFORMANCE AT SMALL ADDED TESTING COST

Figure 2-14. Slow Chilldown
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During the Reusable Centaur coast period between each engine burn, the propulsion
system is warmed by the sun, creating a unique thermal conditioning requirement for
each coast. Slow thermal conditioning also incorporates actual engine turbopump tem-
perature measurements. These measurements are directly used to autonomously set
the real time thermal conditioning sequence for each coast, and eliminate dumping
overboard extra propellants after the engines are chilled.

The Centaur rapid start was developed to reduce gravitational losses of the first sub-
orbital burn. To achieve this rapid chilldown, all the propulsion associated equipment
is chilled at the same time. All the chilldown propellants are passed through the en-
gines and dumped overboard. For slow chilldown, functions have been separated and
thermal conditioning occurs in the following sequence:

Duct Chill - Recirculate propellants, from the tanks to the engine and return vaporized
fluid to tanks for recondensation.

Prestart (Engine Chill) - Slow the flow and extend the time, enabling the fluids to ex-
tract more heat from engine mass before being vented overboard.

Boost Pump Acceleration - After the entire system has been chilled, reshut the engine
inlet valves during boost pump acceleration which varies between 14 to 28 seconds.
This prevents the extra propellants from being dumped overboard.

The slow Reusable Centaur's chilldown arrives at the same engine conditioning require-
ments of temperatures and pressures for engines start as the existing Centaur's rapid
start chilldown.

The maximum potential performance loss associated with thermal conditioning has been
used in the thermal conditioning analysis; maximum number of burns per mission in
combination with the worst case of full sun exposure. Fewer burns per mission, shorter
coast/mission times, oblique sun impingement and shadowing effects would normally
occur, reducing the actual operational thermal conditioditioning losses shown in Table 2-2.

Propellant losses through the main engines include starting and shutdown transient
losses, and leakage through the engine inlet valves during coast phases. Leakage
during main engine burn periods is accounted for in the engine Isp value used. Starting
and shutdown losses, propellant from which no useful impulse is obtained, were esti-
mated by Pratt & Whitney at 22 pounds (10 kg) per firing based on total propellant flow-ing through the engine and measured start and shutdown impulse.

Leakage during coast is based on maximum values (0.63 lb/hr) measured by Convair
and P&W for all delivered RL10O's. This value has been increased by a factor of three
to allow for increased leakage over the life of the engine. Total leakage.is based ontime from opening of the feed line isolation valves, after separation from the Orbiter,
until completion of the final main engine burn. Table 2-3 presents propellant loss data.
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Table 2-2. Main Propulsion System Thermal Conditioning

Boost Pump Idle

Duct Prestart Start
Burn Chill Prestart Pause Losses Total Non AV Losses
No. (sec) sec/lbb (Iba) (Iba) (lbb) lba + Ib = lbTotal

D-1S(R)

1 84 69/38.6 1.1 2.4 10 3.5 + 48.6 = 52.1

2 71 47/19.8 1.0 2.4 10 3.4 + 29.8= 33.2

3 30 22/23.6 0.5 2.4 10 2.9 + 33.6 = 36.5

4 70 46/18.4 1.0 2.4 10 3.4 + 28.4= 31.8,

5 30 22/23.6 0.5 2.4 10 2.9 + 33.6 = 36.5

125 16.1 +174.0 ~190
c a b

a = Monopropellant non AV losses. b = Main propellant non AV losses. c = Prestart -
"Chilldown" losses.

Table 2-3. Dual Main Engine Propellant Losses

D-1SR RLTC

Number of firings 5 6

Start, lb 50 60

Shutdown, lb 60 72

Leakage time, hr 13.2 39.8

Leakage loss, lb 25 75

2.4 MAIN ENGINE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

The main engine support systems for D-1S(R) and RLTC include all subsystems that
contribute to functioning of the main engines and propellant flow from the tanks to the
engines. The main engine boost pumps and propellant feed lines are main engine sup-
port systems, but they are included in Section 2.3 for clarification of the description
of the entire propulsion system.
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SERVOACTUATOR 2.4. 1 THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
POWER PAK (Reference 1, Volume 5, Section 5.2). The

thrust vector control is accomplished by
use of the existing Centaur hydraulic sys-
tems, which provide the mechanical force
required to gimbal the Centaur main engines
during ground checkout and flight. Each sys-
tem consists of an integrated hydraulic power

POWER PAK package, two servo-controlled engine gim-
baling actuator assemblies, a manifold, and
miscellaneous fittings and connecting tubing.
The systems operate at nominal pressures
of 100 psig (69 N/sq cm) during non engine

C2 I firing and 1000 psig (690 N/sq cm) during
ENGINE ENGINE engine fring. Hydraulic fluid temperatures

range from -30 0 F to +275 0 F (-34. 50 C to
+1350 C). Figure 2-15 illustrates the hy-

QUIAD , draulic system orientation.
3 4

The existing Centaur hydraulic systems are
C2 C1 used intact, with additional thermostatic-

ally controlled electrical heaters. A single
QUAD heater is installed in the body of each hy-draulic power package reservoir. The

Figure 2-15. Centaur Hydraulic heater was sized (41 watts) based on the
System Orientation maximum environmental conditions of heat

losses that could occur during long coast
(Reference 1, Volume 5, page 280). The existing circulating system thermostats con-trol the heater, in addition to the circulating motors. The existing circulating motors
will be retested/replaced for multiple missions long coast life,

Existing test data substantiates that both the actuators and the power pack have adequate
life in terms of cycles and running time for both RLTC and D-1S(R) missions. Some
additional testing maybe required, however, to demonstrate adequate fatigue life for
these components to enable them to be used for the entire life of the vehicle without
replacement.

2.4.2 PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM (Reference 1, Volume 5, Section 5.2)

D-1S(R) Pressurization System. Figure 2-16 shows the pressurization system forD-lS(R). This system provides the helium necessary to pressurize the LH2 and L0 2tanks to the pressure levels required during engine prestart, and provides regulated
helium pressure for the engine controls systems and the auxiliary propulsion system.
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LH 2 TANK PRESSURE SENSORS (3)

PRIMARY TANK
PRESSURIZATION GROUP

F - - - -

HELIUM LH2TANK
STORAGE
BOTTLES L. _ , O S

=LF 7TO APS

"  •a TO ENGINE0 __7 _JCONTROLS

BACKUP TANK
L0 2 TANK PRESSURE PRESSURIZATION GROUP
SENSORS (3)

* CURRENT CENTAUR DESIGN & HARDWARE WITH ADDED SAFETY FEATURES

.OLENOIDVALVE ORIFICE .REGULATOR

EJ CHECK VALVE DISCONNECT LWY. MOTOR VALVE

SRELIEF ROLLV

Figure 2-16. D-1S(R) Pressurization System

The system hardware and its mounting is the same as Centaur D-1T, except the tank
pressurization solenoid valves are rearranged to meet Orbiter safety considerations,
and pyrotechnic shutoff valves in the tank pressurization lines have been changed to
motor valves for reusability.

Prior to each engine start, the ullage pressure in each main propellant tank is in-
creased 3 psid (2 N/cm 2 ) to p:rovide sufficient margin over the required net positive
suction head (0. 1 psi (0. 069 N/cm2 ) LH2 and 1. 5 psi (1. 03 N/cm 2 ) LO2 ), for the main
engine boost pumps. The technique for providing this prestart pressurization is the
same as for Centaur D-1T. The digital computer unit reads triple redundant trans-
ducers in each tank, and opens and closes tank pressurization solenoid valves as re-
quired. No helium pressurization is required during engine burns. Pressurization
helium is supplied from the ambient temperature helium storage bottles to a regulator
(with downstream relief valve protection) which provides 450 psig (310 N/cm 2 ) for
operation of the engine control valves. A second regulator further reduces this pres-
sure to 290 psig (200 N/cm 2) for pressurization of the auxiliary propulsion system
bottle to expel H 0 2 . From these two regulated supplies are also furnished constant
bleed purges to me L02 and LH2 tank pressurization lines, the LO 2 tank sensing line,
and the L0 2 tank standpipe to keep them free of liquid propellants during periods of
zero-g coasting. The hardware for pressure regulation and purges is the same as
used on D-1T Centaur.

The LH 2 tank pressurization line terminates inside the top of the LH2 tank in a helium
energy diffuser (D-1T design) that reduces the velocity of the incoming helium to
minimize the amount of helium required for tank pressurization. The L0 2 tank
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pressurization line terminates in a perforated tubing ring mounted inside the LO2 tank
at a level below the liquid surface. During a pressurization sequence, helium from the
ring bubbles up through the L02 to provide an efficient method of tank pressurization
by minimizing helium usage. Flow control orifices are installed downstream of the tank
pressurization valves, and series redundant check valves are installed to ensure sepa-
ration of LO2 tank and LH2 tank ullage pressures.

During prelaunch operations, the helium bottles are charged to flight pressure (approx-
imately 2800 psig) (1931 N/cm2 ) through a sealing disconnect and solenoid valve (Cen-
taur D-1T) components. During ground operations, tank pressures are maintained by
the pallet pressurization system through sealing disconnects (Centaur D-1T components)
until the start of propellant tanking. Propellant boiloff then maintains tank pressures
(by vent valve control) throughout the tanking operation and during Shuttle ascent,

D-1S(R) pressurization system parameters are given in Table 2-4, and helium require-
ments are listed in Table 2-5.

Table 2-4. D-1S(R) Pressurization System Parameters

Helium Storage Bottle Fill Pressure (max) 2800 psia (1930 N/cm2)

Helium Storage Bottle Final Pressure (min) 500 psia (345 N/cm2

Helium Storage Bottle Charge Temp. (nom) 530'R (294K)

Helium Storage Bottle Volume 12.8 ft3 (0.36 m3)

Usable Helium Available 17.9 lb (8.1 kg)

Engine Controls Supply Pressure (nom) 450 psia (310 N/cm 2)

APS Bottle Supply Pressure (nom) 290 psia (200 N/cm2)

Table 2-5. D-1S(R) Helium Requirements

LH2 Tank Pressurization 7.13 lb (3.23 kg)
LO2 Tank Pressurization 1.80 lb (0.82 kg)

APS Propellant Pressurization 1.50 lb (0.68 kg)

Engine Start Usage 0.44 lb (0.20 kg)

Engine Helium Leakage 0.18 lb (0.08 kg)
L0 2 Bubbler & Zero-g purges 1.70 lb (0.77 kg)

Total Required 12 .75 Ig (5.78 kg)

Available Contingency (40%) 5.15 lb (2.34 kg)

Total Available 17.90 lb (8.12 kg)
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The D-1T pneumatic system components to be used on D-1S(R) have generally demon-
strated adequate functional life to meet reusability requirements for the life of the ve-
hicle without routine changeout. In general, however, existing vibration testing may
be augmented with more vibration testing to demonstrate adequate fatigue life.

RLTC Pressurization System. The RLTC pressurization system schematic is shown
in Figure 2-17. The system provides the helium necessary to pressurize the LH2 and
LO2 tanks to the pressure levels required during engine prestart, and provides regu-
lated helium pressure for the engine controls system and the auxiliary propulsion
system. Most of the system operating techniques and the hardware components re-
quired for the pressurization system are the same for RLTC as are currently used on
Centaur D-1T.

Prior to each engine start, the ullage pressure in each main propellant tank is increased
3 psid (2 N/cm2 ) to provide sufficient margin over the required net positive suction
head (0.1 psi (0.069 N / cm 2) LH2 and 1.5 psi (1.03 N/cm 2) LO) for the main engine
boost pumps. The technique for providing this prestart pressurization is the same as
for Centaur D-1T. No helium pressurization is required during engine burns. Pressur-
ization helium is supplied to a: regulator (with downstream relief valve protection) which
provides 450 psig (310 N/cm 2 ) for operation of the engine control valves and for pres-
surization of the auxiliary propulsion system bottle to expel N2H4 . From this regulated
helium supply are also furnished constant bleed purges for the L0 2 and LH 2 tank pres-
surization lines, the LO2 tank sensing line, and the L0 2 tank standpipe to keep them
free of liquid propellants during periods of zero-g coasting. The hardware for pressure
regulation and purges is the same as used on D-1T Centaur.

LH 2 TANK PRESSURE SENSORS (3)

PRIMARY TANK
PRESSURIZATION GROUP

HELIUM LH2TANK
STORAGE - - - - - - -
BOTTLE T--- I TOAPS

L._ CONTROLS

LBACKUP TANK
LO 2 TANK PRESSURE RUIZATION GROUP

SENSORS (3)

FUEL CELL
COOLANT

HEAT EXCHANGER

OLEGNOIDVALVE ORIFICE REGULATOR
0 ALL COMPONENTS CURRENT CENTAUR EXCEPT

E CHECK VALVE DISCONNECT TOR VALVE THOSE MARKED ////

NEW R.-ARE RELIEF VALVE

Figure 2-17. RLTC Pressurization System
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Like D-1S(R) and D-1T, the RLTC LH2 tank pressurization line terminates in a diffuser
and the LO2 tank pressurization line terminates in a bubbler ring.

During prelaunch operations, the helium bottle (mounted inside the LH2 tank) is charged
to flight pressure (approximately 2600 psig) (1793 N/cm2 ) through a sealing disconnect
and solenoid valve (Centaur D-1T components). During ground operations, tank pres-
sures are maintained by the support adapter pressurization system through sealing
disconnects (Centaur D-1T components) until the start of propellant tanking. Propellant
boiloff then maintains tank pressures (by vent valve control) throughout the tanking op-
eration and during Shuttle ascent.

A trade study was performed to compare storage of helium at ambient temperature
(530 R) (294K) with storage at LH2 temperature (380R) (21K). The results indicated
that cryogenic storage improved payload capability about 740 pounds (336 kg).

RLTC pressurization system parameters are given in Table 2-6, and helium require-
ments are listed in Table 2-7.

Table 2-6. RLTC Pressurization System Parameters

Helium Storage Bottle Fill Pressure (nom) 2600 psia (793 N/cm2

Helium Storage Bottle Final Pressure (min) 500 psia (345 N/cm 2)

Helium Storage Bottle Charge & Use Temp. (nom) 38-R (21K)

Helium Storage Bottle Volume 4.28 ft 3 (.12 m3

Usable Helium Available 28 lb (12.7 kg)

Engine Controls & APS Supply Pressure (nom) 450 psig (310 N/m 2)

Table 2-7. RLTC Helium Requirements

LH2 Tank Pressurization 14.01 lb (6.35 kg)

LO2 Tank Pressurization 2.90 lb (1.32 kg)

Engine Start Usage 0.53 lb (0.24 kg)

Engine Leakage 2.25 lb (1.02 kg)

APS Propellant Pressurization 3.30 lb (1.50 kg)

LH2 Tank Helium Dissipator Purge 2.42 lb (1.10 kg)

LO 2 Sense Line & Bubbler Purge 0.86 lb (0.39 kg)

Misc. Unplanned System Leakages 1.73 lb (0.78 kg)

Total 28.00 lb (12.70 kg)
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The D-1T pneumatic system hardware to be used on RLTC generally has already
demonstrated by test its functional reusability for the mission life of RLTC. Fatigue
life of the components for the RLTC missions may have to be demonstrated by addi-
tional vibration testing.

2.4.3 VENT SYSTEM. (Reference 1, Volume 5, Section 5.2) The main propellant
tank vent system for D-1S(R) is shown in Figure 2-18. Figure 2-19 shows the RLTC

system. The function of the vent system is to maintain proper propellant tank ullage

pressures during all phases of the mission, from the start of ground tanking through
Orbiter landing, except during engine prestart pressurization sequences and engine
firing periods.

During ground tanking, Shuttle ascent, and Orbiter return, parallel redundant vent
valves control tank pressures. These solenoid-operated valves are the same as used
on D-1T Centaur, and operate in either a relief or shut-off mode. When in the relief
mode, the vent valves maintain preset, absolute tank pressures, and act as upstream
pressure regulation devices. When in the shut-off mode, the valves remain closed
regardless of tank pressure. Selection of the proper operating mode is done by the
Digital Computer Unit (DCU).

Two LH2 and LO 2 tank vent valves are mounted in parallel to meet fail-closed safety
requirements. The primary LH2 and LO 2 tank vent valves will maintain tank pres-
sures during ground tanking and Shuttle ascent between 19. 0 and 21. 5 psia (13. 1-14. 8
N/cm2 ) and 29. 0 to 32. O0 psia (20 to 22 N/cm 2 ), respectively. The secondary LH2 and
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* GROUND TANKING VENT VALVES ARE EXISTING D-1T DESIGN CENTAUR VENT VALVE

* ZERO-g HEAT EXCHANGER PROTOTYPE TESTED BY CONVAIR 1 DISCONNECT

* SAFETY PROVIDED BY REDUNDANT VALVES ,O NONPROPULSIVE VENT
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Figure 2-18. D-1S(R) Propellant Tank Vent System
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Figure 2-19. RLTC Vent System

LO2 tank vent valves will provide safety backup to the primary valves, and in addition,
during Orbiter reentry upon abort with the payload installed, will maintain the LH 2tank at 25. 0 to 26. 5 psia (17.2 to 18.3 N/cm2 ) and the L0 2 tank at about 34. 0 to 37. 0
psia (23.4 to 25.5 N/cm2 ). In the overboard vent line for both LH 2 and L0 2 vent sys-
tems, on the deployment adapter, are two parallel mounted backup shut-off valves.
These are normally open, but would be closed (and modulated open as required) only
if a Centaur vent valve failed open. Control of the backup valves is from the Cen-
taur monitor and control systems (C1MACS). During Orbiter reentry, the overboard
LH2 vent duct will be purged with helium to insure that a combustion hazard does not
build up due to entry of air into the line between venting periods.

During periods of D-lS(R) or RLTC zero-g coasting, with the vehicle either in the Or-
biter bay or in space, a zero-g venting system is required in each tank. The system
consists of an electrically driven pump/mixer to circulate the cryogenic propellant, a
regulator to expand the propellant to be vented, a coil heat exchanger to chill the bulk
fluid being circulated by the pump and to heat the expanded vent gas, and a solenoid
shut off valve to actuate the vent system. The mixers are designed to run continuously
during zero-g coast periods, with the system venting intermittently on demand. Figure
2-20 is a schematic and a photograph of an LH2 tank prototype unit designed and tested
at Convair in 1969. The tests proved that the vent device works equally well with
either liquid or gas at the heat exchanger inlet, and that propellant settling prior to
venting (as is currently done on D-1T) is not required. A prototype L02 tank vent
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Figure 2-20. Zero-G Vent Device

device has been designed and built, and is currently undergoing testing at Convair.
Two of these zero-g vent devices are mounted inside the Centaur, one in the LH2 tank,
and the other in the LO2 sump and boost pump housing.

For both D-1S(R) and RLTC, two vent paths are included for the LO2 zero-g vent sys-
tem. One vent line ties into the ground vent ducting, and the other leg is routed to a
non-thrust vent device. This second leg of the vent system is used during zero-g
coast when the Centaur is out of the payload bay. An electrically actuated three-way
valve connects the non-thrust vent to the vent line that is routed to the aft umbilical
panel. During Orbiter deployment of the Centaur, this valve will be activated to close
the vent line to the aft umbilical panel and open the line to the non-propulsive vent.

The current Centaur D-1T hydrogen vent system employs a balanced thrust vent duct-
ing mounted on top of the LH2 tank into which both LH2 vent valves exhaust. For
D-1S(R), the hydrogen ground vent system is similar except for the addition of a shut-
off valve in one leg of the balanced vent ducting, and revision to the cant angle of the
two exit nozzles. When the D-1S(R) is in the Orbiter bay, H2 must vent through the
single leg of the vent system that is ducted overboard through the flight pallet. The
additional valve prevents venting from the other leg until the D-1S(R) is deployed and
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the valve opened. The nozzle cant angle is changed to conform to the pallet installa-
tion, umbilical retraction, and deployment techniques to be used with the Shuttle.

For D-1S(R), the hydrogen overboard zero-g vent tube passes through the LH2 tank
forward door and is connected into the ground vent line downstream of the tank-

'mounted vent valves. For RLTC, the hydrogen vent has two paths. While the RLTC
is within the payload bay, LH2 tank venting exhausts through the ground ducting. After
the RLTC has been deployed from the Orbiter, the LH2 tank vent gases are exhausted
through a nonpropulsive vent device like the LO 2 tank vent system.

The deep space vent rates listed in Table 2-8 represent the steady state vent rates that
would eventually occur during coast in the absence of engine firings. Actual venting
will not occur during coast until the tank pressure reaches the vent pressure of the
zero-g vent device. As shown in Figure 2-21, the engine firing sequence for D-1S(R)
reduces LO2 tank pressure so that the LO 2 tank does not actually vent any propellants
overboard after the first Centaur engine firing, and the LH2 tank vents overboard only
during a portion of the coast time between burns. Figure 2-21 shows LO 2 and LH2
tank ullage pressure history for D-1S(R) as controlled by the pressurization and vent
systems.

Testing to date on the D-1T vent valves has demonstrated that the repeated lockup
capability of the valves far exceeds the reusability requirements of both D-lS(R) and
RLTC. Additional operating life cycling and vibration (fatigue) testing may be required
to demonstrate these reusability requirements, however.

Table 2-8. Zero-g Vent System Characteristics

D-=1S(R) RLTC

Nominal System Characteristics LO 2  LH2  LO 2  LH2
Tank Heat Rate (Deep Space), 573 2178 592 2634
Btu/hr (watts) (168) (638) (173) (771)

Zero-g Vent Design Flow Rate, 89. 5 33. 1 90. 5 39. 8
lb/hr (kg/sec) (0. 0113) (0. 0042) (0. 0114) (0. 0050)

No Vent Pressure Rise Rate 0. 5 i. 0 0.3 0.6
(Payload Bay Doors Open, Tanks (9. 6x10- 6 ) (19.2X10 - 6 ) (5. 710-6) (11. 5x10- 6)
Full), psi/hr (Newton/cm 2 sec)

Vent Rate (Deep Space), 9.4 10. 8 9.7 13.0
lb/hr (kg/sec) (11. 8x10 -4 ) (13.610-4 ) (12.2x10"4 ) (16.4x10 - 4
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Figure 2-21. D-1S(R) Propellant Tank Ullage Pressure vs Time From Liftoff

2.4.4 PROPELLANT UTILIZATION, (Reference 1, Volume 5, Section 5.2) Propel-
lant utilization is accomplished by the existing Centaur PU system, which provides en-
gine oxidizer mixture control to simultaneously deplete both propellants. The PU sys-
tem maximizes total impulse while minimizing unequal burn-out residuals. The system

consists of tank probes, electronic circuit
EQU IPMENT modules, motor-driven servopositioners, and

feedback transducers to modulate the engine
02 flow control valves (PU valves). All con-
trol functions are accomplished by the astri-
onics digital computer unit (DCU) and sequence
control unit (SCU). Figure 2-22 illustrates the
propellant utilization system orientation.

PROBE The D-1T type probes will be resized and
tested to accommodate the revised tank shapes
for D-1S(R) and RLTC. This testing will in-

OXIDIZER clude vibration (fatigue) tests to demonstrate
MIXTURE RATIO adequate reusability for the vehicle life.
(PU) VALVE

2.4. 5 INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD VACUUM
SYSTEM. The intermediate bulkhead vacuum
system, by preventing the inflow of air, en-

PROPORTIONAL sures that gaseous nitrogen in the intermediate
SERVO POSITIONER

bulkhead cavity cryopumps during tanking to
Figure 2-22. PU System Orientation the desired vacuum (<0.05 torr)(<6. 7 N/m2).
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The system for both D-1S(R) and RLTC is the same as used on Centaur D-1T (Figure
2-23). It consists of a check valve, pressure transducers, and tubing connecting the
intermediate bulkhead cavity and the aft umbilical panel.

VACUUM AFT DISCONNECT

TRANSDUCERS PANEL
-------------------------------------------

INTERMEDIATE

BULKHEAD

VACUUM
CHECK VALVE

LH2 TANK LO2 TANK

Figure 2-23. Intermediate Bulkhead Vacuum System

2.4.6 PROPELLANT TANK FILL AND DRAIN SYSTEM. The main propellant tank fill
and drain systems for both D-1S(R) and RLTC are utilized to both fill the tanks prior to
launch, and to quickly dump tanked propellants during flight if required by an abort
condition. Both propellants will be dumped at altitudes greater than 220, 000 feet (67
km) by supplying helium pressurant from storage bottles located on the deployment
adapter and from vehicle stored helium. Parallel redundant dump valves are installed
in each propellant line on the vehicle to meet fail-closed safety requirements. These
dump valves are backed-up by redundant dump valves on the adapter which guard against
failures in the failed-open mode.

Vehicle LO2 Line Dia. LH2 Line Dia.

D-1S(R) 4. 0 in. (10. 2 cm) 4.75 in. (12. 1 cm)
RLTC 5. 2 in. (13. 2 cm) 6.8 in. (17.3 cm)

The lines were sized for 2 50-second duration dump of the full propellant tanks until the
start of two-phase flow in the dump lines at tank pressures of 35 psia (24. 1 N/cm 2 ) and
24. 5 psia (16.9 N/cm 2 ) for the LO2 and LH2 tanks, respectively. The orientation of
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the propellants during dumping (caused by the Orbiter turnaround maneuver) results in

a maximum of 180 pounds (82 kg) of LH2 and 60 pounds (27 kg) of LO2 left in the tanks

at dump termination.

Figure 2-24 shows the LH2 fill and drain system, with an alternative valve and axial

dump line shown penetrating the Orbiter engine compartment aft bulkhead heat shield.

All propellant lines aft of the retractable umbilical panel are vacuum jacketed. The

LO2 system is similar.

ABORT DUMP VALVE

ADAPTER LH 2 F&D GROUND

DISCONNECT WITH POPPET

DUAL

VALVES '

ORBITER LH 2
UMBILICAL PANEL

AFT RETRACTABLE PAYLOAD BAY -
UMBILICAL PANEL SERVICE PANEL

Figure 2-24. LH2 Fill and Drain System

2.5 AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM

2.5.1 D-1S(R) AUXILIARY PROPULSION. The system consists of the D-1T H20 2 mon-

opropellant supply to power the boost pump turbine and the reaction motors for attitude

control, small velocity corrections, retromaneuvers and main propellant settling. An

integral part of the system is the electric heater subsystem with thermostatic controls

to maintain monopropellant temperatures within operational limits.

The Centaur D-1T operating hardware is retained (motors, valves, and supply bottles),

with additions for manned Orbiter safety, redundancy controls, and remote tanking.

These additions generally inhibit the APS system while the Centaur is in or near the

vicinity of the Orbiter. Isolation and remote fill and drain provisions are added to the

D-1T system. Remote monopropellant loading delays charging the system until just

prior to main propellant tanking; this enables the system to be drained and safed while
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the Centaur is still in the Orbiter and enables any reaction generated gases to be ex-
pelled safely through the inclosed Orbiter disconnect piping. The system is shown
schematically in Figure 2=25o

Four retro motors (identical to the other motors, but forward facing) are added to pro-vide retromaneuvers for Orbiter safety and payload placement. This necessitates the
clusters to be relocated from the aft bulkhead outboard on tripod mounts on the latch
skirt. This position reduces impingement and increases effective moment arm, formore effective propellant usage.

The APS supply has been sized to the maximum impulse anticipated (maximum payloaddelivered to synchronous orbit). PAuliary Propulsi can be offloaded for lighter payloads or
less demanding missions if required. The moeors currently being used on the Centaur
are rated at 6 pound thrust winclosedh 155 ser disconnect piping.der steady state operation and

a nominal pulse mode attitude control ofp OL 120 seconds (Reference 1, Volume 5,Section 5.2).

Tests to date on the D-T thrusters aotd H2 02 storage bottle indicate functional life
reusability of at least eight to ten safety issioans for D-1SR)vehicles. Additional vibration
testing to demonstrate fatigue lie may be required.

Tale 2-9 is a summary of he AS requird. The motors for the D-1S(R).
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Table 2-9. D-1S(R) APS Requirements Summary

Event Impulse (Ib-sec) H2 0 2 (lb) (kg)

AV 22,980 148 67

Settling 16,100 104 47

Attitude Control 34, 000 284 129

Boost Pumps 7, 600 49 22

80,000 585 265

5% Contingency 29 (13)

Usable with contingency 614 (278)

2% Residual 12 (5)

(Capacity is 242 lb/bottle) Total Tanked 626 (283)

2.5.2 RLTC AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM. The system consists of the hydra-
zine monopropellant supply to power the boost pump turbines and the reaction motors
for attitude control, small velocity corrections, retromaneuvers, and main propellant
settling. An integral part of the system is circulating hydrazine through a heat ex-
changer to use fuel cell waste heat to maintain monopropellant temperatures within
operational limits. System design changes from D-1T are:

a. Change monopropellant to hydrazine.

Reason: Reduce operational complexity (by using only one propellant) and
increase performance.

b. Increase reaction motor thrust to 10 pounds thrust.

Reason: Use modified rocket Research MR-50A. Life exceeds 20 missions.

c. Add isolation valves and overboard vent through Orbiter disconnects.

Reason: Orbiter safing.

d. Add cluster isolation valves.

Reason: Orbiter safety, enable shutoff of "failed on" motor.

e. Add hydrazine circulating system.

Reason: Provide system thermal control and reduce electrical power
requirements.
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The system is new to Centaur, but consists of components proven on other programs.
The system operates at ambient temperature using 450 psi helium pressure to force
hydrazine from the two positive expulsion bottles. The bottles feed the two boost
pumps and the four clusters of four thruster modules as their individual valves open.
Each cluster contains four 10-pound force thrusters and a cluster isolation valve for
fail operational/fail safe operations. The Centaur is capable of continuing to function
satisfactorily with one cluster out. The system is shown schematically in Figure 2-26.

The APS supply has been sized to the maximum impulse anticipated to deliver a maxi-
mum payload to synchronous orbit. Propellants can be offloaded for lighter payloads
or less demanding missions. The very high impulse required for vehicle velocity
changes dominate the system requirements (Reference 1, Volume 5, page 225).

Table 2-10 is a summary of the APS requirements for the D-1S(R).

450-CENTAUR
HELIUM SUPPLY

THRUSTER MODULE (4)
HELIUM -
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ORBITER ADAPTER SHUTOFF
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PUMP

FILL & DRAIN . - r-"
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Figure 2-26. Stored Propellants Vented External to Orbiter

2.6 THERMAL CONTROL

Thermal control systems are provided for both D-1S(R) and RLTC to maintain the
various vehicle systems and components within acceptable temperature limits during
all phases of the mission (Reference 1, Volume 5, Section 5.2). The thermal control
systems are both active and passive. Electric line heaters and blankets provide ac-
tive control for the APS system and for the boost pump catalyst beds. An electric
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Table 2-10. RLTC APS Requirements Summary

N2 H4

Velocity Impulse Propellant
Event (fps) (lb-sec) (lb) (kg)

AV

Separation From Orbiter 10 19,750 86 (39)
Midcourse Correction 50 59,400 258 (117)
Payload Separation 10 7,100 31 (14)
Midcourse Correction 50 15, 700 68 (31)
Terminal Rendezvous 15 3, 170 14 (6)
Docking With Orbiter 10 2, 120 9 (4)

145 107,240 466 (211) 72%

Propellant Settling 14,800 65 (30) 10%
Attitude Control 15, 740 75 (34) 12%
Boost Pumps 8,740 38 (17) 6%

154, 150 644 (292)

5% Contingency 33 (15)

Usable with contingency 677 (307)

2% Residual 13 (6)

(Capacity is 419 lb/bottle) Total Tanked 690 (313)

heater in the hydraulic system reservoir provides thermal control for the TVC. Pas-
sive thermal control is provided by insulation blankets on the main propellant tanks,
radiation shielding on TVC components and the main propellant tanks, thermal paints
and finishes, and the vacuum environment provided between the propellant tanks by
the intermediate bulkhead. For RLTC only, the fuel cell waste heat exchanger pro-
vides thermal control of the APS N2 H4 and the pressurization system helium.

2. 6. 1 TANK INSULATION SYSTEM. The main propellant tank insulation system is
based on designs developed for Centaur D-1T. The forward hydrogen tank bulkhead
and the aft oxygen tank bulkheads use the Centaur D-1T insulation blanket concept, but
the material has been changed to meet fire-resistant safety requirements, and the
metallized surface has been changed to improve reusability. On the tank sidewalls, the
D-1T type radiation shield concept is augmented by addition of insulation blankets to
provide thermal control compatible with Shuttle requirements. The insulation is
purged with helium during ground operations and orbiter reentry to prevent condensa-
tion of air or nitrogen from degrading the thermal properties of the insulation. The
insulation blanket thickness is designed to insure that the payload bay environment is
not chilled excessively during pre-launch operations.
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The basic elements of the insulation system are:

a. Forward bulkhead insulation.

b. Tank sidewall radiation shield and insulation.

c. Intermediate bulkhead insulation.

d. Aft bulkhead radiation shield and membrane.

The functions of the insulation system are:

a. Insulate the propellant tanks during ground and Shuttle ascent operations.

b. Minimize heat transfer between the propellant tanks.

c. Provide radiation protection during space operations.

d. Protect equipment module components from excessive cooling.

e. Provide propellant tank meteoroid protection.

f. Provide separate containment of the propellant tanks to permit capture and venting
of any propellant leakage.

Table 2-11 gives D-1S(R) and RLTC heating rates for the main propellant tanks, and
Table 2-8 gives deep space vent rates for both vehicles. Table 2-12 gives insulation
blanket performance data for various flight conditions.

Table 2-11. Propellant Tank Heating Summary (Nominal Values)

D-1S(R) RLTC
Btu/hr Btu/hr
(watts) (watts)

Flight Condition LH2  L0 2  LH 2  L0 2

Closed Payload Bay, Prelaunch 115,645 43,346 157,000 62,300
(33,872) (12,696) (45,985) (18,248)

Closed Payload Bay, 0-480 sec 40,744 14,801 59,488 21,.190
(11,934) (4,335) (17,434) (6,207)

Open Payload Bay, 4 80 sec to low 4,258 3,607 4,877 3,689
altitude orbit (1,247) (1,056) (1,428) (1,081)

Low Altitude Orbit 2,326 692 2,876 712
(681) (203) (816) (209)

Deep Space, Continuous 2, 178 573 2,634 592
(638) (168) (771) (173)
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Table 2-12. Tank Sidewall Insulation Blanket Performance

LH2 Tank LO 2 Tank
Heat Flux Heat Flux
Btu/hr ft2  Btu/hr ft 2

Flight Condition (watts/m 2) (watts/m 2 )

Prelaunch 148 127
(466) (400)

Launch + 10 Hours 0. 132 0. 134
(0.416) (0. 422)

Deep Space (Equilibrium) 0. 143 0.121
(0.450) (0.381)

2.6.2 FORWARD BULKHEAD INSULATION. Insulation covers the forward tank bulk-
head surface from just forward of the tank forward ring to the access door mounting
flange. This assembly consists of two separate blankets each approximately 3/4-inch
(1.9 cm) thick laid one on top of the other to produce a total assembly thickness of
1-1/2 inches (3.8 cm) and covered with a gas containment membrane made of plain
Kapton sheets bonded to both sides of Beta glass scrim. Each blanket consists of 11
non-metallized, dimpled sheets of Kapton, 1/2 mil (0. 0013 cm) thick and 10 goldized,
flat sheets of Kapton, 1/4 mil (0. 00064 cm) thick. The outer layers of the blanket are
made of one flat sheet of Kapton bonded to Beta glass scrim. The dimpled and flat
intermediate layers alternate, and the dimpling produces a separating gap of 0.06 inch
(0. 152 cm). The forward bulkhead insulation (blanket assembly and containment mem-
brane) is installed on the forward adapter before the adapter is installed on the tank.
Figure,2-27 shows the insulation blanket as installed on the forward bulkhead of a D-1T
vehicle.

2.6.3 TANK SIDEWALL INSULATION AND RADIATION SHIELD. Two 3/4-inch
(1.9-cm) thick insulation blankets and a three-layer radiation shield cover the entire
sidewall of the LH2 tank, and for RLTC, the cylindrical section of the L0 2 tank. Fig-
ure 2-28 shows the RLTC insulation. D-1S(R) tank insulation is similar.

The external radiation shield for both D-1S(R) and RLTC is similar to the D-1T Cen-
taur radiation shield. The shield is comprised of three layers of a goldized Kapton
Beta glass scrim. The shield outer layer is of similar construction except that one of
the Kapton sheets is plain, not goldized. The three layers are laid one on top of the
other to form a total shield. The plain Kapton surface of the outer layer is the outside
of the shield. The outer and middle layers have 1/4-inch (0. 64 cm) diameter vent
holes arranged in a staggered pattern so that the patterns in the two layers do not
match. The inner layer has no holes and forms a containment membrane.
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To complete the separate containment of LH2 and LO 2 gases, an additional LO 2 tank

membrane seal is placed over the entire cylindrical section (for RLTC) of the L0 2

tank and portion of aft adapter. An annular foam pad, with a Kapton tape seal, covers

the tank and provides a separation seal of LO 2 and LH 2 gas leakage that may occur as

a result of a leak developing in either, or both, main propellant tanks. This pad also

provides a forward mounting surface for the L0 2 ,tank membrane seal and helium purge

tube.

2.6.4 INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD INSULATION. This insulation is an integral part

of the intermediate bulkhead construction. This bulkhead is a double-walled, ellip-

soidal structure separated by plastic mesh and fiberglass mat insulation, as shown in

Figure 2-7. The volume is filled with gaseous nitrogen prior to tanking. When the

cryogenic fuel (LH 2 ) is loaded, the trapped nitrogen condenses and a vacuum is formed

by the cryopumping effect.

2.6.5 AFT BULKHEAD RADIATION SHIELD AND MEMBRANE. The radiation shield

on the LO 2 tank aft bulkhead, similar to that on D-1T, is a rigid assembly made of

laminated nylon fabric with goldized Kapton on its inner surface and white polyvinyl

fluoride on its outer surface. It is made up of 12 gores that form a complete ellip-

soidal half that covers the aft tank bulkhead. The shield is supported on brackets

which hold it 1 inch (2.4 cm) from the tank bulkhead surface. A membrane of goldized

Kapton (Beta glass laminate identical to the sidewall radiation shield material) is used

as an additional insulation/radiation shield and as a seal to contain convective gases

or leakage of cryogenics to prevent their impingement on aft bulkhead mounted equip-

ment. This "purge bag, " mounted inside the rigid shield, is sealed with tape around the

penetrations, like the existing Mylar membrane.

2.6.6 INSULATION PURGE. Both D-1S(R) and RLTC groundhold insulation blankets

on the LH 2 tank forward bulkheads and sidewall are purged with helium during pre-

launch tanking, and repressurized with helium during Orbiter reentry. This prevents

condensation of air or nitrogen within the blanket from degrading the thermal proper-

ties of the insulation. Purge helium is supplied from a ring of perforated distribution

tubing beneath the containment membrane on the forward bulkhead.

During ground tanking, a collection manifold at the base of the aft fairing retains the

blanket purge and ducts it overboard. At liftoff, the purge is stopped and the manifold

is permitted to vent into the payload bay during Shuttle ascent, to prevent the buildup

of bursting pressure beneath the blanket. The bay contains nitrogen which in turn

vents overboard.

Upon Orbiter reentry, the purge control valve in the vent duct is placed in the ground

hold position, and the purge reestablished from the pallet (deployment adapter) supply.
The purge is reestablished above 110, 000 feet altitude (34 kin) to prevent formation

of a flammable mixture of potential hydrogen leakage and the warm air used to repres-

surize the Orbiter payload bay. The insulation blanket helium purge is continued until
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30 minutes after landing when GSE assumes the responsibility for payload bay condi-
tioningo During vehicle turnaround the tank sidewall blankets and radiation shields
may be removed and stored to protect the Insulation from moisture or handling damage
and provide accessibility to the tank skin for leak tests and inspection for meteoroid
damage.

2. 6. 7 GOLDIZED KAPTON. Kapton is used in place of mylar because Kapton is
more fire resistant. Goldized Kapton is used rather than aluminized Kapton because
of the degrading effect moisture has on the aluminized surface over a period of time.
Various NASA and NASA contractor studies of multilayer insulation' systems have veri-
fied this degradation. General Dynamics/Convair has firsthand experience with this
problem on its D-1 Centaur vehicles. The use of goldized material for only the flat
sheets in the insulation buildup makes the system even more cost competitive with
the aluminized system. The nonmetallized dimpled spacer material causes no appre-
ciable increase in total vehicle heat transfer.

2.6.8 USE OF INSULATION BLANKETS AS A METEROID BARRIER. A Convair
study, and extrapolation of Boeing data from NASA Reports CR121103 and CR121104,
indicate that the insulation blankets will provide adequate meteoroid protection for
D-1S(R) and RLTC tanks within the NASA minimum requirement of providing a proba-
bility greater than 0. 995 of no meteoroid penetration.

2.7 ORBITER/CENTAUR INTERFACE

The Centaur with adapters is designed to use the Orbiter four-point support technique.
The D-1S(R) has a flight pallet configuration as an intermediary structure to adapt from
the Orbiter to the Centaur (Figure 2-29). The RLTC deployment adapter contains
three support points with the fourth or forward Z support located on the forward adapt-
er (Figure 2-30).

The D-lS(R) Centaur flight pallet (CFP) supports Centaur in the payload bay by tying
into the four Shuttle payload bay support points and transmitting the loads through a
reusable aft deployment adapter (which stays with the pallet subsequent to Centaur
deployment) and the Centaur forward adapter ring. The CFP provides a variety of
functions for Centaur, besides structurally supporting it in the payload bay. The CFP
includes Centaur in-orbit support equipment, deployment and separation mechanisms,
and separation disconnects, allowing complete testing of these functions on the ground
before installation in the Orbiter.• Hard connections are used between the Orbiter
service panels and the CFP, obviating the need for disengagement testing with the
Orbiter.

The support adapter includes structure for Centaur engine support (primarily for
ground handling and landing) and the 16 separation latches. It also includes the aft
retractable umbilical panel and the flex lines and propellant gimbal joints connecting
the support adapter with the pallet truss.
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Figure 2-29. Centaur Flight Pallet Configuration
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Figure 2-30. RLTC Deployment Adapter
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The pallet truss provides supporting structure for the Centaur forward retractable
umbilical panel and three pallet-to-Orbiter/ground "hardline" panels plus the line
routing between them. The pallet also supports the emergency helium supply and
pneumatic control panel for propellant dumping during Orbiter abort. Included in the
truss are two forward lateral support latches, two aft lateral support latches, two
rotary deployment actuators, Centaur/deployment adapter air conditioning fans, and
Centaur stretch actuators. Also mounted on the truss is the pallet electrical control
and power equipment, electrical Centaur/Shuttle interface equipment. Figure 2-31 is
a schematic of the CFP fluid systems.

The RLTC interface consists of a deployment adapter and the astrionics interface
equipment. The deployment adapter has the two aft X and Z direction supports which
also serve as deployment rotation points and the single Y direction support point.

The forward Z load attaches directly to the RLTC forward adapter at Shuttle Station
947. 5. All fluid and electrical services for the RLTC are routed aft on the vehicle
and interface with the deployment adapter eliminating any forward umbilical
disconnects.

The fluid interface between the Centaur and the Orbiter are at the aft bulkhead of the
payload bay. Flight disconnect of the Centaur lines occurs in the support adapter,
independent of Orbiter deflections.
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SECTION 3

ASTRIONIC SYSTEMS

Evolution of the astrionic subsystems for the Reusable Centaur was based on the
current operational D-1 Centaur. A recent redesign of the D-1A/D-1T astrionics
has a large capacity central digital computer, reprogrammable, which provides an
excellent starting point for increased capability upper stages. Verification of the
improved astrionic and vehicle design has been accomplished with three operational
flights during 1973.

Where possible, consistent with the mission and reusability objectives, the existing
Centaur designs for electronic equipment and the same type of electrical interface
are used for the Reusable Centaur to minimize risk and to avoid unnecessary devel-
opment costs. Space Tug missions require more time than the usual D-1 flights (up
to 7 hours); this increases the importance of the reliability of the design so it can
meet the mission success goal of 0.97. For the longer RLTC 47-hour nominal mission,
dual redundancy (and sometimes triple) is employed throughout the astrionic control
and management function.

3.1 REQUIREMENTS

The prime driving requirements for the Reusable Centaur astrionic designs are shown
in Figure 3-1. They are defined as follows:

Reusability - Changes to the stage design necessary to make the
Centaur reusable. This focuses on new parts and
redesign; existing Centaur parts have been shown to
be inherently reusable.

Mission Reliability - Mission success goal for the total vehicle is 0. 97.
Existing single string designs have been examined,
and for the longer missions redundancy will be needed.

Mission Duration - This parameter is sensitive in the establishing of
electrical power, guidance accuracies, reliability,
and software requirements.

Shuttle Integration - Man-rated safety is provided through monitoring,
communications, control and arm-safe functions on
board the Orbiter. The Centaur monitor and control
system (CMACS) with pallet/adapter establishes the
man-machine interface. Centaur redundancy is also
provided in safety critical areas.
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Figure 3-1. Reusable Centaur Requirements

Low Cost/Low Program Risk - This has been approached by the selection of proven
and current Centaur electronic designs as applicable.

NASA/DoD Requirements - Most of these are incorporated in the overall study
requirements. Communications vary between NASA
and DoD because of different ground support networks,
allocated frequencies, and cryptographic provisions.

Table 3-1 presents the specific astrionics design requirements for Reusable Centaur
and their implementation for D-1S(R) and RLTC.

3.2 D-1S(R) ASTRIONICS

Existing tank configuration Centaurs were used in the recent detailed study of an
expendable cryogenic upper stage (D-1S) performed for the NASA Lewis Research
Center, contract NAS 3-16786, during 1972 and 1973. Returning the Centaur stage to
the Shuttle Orbiter requires changes to the astrionics of this expendable D-1S (which is
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Table 3-1. Astrionics Design Requirements

Implementation

New Design Requirements D-1S(R) RLTC

Increased Guidance & Guidance update Guidance update
Navigation

Increased Electrical Power Lightweight batteries Fuel cell & backup battery

Increased Data Management 5k-word added soft- 33k-word added software,
ware, existing triple computers
computer

Revised Communications USB/SGLS crypto USB/SGLS crypto

Autonomy Level III Level I

Maximum Use of Centaur D-1T plus additions Revised D-1T & additions
& Existing Designs

Interface Provisions CMACS and pallet CMACS & deployment adpter

Reliability 24-hr. mission 47-hr. mission (0. 995) dual
(0. 981) single string redundancy

Safety Arm-safe & dual Redundancy & arm-safe
communications
attitude control
backup

*Total Vehicle (0. 97) (0. 968) (0. 975)

a minimum revision to the D-1T Centaur sufficient for integration with the Orbiter).
The following astrionic areas are impacted:

a. Flight software

b. Increased computer main memory

c. Revised communications-

1. Dual unified S-band (USB) communications (NASA)

2. Dual SGLS communications (DoD), interchangeable
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d. New additions:

1. Sun and horizon sensors for attitude update

2. Tape recorder

3. Docking attitude control for safety backup

Mission times under consideration are shorter than for RLTC (nominal 24 hours
versus 47 hours); by carefully selecting components this permits the realistic exami-
nation of a simplex set of astrionics. During the period when the upper stage is
within the Orbiter bay, redundancy and arm-safe switching are required to prevent
potential safety hazards. Statusing of the Reusable Centaur must be done before any
attempt to return the stage into the Orbiter payload bay.

Figure 3-2 is the astrionics system block diagram for the D-1S(R). The additions
and deletions to the Centaur D-1T are noted. Subsystem grouping is the same as for
the RLTC and for the Space Tug System Study (Cryogenic), NAS8-29676. The astri-
onic subsystems are:

a. Data management system (DMVIS)

b. Guidance, navigation and control (GN&C)

1. Flight control

SEQUENCE FUEL VALVES
CONTROL

UNIT APS THRUSTERS
DIGITAL COMIPUTER UNIT BUS

BUS
ARM/SAFE SWITCHES 1
PROPELLANT UTILIZATION

PROPELLANT UTILIZATION FLIGHT CONTROL
FLIGHT CONTROL POWER DISTRIBUTION 3
NAVIGATION 

ENG
INERTIAL GUIDANCE SERVO

MEAS. GUIDANCE UPDATE POSITIONINGGROUP COMMUNICATIONS SERVO
TELEMETRY 

A PS  
INVERTER 

V A LV ES

TANK PRESSURIZATION THRUST UNIT - FEEDBACK
NEW REVSETRANSDUCERS

HORIZON DOCKING
& SUN ATTITUDE BATTERIES A-C POWERSENSOR CONTROLSENSOR CONTREVISED (2)

NEWREVISED (2) ANTENNAS

INSTRUMEN- TAPE SGLS
TATION RECORDER COMMUNICATIONS

REDUNDANCY (X)

Figure 3-2. Astrionics System - D-1S(R)
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2. Guidance and navigation

3. Guidance update

4. (Rendezvous and docking are deleted)

c. Communications

d. Instrumentation

e. Electrical power

f. Power conversion and distribution

Existing D-1T interfaces between subsystems have been retained along with the same
input/output structure for the digital computer. Shuttle Orbiter interfaces do not
require significant change of the present Centaur telemetry and GSE data and electrical
interface. Provision has been made for additional essential supporting equipment in
the Orbiter in the form of a pallet/deployment adapter and the CMACS.

Significant changes to the GN&C subsystem are the inclusion of an attitude update
capability to support the ground tracking position and velocity data, and the provision
of a safety backup system for docking attitude control during the retrieval process.

The normal Centaur arm-safe switching has been modified to ensure man-rated safety.
This requires changes in the sequence control unit and in the flight control sequence.

Communications have been completely modified. For NASA missions, dual USB equip-
ment will be used which is compatible with the Space Tracking and Data Network (STDN),
the Orbiter, and the planned Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS). DoD missions
will require the interchanging of space-ground link system (SGLS) modules. These
are identical with the communications defined for the RLTC and for the STSS Study
(Program 1). Instrumentation is similar to the expendable D-1S Centaur as described
in the NAS3-16786 study results. Electrical power is the same as the D-1T Centaur
except that lightweight batteries are included to satisfy operation over the extended
mission times.

The adaptation of Centaur with minimum change and minimum new development con-
tinues the Level III type of autonomy with dependence on ground support of the flights.
The RF uplink capability to provide update data and/or commands is a new function
added to D-1S(R).

3.3 RLTC ASTRIONICS

Figure 3-3 is the functional system diagram for the RLTC astrionics.

Central computer data management using a digital computer has been adopted from
the D-1T Centaur, and this has been made triply redundant for improved reliability
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Figure 3-3. Astrionics System - RLTC

to satisfy 47-hour mission success goals. Voting of the three computers avoids thecomplexity of the software program logic that would be required with only dual com-puters. The "masking" and coverage limitations (typically 0. 9) plus many of the
involved problems of redundancy management within the computer are thereby avoided.
A tape recorder was added to the data management system to keep flight history data
of subsystems as required, particularly the engine burn history, plus enable delayed
uplink commands and down telemetry where ground station contact availability may
be limited at the time of event occurrence.

Other astrionic subsystems are dual redundant with minor exceptions in areas wherethe reliability is adequate and critical safety is not a factor.

In the GN&C system the inertial reference unit is a redundant design currently under
NASA review as a D-1 Centaur improvement; it consists of two delta inertial guidance
system (DIGS) strapdown gyro platforms with skewed axes, a total of six gyros. This
design provides the equivalent of triple redundant platforms and can sustain two gyrofailures and still fail operational.

Communications is a dual system providing two-way S-band links to ensure uninter-rupted data and commands flow to and from the Tug. Interchangeable modules are
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available for either NASA or DoD mission requirements. Encryption and decryption
are employed as required for DoD or special missions.

Instrumentation is based upon the existing D-1T Centaur transducers and signal con-
ditioners, modified as needed to add redundant functions, to accommodate the revised
missions, and to provide man-rated safety.

For the electrical power subsystem, a lightweight fuel cell design was adopted which
uses the gaseous boiloff from the main cryogenic fuel tanks as the source of hydrogen
and oxygen.

A guidance update function has been provided to limit the guidance dispersions for the
longer mission times and to furnish independence from ground tracking support
requirements.

Level I autonomy has been selected on the basis of reduced overall program costs,
which are primarily in the operations support area. Additional software is required
for onboard checkout and sequencing, for redundancy management, and for the in-
creased guidance and navigation functions for the extended Tug missions (relative to
D-1T Centaur), and for the onboard guidance update.

3.4 D-1S(R) ASTRIONIC SUBSYSTEMS

Astrionic subsystems for the D-1S(R) as a group contain identical equipment to the
D-1T Centaur plus the necessary additions for reusability. The electronic components
for these subsystems are for the most part mounted to the equipment module ring
located on the forward end of the Centaur vehicle as shown in Figure 3-4.

3.4.1 DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. Equipment identified for the data management
system (DMS) are listed in Table 3-2. These units provide the required data

Table 3-2. DMS Equipment

Usage Wt (lb) Power (W)

Digital Computer Unit (DCU) D-1T modified 70 (31.75 kg) 190

Remote Multiplexers (2) D-1T as is 40 (18.14 kg) 25 avg

Tape Recorder Agena 12 (5.44 kg) 10 avg
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Figure 3-4. Astrionics Equipment Module - D-1S(R)

processing, reporting, and control functions for the D-1S(R) vehicle and are designed
to function in a system having man-rated safety.

3.4. 1.1 Digital Computer Unit. The DCU (Figure 3-5) is a stored program, random
access core machine. Memory is composed of 24,576 words of 24 bits each. The

Weight: 70 lb (31. 8 kg)

Size: 16 x 14 x 11 in.
(40.5 x 35.4 x 27.9 cm)

Power: 190 watts (28 Vdc)

b e st o

Figure 3-5. Digital Computer Unit
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standard Teledyne TDY-300 internal memory 16,000 words has been modified by
8,000 added core words to comfortably accommodate the estimated 17,200-word
D-1S(R) software requirement. Memory cycle time is nominally three microseconds.

Instruction Set. ,The DCU has a set of 25 hardware instructions in addition to input/
output instructions.

Indexing. The DCU has three hardware index registers that can be addressed to
modify instructions.

Interrupts. The DCU has five interrupt channels. The priority of processing them
is: (1) power dropout, (2) power on, (3) DCU telemetry data, (4) ground support
equipment (GSE), and (5) real-time. The first two power-associated interrupts cannot
be disarmed; the last three are program-maskable and provide data handling capability
during normal operation of the DCU.

The power-dropout and power-on interrupts permit orderly handling of DCU tasks
when these situations occur. The DC U telemetry data interrupt is generated each
time data is placed on the pulse code modulator (PCM) bit stream. After transmission,
this interrupt is used to load the next DCU data word to be telemetered into a dedicated
memory cell.

The GSE interrupt is used to accept and process data transferred from the ground
support equipment.

The real-time interrupt is used as the timing reference for navigation, and guidance
and control. In normal use, it is exercised at a rate of 50 Hz.

Pulse Code Modulation. The DCU includes a central controller unit (CCU) for for-
matting telemetry data into a PCM bit stream. This bit stream is in accordance with
a stored format and at a selected bit rate. Up to four formats may be stored in
unalterable memory, with the one in use at any time being selected by the DCU pro-
gram, as is the bit rate.

Input/Output. The input/output capabilities of the DCU are shown in Table 3-3.

3.4. 1. 2 Flight Software. A software analysis and estimate was made at the subsystem
level based upon the D-1T Centaur experience at General Dynamics in developing,
designing, and verifying the software for NASA, plus the various analyses in related
Space Tug studies as performed by General Dynamics and Rockwell International.
Table 3-4 presents the output of this estimate.
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Table 3-3. DC U Input/Output Capabilities

Inputs Comments

Serial - 24 Bits GSE uplink

Parallel - 12 Bits 28 Vdc (spare capability)

Discretes - 8 Channels 28 Vdc testable (SKD's)

Incremental - 4 Channels AV's and real time

Analog - 12 Channels 11 bits plus sign, : 12 Vdc

Telemetry -

Remote Multiplexer Units - 4 Channels 2 spares with Titan booster

External Serial - 1 Channel Spare capability

Outputs Comments

Parallel - 36 Bits 22 for switch selection

Strobe - 1 Channel Programmable delay

DC Analog - 6 Channels 8 bits plus sign, + 5 Vdc

AC Analog - 6 Channels 11 bits plus sign, 3.5 Vrms

Telemetry - 2 Channels 1 to.transmitter, 1 to downlink

Table 3-4. D-1S(R) Flight Software

Module D-1T Ref. (words) D-1S(R) (words)

Executive 2,388 2,500
Attitude Control 1,439 1,500
Communications 1,398 5,000
Guidance 2,120 2,200
Guidance Update -

Navigation 369 400
On-board Checkout 500
Sequencing 2,600 2,800
Thrust Vector Control 1,205 1,200
Titan Booster Steering 464 -

11,983 17,200
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3.4. 1.3 Tape Recorder. A flight tape recorder unit is provided to temporarily store
vehicle status data to be transmitted to the ground. It is also available to supplement
the computer main memory to store data needed only at preplanned times during a
mission. The initial selection is the Lockheed Electronics MTR 2500, which is being
developed for NASA-MSFC use on the High Energy Astronomical Observatory program.
This recorder is capable of recording and reproduction at a rate of 51,250 bits per
second. Total data storage is 4. 15 x 10 bits for a maximum tape time of 270 minutes.

3.4. 1.4 Remote Multiplexer Units. Inputs to the DCU from the instrumentation
transducers are passed through signal conditioners as required and are then tailored
by the fore and aft remote multiplexers to the current digital format. The signal
conditioners convert the signal and measurement voltages to ranges compatible with
the remote multiplexer unit (RMU) acceptance limits.

3.4.2 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL. Included in the GN&C subsystem
are the functions of:

Guidance and navigation

Guidance update

Flight control

Table 3-5 lists the GN&C equipment for the D-1S(R).

Table 3-5. GN&C Equipment

Usage Wt (lb) Power (W)

Inertial Reference Unit D-1T 64
as is (29. 03 kg)

System Electronic Unit D-1T 25 185
as is (11. 34 kg)

Horizon Sensor (Barnes 13-161) X-15 10 5 avg
(4.54 kg)

Sun Sensor (Adcole 1402) NASA 4 2 avg
(1. 81 kg)

Sequence Control Unit D-1T 75 17 avg
modify (34. 02 kg)

Servo Inverter Unit D-1T 45 40 avg
as is (20.41 kg)

Docking Attitude Control New 40 5 avg
(18. 14 kg)
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3.4. 2. 1 Guidance and Navigation. The Centaur inertial measurement group (IMG)
consists of the inertial reference unit (IRU) and the system electronic unit. The IMG
measures acceleration and provides a time reference for the digital computer unit
(DC U) to make the navigation computations. The inertial reference platform is the
inner gimbal of a four-gimbal assembly and has unlimited three degrees of freedom
movement. Stabilization is achieved with three orthogonally mounted single-degree-
of-freedom gyros which drive the gimbals through resolvers and torque motors.
Three accelerometers mounted on the platform sense acceleration and generate output
pulses at a rate proportional to the sensed accelerations. A crystal oscillator in the
IRU serves as the navigation function primary timing reference. All power is supplied
to the IRU by the systems electronic unit (SEU) which contains filters, power supplies,
and mode control relays. Figures 3-6 and 3-7 show the IRU and SEU hardware.

0oU ed ropy

Weight: 64 lb (29.03 kg) Weight: 25 lb (11.34 kg)

Size: 18 1/2 x 18 x 13 3/4 in. Size: 13 3/4 x 8 3/4 x 5 7/8 in.
(46.8 x 45.6 x 34.8 in.) (34.8 x 22.2 x 14.9 cm)

Power: 185 watts (28 Vdc)

Figure 3-6. Inertial Reference Unit Figure 3-7. Systems Electronic Unit
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Vehicle position and velocity, together with information about the desired trajectory,
provide input to the guidance function. The output is the desired vehicle attitude,
stated in terms of roll and pitch axes in inertial coordinates. The DCU performs
computations to determine the desired attitude, expresses this attitude in inertial
coordinate components of vehicle roll and pitch axis, and outputs these components
via the ac digital to analog converters. Figure 3-8 is a block diagram of the guidance
system.

3.4.2.2 Guidance Update. Increased mission times for the Reusable Centaur (36-hour
nominal) with the added engine burns and maneuvers over the D-1T will result in
larger error dispersions for the guidance function. This will require updating of the
initial inertial data. New equipment has been added in the form of a horizon sensor
and a sun sensor to assist ground tracking inputs by a three-axis attitude update.
This extra capability results in a Level III type autonomy preserving a moderate
onboard computer capacity and requiring position and velocity update to be RF uplinked
from the ground. Figure 3-9 shows the interrelationship of the various elements that
make up the guidance update system.

A more complete trajectory and guidance error analysis is needed for the Reusable
Centaur and the longer missions to accurately establish the final update requirements
and the best mission update times. Related studies from the STSS study, NAS8-29676,
and the Centaur/Shuttle Integration Study, NAS3-16786, have indicated the gross
requirement for this subsystem based on typical Centaur guidance and navigation
system errors.

DCU

St NAVI--
IRU F_ GATION -- CONDITIONS

SSOFTWAREJ

+ Vv

GUIDANCE - - - MISSION INPUTS
+ OFTWARE' 

ENGINE DISCRETES

RESOLVERCHAIN
SAC

U1UJI V,,., W12

-- TO FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM (IN DCU)

Figure 3-8. Guidance System Block Diagram
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3.4. 2.3 Flight Control. The DCU receives analog attitude outputs from the inertial
measurements group, converts them to digital form, operates on them in accordance
with the software instructions, generates output commands, and converts them to
analog signals for power flight control and digital commands to the coast phase control
system. Figure 3-10 is a functional diagram of the flight control system (primary).
The backup attitude system used during retrieval and docking with the Orbiter in the
event of primary failure is described at the end of this section.

ANTENNA

DCU

IMG GUIDANCE SGLS

IRU & SEU NAVIGATION TRANSPONDER

FUNCTIONS

POSITION

& VELOCITY

SUN HORIZON

SENSOR SENSOR

Figure 3-9. Guidance Update

INERTIAL
REFERENCE

UNIT (IRU)

SEQUENCE COAST DIGITAL POWERED SERVO,
CONTROL COMPUTER INVERTER

UNIT (SCU) PHASE UNIT (DCU) PHASE UNIT (SIU)

H20 2 THRUSTERS SERVO FEEDBACK
VALVES TRANSDUCERS

Figure 3-10. Primary Flight Control System
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Powered Flight Control. The DCU issues three analog output signals which corre-
spond to a desired engine position to the servo inverter unit (SIU). The mechanical
engine control device is a hydraulic actuator controlled by a hydraulic servovalve.
An electronic input from the SIU to the valve causes hydraulic fluid flow and engine
movement. Engine position signals are provided by a feedback transducer. Each of
the main engines has two actuators, one to do pitch movement and one to do yaw.

Coast Phase Control. During coast, vehicle rate and displacement are detected and
measured by the IMG, just as in powered flight. These signals are processed by the
DCU and translated to vehicle command requirements. Basic control during this
phase is provided by monopropellant thrusters mounted in an orthogonal arrangement
at the perimeter of the Centaur thrust section. They fire in short bursts for control
to hold the vehicle in a rate-displacement limit cycle, the characteristics of which
are determined by the vehicle dynamics and the rate displacement threshold stored in
the DCU.

Docking Control Backup System. Safe retrieval of the Centaur upper stage into the
Orbiter bay requires the satisfaction of two principle conditions: (1) the Centaur must
be statused via the RF communications link, and (2) no hazardous last minute failures
should take place prior to full deactivation of the upper stage subsystems. Stabiliza-
tion of the stage must be maintained until full control is achieved with the lock-on of
the Orbiter manipulator arms. This seems to necessitate continued operation of the
attitude control system and the APS thrusters to the point of actual contact.

Dual redundancy in the form of an emergency backup stabilization control has been
designed into the flight control subsystem. This backup electronic package is called
the docking attitude control unit and consists of an attitude sensor package containing
three inertial quality gyros of moderate precision. These gyros have electronic
caging to provide rate signals and are activated before the return approach to the
Orbiter. The backup attitude gyro signals are compared to the main IRU and if the
errors exceed a certain level, with command concurrence from the Orbiter, the
backup takes over from the primary system and directly controls the vehicle. Control
logic electronics is included to bypass the primary system, and to permit manual over-
ride from the Orbiter as needed with visual monitoring by the Mission Specialist.

Estimate and specifications of the complete docking attitude control unit (DAC) are:

Dimensions: 14 x 12 x 10 in. (35.5 x 30.4 x 25.4 cm)

Weight: 40 lb (18. 14 kg)

Power: 60 watts, when activated prior to Orbiter approach
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Figure 3-11 shows a block diagram of the DAC.

THREE - AXIS

ATTITUDE CONTROL BYPASS (TO SCU)
RATE LOGIC CONTROL

GYROS
L. G &APS

SWITCHING THRUSTERS
DOCKING ATTITUDE

CONTROL UNIT

DUAL COMMUNICATIONS
SUBSYSTEM

COMMAND COMMAND

DECODER DECODER

A B

FROM SGLS

TRANSPONDERS

& DECRYPTERS

Figure 3-11. Docking Attitude Control Backup System

3.4.2.4 GN&C Options. The foregoing descriptions are for the initial recommenda-
tions for subsystem components which are based primarily on minimum development
cost and minimum program 'risk. Several alternatives have been considered for the
GN&C subsystem.

Dual Strapdown IMU. Replacement of the D-1T Centaur simplex gimbaled platform
with dual skewed axis strapdown gyros has been predesigned at General Dynamics as
a potential Centaur improvement, and was proposed to NASA during 1972 This pro-
posal involves two Hamilton Standard strapdown platforms from the Delta inertial
guidance system (DIGS) which have flown on Delta launches. The interface with the
Centaur central computer (DCU) is fully compatible since the DIGS guidance computer
is a smaller memory version of the Centaur Teledyne computer.

The skewed axis arrangement gives the equivalent of triple redundancy failure pro-
tection with dual platforms and can significantly improve guidance reliability. Com-
parable projected mean time between failure (MTBF) values for the Centaur gimbaled
platform system and for a single Hamilton Standard strapdown platform are 4000 hours
and 10, 000 hours, respectively. The strapdown system has slightly less accuracy,
but adequately meets the Shuttle upper stage requirements.
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Appreciable development cost is required to incorporate the strapdown units if the
proposed D-1 Centaur improvement has not been accomplished by NASA prior to the
design of a new Shuttle upper stage. Typical equipment values are:

Usage Wt Power

Dual DIGS Platforms Delta 64 lb 240 watts
(29. 03 kg)

Star Sensor. Guidance update has been selected so as to need a minimum of addition-
al software for the central computer (DCU). Position and velocity update from ground
tracking has been assumed, with attitude update from on-board sensors (Level.III type
autonomy). The preliminary guidance error analyses performed for the modified
D-1T expendable Centaur (NASA study NAS3-16786), with shorter missions, indicate
that a horizon sensor alone may sufficiently reduce the dispersions in most orbital
situations. For full three-axis update, a second sensor is required as the horizon
sensor is limited to two-axis information. The recommendation has been made that
a simple sun sensor would be adequate.

An alternative scheme is the use of a star tracker or star sensor with a software star
catalog. This introduces a computer software requirement, generally in the range of
2000 to 6000 words, and may require a vehicle maneuver to obtain three-axis update
data.

Further study is being done on the desirability of using a strapdown star sensor in
lieu of the horizon sensor and sun sensor. Typical equipment values for this option
are:

Usage Wt Power

Star Sensor Small 11 ib 5 watts
(4. 99 kg)

Ball Brothers CT-401 Astronomy
Saturn C

8 x 8 deg FOV
Estimated Accuracy 1 0. 004 deg

Dual Redundancy. A further complete system alternative would be full-dual redundancy
for the D-1S(R) astrionics, which would increase the GN&C subsystem reliability due to
central computer involvement. For the D-1S(R) version of Reusable Centaur with an
intermediate size fuel tank, full dual redundancy is considered too costly to meet pro-
gram objectives and has a higher risk factor than the minor modification of the exist-
ing D-lT Centaur.
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3.4.3 COMMUNICATIONS. All elements of the communications subsystem are re-

vised from the D-1 Centaur, with the exception of the DCU, so as to be compatible

with the Space Shuttle upper stage requirements. The previous C-band tracking RF

system and the S-Band telemetry transmitter have been deleted and replaced by dual

S-Band transponders which are NASA USB/STDN and DoD SGLS/Satellite Control

Facility (SCF) compatible. RF transmission/reception elements are reconfigured

to operate in the assigned frequency ranges:

DoD: Downlink 2200 to 2300 MHz
Uplink 1750 to 1850 MHz

NASA: Downlink 2200 to 2300 MHz
Uplink 2025 to 2120 MHz

Table 3-6 lists the communications equipment. Figure 3-12 is a block diagram of a

single channel of the dual redundant system.

Table 3-6. Communications Equipment

Use/Mfg. Wt (lb) Power (W)

SGLS Transponder (2) Motorola 19 32
(8. 62 kg)

Command Decoder (2) Conic 8 4 avg

(3. 63 kg)

Power Amplifier MSC 1 42 (high data rate only)
(0. 45 kg)

RF Switch Transco 0. 6

(0.27 kg)

Coupler Elpac 1
(0.45 kg)

Isolator Wavecom 1. 4
(0. 64 kg)

Antennas (4) D-1T/GDCA 1.2
(0. 54 kg)

Encrypter (2) GFE 11.2 5
(5. 08 kg)

Decrypter (2) GFE 10.6 5
(4. 8 kg)
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Figure 3-12. Single Channel Functional Diagram -Communications Subsystem (DoD)

The selected USB equipment for the NASA missions was originally developed for the
Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) by Motorola. Some modification of this
dual equipment is needed for use as two independent transceivers in the redundant
strings desired for application in D-IS(R). Additional units are two command decoders
(in a single box), an RF switch, a power amplifier, and dual receiving and dual trans-
mitting antennas. See Table 3-7.

Comparable units for DoD missions are SGLS compatible equipment, which are modifi-
cations of the Motorola proposed system for FLTSATCOM. Eighty percent of this
SGLS hardware is existing and of proven design. For DoD use, the additional units
are two command decoders (in a single box), an RF switch, a power amplifier, dual
receiving antennas, dual transmitting antennas, a command decrypter, and a data
encrypter.

Figure 3-13 shows the basic RF link requirements for the D-1S(R) communications.

The DCU is used with the communications function and includes a central controller
unit (CCU) for formatting the telemetry data. Telemetry measurements are collected
by the remote multiplexer units from the various instrumentation transducers and sig-
nal conditioners, then digitized. These measurement signals are handled in the bit
stream in the order of the form addresses, and the pulse code modulation (PCM) bit
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Figure 3-13. Upper Stage Communications Requirements

stream modulates the output of the S-Band downlink transmitter. The maximum capa-bility of the DCU is 267, 000 bits per second, which provides an upper limit of 30, 000
measurements per second.

3.4.4 INSTRUMENTATION. Vehicle system measurements that are not digital in
nature are converted to digital representations and transmitted in a serial format.
Measurements made directly or by transducers are collected by the remote multiplexer
units (RMUs). Analog signals are scaled by the signal conditioners before reaching theRMUs. The RMUs identify signals by addresses and respond by sending the measure-
ments to the central controller unit (CCU) located in the DCU.

The format sequence of measurement addresses is determined by reading and inter-
preting a segment of the DCU memory. Formatting is done by programming a dedi-
cated area of DCU memory. Up to four formats may be stored and the one in use is
selected by the DCU program being executed. The maximum selectable bit rate is
267, 000 bits per second.

The instrumentation function can be configured to match the vehicle or mission with
as many as 1536 measurements that can be individually addressed. DCU internal data
can also be addressed. Measurement data contained in the PCM bit stream modulates
the output of the USB/SGLS communications transmitter while in free flight or is
available via coaxial line for Orbiter or ground checkout use.
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Table 3-7 presents the estimated measurements summary for D-1S(R) and the equip-
ment weights and power are listed in Table 3-8.

Table 3-7. D-1S(R) Measurements Summary for Normal Flight -
Not Including Development Flight Instrumentation

D-1T Com-

parisoh

Discrete Commands 27 Vehicle
(Status) 18 Pallet

Discrete Monitors 29 Vehicle
(106) 109 Umbilical12 Pallet

Analog Monitors 16 Vehicle
4 Pallet

PCM Downlink

Subsystem

DMS 1 1

G& N 21 12

Guidance Update 6

Flight Control 90 Sequence Control 94
39 Servo 39

Communications 31 Telemetry 32

Power 22 33

Propellant Utilization 12 18

Hydraulic 18 18

Pneumatic 31 31

Propulsion 119 119

Structure 93 119

Range Safety - 14

Miscellaneous 21 36

Totals 610 675
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Table 3-8. Instrumentation Equipment

Weight (lb) Power (W)

Forward Instrument Box 17 (7.71 kg) 10 avg

Aft Instrument Box 17 (7.71 kg) 10 avg

Transducers & Signal 68 (30. 84 kg) 50 avg
Conditioner

The measurements comparison is for a normal operational flight, does not include
payload measurements, and does not reflect the increased development flight instru-
mentation (DFI) typical of a first flight. Centaur has an FM/FM telepak, which is
added for DFI instrumented flights, and the number of measurement increases is de-
pendent upon the specific requirements. As noted, the 675 normal measurements can
be increased to as many as 1536 without changing the existing DCU capability.

For the D-1S(R), as shown in Table 3-7, the guidance and navigation measurements
increase due to the docking attitude backup system, guidance update adds six measure-ments, the structural measurements decrease due to the absence of the Titan shroud,
range safety no longer exists, and some of the miscellaneous items for Titan disappear.

3.4.5 ELECTRICAL POWER/POWER CONVERSION AND DISTRIBUTION

3. 4, 5. 1 Electrical Power. Primary electrical power for Centaur has traditionally
been furnished by onboard silver zinc batteries for the relatively short missions of afew hours or less duration. The standard Centaur batteries are a high discharge de-
sign with a capacity of between 40.to 55 watt-hours per pound of weight. For longer
missions, this results in the carrying of excessive vehicle dry weight.

The D-IS(R) baseline is a revised complement of batteries, mixing standard Centaur
types with lightweight batteries. Latest estimates of D-1S(R) electrical power show arequirement of 852 watts average for the 20 hours free flight outside the Orbiter. Thisis equivalent to 608 ampere hours.

A weight-effective choice for the baseline is envisioned as one 400 A-hr Eagle Pichertype 30 battery (10 amperes maximum discharge rate), one 150 A-hr Centaur battery(80 amperes maximum rate), and one 100 A-hr Centaur battery (80 amperes maximum
rate) for a weight of (134 + 81 + 66) 281 pounds (127.29 kg) total. This would save 43pounds (19.5 kg) over all Centaur type batteries and would have 50 A-hr excess capac-
ity. Two standard Centaur batteries are suggested to make up the 250 A-hr high dis-charge rate capability as they fit without alteration into the existing equipment moduledesign, although an equivalent single case design is available from the manufacturer.
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Apparent weight savings could be obtained by using all lightweight low discharge rate
batteries. However, the heater and propulsion support requirements for the vehicle
could not be met. These loads require peaks for short and medium durations which
are about 100% over the average value of 30.4 amperes (up to 63.1 amperes). A
mixture of types most easily offers the needed high discharge rates and weight sav-
ings. Table 3-9 shows the estimated electrical loads summary.

Table 3-9. Electrical Load Summary

Average Peak Peak
Power Coast Power Burn Power

(W) (W)
(20 hr) (Variable) (0. 18 hr)

Subsystem

Data Management 225 255 255
GN&C 254 388 367

Communications 38 128 128

Instrumentation 70 80 80

Heaters 135 486 -

Propulsion Support

Main Engine - - 504

Other Support 130 196 433

852 1533 1767

Fuel cells are an excellent choice for the cryogenic D-1S(R) vehicle, and would in
this application save about 167 pounds (75.65 kg) of dry weight using a modified
Orbiter fuel cell. For this option, there would be a development cost of around fivemillion dollars. With the short mission of 20 hours free flight and the ground rule of
minimum Centaur modification, the selected baseline was the mixture of silver zinc
batteries as described.

3.4.5.2 Power Conversion and Distribution. The electrical power distribution sys-
tem uses the batteries to supply dc power to three separate busses so as to isolate
equipment that tend to be generators of electromagnetic interference from equipment
that may be sensitive. Bus 1 supplies power to the digital computer unit, sequence
control unit, multiplexers, and signal conditioners. Bus 2 provides power to the
communications subsystem, propellant utilization system, servo inverter unit, and
instrumentation. The loads on Bus 1 and Bus 2 are primarily loads that tend to be
sensitive to electromagnetic interference. Bus 3 carries loads of a switching nature
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such as solenoids, relays, and motors, which tend to be generators of electromag-
netic interference.

A single phase inverter in the servo inverter unit provides 400 Hz, 26 Vac needed to
supply power to the instrumentation rate gyro unit and the propellant utilization
servo positioners. The inverter also furnishes 115 Vac for use by the propellant
utilization servopositioners.

Vehicle power is provided from the Orbiter prior to deployment. The power change-
over switch is activated prior to deployment and connects the internal power source
to the power distribution system. The power changeover switch features a make-
before-break contact arrangement to ensure uninterrupted power to the loads during
the switching. The electrical system employs a single point ground. Current moni-
toring for individual system use is provided at the single point ground bus in the se-
quence control unit.

The changeover switch is a revised Centaur D-1 design capable of carrying 65 am-
peres per pole continuously at 28 Vdc, with a voltage drop of less than 100 millivolts
on each of its multiple poles. The switch also has single pole, single throw break-
before-make contacts capable of carrying 7 amperes continuous for each set with less
than a 77-millivolt drop. These latter contacts are primarily for signal type circuits.
Total maximum transfer time for the switch is 170 milliseconds. The switch is her-
metically sealed and pressurized to one atmosphere with 95% dry nitrogen and 5%
helium.

3.4.5.3 Electrical System Harnessing. Generally the harnessing consists of three
kinds of H-film insulated wires: (1) wires that may be sensitive to electromagnetic
interference, (2) wires connecting equipment that tend to generate electromagnetic
interference, and (3) wires that do not fall into the above categories. The third group
is routed between the other two groups. This routing provides some isolation and
minimizes interaction between the various electronic systems.

Estimated weight for the electrical harnessing and connectors for the vehicle is 210
pounds (95.2 kg).

3.5. RLTC ASTRIONIC SUBSYSTEMS

Subsystems for the RLTC astrionics use much of the D-1T Centaur electronic equip-
ment, modified as required for mission reliability goals, reusability, man-rated
safety, Shuttle Orbiter integration, and increased vehicle autonomy (Level 1). Many
of the electronic box descriptions are the same as those for the D-1S(R), or nearly the
same.
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The astrionic equipment units are mounted to an equipment module ring structure
which is larger in diameter than the regular Centaur's (15 feet compared to 10 feet)
but similar.

3.5.1 DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (DMS). The DMS has three digital computer
units (DCU), two remote multiplexers, and a tape recorder. These units, which pro-
vide the required data, reporting, and control functions for the RLTC vehicle, are
used in a dual redundant electronics system to meet niission teliability goals and en
sure safety relative to the Orbiter and crew.

Computer functions include navigation, guidance, stabilization control, sequencing,
venting/pressurization control, propellant utilization control, communications/
telemetry formatting and control, instrumentation, and power conversion and distri-
bution control.

3.5. 1. 1 Digital Computer Unit. This is planned as a modified version of the CentaurTDY-300 computer with increased throughput speed and added main memory capacity.A triple redundant arrangement with simple voting is used to provide computer func-
tional reliability and to keep the software logic from becoming overcomplicated. Thebasic TDY-300 computer has been developed and produced by Teledyne as it is cur-
rently used in the operational Centaurs. A detailed DCU description is contained inthe preceding D-1S(R) section.

An alternative selection, which is still under consideration, is the possible use of theShuttle Orbiter computer the IBM (4 Pi) AP-101 with a 64, 000 word memory. Forthis option, the development of new input/output elements to satisfy the existingCentaur equipment interfaces is a sizeable task, which in the initial tradeoff studiesappears to result in higher DDT&E costs for the program as compared to adaptation
of the existing design.

Main memory for the DCU has been expanded from the standard TDY-300 size of16, 000 24-bit words to 48, 000 words. Requirements as studied under the STSS Con-
tract, NAS 8-29676, for the throughput speed show the possibility of 170,000 opera-tions per second peaks for some mission phases.

3.5.1.2 Flight Software. Estimated programming requirements for the nominalfour-hour synchronous equatorial mission are:

Module Memory Words

Executive 3400

Attitude Control 1600
Communications 7300

Guidance 7000
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Module Memory Words

Guidance Update 8000

Navigation 5000

Onboard Checkout 5600

Sequencing 5000

Thrust Vector Control 2000

3.5. 1.3 Tape Recorder. A flight tape recorder is provided to temporarily store
vehicle status data to be transmitted to the ground. Initial selection is a Lockheed
Electronics MTR 2500 which is being developed for NASA-MSFC on the High Energy
Astronomical Observatory program. This recorder is capable of recording and re-
production at a rate of 51, 250 bits per second. Total data storage is 4. 15 x 108 bits
per second for a maximum tape time of 270 minutes.

3.5. 1.4 Remote Multiplexer Units. These are revised Centaur designs compatible
with the DCU. They collect the inputs to the DCU from the various instrumentation
transducers.

3.5.2 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION AND CONTROL. RLTC has a GN&C subsystem
that is revised from the existing D-1T Centaur and the D-1S(R) with redundancy ap-
plied to meet reliability and safety goals. Benefit has been derived from the Centaur
studies performed in the electronic system redundancy area for Lewis Research
Center under NAS3-15314 in 1971 and 1972.

Included in the GN&C subsystem are the functions of:

Guidance and navigation

Guidance update

Flight control

(Note: Rendezvous and docking was omitted as a subsystem since payload retrieval
was deleted from the study as a capability requirement.)

3.5.2. 1 Guidance and Navigation. The inertial reference unit that has been selected
for RLTC is a dual strapdown inertial configuration made up of two DIGS platforms
operated in a skewed axis arrangement with a revised external packaging. Design of
the D-1T Centaur digital computer unit input/output was originally made so as to be
compatible with the DIGS type of platform; the dual arrangement already proposed to
NASA as a Centaur change is sufficiently predesigned that the change requirements
and interfaces are tied down. It is expected that the basic platform change from the
present gimbaled system will be incorporated into Centaur prior to an RLTC go ahead.
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3.5.2.2 Guidance Update. New RLTC equipment includes a horizon sensor and a
star sensor so as to furnish an autonomous three-axis position, velocity, and attitude
update capability. Guidance accuracy requirements for the longer missions (nominal
four hours) make the update necessary. Present assumption is that an update will be
performed prior to each main engine burn, and this relieves the need for precision
inertial capability. The dual strapdown platforms are only slightly less accurate than
the existing D-1T Centaur gimbaled IMU, and the accuracy is more than adequate
together with the added guidance update feature.

Figure 3-14 shows the functional connection of the elements of the flight control func-
tion. The digital computer unit (DCU) from the DMS accepts the sensor inputs from
the dual strapdown inertial measurement unit (SDIMU), and from the horizon and
star sensor for the determination of three-axis position, velocity, and attitude data.
Coordinate transformation and the guidance and navigation computations are per-
formed in the DCU. The DCU is a triple redundant computer for high reliability for
critical functions. Voting of the computer outputs is accomplished in the sequence
control unit (SCU) which distributes and switches the various power circuits in accord-
ance with the operating outputs from the DCU.

Internal redundancy is incorporated into the SCU, which is revised from the simplex
D-1T version employed for the D-1S(R). Voter redundancy is triple, flight critical
circuits are at least dual, and other functions are simplex. Interfaces are similar
to D-1T Centaur, but are revised for redundancy as controlled by the DCU.

The servo inverter unit (SIU) is identical to the unit used for the present Centaur and
the proposed D-1S(R). A dual configuration is used to improve system reliability.

Contained in the Centaur SIU are four printed circuit boards, each of which is a servo
amplifier feeding a servo valve, actuator, and feedback transducer so as to form the
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Figure 3-14. Flight Control Subsystem - RLTC
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engine positioning servo. From the error-proportional dc input signals, the SIU
provides the variable ac power needed for actuating the thrust vector control (engine
positioning) system.

3.5.3 COMMUNICATIONS. A dual redundant communication capability is provided
with USB/SGLS compatibility. The RLTC communication subsystem is identical to
the one described for the D-S(R) vehicle.

3.5.4 INSTRUMENTATION. The RLTC instrumentation is an extension of the re-
vised D-1T system as applied to the Reusable Centaurs. Compared to the D-1S(R),
the RLTC redundancy increases the number of measurements handled internally by
the DCU, and can reduce those telemetered to the Orbiter or to the ground. Many of
the measurements are used onboard for redundancy management outside of the DCU.
Voting is used for the DCU comparison. The total number of measurements are
estimated at 970 compared to 610 for D-IS(R).

3.5.5 ELECTRICAL POWER/POWER CONVERSION AND DISTRIBUTION. This sub-
system for the RLTC is similar in concept to the distribution busses and harnesses
for the battery system of D-1S(R). Necessary revisions will be incorporated to adapt
the switching to the fuel cell power source and the backup battery switching. Har-
nesses between .equipments on the vehicle will be redesigned for the redundant system
and the additional boxes. Triple redundant astrionics, in combination with increased
electrical heating needs for longer missions, increase the RLTC power levels above
those of the D-IS(R).

A Pratt & Whitney lightweight fuel cell system provides the primary source of elec-
trical power, with an additional backup battery for emergency. As the fuel cell gen-
erates electrical power by the direct catalytic conversion of hydrogen and oxygen, the
two waste products of heat and water are rejected to space. Water is rejected by
venting stream and the waste heat is used to warm hydrazine and helium in a ther-
mally efficient system.

The advantages of the lightweight versus the Orbiter type fuel cell are a result of how
mechanical construction/quality control, contamination/performance degradation and
the fluid, pressure and thermal controls support the catalytic fuel cell stack. Beyond
its weight advantage, the lightweight fuel cell passive thermal rejection and resulting
peripheral equipment support are significantly less than the older designs. The ability
to monitor output voltage in relation to power enables venting of contaminants while
the unit continues to produce power. Not only can propellant grade reactants be used,
but they can contain up to 5% helium. This, in addition to an operating pressure of
16 psia, enables the lightweight fuel cell to use liquid or vaporized propellants di-
rectly from the main tanks.
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A major portion of the total energy (22%) would be involved in assuring that the hydra-zine ACPS system is heated within its operating temperature range, if electrical heat-ers were used. Using the fuel cell waste heat to heat the hydrazine directly reduced
the electrical power requirements to the 1. 5 kW range (47.4 kW-hr total). See Table3-10. Secondary benefits in using the fuel cell waste heat to supply the heat the hydra-zine system loses to space is the elimination of 32 separate thermostatically controlled
electrical heaters and a separate space radiator.

Another area of performance improvement is the incorporation of a heated reservoir,within the fuel cell heat exchanger, to pass through cryogenically stored helium fortank pressurization. The warmed helium is expanded, requiring less helium to raisethe tank pressures before each engine firing. Less storage bottle volume (and weight)is required to store the same weight of helium when it is stored within the hydrogen
tank. The energy absorbed from the reservoir in raising the temperature of thehelium and cooling the reservoir approaches balancing out the added waste heat
(higher energy levels) that occurs during engine ignition, heating the reservoir. Theheat exchanger is thus precooled by the helium, anticipating the higher energy thatneeds to be absorbed during engine ignition. The fuel cell and heat exchanger areshown in Figure 3-15.

Table 3-10. Electrical Load Summary - RLTC with Fuel Cell

Avg Power Peak Coast Peak BurnFunctions (31.5 hr) Power (Variable) Power (0. 18 hr)

Data Management 525 watts 565 watts 656 watts
GN&C 307 455 425
Communications 38 128 128
Instrumentation 70 80 80
Heaters 394 654

Propulsion Support

Main Engines - 504
Others 131 337 444

1, 465 watts 1, 882 watts 2, 146 watts

Current levels (28 Vdc) 52.3 amps 67.2 amps 76.6 amps
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Figure 3-15. Fuel Cell and Heat Exchanger

Thermally interrelating the systems to use the normally rejected fuel cell waste heat
to supply the heating needs of the hydrazine APS and the cryogenically stored helium
reduces total electrical energy and individual system weights, controls, and complex-
ity. The lightweight fuel cell total power system, including its 36 pound (16 kg)
battery, thermal control, and tubing weighs less than 122 pounds (55 kg). Elimi-
nating the thermostatically controlled electric heaters on the APS and boost pump
hydrazine systems (22 pounds) reduces the fuel cell systems effective weight to 100
pounds (45 kg).

The thermally interrelated synergic system achieves additional payload delivery over
a conventional separate fuel cell system or even more additional payload than could be
achieved by adding existing Centaur batteries. See Table 3-11 for battery options.

While the RLTC is not dependent on this advanced fuel cell/fluid system thermal in-
teraction, it is recommended and is not regarded as any more complex than the ther-
mally integrated Orbiter fuel cell/life support system.

3.5.6 EQUIPMENT LIST - RLTC. Table 3-12 shows the astrionic subsystem equip-
ments, usage, weights, and estimated power consumption for the RLTC vehicle.
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Table 3-11. RLTC Battery Power Options (31.5 Hours Free Flight)

I. Centaur Type Batteries (150 A-hr, 81 lbs. (36.7 kg) each)

Full Average Load 1878 watts, 2100 A-hr
(Including Hydrazine Heaters)

Number of Batteries 2100/150 = 14

Weight 14 x 81 = 1134 lb (514. 5 kg)

II. Mixed Lightweight & Centaur Types (150 A-hr & 400 A-hr, 134 lb (60.8 kg))

Peak Burn Current 76.6 amperes

Requires 2 Centaur types at 300 A-hr

Remaining A-hr 2100 - 300 = 1800 A-hr

Number of Lightweight Batteries 1800/400 = 4.5 (5 batteries)

Weight (2 x 81) + (5 x 134) = 832 lb (377.4 kg)

Table 3-12. Equipment List Summary - RLTC

Equipment Usage/Mfg. Weight (lb) Power (W)

Data Management

Digital Computer (3) D-1T 174 480 avg
modified (78. 93 kg)

Remote Multiplexers (2) D-1T 40 30 avg
modified (18.14 kg)

Tape Recorder Agena 12 15 avg
(5.44 kg)

GN&C

Strapdown IMU (2) DIGS 64 240
modified (29.03 kg)

Star Sensor Honeywell 6 2 avg
(2.72 kg)

Horizon Sensor Barnes (13-161) 10 5 avg
(4.54 kg)

Servo Inverter Unit (2) D-1T 100 40 avg
as is (45.:36 kg)
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Table 3-12. Equipment List Summary - RLTC, Contd

Equipment Usage/Mfg. Weight (lb) Power (W)

Sequence Control Unit D-1T 78 20 avg
modified (35.38 kg)

Communications

USB/SGLS Transponder (2) Motorola 19 32 avg
(8.61 kg)

Command Decoder (2) Conic 8 4 avg
(3. 62 kg)

Power Amplifier MSC 1 2 avg
(0.45 kg)

RF Switch, Coupler, Isolator Transco, Elpac, 3 -
Wavecom (1. 36 kg)

Antennas (4) D-1T/GDCA 4
(1.81 kg)

Encrypter (2) (GFE) USAF - (11.2 5) -
(5.08 kg)

Decrypter (2) (GFE) USAF - (10.6 5) -
(4.8 kg)

Electric Power

Fuel Cell (2 kW) (LW) Pratt & Whitney 42 -
(19.05 kg)

F/C Plumbing 44
(19. 96 kg)

Backup Battery Eagle-Picher 36
(16.32 kg)

Power Conversion & Distribution

Harnesses & AC Inverter 220
(99.79 kg)

Instrumentation

Instrumentation Boxes 22 20
(9. 97 kg)

Transducers & Signal Conditioner 68 50 avg
(30. 84)

951 lb 940 watts
(431.37 kg) avg

Astrionics Totals 972. 8 lb 950 watts
(441.26 kg) avg DoD
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SECTION 4

MISSION PERFORMANCE

This section summarizes the mission performance for the D-1S(R) and RLTC con-
figurations. Some estimates are conservative so the performance numbers may be
reasonably expected to exceed these estimates.

a. A 10% dry weight contingency was used on all parts, even the existing R L10
engines. On the D-1S(R), which is about 90% existing hardware, alternate
weight and performance data are given for a 5% contingency. (10% on new
designs; 2% on existing.)

b. A flight performance reserve of 1. 73% was used per NASA ground rules. Con-
sidering that the Centaur has a PU system, 1% may be possible to achieve.

c. A 145 ft/sec (42.7 m/s) AV from the ACS system was assumed, including 50 ft/sec (15. 25 m/s) ascent midcourse correction. A total of 40 ft/sec (12. 2 m/s)
may be all that is required, which would reduce ACS propellants more than one-
third.

d. Payload placement within an orbit for RLTC requires a six-burn (rather than a
five-burn) mission and maximum RLTC time on orbit prior to payload deployment.
This results in additional main engine start/stop losses and maximum propellant
venting and ACS usage. Since current payloads have walking capability to place
themselves within an orbit, payload placement by RLTC may not be required.

e. Since the D-1S(R) gross weight with pallet, kick stage, and payload is only about45,000 pounds (20,400 kg) the Orbiter could ascend beyond 160 n.mi. (296 km),
increasing the D-1S(R) payload placement capability.

4.1 MISSION REQUIREMENTS

The Reusable Centaur is a propulsion stage carried into low earth orbit by the SpaceShuttle. The purpose of this stage is to extend the operating range of the Space Trans-
portation System beyond the capabilities of the Shuttle by transferring payloads to higherorbits with plane changes and on-orbit maneuvers, or injecting payloads on escape tra-
jectories. The Reusable Centaur is a versatile, high performance, LO2/LH2 poweredstage. Its reusability and multi-payload capability lead to low operating costs.

Reusable Centaur and Orbiter interface equipment shall not exceed 35 feet (10.66 m)in length and shall be dimensionally compatible with the Orbiter cargo bay diameter of15 feet (4.57 m). The Reusable Centaur shall be compatible with the Orbiter payload
capability as shown in Figure 4-1. The Reusable Centaur is delivered to a 160 n. mi.(296 km) circular orbit and recovered from a 170 n. mi. (315 kn) circular orbit by the
Orbiter. The Orbiter is the active partner during Orbiter-to-Reusable Centaur docking
and rendezvous.
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Figure 4-1. Shuttle Payload Capability

The Reusable Centaur configurations accommodate both NASA and DoD payloads, and
perform all missions in the mission model. Missions are in the general classes of
low earth orbit (mostly high inclination orbits) and synchronous and other high delta-
velocity missions, and planetary missions. Payload deployment is the basic mission
mode required of D-1S(R) and RLTC. In this mode the Reusable Centaur carries a
payload from the Shuttle Orbiter to orbit, deploys the payload, and then returns to the
Orbiter for return to the earth. Extremely high energy planetary missions may require
that the Centaur be expended.

The RLTC stage deploys synchronous equatorial payloads into the final payload orbit.
The D-1S(R) stage has less performance capability; to compensate for this a kick stage
(velocity package) is deployed into a synchronous transfer orbit along with the payload.
The kick stage then supplies part of the final AV for plane change and circularization
at synchronous altitude. Kick stages are also used by the D-1S(R) for payload deploy-
ment to other high-energy earth orbits; both D-1S(R) and RLTC use kick stages for
some planetary missions.

In addition to deployment missions, sortie missions are also accomplished by the
Reusable Centaurs, which carry the payloads to orbit. The payload remain attached
to Centaur during its on-orbit operational period, after which is then returned by the
Reusable Centaur to the Orbiter for earth return.
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The Reusable Centaurs are capable of multiple payload delivery with one, two, or
three payloads deployed during a single flight. Only single payloads are deployed on
planetary missions.

The mission model is defined in NASA-MSFC Memo PD-TUG-M(3-16-73) (the program
Option 1 model) and payload orbit requirements are defined in the Space Tug Systems
Studies Data Package. One-way delta velocities above the 160 n. mi. (296 km) Orbiter
delivery orbits are given in Table 4-1. For programmatic purposes, Reusable. Centaur
flights are limited to three during 1980 and not nore than 21 during 1981.

4.2 MASS PROPERTIES

4.2.1 VEHICLE WEIGHTS - D-IS(R). The D-1S(R) vehicle weight summary is shown
in Table 4-2. The weight summary is based on the following vehicle configuration
conditions:

Structure

The astrionics module, the forward adapter, and the aft adapter are all made of
titanium skin stringers. While the aft adapter is new, the forward structure essentially
exists.

The fuel tank was shortened 22 inches (55. 8 cm) for a 29-foot (8. 8 m) vehicle installed
length with propellants ratioed to a 5.8:1 engine mixture ratio. Stainless steel skin
thicknesses and ring sizing were based on loads analyses.

The LO2 tank, including the intermediate bulkhead and the aft bulkhead, are existing,
manufactured structures for the Centaur D-1T configuration.

The thrust structure is basic Centaur D-1T design and the equipment mounting struc-
ture is Centaur D-1T design with modifications to satisfy vehicle compatibility. The
interface equipment for the payload and the EOS docking mechanism is based on vehicle
reusability.

Propulsion

The main engine system, including engine actuation and support, is basic existing
Centaur D-1T design.

The ACPS system is existing D-1T Centaur design sized to conservative mission
requirements. Three H2 0 2 tanks for the system are included, as well as the four
thruster modules. Valving and control for the system are included in the system
weights.
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Table 4-1. Delta Velocities for Capture Analysis

NASA Missions DoD Missions

Shuttle One-Way Shuttle One-Way

Payload Inclination AV Payload Inclination AV

Number (deg) (fps) (m/s) Code (deg) (fps) (m/s)

1to 8 28.5 13,950 4252 2, 3b, 15, 28.5 13,950 4252

9 28.5 14,160 4316 17,12b,6,4a 28.5 13,950 4252

10 28.5 12,910 3935
11 29.0 13,030 3972 3a 38.0 12,540 3822

4b 38.0 10,460 3188

12 90.0 2,270 692 10 38.0 10,460 3188

13 90.0 8,520 2597 8 46.0 12,450 3795

14 90.0 3,570 1088

15 100.0 1,700 518 11a 28.5 13,980 4261

16 99.2 1,110 338 11b 30.0 13,650 4161

11c 38.0 14,000 4267

17 to 18 28.5 13,170 4014

19 28.5 16,320 4974 5 90.0 1,850 564

20 28.5 23,500 7163 16 98.3 800 244

22 28.5 24,100 7346 12a 104.0 564 172

23 28.5 18,420 5614

24 28.5 22,120 6742



Table 4-2. D-1S(R) Weight Summary

CONCEPT: N: PAYLOAD DELIVERY TO CONFIG. NO.
D-1S(R) CENTAUR VERSION (29') SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT D-1S(R) (NASA)

structures -(K9 (b
Bo(669. Structure 56 NON-IMPULSIVE EXPENDABLES254.9)
Fuel Tructank & Supports 255.4 ME Chllldown & Start (562) (24.9)Fuel Tank & Suporte 421 191.0 ME Leakage 175 79.4
Oxidizer Tank & Supports 318 144.2 M25 11.3
Thrust Structure 37 16.8 ME Shutdown 60 27.
Equipment Mounting Structures 61 27.7 Pressurants - Main 4 1.8
Meteoroid Structure Pressurants - ACPS
Interface for P/L & Shuttle 50 22.7 Fuel Cell Reactants
Umbilloals 25 11.3 Fuel Line Chllldown

Propulsion Gas Generator
Propulsion (1830) (830.1) Thermal Control FluidsMain Engine (ME) Assembly 580 263.1 Bolloff Vented 298 135.2

ME Actuation & Support 153 69.4
ACPS & Support 237 107.5 PROPELLANTS (29165) (13229.3)
Pressurization 346 157.0 *Main Engine (28580) (12963.9)
Fill, Vent & Drain (Incl. Feed) 450 204.1 Main Propellant - Fuel 4203 1906.1
Purge System - Main Propellant - Oxidizer 24377 11055.3Propellant Management 64 29.0 Attitude Control Propellants 585 265.4

Thermal Control (455) (206.4) *FIRST IGNITION WEIGHT (35267) 15997. 1Fuel Tank Insulation 177 80.3
Oxidizer Tank Insulation 177 80.3 SHUTTLE INTERFACE ACCOMM (4112) (1865.1)
Purge System 95 43.1 Adapter Structure. (2420) (1097.7)Radiators (Inc. Fluid Loop, Supports 1907 865.0

Heaters, Coatings) 6 .2.7 Attachment Fittings 2L . 98.0
Avionics (1013) (459.5) Deployment Mechanism 297 134.7

Rendezvous & Docking - - PropellantLines Umbilicals, Tankage (1277) (579. 2)Data Management 122 55.3 Fill. Drain, Dump 310 140.6
Flight Controls 160 72.4 Dump Pressurization System 360 438.6
Guidance & NavUpd gation 89 40.4 Astrionics Interface (415) (188.
Guidance Update 14 6.3 (415) (188.2)
Power 281 127.5 Shuttle/Payload In Bay 225 147.4
Power Conversion & Distribution 210 95.2 Mission Specialist Station 90 40. 8
Instrumentation 102 46.3 Bay Purge
Communication 35 15.9 Gases

STAGE DRY WEIGHT (4773) (2165.1) Bottles

Contingency 245 111.1 Payload Auxiliary Support

TOTAL DRY WEIGHT (5018) (2276.2) STAGE PAYLOAD (4096) (1858.0)
NON-USABLE FLUIDS (522) (236.7) Payload 4096 1858.0

Trapped Propellants - Main 129 58.5 Payload Adapter
Trapped Propellants - ACPS 12 5.4 AUXILIARY STAGE (2812 (Trapped Gases 319 144.7

Trapped Helium 13 5.9 TOTAL WEIGHT IN SHUTTLE (46287) (20995.7)Propellant Leakage - -

Propellant Reserves - Main (194) ** **
Propellant Reserves - ACPS 29 13. 1
Propellant Utilization 20 9.1 MainEngi ellTrapped Water *Mass Fraction Main Engine Proellants

T .pd WFirst Ignition Weight =0. 810
BURNOUT WEIGHT (5540) (2512.9) **Included In Main Propellants

CONFIGURATION SKETCH REMARKS:

1) Missin - 5 burn - 24 hours.
2) Engines - RL10-3-3 - 439. 8 Isp.
3) ACPS - H202 (3)4) Boost Pumps - H 20 driven.

:1!1 5) Propellant tanks - 3%. 000 lb cap. Stainless Steel
6) Forward Adapter

L Equipment Module Skin-Stringer design
Aft Adapter

7) Insulation -. Goldized Kpton Dimplar
8) Electric Power- Batteries
9) Pressurization- helium (3) ambient.

10) Contingency - 10% new Items, 2% existing.

(Z)Alternate: 10% on all items
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The pressurization system is largely made up of D-1T Centaur components with modi-
fications for plumbing and control. The helium supply includes three large ambient
helium bottles.

Existing H2 0 2 boost pump weights are used for the feed system weights. Other com-
ponents are modified D-1T design.

The fill and drain system includes two 4. 75-inch diameter (12. 1 cm) LH2 dump valves
and two 4. 0-inch diameter (10. 2 cm) L0 2 dump valves.

The vent system includes the zero-g vent valves and associated plumbing and hardware,
and quad redundant tanking boiloff valves.

Propellant management includes the propellant utilization system and the propellant
loading system as presently used on the D-1T Centaur.

Thermal Control System

Insulation on the LH2 forward dome and in the intermediate bulkhead is existing. Side-
wall insulation of the propellant tanks is accomplished by using two goldized Kapton
dimplar blankets each 3/4-inch (1.9 cm) thick. Covering this are three radiation
shields, the inner one of which also acts as a purge bag. The weights include the in-
sulation, purge bag, purge system, and'all supports and seals required. The LO2tank insulation includes the fiberglass matting and spring ring bulkhead that form the
lower half of the intermediate bulkhead.

Astrionics

Additional computer capability has been included and a tape recorder has been added
for the data management part of avionics.

The ERU unit and the servo inverter unit are included. Sensor equipment has been
added for guidance, navigation, and control. A backup docking control package is
included.

A revised antenna system and component parts have been added as part of a dual com-
munication system.

Electric power is obtained from a battery system sized according to calculated elec-
trical loads.

The existing D-1T electrical distribution system and an instrumentation system have
been included.
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Contingency

The contingency weight for this vehicle has been defined as 10% of the listed compo-
nent weight for new items and 2% for existing items, which is reasonable on a vehicle
comprised mostly of existing hardware. An alternate allowance of 10% on all parts is
also used to be consistent with all Tug studies.

Fluids

All propellant weights are based on mission requirements. Residuals and non-
impulsive propellants weights are calculated values.

Shuttle Interface

The weights in this section include all required adapters, attachment fittings, and
deployment mechanisms required to release and return the D-IS(R) vehicle to the
Shuttle. Also included is a dump pressurization system with 73 pounds (33 kg) of
helium and its associated plumbing and controls.

All vent and dumping interface requirements are included.

A weight allowance of 415 pounds (188. 2 kg) is included for the astrionics interface.

4.2.2 VEHICLE WEIGHTS - RLTC. The RLTC vehicle weight summary is shown
in Table 4-3. The weight summary is based on the following vehicle configuration
conditions:

Structure

The avionics module, the forward adapter, and the aft adapter are all manufactured
from graphite epoxy with integral parts sizing based on loads analyses.

The fuel tank and the L0 2 tank were sized for 52,500 pounds (23,814 kg) of propellants
at 5:1 engine mixture ratio. Stainless steel skin thicknesses and ring sizing were based
on loads analyses.

The intermediate bulkhead and the aft bulkhead are existing manufacture for the
Centaur D-1T configuration.

The thrust structure is basic Centaur D-1T design and the equipment mounting struc-
ture is modified from the Centaur D-1T design. The interface equipment for the pay-
load and the EOS docking mechanism is based on vehicle reusability.
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Table 4-3. RLTC Weight Summary

CONCEPT: ISSION: CONFIG. NO.
RLTC PAYLOAD DELIVERY TO .RLTC SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT RLTC-2 A

Structure io0) (884.5) NON-IDPUIIVE EXPEN1ABLES (IUM1) (472. 2)
Body Structure 364 165.1
Fuel Tank & Supports §61 435.9 ME Chilldown & Start 210 76.2

Oxidiler Tr~h & Supports 450 204.1 ME Lkage 75 19.5

Thrust Structure 37 16.8 ME Shutdow 72 49.0

Equipment Mounting Structures 76 34.5 Preuranto - Main 8 3.6

Meteoroid Structure - - Preurants - ACPS - -

Interface 2or P/L Shuttle 47 21,. Fuel Cell Reactanto 53 2 1
Fuel Lhw Childwin -

Umbilicals 15 6.8
Goa Generator - -

Propulsion (1652) (794.3) Thermal Control Fluids -
Main Engine (ME) Aacembly 580 263.1 Boiloff Vented 661 299.8
ME Actuation & Support 154 69.8
ACPS & Support 253 114.8 PROPELLANTS (507941 (23040.2)
Pressurization 142 64.4 *Main Engine (50117) (22733.1)
Fill, Vent & Drain (Incl. Feed) 459 208.2 Main Propellant - Fuel 8353 3788.9
Purge System - - Main Propellant - Oxidizer 41764 18944. 2
Propellant Management 64 29.0 Attitudae Control Propellants 677 307.1

Thermal Control (508) (230.4) *FIRST IGNITION WEIGHT (58168) (26385. 0)
Fuel Tank Insulation 213 96.6
Oxidizer Tank Insulaton 167 75.8 SHUTTLE INTERFACE ACCOM" (2331) (1057.3)Oxidizer Tank Insulation 167 75. 8
Purge System 122 55.3 Adapter Structure (736) 333.8
Radiators (Inc. Fluid Loop, Supports 453 205.4

Heaters, Coatings) 6 2.7 Attachment Fittings 104 47.2

Avionics (900) (408.3) Deployment Mechanism 179 81.2

Rendezvous & Docking - Propellant Lines Umbilicals, Tankage (1235) (560. 2)
Data Management 230 104.3 Fill, Drain, Dump 207 95.9
Flight Controls 178 80.8 Dump Pressurization System 1028 466.3
Guidance & Navigation 64 29.0
Guidance Update 16 7.3 Astrionics Interface (360) (163.3)Guidance Update 16 7.3
Power 93 42.2 Shuttle/Payload in Bay 270 122. 5

Power Conversion & Distribution 220 99.8 Mission Specialist Station 90 40.8

Instrumentation 60 27.2 Bay Purge -
Communication 39 17.7 Gases -

STAGE DRY WEIGHT (5010) (2272.5) Bottles

Contingency 500 226.8 Payload Auxiliary Support -

TOTAL DRY WEIGHT (5510) (2499.3) STAGE PAYLOAD (4501) (2041 7)

NON-USABLE FLUIDS (823) (373.3) Payload 4501 204L 7

Trapped Propellants - Main 209 94.8 Payload Adapter -

Trapped Propellants - ACPS 13 5.9 AUXILIARY STAGE -
Trapped Gases 538 244.0
Trapped Helium 38 17.2 TOTAL WEIGHT IN SHUTTLE (65000) (29484. 0)
Propellant Leakage - -

Propellant Reserves - Main (264) ++ **
Propellant Reserves - ACPS - -

Propellant Utilization 24 10.9 = Main Engine Propellants
rapped Water 1 0.5 First Ignition Weight

BURNOUT WEIGHT
(6333) (2872.6) ' Included in main propellants

CONFIGURATION SKETCH: REMARKS:

1) Mission - 6 burn - 47 hours.
2) Engine - RL10-3-3 - 444 Isp.
3) ACPS - Hydrazine

S 4) Boost Pumps - Hydrazine
S 5) Propellant Tanks - 52500 b capacity - Stainless Steel

6) Forward Adapter

V Aft Adapter Graphite Epoxy
Equip Module

........ __ 7)( Insulation - Goldized Kapton Dimplar
8) Electric Power - Fuel Cell

9) Contingency - 10% per NASA Directive
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Propulsion

The main engine system, including engine actuation and support, is existing Centaur
D-1T design.

The ACPS system is a redesigned, efficient N2 H4 system based on "off-the-shelf"
components and sized to mission conservative requirements. Two N2 H4 tanks for
the system are included, as well as the four thruster modules. Valving and control
for the system are included in the system weights.

The pressurization system is largely made up of D-1T Centaur components with
modifications for plumbing and control. The helium supply includes the cryo storage
tank to increase the quantity of helium.

Hydrazine boost pump weights are used for the feed system weights. Other components
are modified D-1T design.

The fill and drain system includes two 6. 8-inch diameter (17.3 cm) LH2 dump valves
and two 5. 2-inch diameter (13.2 cm) LO2 dump valves for inflight dump in case of
Orbiter abort.

The vent system includes the zero-g vent valves and associated plumbing and hardware,
plus quad-redundant tanking boiloff valves.

Propellant management includes an elongated propellant utilization system and the
propellant loading system as presently used on the D-1T Centaur.

Thermal Control System

Sidewall insulation of the propellant tanks is accomplished by using two goldized Kapton
dimplar blankets each 3/4-inch (1. 9 cm) thick. Covering this are three radiation
shields, the inner one of which also acts as a purge bag. The weights include the in-
sulation, purge bag, purge system, and all supports and seals required.

Astrionics

Additional computer capability has been included and a tape recorder has been added
for data management.

Two strapdown IMU units and two servo inverters are included. Sensor equipment has
been added for guidance, navigation, and control.

A revised antenna system and component parts have been added as part of a dual com-
munication system. The DoD version is 22 pounds (10. 0 kg) heavier due to encryption
devices.
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Electric power from a fuel cell has been added including heat exchanger and plumbing
required for fuel cell operation.

A typical electrical distribution system and an instrumentation system have been
included.

Contingency

The contingency weight for this vehicle has been defined as 10% of the vehicle dry
weight. This was an MSFC ground rule for the STSS studies.

Fluids

All propellant weights are based on 6-burn, 47-hour mission requirements. Residuals
and non-impulsive propellants weights are calculated values.

Shuttle Interface

The weights in this section include all required adapters, attachment fittings, and
deployment mechanisms required to release and return the RLTC vehicle to the Shuttle.
Also included is a dump pressurization system with 80 pounds (36.3 kg) of helium and
its associated plumbing and controls.

All vent and dumping interface requirements are included.

A weight allowance of 360 pounds (163 kg) has been included for the astrionics inter-
face, including a dedicated panel and computer on the Orbiter's mission specialist panel.

4.2.3 MASS PROPERTIES ANALYSIS. Mass property data for this study indicate no
problems with vehicle weights or vehicle centers of gravity when installed in the
Shuttle vehicle.

The RLTC and D-1S(R) Centaur vehicles will not exceed the Shuttle capability:

RLTC D-1S(R)

Shuttle Capability Weight, lb 65,000 (29,484 kg) 65,000 (29,484 kg)

Shuttle Installation Weight, lb 65,000 (29,484 kg) 46,287 (20,996 kg)

The installed RLTC and the D-1S(R) Centaur vehicle centers of gravity, including the
necessary interface accommodations, fall within the stated Shuttle tolerance, as shown
in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2. Location of Center of Gravity

4.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Performance calculations were based on the propulsion characteristics given in Table
4-4.

Table 4-4. Propulsion Characteristics

Characteristics D-1S(R) RLTC

Main Engine (2) R L10A-3-3 R L10A-3-3
Thrust (Each Engine) 15, 000 lb 15, 000 lb

(66, 723 newtons) (66, 723 newtons)
Specific Impulse 439. 8 sec 444 sec

(4313 newton-sec/kg) (4354 newton-sec/kg)
IMixture Ratio (02H2) 5.8:1 5:1
I Main Engine Propellant (Usable) 28, 580 lb 50, 117 lb

(12,963. 9 kg) (22, 733. 1 kg)
ACS Propellant H2 0 2  N2 H4 (hydrazine)
ACS Specific Impulse (Steady) 155 sec 230 sec

(1520 .newton-sec/kg) (2255 newton-sec/kg)
Flight Performance Reserve 1.73% each AV 1. 73% each AV
ACS Propellant Reserve 5% usable H2 0 2  5% usable N2 H4Stage Length (Installed) 29 ft (8.8 m) 35 ft (10.7 m)
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4.3 1 D-1S(R) PERFORMANCE. The D-1S(R) requires a kick stage velocity package
to deploy payloads to synchronous equatorial orbits; D-1S(R) is reusable with the kick
stage expended.

The two velocity package or solid rocket motor (SRM) configurations used with the
Reusable Centaur Tugs are shown in Figure 4-3. The Thiokol TE-M- 364-4 motor is
used with both configurations; it is an existing motor flown with Delta and Centaur
upper stages. The version used with Centaur is spin stabilized. The three-axis
stabilized configuration is an adaptation of the Burner II design. Burner II uses the
Thiokol TE-M-364-2 motor; it is a spherical motor with 1440 pounds (653 kg) of pro-
pellant. The TE-M-364-4 motor is essentially the same motor case with a 14-inch
(35.4 cm) cylindrical section inserted between the hemispherical domes of the -2
motor case. The total propellant weight is 2300 pounds (1043 kg). The maximum
thrust shown in Figure 4-3 is for the slow burn propellant grain being developed by
Thiokol Corp. The slow burn grain burns for 150 seconds as compared to a burn
time of 44 seconds for the current grain. The maximum thrust of the slow burn grain
is 4800 pounds (21,351 newtons) resulting in longitudinal load of 1.3 g for a 3500-lb
(1588 kg) payload.

38 IN.
(96.5 cm)

TIMER BATTERY TE-M-364-4
ISRM

ADAPTER (4,536)10,000S
ITEM SP9N 3-AXIS -

SEP. WT. (LB) 2,548 2,812

74.4 IN. (KG) (1,156) (1,276)
(187 cm) IT (1,000 LB-SEC) 654.5 654.5

(1,000 NEWTON-SEC) (2911) (2911) (2,268) 5,000
FMAX (LB) SLOW

BURNING GRAIN 4,800 4,800
DESPIN (NEWTON) (21,351) (21,351)
ROCKETS - SPIN STABILIZED

SPIN STABILIZED PL WT.

PAYLOAD ADAPTER (KG) LB.

3-AXIS
AVIONICS STABILIZED

(454) 1,000
74.4 IN.
(187 cm) ACS STORAGE BOTTLES

ACS THRUSTERS (227) 500
0 5 10

SOLID ROCKET MOTOR 0 (1,524) (3,048)

.62.2 IN. AV 1,000 FPS (m/s)
(158 cm)

3-AXIS STABILIZED

Figure 4-3. Velocity Package Performance
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The D-1S(R) uses a trajectory that maximizes the delivery payload capability to syn-
chronous orbit while maintaining minimum mission time as shown in Figure 4-4. A
velocity package or solid rocket motor (SRM) is used with the D-1S(R) when payloads
are deployed to synchronous orbit. Payloads have "walking" capability to position
themselves into final longitudes and to make final orbital corrections. Therefore,
no phasing orbit is required after deployment from the Shuttle. The D-1S(R) injects
itself immediately into a transfer orbit whose altitude is slightly higher than synchro-
nous orbit altitude. At the crossing of the transfer orbit with synchronous orbit alti-
tude, the D-1S(R) performs its second burn to provide the initial increment of velocity
necessary for circularizing the payload into synchronous orbit. The final increment
of velocity for mission orbit insertion is provided by the SRM. After releasing the
SRM and payload, the D-1S(R) reinserts itself into the original transfer orbit for
return to Shuttle. Approximately 90 degrees from the equator, the D-1S(R) makes
its fourth burn to align itself with the Shuttle orbit plane and to adjust mission time.
At perigee, the D-1S(R) performs its fifth burn to circularize into the Shuttle orbit for
recovery by the Orbiter. Total elapsed time from initial burn to the final burn is 10. 6
hours. A phasing orbit is not required for the Shuttle to rendezvous with D-1S(R) since
the total mission time as adjusted at the fourth burn to 10. 6 hours is equal to seven

,orbits of the Shuttle.

The deployment mission mode is the only mission mode applicable to D-1S(R) geosyn-
chronous equatorial orbits. Maximum payload deployment capability is dependent upon
the stabilization requirement of the payload: spin or three-axis. A spin-stabilized

DIRECT TRANSFER
10 MIN. COAST SRM SEPARATES SEQ. TIME (HR) A V
AFTER SRM FIRES & BURNS NO. EVENT DURATION TOTAL (FPS) (m/s)

10 MIN. COAST o SHUTTLE LIFTOFF 0BEFORE SRM FIRES o CIRCULARIZE -160 N.MI. 1.63
S3 2 o COAST & DEPLOY TUG 2.54 4.17

S A B 1 TOI 0.08 4.25 8150 2484/ B COAST 5.02 9.27
C 2 MOI 0.01 9.28 2125 6484C SEPARATE SRM + PL &

5 1 COMPLETE MOI (3725) 1135o COAST 0.39 9.67
EARTH 3 RE-ENTERTO 0.01 9.68 2125 648O COAST 4.7 14.38

4 PRECESSION PLANE CHANGE 14.38 .700 214O COAST 0.4 14.78
ORBIT SEQUENCE 5 COI 0.02 14.8 8060 2457A. SHUTTLE ORBIT 160 N.MI. RECOVERY 7.1 21.9

B. TUG TRANSFER ORBIT
C. TERMINAL ORBIT

TUG FLIGHT SEQUENCE SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
1. FIRST BU RN - INJECT INTO TRANSFER

ORBIT 5- OR 6-BURN MISSION
2. SECOND BURN -APOGEE BURN, SEP- ELAPSED TIME FROM 1 THROUGH 5 = 10.6 HR.ARATE & INITIATE SRM BURN 10 MIN. MISSION TIME DEPLOYMENT THROUGH RECOVERY < 24 HR.AFTER BURN NO. 2 SRM INJECTS P/L INTO TERMINAL ORBIT3. THIRD BURN - RETURN APOGEE BURN P/L PERFORMS FINAL ORBIT PLACEMENT4. FOURTH BURN - PLANE CHANGE &

POSITION - VELOCITY UPDATE
5. FIFTH BURN - RETURN TO SHUTTLE

ORBIT IF PHASING ORBIT REQD.,
SIXTH BURN NECESSARY

Figure 4-4. D-1S(R) Mission
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SRM in conjunction with D-1S(R) will place a maximum payload weight of 4349 pounds
(1973 kg) into synchronous orbit, whereas the D-1S(R) plus the three-axis stabilized

SRM will place 4096 pounds (1858 kg) into synchronous orbit. These values assume 10%
dry weight contingency on new parts and 2% on existing, which comes out to be 245 pounds,
or 5% as shown in Table 4-=2 Using 10% contingency on the entire dry weight, the per-
formance is 3925 pounds to synchronous equatorial orbit with a three-axis stabilized

TE 364-4o

Figure 4-5 shows the D-1S(R) payload capability versus delta-velocity for each of the

applicable mission modes. All of the curves presented are based on due-east launch
except for polar payload capability which is 90 degrees inclination. In all cases the
Shuttle is assumed to have a payload weight capability of 65, 000 pounds (29,484 kg) to
160 n. mi. (296 km) circular orbit, due east, and 36, 000 pounds (16,330 kg) polar
launch to 160 n. mi. (296 km) circular orbit. Weight contingency is 5%,

The curve designated D-1S(R) is the performance capability of the D-1S(R) (only) in
the reusable mode. It shows that the maximum velocity capability for a 500-pound
(227-kg) payload is 12,300 fps (3749 m/s) or equivalent to a 13,000 n.mi. (24,076 km)
circular orbit which is short of synchronous altitude. To achieve synchronous orbit
capability a velocity package is required. Performance capability is shown for both
a spin stabilized and a three-axis stabilized velocity package. Since the three-axis
stabilized velocity package is heavier its performance is less than the spin stabilized
unit.

DEPLOYMENT RECOVERED) EXPENDED

(4,536) 10,000 - D-S(R) SYNC. EO. (4,536) 10,000 -

SYNC. EQ. TUG & VEL PACK
WITH SPIN STABILIZED EXPENDED
VELOCITY PACKAGE

(2,268) 5,000 (2,268) 5,000 - NASA
MISSION 24

EXPENDED

PL WT POLAR "TPL T. PL wr.. T...._

(KG) (LB.) (KG) (LB.)

WITH 3-AXISSTABILIZED NASA MISSION 20

- (454) 1,000 VELOCITY PACKAGE (464) 1,000

(227) 500 (227) 500
0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30

AV (1.,000 FPS) AV (1,000 FPS)
I I I I I I I I

(0) (3,048) (6,096) (9,144) (0) (3.048) (6,096) (9,144)
AV (m/s) AV (m/s)

Figure 4-5. D-1S(R) Performance
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The D-1S(R) capability in the expended mode is shown since it is necessary to expend
the D-1S(R) to accomplish some planetary missions. The six-year mission model
specifies deployment of NASA Mission Number 20, a Saturn/Jupiter probe, and NASA
Mission Number 24, a comet rendezvous. Both of these missions, as shown in Figure
4-5 require expenditure of D-1S(R) with Mission Number 24 requiring the expenditure
of a velocity package as well.

4.3.2 RLTC PERFORMANCE. The synchronous equatorial deployment mission was
used for sizing the R LTC. The hydrogen and oxygen tanks were sized to be full when
deploying a nominal payload weight of 3500 pounds (1588 kg); they are offloaded slightly
when carrying the maximum payload.

R LTC deployment of payload to synchronous equatorial orbit and its return for re-
covery by the Shuttle are presented in Figure 4-6 along with the timeline and the
velocity budget. The nominal mission time is approximately 47 hours for the deploy-
ment mission from liftoff of the Shuttle to its touchdown at the landing site. This
timeline is the maximum synchronous equatorial mission time period expected to be
experienced by RLTC, since the worst case phasing requirement of about 14 hours
was assumed to exist.

TIME
BURN SEQ. 4
NO. NO. EVENT COAST BURN TOTAL

(Hr.) (MIN.) (Hr.)

LIFTOFF 0 1-2
* 1 ORBITER BURNOUT 9* 1-2 COAST 160-N.MI. ORBIT

2 CIRCULARIZE (160 N.MI.) 1.63 I
2-3 COAST 13.11" 170-N.MI. ORBIT

1 3 PHASING ORBIT INJECTION (POI) 2.1 14743-4 COAST 1.92 65 /
2 4 TRANSFER ORBIT INJECTION (TOI) 5.0 16.66

4-5 COAST 5.27
3 5 MISSION ORBIT INJECTION (MOI) 2.0 21.93

* 56 DEPLOY P/L 11.15 19,323-N.MI.
4 6 TOI 1.4 33.08 ORBIT

* 6-7 COAST 5.27
5 7 POI 0.7 38.35
* 7-8 COAST 3.02 0.5 41.37 VELOCITY BUDGET:6 B COl 0.5 41.37

: &9 COAST RENDEZVOUS 4.53 BURN AV (FPS) AV (m/s)
9 DEORBIT 45.90 1 1832 558

4 10 TOUCHDOWN 46.60 2 6239 1902
3 5849 1783

* WORST CASE PHASING REQUIREMENT 4 5844 1781* MAXIMUM TIME IN PHASING ORBIEMENT. 5 3725 1135SMAXIMUM TIME IN PHASING ORBIT. 6 4310 1314

FLIGHT PERFORMANCE:
RESERVE: 1.73% OF MISSION AV

Figure 4-6. Deliver Payload to Synchronous Equatorial
Orbit and Return to Orbiter (RLTC)
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The mission profile for delivery of payload to synchronous orbit is the standard
trajectory employed for the Space Tug. Plane change requirement of 28.5 degrees
was accomplished in two steps. A plane change angle of 2. 2 degrees was performed
at 160 no mi. (296 kin) altitude, distributed between the phasing orbit insertion and trans-
fer orbit insertion burns such that no additional delta velocity is incurred as a result of
the phasing orbit. The remainder of the 28. 5-degree plane change is incorporated into
the mission orbit insertion maneuver at apogee of the transfer orbit.

Figure 4-7 shows RLTC payload capability versus delta velocity for each of the five
applicable mission modes. All of the curves are based on due-east launch except for
polar payload capability which is 90 degrees inclination. In all cases the Shuttle is
assumed to have a payload weight capability of 65,000 pounds (29,484 kg) to 160 n. mi.
(296 km), due east, and 36,000 pounds (16, 330 kg) polar to 160 nomi. (296 km) circular
orbit. The curves are based on a six-burn flight profile for earth orbit and three burns
for the expendable RLTC curve. Maximum payload deployment capability to synchro-
nous orbit is 4501 pounds (2042 kg) with RLTC return for maximum mission time from
Shuttle liftoff through touchdown of 47 hours,

Where a velocity package is required, such as NASA Mission 20, the velocity package
is expended. The velocity package has a gross weight of 2560 pounds (1161 kg) with a
0. 9 mass fraction.

(DUE EAST LAUNCH UNLESS NOTED)
DEPLOYMENT (RLTC RECOVERED) RLTC EXPENDED & SORTIE

(4,536)10,000 (4,536) 10,000 -
EXPENDED

SYNC, EQ.

NASA MISSION 1 MISSION 23ASA
MISSION 23

(2,268) 5.000
RLTC + VELOCITY (2,26) 5,000 RTI NASA
PACKAGE STI MISSION 24

PL WT.
(KG) (LB.) PL WT.

POLAR (KG) (LB.) OUTER PLANET
NASA MISSION 22

(454)1,000 (454)1,000 -

NASA MISSION 20
(PIONEER JUPITER
SATURN)

(227) 00 (227) 00 10 20 (227) 500
30 0 00 20 30

AV (1.000 FPS) AV (1,000 FPS)(0) (3,048) (6,096) (9,144) (0) (3,048) (6,096) (9,144)
AV (m/s)

Figure 4-7. RLTC Performance
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4.4 MISSION CAPTURE

The buildup in number of payloads deployed over the mission model years from 1980
through 1990 is shown in Figure 4-8. The mission model was defined for Program I
in NASA/MSFC Memo PD-TUG-M (316-73) and the Tug flight buildup in NASA/MSFC
Memo PD-TUG-M/P. The mission model is limited to deployment missions of NASA
current-design payloads and DoD payloads, and the deployment/retrieval of sortie type
Payloads.

During the first year, Reusable Centaur
missions are limited to three single payload
flights. The maximum number of flights is

400 -11.YR. limited to 21 during 1981. After 1980,

multiple payloads can be deployed during a
/ I single flight. Four, six, and eleven year
PAYLOAoDS mission model durations are considered for

CUMULATIVE 6 YR. RLTC and for D-IS(R). During 1983 the
A 00 four-year model payload traffic curve

,"R diverges from the curve defined for six and
eleven year models. This is the result of

100 not activating WTR as a Shuttle launch site
,,R. during 1983 for the four-year model, there-

0 ,fore, WTR payloads are not included in the
80 81 82 83 8 EA5 86 87 88 89 9 four-year models. For six and eleven year

models, WTR launches were included start-
ing in 1983. Mission capture is 100% for
both D-1S(R) and RLTC.

Figure 4-8. Mission Model Traffic

4.4.1 D-1S(R) MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT. D-1S(R) flights for deployment and
roundtrip missions are identified in Table 4-5 for the four, six, and eleven year
mission models. Flights are subdivided into deployment flight modes: deployment of
1, 2, and 3 payloads during a single flight of a reusable D-1S(R), deployment of a
single, planetary payload by an expended D-IS(R). The only type of roundtrip mission
used is a sortie type, where a single payload is carried to orbit by the Tug, remains
attached to the Tug during its on-orbit operational period, and returns with the Tug to
the Shuttle Orbiter. Ground rules covering permissible flight modes are defined in
NASA/MSFC PD-TUG-M (316-73).

Flight summary data for the six-year mission model is described as an introduction
to the types of information presented for the four, six, and eleven year mission models
in Table 4-5. Over the six-year mission model, 111 D-1S(R) flights are used to deploy
165 payloads; 19 of these are single payload flights by a reusable D-IS(R), two payloads
are deployed on six flights, and three payloads are deployed on six D-1S(R) flights in
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Table 4-5. D-1S(R) lMission Model Flight Summary

4-Year Model 6-Year Model 11-Year Model
Tug Tug TugTug Flight Mode Flights Payloads Flights Payloads Flights Payloads

Deployment

o 1 Payload with Tug Return 12 12 19 19 35 35o 2 Payloads with Tug Return 0 0 6 12 14 28
o 3 Payloads with Tug Return 0 0 6 18 12 36o Tug Return & Velocity Package 42 65 72 106 146 128
o Expended Tug 2 2 6 6 17 17

Total 56 79 109 161 224 334
Retrieval 0 0 0 0 0 0
Round Trip (Sortie)

o 1 Payload Up/i Payload Down 0 0 2 4 4 8
Totals 56 79 111 165 228 342
Average Payloads Per Flight 1.41 1.49 1.5

the reusable mode0 Seventy-two flights are accomplished with velocity packages with
D-lS(R) recovered, and six expended D-1S(R) flights are required. There are no
retrieval missions and two sortie missions are accomplished (two sortie missions are
counted as a total of four payload deployments/retrievals - two deployments and two
retrievals)

The six-year mission model (161 deployment payloads, 4 sortie payloads) is accom-
plished using 111 D-1S(R) and ShauLle flights. Since no Tug-to-Tug or velocity package-to-Tug on-orbit assemblies are required, the number of D-18(R) and Shuttle flights isidentical. The average number of payloads per flight is 1.49.

4.4.2 RLTC MSSION ACCOMPLISHMENT RLTC flights: for deployment, retrieval,and roundtrip missions are identified in Table 4-6 for the four, six, and eleven yearmission models. Over the 11-year mission model, 59 RLTC flights deploy two pay-
loads, and 29 flights deploy three payloads, on a single reusable flight. Seven flights
are accomplished with velocity packages, and 10 expended RLTC flights are required.
There are no retrieval missions and four sortie missions are accomplished (four sortiemissions are counted as a total of eight payload deployments/retrievals - four deploy-
ments and four retrievals).

The 11-year mission model (334 deployment payloads, 8 sortie payloads) is accom-
plished using 221 RLTC and Shuttle flights. Since no Tug-to-Tug or velocity package-to-Tug on-orbit assemblies are required, the number of RLTC and Shuttle flights isidentical. The average number of payloads per flight is 1. 55.
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Table 4-6. R LTC Mission Model Flight Summary

TUG FLIGHT MODE 4-YR. ODEL 6-YR. ODEL 11-YR. MODEL
TUG FLT PL TUG FLT PL TUG FLT PL

DEPLOYMENT
*1 PAYLOAD W/TUG RETURN 33 33 56 56 112 112

2 PAYLOADS W/TUG RETURN 13 26 27 54 59 118
S3 PAYLOADS W/TUG RETURN 6 18 15 45 29 87

* TUG RETURN & VEL PACKAGE 2 2 4 4 7 7? EXPENDED TUG 0 0 2 2 10 10

TOTAL 54 79 104 161 217 334

RETRIEVAL 0 0 0 0 0 0

ROUND TRIP (SORTIE)
* 1 PAYLOAD UP/1 PAYLOAD DN 0 0 2 4 4 8

TOTALS 54 79 106 165 221 342

AVERAGE PAYLOADS/FLIGHT 1.46 1.56 1.55

There is a direct relation between the mission model, initial upper stage/OOS capa-
bility, and total program costs. The mission model used here is already obsolete, but
the inherent high performance of cryogenic propellants will provide high mission cap-
ture for Centaur against any mission model.

The performance margins inherent to the Reusable Centaur result in low risk concepts.
The performance margin instills a high confidence in meeting performance require-
ments with ample weight margins to cover unforseen weight increases for reliability
improvement; provides backup capability should the Shuttle performance goals be low-
ered; and has sufficient weight margin to cover added equipment for improved mainten-
ance and checkout procedures.

This performance margin also results in increased mission flexibility. It can be traded
for: payload placement in final orbits, increased mission duration, growth to retrieval
capability and plane changes for launching polar payloads from KSC. Flight operations
complexity is also reduced by the elimination of on-orbit assemblies and the minimal
need for multiple stages and auxiliary hardware (kick stages, drop tanks, etc.). Mul-
tiple payload capability reduces Shuttle flights by 30 to 40% with the resultant increase
in Shuttle flight planning, flexibility and reduction in operations costs.
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SECTION 5

FLIGHT OPERATIONS

Results of major flight operations analyses relative to Reusable Centaur are summa-rized covering ground/on board responsibilities, impact of autonomy, communicationsrequirements, communications coverage, crew and Orbiter interfaces, and deploy-ment/retrieval operations and inflight abort. A single description is utilized where
study results apply equally to the RLTC and the D-1S(R); if significant differencesexist, separate summaries are furnished.

Based on overall program cost trades, the RLTC was designed to function withLevel I autonomy, essentially independent of ground support during upper stage flight
except for monitoring and command override. Low operations complexity resultsfrom the high performance capability which allows multiple payload delivery withminimal use of velocity packages.

D-1S(R) as a minimum modification to the existing D-1T Centaur retains a simplex
astrionics control system and has Level III autonomy requiring some ground support.
This reflects a vehicle option ofilow development cost and proven hardware simplicity.The D-1S(R) with the current size tank has more flight operations complexity than the
RLTC due to the limited perforriance capability.

Exploration of the crew and Orbiter interface with Centaur has resulted in the recom-mendation of a Centaur monitor and control system (CIACS) to enable direct usage ofthe existing Centaur computer-controlled launch set (CCLS) technology and software
library for lower interface development costs. Implementation of the Centaur/Orbiterinterfaces as they will be used for deployment and retrieval of the upper stage is also
reviewed.

It is tentatively recommended that both main propellants be dumped from Centaurinflight after an Orbiter abort.

5.1 GROUND/ON BOARD FUNCTIONAL FLOW RESPONSIBILITY

NASA and DoD missions from both ETR and WTR are included. Primary drivers areOrbiter safety and the selected upper stage level. The Air Force will be the executiveagent and mission operating agency for the DoD and all DoD users, and will be thelaunch agency at VAFB. NASA will be the executive agent and mission operatingagency for all users other than DoD and will be the launch agency at KSC. However,NASA and DoD will each use both operational sites. Vehicle operations management
control will be assumed by the operating agency at hold down release, or start offlight operations, regardless of the launch site.
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The basic operating responsibility for flight operations is therefore independent of
launch site and dependent on payload user. The following delegation of flight opera-
tions responsibilities is applicable for both users. The difference between users is
that the NASA flight operations controller is located at the NASA Operations Manage-
ment Center (OMC) and uses the facilities of the STDN while the Dod flight operations
controller is located at the DoD Operations Management Center in the Satellite Test
Center Sunnyvale and uses the Air Force Satellite Control Facility network.

Flight operations for each user start at liftoff and end at Shuttle landing. Figures
5-1, 5-2, and 5-3 define the top level functional flow for the flight operations phase.
The basic missions included are placement, service, and sortie with Reusable Centaurand placement with expended Centaur. For all missions the Centaur has two opera-
tional control modes during flight; Orbiter control by the mission specialist and OMC
control by the flight operations controller.

During the time the Centaur is in the Orbiter and adjacent to the Orbiter following
Centaur/Orbiter separation and prior to enable/activation the mission specialist inthe Orbiter is in control.

The flight operations controller at OMC is available to support the mission specialist
during this time if communications permit. This time phase is covered by Functions1, 1 through 1.4 on Figure 5-1, The remainder of the flight, following Centaur enable/activation, to the mission orbit and back to injection into the Shuttle rendezvous orbit
is monitored by flight controller at OMC with the launch control facility available for
support. This time phase is covered by Functions 1.5 through 1;42 on Figures 5-1, 5-2,and 5-3 for the defined missions. The control of the stage is then transferred back tothe mission specialist in the Orbiter for the remainder of the flight until Orbiter land-
ing, Function lo 46,

This assignment of responsibility is based on Orbiter safety requirements, and thelevel of autonomy of the Centaur. The mission specialist's primary function is toassure the safety of the Orbiter and crew during Shuttle ascent and descent. In addition,
the mission specialist performs a final subsystem status check prior to enable/activa-
tion. At this point the Centaur becomes autonomous and performs the mission. RLTC
Level I autonomy capability as defined on Figure 5-4 results in the Centaur flight con-troller at OMC being primarily in a monitoring role receiving mission status informa-tion. The communications link is therefore primarily for information transfer down.There is onboard contingency planning for reasonable payload alternative action so theground uplink use would be limited to initiation of a pre-programmed alternate missionor mission termination. Maintenance data is recorded onboard by a mass storage unitfor playback following landing in support of ground turnaround activity. AutonomyLevel III for D-1S(R) requires OMC to provide position and velocity update informationduring flight. (See Figure 5-5 for the summary of RLTC and D-1S(R) ground supportdifferences. ) Therefore, during D-1S(R) missions the Centaur flight controller andsupport personnel will provide commands when required.
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Payload responsibility is transferred to the payload user after separation from theCentaur. The current mission capture ground rules prevent return of a faulty payload
from mission orbit during the placement flight. Mission capture would have to be
based on round-trip capability to allow return of faulty payloads on the placement
flight. Mission capture is currently based on utilization of the maximum payload
placement capability of the Centaur by the use of multiple payload deliveries. Thismeans the payload checkout Functions 1. 12 and 1. 14 are potentials for deletion fromthe functional flow on most missions. The high payload capability of the RLTC pro-
vides a payload round-trip capability if mission orbit checkout is desired by the pay-load user.

Following return of the Centaur to the Shuttle rendezvous orbit the control is trans-
ferred from the flight controller at OMC back to the mission specialist in the Orbiterfor docking activity, system safing and statusing, and return to the launch site.

5.2 COMMUNICATIONS

5.2.1 COMMUNICATIONS VERSUS AUTONOMY. Lesser autonomy than fully inde-
pendent Level I can offer material savings in onboard vehicle complexity at the price
of increased ground support. Vehicle simplicity and lower development costs can begained by maintaining greater operations support from ground stations. This impactsvehicle design in the areas of onboard checkout provision, redundancy management,
redundancy levels', the amount of in flight software, and guidance update hardware.

The RLTC has sufficient dual redundancy and reconfiguration capability, driven bymission duration, reliability goals, and safety, to enable overall program costsavings with a Level I autonomy system. The trade study comparing Level I, II, III,and IV autonomy systems was done in the related Convair STSS study, NAS 8-29676,
and showed for Program 1 comparable to RLTC an overall savings of $51. 1M fromreduced operations costs over the 11-year program.

The D-IS(R) with Level III autonomy represents a minimum modification to the existingD-1T Centaur stage for reusability and preserves the majority of present subsystems.,
Minimum design changes and development result from extending the current Centaursystem capability to the new missions and in providing the needed additional flight
support from the ground. This sustains simplicity in the vehicle design, but willincrease recurring flight operations costs over RLTC for the same number of flights.

Increased operations costs are principally in communications support for the lowerautonomy level and pertain to vehicle tracking, guidance update via RF uplink, addedground station console facilities, added software on the ground, and the provision ofglobal communications coverage for the various DoD and NASA mission orbits. Lowaltitude polar orbits over the southern hemisphere are troublesome due to limitations
in ground station locations. Relay satellites, such as TDRS, are needed for fullcoverage during some orbits.
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D-lS(R) is a compromise striving for simplicity of the vehicle onboard system with
reasonable ground flight support and differs from a more costly totally independent
vehicle such as RLTC.

5. 2.2 COMMUNICATIONS COVERAGE. Representative Reusable Centaur missions
were analyzed to determine the availability of communications coverage by the NASA
15-station ground network and of the AF ground network which can support D-1S(R)
and RLTC missions. For the NASA missions, two mission models were analyzed for
the D-1S(R) and four for the RLTC. RLTC results are similar to those for Program 1
of the STSS Data Dump, September 1973, contract NAS 8-29676, and appear in
Section 6. 8 of Volume 6 for that study. Autonomy Level I for RLTC and for the Pro-
gram 1 Tug impose minimal ground communications requirements and minimal cov-
erage needs. For DoD missions and the AF ground network data, the classified
information is contained in a secret addendum to STSS NAS 8-29676 as a part of the
September Data Dump which included both STSS and Reusable Centaur data (NAS
8-30290) in the single volume. See also Volume 6, Operations, September Data Dump,
NAS 8-30290, Appendix C,

Two specific D-1S(R) missions covering combinations of high and low orbital inclina-
tions and altitudes were studied. This analysis supported cost trade studies relating
to the degree of automation and the degree of autonomy versus ground support required
during a mission. It was determined that the Centaur would be moderately autonomous,
Level III As such, the D-1S(R) does need ground support provided by the NASA or
DoD networks to perform the normal missions.

The overall communications problem in simplified form is depicted in Figure 5-6.
The functions that communications sup-
port are (1) tracking to determine and
predict D-1S(R) position and velocity, (2)
telemetry to assess the D-1S(R) status,

D-1S(R) and (3) command which allows override
of the on board vehicle functions from
external sources. Relating these func-
tions to the overall communications prob-
lem limited the coverage analysis to a

ORBITER GROUND primary ground domain, and secondary
considerations to the Shuttle, tracking
data relay satellite (TDRS), and the pay-
load. Rationale for this was simply that

PAYLOAD TDRS all assessment and command emanates
from the ground sources and typically the
other elements are of a relay nature. This
was further supported in the cost area by
the considerable costs of the ground ele-Figure 5-6. Communications Problem ments and the recurring nature.
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The fifteen ground stations identified by NASA for the study are listed in Table 5-1

Comparable Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF) network sites are shown in
Table 5-2. This network consists of ten stations located at seven locations and the

Table 5-1. NASA Integrated Network Stations

Location Designator Chart Code

Merritt Island MIL MIL 3
Bermuda BDA BDA 3
Canary Island CYI CYI 3
Ascension ASC ACN 3
Guam GWM GWM 3
Hawaii HAW HAW 3
Goldstone/Mojave GDS GDS 8
Orroral/Honeysuckle ORR/HSC ORR 3
Madrid MAD MAD 8
Santiago AGO SAN 4
Rosman ROS R835
Alaska ULA ULAS
Tanan Arive TAN T403
Johannesberg BUR BUR 4
Quito QUI Q403

Table 5-2. AFSCF Network Site Locations

Location Designator Lat Long

New Hampshire NHS 420 56.9' 2880 22.4'
Vandenberg VTS 340 49.4' 2390 29. 9'
Hawaii HTS 210 34.3' 2010 44.1'
Kodiak KTS 570 35.9' 2070 49.3'
Indian Ocean IOS -40 40.0' 550 28.8'
Guam GTS 130 36.8' 1440 51.2'

(Classified) OL-5 (Classified)
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Satellite Test Center (STC) located at Sunnyvale. Radar tracking is supplied from
Air Defense Command support and from the ETR and WTR networks when required.

The presentation of mission segments and the communication contacts within each was
on a contact opportunity (CO-OP) chart; see Figure 5-7 for a typical chart. Com-
puterized analysis was used to develop a series of charts for the sample missions. A
summary of the communications coverage and gaps for the two D-1S(R) NASA missions
is shown in Table 5-3. Dod charts and tables appear in the referenced secret addendum
published as part of STSS, NAS 8-29676.

A worst case ground network load could be imposed because of D-1S(R). With both
ETR and WTR operational, concurrent missions could occur, thereby requiring
simultaneous handling.

With the 15-station NASA network, the syndrome "perigee gap" becomes commonplace.
Where perigee is below 3,000 km, the D-1S(R) did not in the analysis have coverage
prior to, during, or after a thrusting event. The best tracking data for orbit deter-
mination and prediction occurs during a perigee excursion because of good time
variant changes in geometry.

Overlap of D-1S(R) and Orbiter communications opportunities were analyzed. The
superposition of D-1S(R) events on the Orbiter time line and CO-OP charts showed
that very few concurrent communication opportunities would exist. Exception is orbit
concurrency during deployment and retrieval of the upper stage by the Orbiter. Orbit
concurrency and opportunity overlap also exist for the D-1S(R) and its payload during
placement missions.

Table 5-3. NASA Network Coverage Summary, D-1S(R)
(Without TDRS)

Per Cent Mean Gap Max Gap
Mission Coverage (Min.) (Min.)

Polar 26.3 29.46 118.71
90* Inclination

Low Altitude

Synchronous Equatorial 68.6 12.29 39.88
28.5 Inclination
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With five NASA ground stations and TDRS, 100% coverage can be provided except at
altitudes lower than 160 no mi. (257 kin). Above 5000 km communication gaps up to
230 minutes were encountered between the 5000 and the 10, 000 km altitudes within
inclinations of 20 to 70 degrees and from 110 to 160 degrees. TDRS ground rules also
impose an occultation situation in the gap area at 80* E longitude meridian. A low
altitude D-1S(R) could be transmitting or receiving at an earth grazing line-of-site
vector which would incur the attenuation and distortion of 14 equivalent atmospheres.
This latter situation could be avoided by increasing the size of the TDRS gap slightly.

An overview comparison of the combined NASA and AF ground station networks shows
overlapping coverage in the lower northern latitudes and equatorial regions. The high
northern latitudes are better covered by the AF while the southern hemisphere is
partially covered by NASA.

In summary, it is recommended that TDRS network options be used to furnish im-
proved coverage for both Air Force and NASA missions at low altitude and to support
the Level III autonomy for the D-1S(R).

5.3 CREW AND ORBITER INTERFACES

The Shuttle Orbiter cabin will accommodate a crew of four: a pilot, copilot, a mission
specialist and a payload specialist. The pilot and copilot have overall responsibility
for vehicle flight operations, caution and warning monitoring, and critical payload
interfaces. The payload specialist has responsibility for vehicle flight operations,
caution and warning monitoring, and critical payload interfaces. The payload specialist
has responsibility for payload instrument calibration, checkout, monitor, and control.The mission specialist has responsibility for caution and warning monitoring and con-
trol of the Orbiter subsystem/payload interfaces. It is assumed during Centaur flights
that the mission specialist will be assigned to the Centaur functions and the payload
specialist will be assigned to the payload functions.

Centaur functions assigned to the mission specialist include insuring the safety of the
crew and Orbiter, verification of mission readiness, and providing control for mission
preparation, deployment, separation, and safing following the mission and abort. Todo this requires the following major equipment: real time processor, mass storage
for software and data, a CRT display and keyboard, and caution and warning displays.
Shuttle provision of these devices is shown in Figure 5-8. The Centaur Monitoring
and Control System (CMACS) discussed in Reference 1 provides an alternative concept.

Based upon original ground rules for NASA studies of Centaur/Shuttle Integration,
NAS 3-16786, an independent Centaur Monitor and Control System (CMACS) was definedfor the Orbiter man-machine and data interface. Convair's direct experience with
Centaur ground support equipment in the form of the CCLS was adapted for flight usage.This concept of the CMACS configuration and the related costs were carried into the
STSS study, NAS 8-29676, and into this Reusable Centaur Study.
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Figure 5-8. Shuttle Specialist Provisions

While the Orbiter is presently planning to provide 10,000 words of program in ashared Orbiter computer, the independent approach enables the definition and accuratecosting of the display, keyboard, computer electronics, etc., that are essential forthe interfacing of any upper stage as related to the actual suppote experience for
Centaur.

Figure 5-9 shows the functional block diagram for the D-1S(R) pallet/deployment
adapter interface. CMACS as shown includes a 16,000-word memory computer which
is independent, but which tends to duplicate the shared and assigned 10,000 word
Orbiter commitment. A majority of the Centaur CCLS checkout program library isavailable for direct use, and without major problems in software language which couldresult from residence in another computer system. The RLTC interface is similarwith only minor variations.

Use of the Centaur within the Shuttle requires that the Orbiter crew be provided the
capability to ensure the safety of the Shuttle and crew, to verify status for mission
readiness, and to control and monitor operations, including mission preparation,
deployment, separation, and abort. The baseline design includes all hardware andsoftware functions necessary to perform these functions.
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Figure 5-9. Pallet Functional Block Diagram - D-1S(R)

CMACS ensures the safety of the crew and Shuttle by continuously monitoring and dis-
playing critical safety functions, and by providing automatic corrective action sequences
when necessary. To verify mission readiness and to ensure deployment of an opera-
tional Tug, the CVIACS continuously monitors and displays the status of all Centaur
subsystems. This monitor and control capability allows the Orbiter crew to perform
checkout and deployment or abort operations both rapidly and rigorously for the Shuttle
portion of the mission.

The baseline CMACS concept assumes that these Orbiter support requirements are
almost totally satisfied by Tug-supplied hardware and associated software which isinstalled into the spaces provided in the Orbiter payload specialist station for payload
supplied support equipment (reference Space Shuttle Payloads Accommodation Docu-
ment, JSC-07700, Vol. XIV, Baseline issue). If the CMACS functions were performed
by the Orbiter payload support equipment or any combination of Orbiter and payload-
supplied equipment, these requirements will remain the same. Only the allocation of
the actual hardware and software responsibilities will be affected.
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Figure 5-10 presents a block diagram of the CMACS hardware configuration. Equip-ment necessary to perform the CMACS functions may be grouped into three functional
categories:

a. Data control

1. Digital computer

2. Drum for software storage

3. Mass memory data logging

a) Synchronizer and decommutator for PCM telemetry

b) Multiplexer and A/D converter for analog inputs

b. Communication network

1. CMACS communicator

2. Standard input/output terminals

3. Hardwired signal interface

COMMUNICATION
PALLET INTERFACE UNIT DATA CONVERSION &
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UPLINK DATA PROCESSING SEQUENCING A/D MUX ANALOG
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Figure 5-10. CMACS Hardware Block Diagram
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c. Crew interface

1. Alphanumeric display and keyboard

2. Control for manual backup capability

3. Caution, warning, and abort panels

5.4 DEPLOYMENT/RETRIEVAL

5.4. 1 TIMELINES. Centaur deployment and retrieval are dependent not only on the
upper stage requirements and events, but also on Shuttle events which must occurduring these operations. The Space Shuttle Upper Stage Conference, 19 June 1973,SSV-73-41, was used as the primary definition of the events and times allocated tostage deployment from the Shuttle. This document's timeline provides 1. 75 hoursfor deployment from Shuttle. The deployment time was provided for all options inPD-TUG-M (315-73) for use in the Space Tug System Studies as follows: include inthe mission timeline a minimum of two hours for deployment of the upper stage fromthe Shuttle and preparation for the first Centaur main engine burn. Based on theground rule, two hours were used in all mission timelines. Table 5-4 gives theCentaur-Orbiter deployment timelines.

The time required for the Shuttle to rendezvous and dock with the Centaur is Shuttledependent as the Shuttle is the active element. The "Space Shuttle Upper Stage Con-ference" did not define this sequence of events and timeline. Therefore the "TugOperations and Payload Support Study", Vol. 3, Part 3, 5 March 1973, timeline datawas used. This data is shown on Table 5-5. Based on the TOPSS results, two

Table 5-4. Centaur-Orbiter Deployment Timeline

Duration Elapsed Time
Event (min) (min)

Predeployment Payload/Tug Checkout 15 0
Navigation Sightings & IMU Alignment 30 15
Payload/Tug Deployment 5 45
Payload/Tug Checkout 10 50
Payload/Tug Release 5 60
Tug Activation 

25 65
Payload/Tug-Orbital Separation 17 90
Tug Initial Burn - 107
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Table 5-5. Centaur-Orbiter Retrieval Timeline

Duration Elapsed Time
Event (min) (min)

Shuttle Acquisition & Lockup 10 0
Establish Communications Between Vehicles 5 10
Close to Docking Distance 25 15
Expell Excess Main Engine Propellant 20 40
Ready Cargo Bay & Manipulator 2 60
Orbiter Maneuver to Preferred Docking Attitude 6 62
Visually Inspect Tug for Docking Readiness 12 68
Verify all Tug Subsystems Safe for Docking 5 80
Maneuver to Docking Attitude 5 85
Maneuver to Docking Location 1 90
Translate to Final Docking Location 5 91
Inhibit Tug AC PS Thruster Firings 5 96
Attach Manipulator to Tug <1 97
Verify Physical Attachment Integrity 1 98
Command Tug Retraction/Stowage of Appendages 5 103
Retract/Stow Tug Appendages 2 108
Command Passivation of Tug Subsystems 0.5 110
Verify Tug Safe for Retraction 2 112.5
Passivate Tug Subsystem 5 117. 5
Retract Tug into Cargo Bay 5 122. 5

hours were used for retrieval by the Shuttle for all mission timelines. For mostmissions additional time is available due to Orbiter coast time to reentry.

5.4.2 PREDEPLOYMENT AND DEPLOYMENT. Predeployment and deploymentoperations will include final status checks, DMS inflight software initialization,
telemetry bit rate selection, and power changeover to the airborne battery(s) orfuel cell.
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Prior to the actual deployment of the Centaur, the CMACS status verification program
will continually monitor all signals and sequences required to establish the status of
the subsystems. The results are continuously displayed to the operator; if all systems
are in a flight ready condition, the deployment may proceed. If any status is no-go,
the operator will investigate the anomaly by executing the appropriate utility sub-
routines via the operator display and keyboard interface. As in the case of the safety
monitor program, if the operator determines that the malfunction is not flight critical,
he can override the no-go condition and proceed with predeployment checkout and de-
ployment operations. The results of the status verification are especially important
during deployment because any improper status will normally result in a decision not
to diploy the vehicle.

The actual deployment sequence is controlled automatically by the CMACS deployment
program. It is an interactive program requiring mission specialist or payload spe-
cialist action to proceed to each major deployment task. The program provides the
necessary control and monitor actions to accomplish deployment adapter and Centaur
deployment operations and can communicate RF uplink command data to the Orbiter
system for radio transmission to the Centaur after release. After verifying that all
system flags are "go" (software flags set by status verification program) and the de-
ployment enable command is received from the mission specialist, the program will
arm the deployment adapter arm/safe switch. This switch controls execution power
to all deployment adapter deployment hardware and prevents premature deployment;
a list of these functions follows:

a, Lateral latches command

b. Engine support bladder control

c. Rotary deployment command

d. Aft umbilical panel engage - disengage

e. Centaur separation command

Once the deployment adapter arm/safe switch is armed, this program sequentially
performs the operations under the supervision of the mission specialist as summarized
in Figure 5-11.

The deployment sequence includes retraction of the forward Centaur/pallet umbilical
(containing ground checkout electrical, hydrogen vent, and purge disconnects) (D-1S(R)
only), retraction of the lateral latches, and rotation of the Centaur deployment adapter
to a 45 degree (i,/2 rad) position relative to the Shuttle centerline. Following this, the
Orbiter remote manipulator system (RMS) arm is attached to the Centaur, the aft Cen-
taur umbilical panels are retracted (contains propellant fill and drain, pressurization,
electrical, safety functions, etc.) and the Centaur is released fromthe support adapter.
The RMS withdraws the Centaur from the adapter and statically positions the stage
parallel to the Orbiter at maximum arm reach.
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ASCENT PHASE

* DCU PERFORMS NAVIGATION & CCVAPS TASKS
* CMACS PERFORMS SAFETY MONITORING & STATUS VERIFICATION TASKS
* CMACS PERFORMS THRUST VECTOR AZIMUTH ALIGNMENT

PREDEPLOYMENT TASKS PERFORMED BY CMACS
* FINAL STATUS CHECK
* ARMING PALLET ARM/SAFE SWITCH
* POWER CHANGEOVER TO CENTAUR BATTERIES
* CHANGE PCM TELEMETRY TO INFLIGHT FORMAT & BIT RATE
* INFLIGHT SOFTWARE INITIALIZED

DEPLOYMENT TASKS PERFORMED BY CMACS
* DEFLATE ENGINE SUPPORT BLADDERS
* RETRACT FORWARD UMBILICAL PANEL
* RETRACT LATERAL SUPPORT LATCHES
o ROTATE CENTAUR TO 45-DEG. POSITION
* RETRACT AFT UMBILICAL PANEL

* CENTAUR SEPARATION COMMAND

CENTAUR FLIGHT

* INITIATE RF UPLINK COMMAND TO ENABLE ACS AT RMS RELEASE
* MAIN ENGINE & FLIGHT PROGRAM ENABLE VIA RF UPLINK FROM ORBITERAT 3,000-FT. SEPARATION

* CONTINGENCY CENTAUR SHUTDOWN COMMAND AVAILABLE VIACMACS ORBITER RF UPLINK

Figure 5-11. CMACS Normal Flight Operation Philosophy

Immediately after disengagement of the RMS end effector, an RF uplink signal is trans-
mitted from the Orbiter to Centaur to close an arm/safe switch and enable the ACPSattitude-hold control mode. This ACPS operating mode is a stable-attitude station-
keeping function that maintains Centaur stability while in the vicinity of the Orbiter.
Concurrently with transmission of the RF command signal, the Orbiter is backed awayfrom the Centaur with two of the 900-pound (4, 000 N) nose ACPS thrusters. Thrustis maintained for 40 seconds to provide a separation velocity of 15 fps (4. 6 mps). At
approximately 300 feet (91.5 m) of separation, normal Centaur attitude control systemoperation is enabled, allowing settling thrust initiation for prestart propellant control.

The settling thrust is very low (24 pounds) and does not significantly contribute to thedifferential separation velocity. A final RF interlock is transmitted at 3,000 feet (915 m)of separation to permit Centaur main engine start.

Centaur is then ready to initiate the remainder of its normal flight sequence. All subse-quent functions and sequences performed by the Centaur will be controlled by automaticsequencing within the Centaur and will not depend upon external control from either theShuttle or the ground. The mission functions will be preprogrammed as is presentlythe case with Centaur. However, an emergency shutdown command is available to theOrbiter crew via RF uplink, should a Centaur malfunction endanger the Orbiter after
main engine start.
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5.4.3 UPPER STAGE RETRIEVAL. Shuttle recovery of the Centaur upper stage re-quires navigation and guidance of the stage to within 10 n. mi. or less of the Orbiter.The upper stage will have the capability to maintain pitch, roll, and yaw attitude holdduring the rendezvous and docking to the following attitude and residual velocities:

Longitudinal Velocity 0. 1 to 1. 0 ft/sec (3. 1 to 30. 5 cm/sec)
Lateral Velocity 0. 5 ft/sec (15. 2 cm/sec)

Angular Misalignment ±10 deg

Angular Rate 1. 0 deg/sec

After sensor acquisition of the Centaur, the Orbiter will perform the rendezvous,docking and retrieval. The retrieval process tends to be the reverse of the deploy-
ment sequence. Detailed retrieval events are listed in Table 5-5.

Safety of the Orbiter and crew is a prime concern, and the provisions to maintain thisvary slightly between the D-1S(R) and the RLTC. Dual communications are used withboth vehicle types for reliable statusing, and all safety critical functions are eitherredundant or a backup system is available. In addition to the arm-safe switching,the D-1S(R) has a backup docking attitude control to preclude loss of stage stabilizationthrough failure of the simplex primary system during the last few minutes of dockinginto the Orbiter. Comparably, the RLTC has fully redundant electronics and controland does not require the added backup.

Active stabilization of the Centaur is maintained until the Orbiter has maneuvered tofinal docking position and is ready to complete the grappling with the manipulator arms.A few milliseconds prior to final physical contact, the Centaur attitude control systemis shut off to allow full Orbiter control of the combination.

For the D-1S(R), if a last minute failure of the primary system occurs, the backupdocking attitude control system can take over with the command concurrence of theOrbiter so as to provide automatic stabilization of the upper stage. Manual overridevia the dual communications link can be accomplished by the Orbiter mission specialistwith visual and telemetry monitoring.

RLTC is similar in its sequence except that the redundant inertial reference unitsand triple redundant digital computer system furnish the necessary backup capability.Manual override can be accomplished via the Orbiter CMACS and the dual communica-
tions link when emergency demands.

Docking of the Centaur involves guiding the vehicle into the deployment adapter andsecuring the latch fittings. The physical guiding/aligmnent occurs in four phasesfollowing retrieval
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a. Initial alignment is accomplished with the RMS and manual control of the Centaur
ACPS. The first physical clearance to be maintained is when the engine nozzles
enter the forward ring of the deployment adapter. The engine nozzles have an
allowable centerline miss distance tolerance of ±10 inches (:25 cm) in the Y
direction or ± 14 inches (± 35 cm) in the Centaur Z direction. The Y direction
alignment is directly observable from the mission specialist's station, (assuming
a window is in the Orbiter) or by TV monitor. Centaur angular positioning of up
to v/32 radians is adequate in this position.

b. The engine nozzles enter the nozzle support guides at about 35 inches (90 cm) from
the docked position. The nozzles will enter the guides from a radial miss distance
of 8 inches (20 cm). Pneumatically inflated pads on the nozzle support prevent
engine damage. In this position, the Centaur aft adapter must be located on the
center of the deployment adapter to within 6 inches (15 cm) radial. Angularity is
allowed to meet a combination of the nozzle and adapter misalignments.

c. Probe/drogue type alignment of the aft adapter and the deployment adapter flanges
begins when the flanges are separated 4 inches (10 cm) in the Z direction and up to
6 inches (15 cm) radially. Angular alignments around all three axes are maintained
by the engine nozzle guides. Shock absorbers in the drogue mechanisms arrest the
Z direction velocity. Catches in the drogues hold the probes upon contact and sta-
bilize the Centaur 4 inches (10 cm) from being fully docked.

d. Geared electric actuators in the drogues are retracted to final mate the Centaur
to the adapter. Tapered end shear pins engage for the final alignment and shear
load path between the adapters. The 16 latch fittings are then actuated to lock the
Centaur in the deployment adapter.

The fluid and electrical disconnect panels are retracted during docking, thus prevent-
ing damage or binding. The disconnect panels in the deployment adapter have alignment
pins which guide the panels during engagement. The pins accommodate radial misalign-
ment of up to 1. 2 inches (3 cm). Additionally, each disconnect/connector floats in the
panel for an additional 0. 08 inches (0. 2 cm). The panels are reconnected with electric
ball screw actuators to establish the hardline communications and pressure and vent
lines.

5.5 INFLIGHT ABORT PROPELLANT DUMP

If the Shuttle aborts during ascent, what should be done with the payload, in particular
what should be done with the main propellants? The basin options are to land fully
tanked or to dump some or all propellants in flight. While it is structurally feasible
for the Centaur to land full, or partly full of propellants, it is recommended that in-
flight propellant dump be used to minimize special postlanding operations. It seems
preferable for the Orbiter to land with less than full payload to reduce landing speed,
tire loads, and required runway length. The post abort operation of the Centaur is
very dependent upon many Shuttle variables, so the final selected operational mode
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must be compatible with the final Shuttle data, The several options are safe and fea-
sible and the final selection depends on the Shuttle requirements. The current Reusable
Centaur configurations provide simultaneous inflight dumping of both propellants in 250
seconds using oversized dump systems and a large capacity helium pressurization.

5.5. 1 ABORT RESTRICTIONS. Reusable Centaur abort operations are constrained
by the following requirements:

a. Orbiter safety must not be degraded while performing intact abort.

b. During Orbiter atmospheric glide the c.g. of the Tug and its payload must be
within the prescribed envelope.

c. Avoid combustion of dumped propellants outside the Orbiter.

d, Avoid hazardous contamination of the payload bay and other Orbiter compartments
by reingestion of dumped propellants.

e. While the Orbiter specification requires that it be able to land with a 65, 000-
pound (29,500-kg) payload, some improved margins will be achieved at lighter
loads, such as 32,000 pounds (14,500 kg) maximum.

5.5. 2 SAFE DUMP SEQUENCE. The critical Shuttle abort mode is Return to Launch
Site (RTLS) since it has the minimum time available prior to landing. By Shuttle
ground rule, abort will not be attempted during solid rocket motor burn. Dumping
during SSME powered flight for the critical RTLS abort mode allows use of the normal
fill and drain plumbing, appropriately oversized to meet the dump time constraints.

With the Orbiter "flying backwards," as shown in Figure 5-12, dumped propellant
could enshroud the vehicle (along with SSME exhaust gases) and infiltrate into the pay-
load bay and the other Orbiter compartments. After return to the atmosphere, these
ingested vapors might be a combustion hazard. The pressure at which hydrogen and
oxygen will not burn is <0. 1 psi (0. 007 kg/sqm). This pressure limit is attained at
altitudes of 110,000 feet (33,528 m). Further increases in altitude,of course, result
in additional decreases in atmospheric pressure with consequent increases in the
safety margin.

All possible combustion problems, either external or internal to the Orbiter, can be
avoided by completing the dump in 250 seconds at altitudes above the 220,000 feet
(67 km). The minor amount of hydrogen vapor that might be ingested above that alti-
tude, would be too dilute to burn during reentry. Additional safety assurance can be
achieved by incorporation of active vents on the Orbiter. These vents would be closed
during propellant dump to minimize ingestion of propellant vapors. Pressurization of
the interstitial spaces during abort dump coupled with active Orbiter vents, would
completely preclude propellant vapor ingestion. The nontoxic, noncorrosive nature
of these propellants will have no adverse effect on Orbiter surfaces.
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Figure 5-12. Critical Abort Mode, Due East Launch, 65k Payload

Simultaneous dump of LH2 and LO2 is not an external combustion problem at altitudesabove 110,000 ft (33.5 kin) since with a 300 inch (762 cm) dump port separation dis-tance the pressure at the intersection of the dump plumes is less than 0. 1 psia(0.69 kN/m 2) and will not support combustion.

The recommended dump approach for the RTLS (return-to-launch-site) abort mode wassimultaneous dump of both propellants in 250 seconds. This precludes a hazardous H2concentration in or near the Orbiteir, reduces structural loads at landing, and mini-
mizes special post abort ground operations.

For the Shuttle abort to orbit mode, propellant orientation in orbit must be providedby either the dumped propellants or OMS settling. In no case is there a requirementor a condition where the Tug will return with fully loaded propellant tanks. The useof redundant dump valves and the techniques shown are designed to always provide
the in-flight dump capability under all abort modes.

5.5.3 FURTHER ABORT/DUMP TRADE STUDIES. Although there is not a firm
program requirement for in-flight propellant dump, it would provide operational and
safety advantages for both the Shuttle and its initial upper stage. Therefore, in-flight
dump of both propellants is recommended and the current Reusable Centaur configura-
tions provide for it at a considerable weight penalty. For prelaunch operations, Cen-
taur fill and drain lines are normally about 2.5 inches (6.35 cm) diameter, with singleshutoff valves. In order to dump inflight in 250 seconds, this system is much enlarged
as described in Section 2.4. 6.
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The lines are routed from the tank through dual shutoff valves to separate disconnect
panels. The lines continue in the Deployment Adapter, with two more shutoff valves
(quad redundancy for safety and reliability) through pivot or rotation features to the
Orbiter interface panel. The Orbiter routes the fill and dump lines to the launch pad
umbilicals on the aft fuselage sides. A large amount of helium is required to expel
the main propellants in less time than during a hot firing. The helium storage system is
carried in the Deployment Adapter, totaling over 1000 pounds (454 kg).

Obviously if only oxygen were dumped inflight, considerable helium and hydrogen
dump system weight could be saved. When more complete Orbiter and initial upper
stage data are available, the study should be rerun to optimize the abort solution from
the viewpoint of both the Orbiter and payload. Simultaneous in-flight propellant dump,
which currently seems like the best safety and operational solution, may be un-
necessarily conservative.
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SECTION 6

SAFETY AND RELIABILITY

Safety is a major consideration for any Reusable Upper stage that is flown in conjunc-
tion with the Shuttle. The Centaur must be essentially fail safe from the time the
stage is installed in the Shuttle until it has separated a sufficient distance from the
Orbiter to preclude any possibility of its imposing a safety hazard. During this study,
a detailed safety analysis was conducted to identify potential design, operational, and
interface hazards and to implement design features that will eliminate those hazards.
One of the most important of these design features is the complete control of any
cryogenic propellant leaks while in the Orbiter by utilizing tank isolation valves and
a vented purge bag concept.

The safety features designed into the Centaur were not considered tradeable and the
more than 200 pounds (91 kg) weight associated with implementation of these safety
features is included in the weight statement. The result has been a Centaur design
that is considered to be fully compatible with manned Shuttle operations. Additionally,
the basic Atlas/Centaur pressurized stabilized tank design concept was "man rated"
on the Mercury program. There have been no vehicle losses attributable to structural
failure in more than 440 Atlas and Centaur Flights.

In many instances, the incorporation of safety features also tended to enhance Centaur
reliability. Trade studies were performed to determine further reliability improve-
ments that could be realized through systematic implementation of Centaur redundant
items versus the consequent weight penalties. The subsystem/component redundancies
designed into the D-IS(R) and the RLTC have resulted in a mission reliability that
approaches the 0. 97 goal for the D-1S(R) with kick stage, and that exceeds the 0. 97
goal for the RLTC.

6.1 SAFETY CRITERIA AND APPROACH

To provide a fundamental set of safety requirements for use in this study, the follow-
ing general safety criteria were used for the Centaur:

a. No single component failure in the Centaur, or Centaur peripheral equipment,
shall cause the loss of the Orbiter or its crew.

b. Structural elements, tanks and lines are excluded from the above redundancy
requirements. Sufficient margins of safety are used in the cases so as to reduce
their probability of failure to negligible levels. MIL HDBK 505 safety factors
used by the Shuttle are imposed on the Centaur while in the Shuttle vicinity. Load
factors and safety margins established for use on the Centaur while it is in
or near the Shuttle are consistent with these requirements.
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c. Provisions shall be made for Orbiter crew command override capability of
Centaur safety safety critical functionso

do Centaur shall not preclude Orbiter from intact abort

The methodology employed in critically examining the proposed and/or existing de-
signs in terms of the established safety criteria were the fault tree analysis and the
mission hazard analysis.

The fault tree analysis (Figure 6-1) was developed at the start of the Reusable Centaur
study. Its main purpose was to (1) systematically identify those hazards that are
associated with use of cryogenic propellants, and (2) generate design alternatives that
are capable of countering each of the identified hazards. In addition to the develop-
ment of the propellant hazard analyses, other potential hazards were identified in the
fault tree that also required resolution. Each of these additional hazards was treated
in detail in the mission hazard analysis.

The mission hazard analysis was used in the Idmntification of potential hazards that
could occur during any mission phase. It has as its basis the fault tree analysis and
uses operational block diagrams and time lines in the systematic evaluation of hazards
that can occur during ground or flight operations. The detailed mission hazard analy-
sis for the Centaur Tug is contained in Volume 7 of Reference 1. Every Centaur Tug
Vehicle hazard identified in the mission hazard analysis and the fault tree analysis
has been countered with implementation of specific safety features into the Centaur
vehicle design. These safety fea ures are discussed in the following paragraphs.

6.2 CRYOGENIC VEHICLE SAFETY CONSDERATIONS

The source of the cryogenic vehicle hazards is the Centaur liquid hydrogen and liquid
oxygen main propellants. These propellants are cold and flammable and constitute a
safety hazard when not properly handled. As used in the Centaur, the propellants are
contained within the pressure-stabilized Centaur structure and the fuel and oxidizer
are separated by a redundant intermediate bulkhead. As indicated on the fault tree,
the principal hazards associated with the cryogenic propellants in the flight vehicle
are those associated with leakage, pressurization, and abort dump. Design features
are included in the Reusable Centaur concept to safeguard against these potential
hazards.

In-flight propellant dump, after an Orbiter abort, which involves both operational and
safety interactions, are discussed in Section 5,

6.2,1 PROPELLANT LEAKAGE. The propellant safety features implemented into
the Centaur design that counter each of the propellant hazards identified in the fault
tree are presented in Figure 6-2. As indicated in this figure, each of the main pro-
pellant tanks, and its outlet valve, is individually enclosed in a purge bag. The purge
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Figure 6-2. Propellant Safety Features

bag is an integral part of the LH2 ground hold insulation blankets. The Deployment
Adapter forms the aft portion of the LOX tank purge bag. These closures are purged
with helium and are individually vented external to the Orbiter. In a leak should de-
velop in a propellant tank, the leaking propellant (up to 1 x 106 scims or 16 x 106
cu cm min) will be safely carried overboard. Tank isolation valves are used to main-
tain the propellant lines in an empty condition during the entire time that the Centaur
is in the Orbiter payload bay, thus eliminating the chance of a propellant leak from
lines/fittings and the main engine during Orbiter flight. Dual redundant dump valves
are installed on each of the propellant tanks to assure propellant dump capability in
event of an aborted flight. These dump valves are backed up by redundant dump valves
installed on the adapter. This arrangement effectively results in quad redundancy for
the dump valves.

To assure that hazards associated with hydrogen leakage are controlled, even in the
presence of multiple equipment failures, the following design/operational modifications
were implemented,

a. The Shuttle payload bay is continuously purged with GN2 during tanking, terminal
countdown, and postflight safing operations.
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b. No ignition source, i.e., spark or 6440 F (340"C) temperature, is present in any
Centaur equipment exposed to payload bay atmosphere.

c. All exposed flammable materials have been removed from Centaur and its an-
cillary equipment. For instance,mylar has been replaced with Kapton.

d. The joints in the propellant fill and drain lines and the GH2 vent line are purged
with He.

e. Both propellant fill and drain lines receive a He blowdown purge after each use
and before launch.

f. The LO2 and LH2 hardline panels are separated by the maximum distance allowed
by Orbiter design.

6.2.2 TANKING.,VENTING AND PRESSURE CONTROL. The Centaur, like any other
Tug, must not exceed the propellant tank pressurization limits consistent with Shuttle
manned compatibility safety factors. However, since the Centaur's tanks are pres-
sure stabilized, a minimum tank pressure must also be maintained. Thus, venting
and pressure control is a vital function and the Centaur, with its adapter and periph-
eral equipment, has been designed to provide multiple backup pressure control capa-
bility. The redundancies implemented result from both the fault tree analysis and
failure modes and effects analysis. The design features that were implemented as a
result of these analyses are summarized as follows:

a. Parallel redundant GO2 and GH 2 vent valves were added to the airborne system
(Figure 6-2).

b. Parallel redundant vent valves were also incorporated in the adapter design for
both GO02 and GH 2 . This results in quad redundancy in the vent system (Figure
6-2).

c. The propellant tank pressure regulating vent valves require power to lockup.
Therefore, even with loss of vehicle power, the pressurization/vent system will
still function properly when backed up by the CIMACS/adapter systems, which
incorporate a crew override capability.

d. Both the 800 psi and 50 psi regulators on the adapter are parallel redundant.
Isolation valves and relief valves provide fail-safe/fail-operational capability.

e. Shutoff valves are provided upstream of all adapter regulators used in flight or
terminal countdown to control fail open or over-pressure modes. CMACS con-
trol will still allow a burp operational mode in emergency or abort situations.

f. Careful attention has been given to separation of vent functions to preclude
existence of flammable mixtures at vent outlets. Also, check valves have been
provided where backfilling could occur which would be potentially hazardous or
degrade system operation.
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g . Any credible leak in either tank occurring during boost phase can be made up by
the adapter helium supplies and normal propellant boiloff until abort altitude is
attained. The dedicated helium supply will then be available to dump remaining
propellants.

In addition to the redundant pressurization and vent systems described above, a pneu-
matic stretch mechanism can be used to maintain structural integrity of the Centaur
if all normal systems and their backups should fail. The stretch mechanism would
normally be inactive during flight and would place the Centaur in stretch only during
an emergency when all pressurization controls and their backups become non-
functional. Such stretch devices are currently standard in Centaur manufacturing
docks.

The Centaur must, of course, maintain pressure integrity during the return flight.
Any Tug vehicle that is taken to near orbit altitudes, and has its propellant tanks
emptied, must be repressurized prior to being resubjected to atmospheric pressures.
Failure to maintain pressure for any of these vehicles would result in catastrophic
crushing of the tanks.

6,2.3 SAFETY OF INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD. The intermediate bulkhead is com-
posed of two entirely independent steel bulkheads (Figure 6-2). The space between the
btlkheads is insulated (which also serves as a spacer between the bulkheads) and is
cryogenically pumped to a pressure below 50 microns. The space between the bulk-
heads is connected to a check valve and is vented external to the Orbiter. If a hydrogen
leak should develop across the hydrogen bulkhead, the remaining bulkhead will con-
tinue to maintain separation of the propellants. Hydrogen in the vacuum space will,
however, absorb heat energy through the oxygen bulkhead. The leaking hydrogen will
turn to gas and will be vented through the check valve. If, on the other hand, a leak
should develop through the oxygen bulkhead, the leaking oxygen will either freeze or
remain liquid. Heat energy transmitted through the bulkhead to the liquid hydrogen
will increase the boiloff rate of the hydrogen. The hydrogen vent valves, however,
are capable of handling the increased boiloff.

In-flight intermediate bulkhead reversal would require multiple failures in the redun-
dant pressurization system, the series-parallel vent system, and the Centaur monitor
and control system. In the worst case (series vent valves in the oxygen tank simul-
taneously fail open at launch and the crew command override capability is non-
functional), the pressure decay in the oxygen tank will be sufficiently slow as to allow
10 minutes for hydrogen dumping (hydrogen dumping takes less than 6 minutes) and the
Orbiter will be able to safely complete its flight to orbit.

The only likely cause of bulkhead reversal is human error during ground operations.
To preclude the chance that a bulkhead reversal will take place during ground opera-
tions, a positive AP control, such as a differential piston, can be installed between the
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hydrogen and oxygen tanks, both of which are inert gas pressurized. The piston is
biased toward the hydrogen tank pressure; i.e., the area on the hydrogen tank side
of the piston is greater than that of the oxygen side of the piston. If the hydrogen tank
pressure starts to approach the oxygen tank pressure, the piston is automatically
displaced. Piston displacement uncovers the vent port and the pressure in the hydro-
gen tank is reduced to a safe differential with respect to the oxygen tank. This AP
control will be used in addition to the continuous pressure recording devices that are
normally used to monitor tank pressures on Centaur vehicles. Breakwires can be
used as an additional indicator for assuring bulkhead integrity.

Inspection of the intermediate bulkhead can be accomplished by (1) visual inspection
via the access doors, (2) continuity/resistance checks of the breakwires, (3) use of
acoustic emission monitors at points of concentrated stress, and (4) pressure testing.
In pressure testing the intermediate bulkhead, the oxygen and hydrogen tanks are
pressurized to their operating pressure with helium. The interbulkhead space is
vacuum pumped to achieve a pressure differential of 25 to 30 psi. A helium mass
spectrometer, installed in the vacuum line, will detect any leak that might occur
across either bulkhead.

6.3 SAFETY FEATURES OF CENTAUR VEHICLE SUBSYSTEMS

In addition to the subsystems associated with main propellant safety, the following
Centaur flight and support equipment were also evaluated in terms of the Shuttle safety
criteria.

6.3.1 AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM. The hydrogen peroxide APS used in the
D-1S(R) vehicle and the hydrazine APS used in the RLTC (see Section 2.5) incorporate
the following safety features to counter the hazards identified in the fault tree analysis.

a. Isolation valves are used between the storable propellant supply and each of the
propellant users. These isolation valves are maintained in a closed condition
while the Centaur is in the payload bay. If any APS component valve should fail
open, the isolation valves will preclude operation of that component,

b. The isolation valves are commanded open (or closed) by crew command via RF
link. During deployment operations, the APS thrusters are enabled just after
release of the Centaur from the Orbiter manipulator. On recovery of the Centaur,
the APS thrusters are isolated just prior to engagement of the Centaur by the
manipulator.

c. APS propellant tanks incorporate overboard vent/dump capability to protect
against tank overpressures that may result from inadvertent propellant
decomposition.
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d. Continued safe operation of the Centaur APS, particularly during the critical
docking/retrieval maneuvers where the Orbiter is in close proximity to the
Centaur, is assured by the fail operational/fail safe capability of the reaction
control system. If any thruster should fall open, the condition is sensed by theCentaur astrionics and the appropriate isolation valve is closed to isolate the
thruster clustero Centaur stability will continue to be maintained by the remain-
ing clusters. If multiple RCS failures should occur, the RCS function can be
immediately shut down by Orbiter crew command via the RF link.

6.3.2 HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS. The remaining fluid system not previously discussed
is the hydraulic system (see Section 2.4) which provides actuator power for gimbaling
and controlling the position of the Centaur main engines., Each hydraulic system (onefor each engine) consists principally of a recirculation pump, a reservoir, two actua-
tors, an engine-driven high pressure pump, and the necessary interconnecting linesand hoses. Each system is closed and is disconnected from ground hydraulics subse-
quent to cryo tanking and flight events demonstration testing. The system is checked
for leaks subsequent to all high pressure tests and when on standby or recirculation
(temperature control, engine start positioning, etc,.), operates at only 10% of the nor-
mal operating pressure, Therefore, although the hydraulic fluid is flammable, it isconsidered to be an acceptable risk when in the payload bay; the pressures are lowwith regard to previously demonstrated operating flight pressures, and the amount offluid is small (less than one gallon or 3.8 liters per system).

6.3.3 POWER AND ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS, With the D-1T Centaur used as abaseline, all electrical/mechanical systems, including GSE, requiring power or elec-trical control were examined for Shuttle manned compatibility. This investigation
provided the data for implementation of the safety features necessary to make these
systems compatible with Shuttle operations. These safety features are:

a, During ascent, the safety of the Shuttle and crew Is ensured by three CMACS
functions. First, CMACS continuously monitors and displays data related to thefollowing critical safety functions:

1. LO2 tank pressure/venting

2. LH2 tank pressure/venting

3. H2 0 2 bottle temperature/hydrazine temperature

4. H2 0 2 bottle pressure/hydrazine pressure

5. Centaur Bus 1 voltage

6. Umbilical disconnect status

7. APS status

8. Intermediate bulkhead status
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9. GN&C status

10. Data management status

Second, CMACS (via the caution warning and abort panel) provides an alert to the
crew when a safety function approaches a limit and executes corrective action
sequences automatically. Third, CMACS provides an alert to the crew when
there is an out-of-tolerance condition for a safety function and executes abort
sequences automatically when enabled by the crew.

b. The resident safety monitor program, which performs the continuous monitor
task, continuously displays the values of the safety measurements on the CRT
display screens. Each safety signal is input to the CMACS via both a digital
(PCM) and an analog path. If a major discrepancy between the two values occurs,
it will be detected; the safety monitor will inform the operator of the discrepancy
and then proceed as if the worst case signal were correct. The operator then
uses utility and self-validation subroutines to determine which signal is incorrect.
If he can determine which is incorrect, he can call up another utility option to set
flags in the safety monitor program that will disable the monitor for that type of
data for that critical function.

When the resident safety monitor detects a critical function approaching its red-
line limit, a light identifies the corresponding function on the caution, warning,abort (CWA) panel and a message appears on the mission specialist's display.
The corresponding corrective action sequence is automatically loaded and exe-
cuted in an attempt to correct the malfunction. If an out-of-tolerance condition
is detected, the CWA panel shows a warning light, a message identifying the con-
dition is displayed on the mission specialist's CWA panel, and the abort sequence
is automatically loaded and begins executing as soon as an abort execution signal
is received from the CWA panel.

c. Two arm/safe switches in the SCU control the functions related to the safety of
the Orbiter and crew while Centaur is aboard. One SCU switch will be controlled
by the RF uplink command decoder. It will control equipment that must be dis-
abled while the Centaur is in the Orbiter payload bay and will be enabled after the
Centaur is deployed for flight. The other switch will control the vent and pres-
surization valves so that the ground GSE may control these functions during pre-
launch operations and the DCU may control these functions (CCVAPS) during
flight.

d. A switch in the RF uplink command decoder is used to enable the Centaur attitude
control system after deployment from the Orbiter.

e. An arm/safe switch on the adapter prevents any inadvertent adapter or Centaur
deployment operations during the Shuttle ascent or descent flight operations. The
functions controlled by the adapter and Centaur arm/safe switches and the attitude
control enable are discussed in Section 6.4.
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f. Backup hardwire control is provided between CMACS and the Centaur adapter
for safety-critical functions. These controls. are supplemented by warning/action
readouts to alert crew that a hazardous situation is developing,

g. For the D-1S(R), a mechanical drive crosseonnect was incorporated in both fore
and aft umbilical panel retract mechanisms so that a signal to either drive motor
of the forward or aft panel will engage or disengage that panel (only the aft panels
are used in the RLTC).

h. A backup avionics package was added to the D-1S(R) that allows continued Centaur
attitude control during docking maneuvers in event of a primary system failure.
The RLTC incorporates dual string astrionics that provides backup capability
during the docking maneuver,

i. Centaur software shall be structured to include at least two separate sections:
(1) preflight software and (2) flight software. This technique will prohibit pre-
mature or erroneous commands or responses from the DMS during any launch
operational phase, i.e., during prelaunch of predeployment operations, the Cen-
taur engines will be prevented from inadvertently firing because the DMS soft-
ware modules that control this function will be locked out via software/hardware
control techniques. A software/hardware interlock system shall prevent the DMS
from going to the flight mode prior to a "go to flight" command.

j. An RF uplink will communicate at least two commands to the Centaur after separa-
tionl from the Orbiter. These are:

1. Go to (or continue) flight mode

2. Stop (safe Centaur)

The stop command may be initiated by the Orbiter mission specialist if he ob-
serves that the Centaur is malfunctioning after the Centaur engine start sequence
has begun. This command will cause the Centaur to shut down the main engines
and reset all systems to a safe position.

6.4 CENTAUR DEPLOYMENT/RETRIEVAL SAFING

In addition to the inheren. safety existing in the astrionics because of dual- and triple-
redundant subsystems, the Centaur arm/safe switching provides the interlocking of
functions to preclude potential critical failures that could occur during critical deploy-
ment or retrieval operations. Areas protected this way are those related to Centaur
deployment main engine start, engine positioning, and attitude control enable.

The major deployment/retrieval events are shown in Figure 6-3. They start with thepredeployment checkout when arm/safe switch No. 1 is activated to the arm condition.
The digital computer unit (DCU) and sequence control unit (SCU) are turned on, theIMU is energized, and the CMACS continues with the further checkout and monitoring
of Centaur functions. At the beginning of deployment, the guidance initialization of the
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D E MONITOR F ADAPTER A/S -SAFE

Figure 6-3. Events Sequence - Orbiter/Centaur Safing

IMU is transferred from the Orbiter reference system. The aft support arm/safe
switch is placed in the ARM position, the fuel cell is energized, and the external
Orbiter power removed. Communication is sustained by operation of the RF uplink
and the umbilicals are disconnected. On disengagement of the Orbiter manipulator,
the attitude enable signal energizes the auxiliary propulsion system, and vehicle sta-bilization is achieved. The Orbiter increases the separation distance out to 3,000
feet (915m) or more, and arm/safe switch No. 2 is operated to ARM. A first guidance
update is performed with the Horizon and Star Sensors, the boost pumps are turned
on, and the main engines fired. After subsequent burns, the completion of independent
Centaur orbital operations, and navigation back into the Orbiter rendezvous region
(10 n. mi. to 3,000 feet); the main engines are shut off, the boost pumps shut off, and
arm/safe switch No. 2 is returned to SAFE. CMACS in the Orbiter then provides
safety status via the RF link of Centaur condition before retrieval.

For the D-1S(R), a backup avionics package provides redundancy of those avionics
functions required to provide vehicle stability during docking operations. This backup
package will be turned-on approximately one hour prior to docking to assure adequate
warm-up time for the gyros. During the docking maneuver, the output from the pri-
mary guidance and control astrionics is compared to the output of the backup docking
package via telemetry. A discrepancy between outputs, coupled with visual observa-
tion of abnormal Centaur movement, would indicate a failure of the primary avionics.
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In this case, the mission specialist would command the Centaur to switch to the backup
docking package. A discrepancy between outputs, but without abnormal movement of
the Centaur, would indicate that the primary system is functional but that the backup
system had failed.

The RLTC utilizes dual string astrionics with triply redundant computers. For this
system the failure sensing and switching functions are autonomous and no action is
required on the part of the mission specialist other than monitoring of the safety
critical systems.

After verification of Centaur safety, the Orbiter is moved to within manipulator engage-
ment distance of the Centaur, using cooperative ranging and velocity data. Just prior
to manipulator engagement, the attitude enable is deenergized. On manipulator en-
gagement and attachment of the Centaur to the deployment adapter, arm/safe switch
No. 1 is returned to SAFE and the RF link is shut off. The Centaur is then rotated to
its stowed configuration and a final check is made of all safety critical components,
via CMACS, prior to de-orbit operations.

6.5 SAFETY SUMMARY

The main thrust of the GD/CA safety effort has been the assurance of Centaur manned
compatibility with the Space Shuttle. Table 6-1 summarizes the principal design

Table 6-1. Designed-In Safety
POTENTIAL FLIGHT HAZARDS A
(FROM FAULT TREE ANALYSIS/ DESIGN FEATURES WEIGHT (LB.)
MISSION HAZARD ANALYSIS) (SAFETY ONLY)

a PROPELLANT LEAKS 0 PURGE BAG CONTAINMENT, SEPARATELY VENTED 40
- PROPELLANT TANK LEAKS SMAIN TANK ISOLATION VALVES 30
- LEAKS IN LINES/FITTINGS *BACKUP CONTAINMENT FITTINGS ON ALL RC/

ORBITER INTERFACES 20
* PROPELLANT TANK OVER PRESSURE SQUAD VENT VALVES USED FOR EACH PROPELLANT

OR UNDER PRESSURE TANK (NO VENT VALVE FAILURE IN OPEN OR 24 - RC
CLOSED MODE WILL COMPROMISE ORBITER
SAFETY); REDUNDANT PRESSURE CONTROL

*PREMATURE MAIN ENGINE I TANK ISOLATION VALVES (CREW OVERRIDE) (ABOVE)
OPERATION

o RC/ORBITER COLLISION 0 DUAL COMMUNICATIONS 17

S FAIL OPERATE/FAIL SAFE APS 4

*BACK-UP ASTRIONICS DOCKING PACKAGE* 40
0 PREMATURE APS OPERATION IAPS ISOLATION VALVES (CREW OVERRIDE) 6

* RC/ORBITER COLLISION
0 INADVERTENT DECOMPOSITION OVERBOARD VENTATAPS PROPELLANT TANK OUTLET 4

OF APS PROPELLANT

e LOSS OF RC STABILITY IN 4014 OF 16 LATCHES WILL SECURE RC THROUGH
PAYLOAD BAY CRASH LANDING LOADS 20

*INABILITY TO CLOSE PAYLOAD *EMERGENCY MANUAL RELEASE (EVA) AVAILABLE
BAY DOORS IF RC HANGS UP PARTLY DEPLOYED

* H2 BULKHEAD SEGMENT LEAK OPRESSURE RELIEF CAPABILITY IN INTERMEDIATE 0 (EXISTING
INTO INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD BULKHEAD CAVITY CENTAUR
CAVITY SYSTEM)

S INFLIGHT ABORT DUMP s QUAD REDUNDANT DUMP VALVES FOR MAIN TANKS 45 - RC
INCREASED Ha. INCREASED LINE SIZES

D-15(R) ONLY; RLTC HAS DUAL STRUNG ASTRIONICS
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features that have been incorporated into Reusable Centaur design. The basis for
each of the safety features is the systematic evaluation of potential hazards through
fault tree analyses, mission hazard analyses, and implementation of Shuttle safety
criteria.

As indicated in this table, each of the potential flight hazards identified has been
countered by a specific design feature. The additional weight required to.incorporatethese safety features is also listed. The resulting weight penalty for safety imple-
mentation is >200 pounds (91 kg) for the D-1S(R) and the RLTC. The weights listedare on the Centaur itself. There is over 1000 pounds (454 kg) of safety-related
equipment in the deployment adapter or pallet, such as two of the quad redundant ventand drain valves, oversize dump lines, and storage for about 80 pounds (36 kg) ofhelium for in-flight dump. The resulting Centaur design is considered to be fullycompatible with manned Shuttle operations.

6.6 RELIABILITY

The overall D-1S(R) vehicle reliability characteristics, including the redundancy levelsfor each subsystem, are summarized in Table 6-2. The reliability characteristics
for the RLTC are described in Table 6-3. The limited redundancy levels and the re-sulting reliabilities for the D-1S(R) subsystems result in a vehicle reliability of 0. 968for a 24-hour mission. Actually the Centaur solos away from the Orbiter only 10.6hours.

In addition to the D-IS(R) vehicle, a velocity package is required for most missions.For missions that require a velocity package and a non-complex spin system (similarto that used in the AEC Pioneer G programs; Ref. Report No. GDCA-BKM-72-003) thereliability is the product of the basic vehicle reliability (0. 968) and the kick stage reli-
ability (0. 984) which results in a mission reliability of 0. 953. Some missions may requirea more complex kick stage that incorporates an inertial reference system and attitudecontrol similar to that used on Burner II. The reliability for this velocity package is0. 982. The mission reliability when this kick stage is used is 0. 968 x 0. 982 = 0. 951.

It should also be noted that the reliability of the D-1S(R) is sensitive to mission dura-tion (see Figure 6-4). Missions that are shorter than 24 hours result in a significant
improvement in reliability. The reliability of the RLTC, on the other hand, is notquite as sensitive to variations in mission duration. This is due to the implementation
of dual redundance into most of the RLTC subsystems.

Table 6-3 summarizes the redundancy levels that have been incorporated into theRLTC. These redundancy levels are wholly consistent with the redundancy imple-mentation analysis; i. e., all candidates for redundancy are essentially dual redundant.The resulting RLTC mission reliability is 0.975 for non-kick stage missions. Thekick stage missions occur approximately once for each year of RLTC operations.
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Table 6-2. D-1S(R) Reliability Characteristics

Design
Redundancy Mission

Subsystem Reliability Level Time (hr) Remarks

Structure 0. 9999 24 Based on structural
factors of safety de-
signed into structure

Propulsion 0.9857

- Main Engine 0.9900 Component 0.12 Redundant valves
System

- Thrust Vector 0. 9986 0. 12
Control

- Pressurization, 0.9974 Component 24 Redundant valves
Vent, Fill, Drain

- PU, Purge 0.9998 Component 0. 12 Redundant valves

- AC PS 0.9999 Component 18 Redundant engines,
valves

Astrionics 0. 9813

- Data Management 0.9920 24

-Guidance & 0.9921 18
Navigation

- Flight Control 0.9990 18

- Guidance Update 0.9998 18

- Communications 0.9999 Component 18 Redundant transceiver,
antenna

- Electrical Power 0.9984 24
& Distribution

Interface Systems 0. 9999 5

Kick Stage (Pioneer G) 0. 984 Based on AEC Pioneer
G Safety Study

Kick Stage (Burner 1) 0. 982 Based on Boeing
analysis

Vehicle Reliability 0. 9675 Without kick stage
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Table 6-3. RLTC Reliability Characteristics

Design
Redundancy Mission

Subsystem Reliability Level Time (hr) Remarks

Structure 0. 9999 --- 47 Based on structural
factors of safety de-
signed into structure

Propulsion 0. 9806

- Main Engine 0.9875 Component 0.21 Redundant valves
System

- Thrust Vector 0.9977 0.21
Control

- Pressurization, 0.9952 Component 47 Redundant valves
Vent, Fill, Drain

- PU, Purge 0.9995 Component 0.21

- ACPS 0.9999 Component 35 Redundant engines,
valves

Astrionics 0. 9950

- Data Management 0.9994 Component 47 Triple redundant
computers

- Guidance & 0. 9999 Component 35 Dual redundant IMU
Navigation

- Flight Control 0.9989 Component 35 Dual redundant
servo-inverter

- Guidance Update 0.9996 35

- Communications 0.9999 Component 35 Redundant receiver,
decoder, antennas

- Electrical Power 0. 9973 Component 47 Redundant switches,
& Distribution backup transient

battery

Interface Systems 0. 9999 Component 13

Kick Stage 0. 984 Based on Boeing
analysis

Vehicle Reliability 0. 975.1 Without kick stage
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Figure 6-4. Mission Duration Sensitivity

For these missions, the RLTC only operates for 24 hours and the vehicle reliability
consequently increases to 0.983. When the reliability of the kick stage is coupled with
RLTC reliability, the overall kick stage mission reliability is approximately 0.967.

While the D-1S(R) reliability is based on the redundancies contained in an existing
vehicle, the RLTC was reconfigured to achieve a reliability of 0.97 for a 47-hour
mission. The redundancy levels required to attain this goal were determined through
a redundancy/weight optimization computer program.

The input to the program was initiated with (1) a "single string" system, (2) the mean
time between failure (MTBF) for each component, and (3) the weight increase that
would result from incorporation of component redundancy. The computer program
automatically tests the ratio of reliability increase to weight increase for all candi-
dates for redundancy. (The main engine, main engine propellant lines, boost pumps,
etc., were excluded as redundancy candidates. The reliability of these elements thus
sets the upper limit on RC reliability.) The component that yields the best ratio ofreliability increase to weight increase is the first component selected. After imple-
mentation of the first redundant element, the computer repeats the process to deter-
mine the next best ratio of reliability increase to weight increase. This process iscontinued until the incremental change in reliability is close to zero. The MTBF dataused in the analysis is from Centaur data, MSFC data (Saturn Component Failure
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Rates and Failure Rate Modifiers) and supplier data. The MTBF data was adjusted
to reflect the severity of the flight environment according to the following schedule:

MTBF
Mission Phase Divided By

SRB/Orbiter Boost 32

Orbiter Coast 1

RC Burn 20

RC Coast 1

Entry 3

The Shuttle environment is not yet fully defined, but was assumed about equal to Titan.
Although some Centaur components are inactive during boost, the severe acoustic and
vibration environment should not be overlooked.

The results of the redundancy/weight analysis are presented in Figure 6-5. It should
be noted in this figure that implementation of dual redundancy, in most instances, re-
sults in attaining maximum reliability. Once these redundancy levels have been
attained, continued application of redundancy will only result in very small increment-
al increases in reliability at comparatively large increases in vehicle weight and total
program costs.

1.00

0.99
SEQUENCE CONTROL

0.98 THRUST VECTOR CONTROL

0.97- SERVO-INVERTER0.97

0.96

TRANSPONDER0.95 ANTENNAS
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DATA MGMT.
0.93 COMPUTER

0.92 POWER CONV. & DISTRIBUTION
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THRUSTERS (ACPS)
POWER DIVIDER
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Figure 6-5. Redundancy/Weight Optimization
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SECTION 7

GROUND OPERATIONS

For a Shuttle reusable upper stage vehicle, ground operations covers the time span
from initial delivery of the new vehicle at the launch range through test and checkout,
spacecraft mating, Orbiter mating and checkout, pre-launch operations, launch, land-
ing, safing, removal from the Orbiter, maintenance and refurbishment, and storage
or preparation for the next mission. In planning ground operations for the reusable
Centaur vehicles, STS ground rules were followed to assure upper stage compatibility
with Shuttle operations and turnaround timelines. Planning includes transportation,
maintenance, refurbishment, checkout, GSE and facility requirements, utilization of
existing resources, and logistics, integrated to assure smooth operational flow and
low cost.

In this section the basic Centaur/Shuttle operational concept is discussed with respect
to upper stage test and checkout philosophy, followed by a definition and discussion of
each phase of the ground operations plan for each vehicle with respect to all of the
above elements except logistics. Logistics, fleet size, and costs are treated sep-arately in Programmatics and Cost sections.

7.1 TEST AND CHECKOUT CONCEPT

Ground operation plans for the Centaur vehicles have been developed to accomplish
turnaround operations within a reasonable time with the least expenditure of support
resources, and to integrate with Shuttle operations on a non-interference basis. Asshown in the Orbiter turnaround timeline, Figure 7-1, only 18 hours are allowed inthe normal operational Orbiter turnaround schedule for payload installation and check-out at the Orbiter Maintenance and Checkout Facility (MCF), and 6 hours for combined
Shuttle checkout at the launch pad. The ground operations plans therefore require
that all payload preparation, checkout, and testing be complete prior to installation
in the Orbiter, to the maximum extent possible. Only mandatory Orbiter/payload
composite testing and interface validation can be allowed in the installation and check-
out periods shown at the MCF and launch pad. To satisfy these objectives, test andcheckout philosophy for the Centaur vehicles is planned on the same basis as that for
the Tug, i.e.:

a. Test and checkout for first flight of each vehicle based on complete test and
checkout to attain maximum reliability, maximum probability of mission success,
and assurance of vehicle return. This is the "test and retest" philosophy that has
achieved proven results on existing fly-right-the-first-time launch vehicles such
as Centaur D-1.
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Figure 7-1. Integrated Centaur/Shuttle Ground Operations Timeline



b. Test and checkout for remaining flights of each vehicle based on condition-
monitored maintenance with preflight testing (CMMPF); in other words, the
preceding flight data is the best test and checkout for the next flight

When first delivered to Cape Kennedy, each new Centaur vehicle will undergo com-
plete mechanical, fluid, and electrical systems checkout at ETR Complex 36 prior to
its first flight in an Orbiter. Checkout will include cryogenic tanking, ground hold,
and terminal countdown demonstration, proofing all systems for operation with flight
propellants, and demonstrating launch readiness.

The vehicle, in its pallet or deployment adapter, will be installed in a simulated
Orbiter payload bay at Complex 36 to verify Orbiter interfaces and disconnect func-
tions, then tested. The pallet and deployment adapter include all Centaur in-flight
support systems and equipment, deployment and separation mechanisms, and separa-
tion disconnects. Mated to Centaur, the pallet and deployment adapter allow com-
plete testing of these in-flight functions on the ground before the unit is installed in
the Orbiter. Hard connections are used between the Orbiter interface panels in the
payload bay and the Centaur pallet or adapter hardline panels, obviating the need for
Orbiter/Centaur disengagement testing. The pallet (or deployment adapter) remains
in the Orbiter payload bay after Centaur deployment, is removed after Orbiter land-
ing, and is recycled to the Centaur handling facility (Hangar J) at KSC for refurbish-
ment and preparation for the next flight.

Upon completion of test and checkout at Complex 36, Centaur will be transferred to a
designated spacecraft preparation and mating facility for spacecraft mating. All
interface connections and combined Centaur/pallet/spacecraft systems will be checked
out here, prior to moving to the Orbiter mating area, to assure that the Shuttle pay-
load is in all respects ready for installation in the Orbiter, with minimal possibility
of interference with the Shuttle turnaround schedule.

7.2 D-1S(R) GROUND OPERATIONS

All D-lS(R) vehicles and flight pallets will be fabricated at existing factory facilities
in San Diego. A test vehicle and checkout pallet will be fabricated first to satisfy pre-
IOC requirements. In the operational phase, the checkout pallet will be used in San
Diego for test and checkout of production vehicles. Depending on the mission model
and length of program, three or more flight pallets will be shipped to ETR and two to
WTR to support flight operations of the reusable vehicles.

7.2.1 TRANSPORTATION. For ground transport, Centaur D-1S(R) will be moved on
existing D-1 transport pallets, supported by existing shipping adapters, or on its
flight pallet which has its own transport pallet. In either case, the transport pallets
can be moved locally on their own detachable wheels, or on transport trailers.
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For air transport, Centaur can be shipped by C-5A long range cargo aircraft as is
presently done; flight pallets will be shipped in the larger NASA Super Guppy cargo
aircraft.

All production vehicles will be shipped to the Cape for pre-first-flight testing before
assignment to ETR or WTR for Shuttle operations. After checkout at the Cape, vehi-
cles assigned to WTR operations will be flown to the west coast in C-5A aircraft and
will enter the normal flow of turnaround operations at the Payload Processing Facility
(PPF).

7.2.2 RECEIVING AND INSPECTIONo After landing and unloading at the CKAFS
skid strip, (Figure 7-2), Centaur and Its ancillary equipment are transported to
Hangar J for receiving-inspection0  Centaur, flight pallets when new, and adapters
are given a brief electrical inspection, and a visual check for transportation damage,
corrosion, and overall completeness. All components are prepared for mating, and
transferred to Complex 36 for mating and checkout.

7.2.3 PRE-FIRST FLIGHT CHECKOUT AND TESTING. At Complex 36, Centaur
will be lifted to level 8 in the service tower for Installation of sidewall insulation and
radiation shields, in a protected environment, Figure 7-3. The vehicle will then be
lowered, mated to its flight pallet, and the vehicle/pallet unit installed in the payload
bay simulator on the launcher, The simulator is a truss structure simulating the

CX 36 CENTAUR HANGAR H,
CRYO TEST FACILITV " / CENTAUR

HANGAR K, HANGAR J, ADMINISTRATION
GSE MIAINTENPANCE SHOP CENTAUR R&I \ SKIDSTRIP

AND MCF (CENTAUR

HANGA AF
BLDG.AM

BLDG.AO

oAREA 60A

KSC (EXPLOSIVE SAFE FACILITY)

ORBITER MCF s **@*os,

INTEGRATION CELL, VAB SAEB NO. 1
OoonOOOO0n 0 a1 MSAEB NO. 2 FLUIDTNT

KSC INDUSTRIAL AREAMSOB

Figure 7-2. Cape Kennedy Operations Facilities
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Orbiter payload bay with respect to pay-
load support fittings and hardline panel

SERVICE TOWER services for Centaur fluid, gas, and
electrical lines. The simulator will
mount directly on the existing Complex
36A launcher, to maintain a dual D-1S(R)
checkout/Atlas -Centaur launch capa-

CENTAUR bility. Service lines will run from the
simulator hardline panels down the

I SA launcher to the base of the existing um-
bilical tower, and tee into existing

_ LEVEL 8 Centaur service lines. Work platform
modifications in the Service Tower will
only be required at levels 3, 4, 5, and
6, to accommodate the width of the pay-

-PAYLOAD.BAY load bay simulator.
SIMULATOR

After installation checkout, the complete
LEVEL 3 Centaur/flight pallet unit will undergo
SERVICE LINES fit and function checks, combined elec-

trical tests, a terminal countdown demon-
UMBILICAL MAST stration, flight events demonstration, and

EXISTING
LAUNCHER a combined electrical readiness test.

Functional testing will include peroxide
system loading, reaction control system
engine firing, and Centaur cyro-tanking.
This will be the first and only time thatFigure 7-3. Centaur Pre-First-Flight
the propulsion systems of each newCryogenic Tanking Test

and Checkout Facility, vehicle will be exposed to propellants

ETR Complex 36 and proofed as complete systems, before
final loading and launch at Shuttle Com-
plex 39. Individual subsystems and com-

ponents (main engines, vent valves) will have been exposed to cryogenic temperatures
and functional tests, however, during individual acceptance tests (IAT), prior to
vehicle final assembly at San Diego.

7.2.4 CENTAUR/SPACECRAFT MATING. Following checkout and tanking tests in
the Payload Bay Simulator at Complex 36A, the mated Centaur/flight pallet unit will
be transported to a NASA-designated spacecraft mating facility for mating with a
spacecraft, entering.the normal Shuttle upper stage turnaround cycle at functional
block 2.2, Figure 7-4.

Spacecraft mating with Centaur can be done with Centaur horizontal in its flight
pallet, on its transport pallet and trailer, or it can be done with Centaur vertical.
Horizontal mating requires a 22-foot bridge crane hook height; vertical mating
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Figure 7-4. Centaur D-1S(R) Top Level Functional Flow Diagram

requires a hook height of 65 to 70 feet. NASA maintains three spacecraft facilities at
KSC, west of the Banana River in the NASA Industrial Complex on Merritt Island:
Spacecraft Assembly and Encapsulation Buildings No. 1 and No. 2 (SAEB No. 1,
SAEB No. 2), and the Spacecraft Operations & Checkout Building, M7-355, referred
to also as the Manned Spacecraft Operations Building (MSOB). All three facilities are
air-conditioned to Class 100, 000 clean room rating, and have floor area, door clear-
ance, crane capacity, and hook height adequate to handle any payload for Centaur.

In the clean room of the spacecraft mating facility, the Centaur protective cover will
be removed and the stub adapter interface prepared for spacecraft mating. After
mating with the spacecraft, all interface connections and combined Centaur/pallet/
spacecraft systems will be checked out, prior to moving to the Orbiter mating area,
to assure that the Shuttle payload is in all respects ready for installation in the
Orbiter, with minimal possibility of interference with the Shuttle turnaround schedule.
Checkout will include system compatibility verification of functional readiness for
flight sequence operations.

Electrical and electronic systems will be run through an abbreviated countdown cul-
minating in transfer to internal power, arming, and initiation of a simulated flight
sequence. The spacecraft will be monitored to verify receipt of Centaur generated
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signals at the proper times with sufficient current and voltage levels where applicable.
Following the simulated flight sequence, the vehicle will be safed and returned to GSE
power for shutdown. This test will be similar to the Complex 36 electrical checkout
except for the abbreviated sequence and omission of Centaur pyrotechnic monitoring.

Upon completion of Centaur/spacecraft compatibility checkout and correction of any
discrepancies, transport covers will be installed on the Centaur/spacecraft assembly
and the complete Shuttle payload transported to the Orbiter MICF. Ti the case of
contamination-sensitive spacecraft such as interplanetary probes, space telescopes,
and others involving optics and sensitive surfaces, however, existing Orbiter payload
bay cleanliness requirements for Class 100, 000 purge gas are not compatible with the
spacecraft surface cleanliness criteria, and spacecraft sponsors may provide either
a lightweight or structural shroud to protect their craft, rather than a temporary
transport protective cover. Such shrouds will be installed immediately after Centaur/
spacecraft mating, and will not be jettisoned until Centaur has been deployed from the
Orbiter in space.

"Payload" from this point on is used in reference to the complete Centaur/pallet/
spacecraft unit, as a single integrated Orbiter payload.

7.2.5 PAYLOAD/ORBITER MATING.

Shuttle Preps. Two and a half to three weeks before launch, while Spacecraft and
Centaur preps are in progress, Shuttle preps begin with Orbiter landing, safing, and
post-flight activities (Figure 7-1). After completion of Orbiter inspection, mainte-
nance and refurb, mission peculiar equipment is installed in the Orbiter in preparation
for payload mating. While Orbiter payload support services are not as yet defined, a
good possibility exists that many service lines for a cryogenic upper stage payload will
be included as permanent Orbiter equipment, running from hardline panels in the pay-
load bay to the Orbiter/ground disconnect panels. These services will include LH2
and LO2 fill and drain lines, propellant vent lines, pressurization charge lines, purge
lines, and possibly others. Any service lines required by Centaur which are not in-
cluded as permanent Orbiter equipment will be installed in the Orbiter during the
period of preparation for payload mating.

The single major item of mission-peculiar equipment to be installed in Orbiter in
preparation for payload mating will be the Payload specialist station system, in sup-
port of the Centaur monitor and control system (CMACS). Once the CMACS capa-
bility has been installed in Orbiter and checked out, together with any non-permanent
TBD mission-peculiar service lines, the Orbiter will be ready for payload installation.

Centaur Preps. On arrival at the MCF nine work days (11 to 13 calendar days) before
Shuttle launch, Centaur final preps for Orbiter mating will be performed, including re-
moval of all desiccant plugs, installation of flight batteries and pyrotechnic squibs, and
retraction of the two aft payload bay hardline panels to provide installation clearance.
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Payload/Orbiter Mating and Checkout. When mating preps have been completed, the
spacecraft/Centaur/flight pallet will be lifted from the transporter as a unit, installed
in the Orbiter payload bay, and mated.

Test and checkout at the MCF will consist of Orbiter/flight pallet interface checkout
and verification, followed by an avionics operations test planned and scheduled by
Shuttle Operations Planning to assure integrated Shuttle/payload functional compati-
bility. This test will include the essentials of a simplified CERT in the safe mode.

a. Orbiter/Flight Pallet Composite Tests. These tests are run for the sole purpose
of validating the Orbiter/flight pallet interfaces for continuity and compatibility.
No disconnect functions will be involved. The tests will include:

1. Pressure test and leak check of all fluid and gas interface connections at the
Orbiter payload bay/flight pallet hardline panels.

2. Continuity, compatibility, and function of the digital and analog interface links
between the CMACS and the Centaur, pallet, and Orbiter.

b. Avionics Operations Test (AOT). The AOT is undefined as yet. Presumably it
will be run to provide an electrical and electronic verification of all Orbiter/
Centaur/spacecraft related electrical systems, before Orbiter mating to the
Shuttle external tanks and mobile launcher. The test will be run with Centaur
in its flight configuration except for propellants and gases, and the spacecraft
will be in a complete launch ready configuration including propellants and gases.
All vehicle and spacecraft systems will be operated open-loop with their asso-
ciated ground stations. Landline instrumentation, launch control GSE, and telem-
etry will be used for event monitoring; control and monitoring will also be per-
formed from the payload station in the Orbiter.

Electrical and electronic systems will be run through an abbreviated countdown
of approximately 45 minutes duration. Centaur deployment, separation, pre-
start, main engine burn, payload separation, and blowdown phases will be moni-
tored for proper generation of command signals and associated vehicle responses.
The test will be terminated after completion of the Centaur programmer cycle,
by interruption of power to the vehicle.

After AOT data review and discrepancy correction, Orbiter will be moved to the VAB,
erected to the vertical in the transfer aisle, lifted, and mated to the external tank on
the mobile launcher, in one of the two VAB integration cells. During the next three
to five days, all Orbiter/mobile launcher and Orbiter/external tank interfaces are
connected, fluid and electrical systems checked out, integrated electrical interference
tests run, ordnance installed, and the Shuttle/mobile launcher prepared for transfer
to launch complex 39.
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7.2.6 LAUNCH PAD OPERATIONS. Two work days or 37 hours before launch, the
mobile launcher and Shuttle are transferred to Complex 39 on the transport crawler,
arriving 31 working hours before launch, Figure 7-5. During the first 9 hours at the
launch pad, all mobile launcher/pad interfaces are connected and verified, Centaur
Monitor & Control System (CMACS) activated, Shuttle powered on, and a final overall
combined AOT run. The next 20 hours, until 2 hours before launch, are taken up in
data review, cabin closeout and payload servicing, and countdown preps.

Centaur preparations for launch are reasonably flexible and can be accomplished at
almost any time during the 20-hour period before standby status is attained at T-2
hours, convenient to Shuttle scheduling.

As shown in Figure 7-5, Centaur hydrogen peroxide loading will be started at T-18
hours (initiation of countdown preparations) and will be completed in 4 to 8 hours,
depending on the number of bottles aboard Centaur. Pyrotechnic circuits will be
connected at T-12 hours, but not armed, followed by initial helium pressurization of
flight pallet and vehicle pressurization and purge storage bottles to 1500 psig. Cen-
taur guidance will be warmed up at T-7 hours, and calibrated and aligned starting at
T-5 hours. At T-5 hours, any remaining electrical, pneumatic, and propellant
system preps will also be completed. Spacecraft and Centaur environmental con-
ditioning will be initiated at T-3 hours, one hour before start of propellant loading.
Standby status will be attained at T-2 hours, and launch countdown initiated at any
time after that.

7.2.7 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH. A Centaur/Shuttle countdown sequence from T-2
hours to liftoff is shown in Table 7-1, to show integration of major Centaur activities
with the Shuttle sequence.

The most recent Orbiter propellant loading sequence shows a total load time of 60
minutes from initiation of countdown at T-2 hours to fast fill cutoff of both LO2 and
LH2 at T-1 hour. At this point, the external hydrogen and oxygen tanks are 98.5%
full, and crew ingress begins while the tanks are being brought up to 100% with the
propellant replenish systems.

The current Centaur loading sequence in use today is adaptable to this 60-minute
Orbiter load time. As indicated on the combined Shuttle/Centaur loading sequence,
Centaur loading will begin at T-110 minutes, after a 10-minute chilldown, and will
finish at T-60 minutes with both LO2 and LH2 tanks full to the 100% levels.

Centaur propellant loading starts with cold gas chilldown of the L0 2 tank as the facility
transfer line is chilled and filled. LO2 tank fill to 55% and intermediate bulkhead
chill follows, at a load rate monitored and adjusted to maintain a saturated L0 2 tem-
perature of -286°F in the vehicle tank. LO2 loading is secured at 55%, and the
hydrogen sequence started.
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HOURS BEFORE LAUNCH: 35 30 25 20 15 10 5
TR\NSFER ML & SHUTTLE: FROM VAB TO LAUNCH PAD
ARRIVAL AT PAD I I I I I I SHUTTLE OPERATIONS
MATE ML, TO PAD CENTAUR OPERATIONS
CONNECT ML/PAD INTERIFACES

222229 COMBINED OPERATIONSINITIATE CONTROL OF FACILITIES & GSE; MONITOR
SHUTTLE POWER ON
VERIFY ML/PAD INTERFACES
WARM UP CENTAUR GUIDANCE
ACTIVATE CENTAUR MONITOR & CONTROL SYSTEM (CMACS)
COMBINED AVIONICS OPERATIONS TEST

DATA REVIEW
CABIN CLOSEOUT
INITIATE COUNTDOWN PREPS
LOAD CENTAUR PEROXIDE, (D-1SR ONLY)
LOAD PERISHABLES

INSTALL BATTERIES & CONNECT
SECURE CARGO BAY DOORS

REMOVE PROTECTIVE COVERS

CLEAR PAD
CONNECT ORDNANCE. & PYROTECHNICS
LOAD CENTAUR HELIUM (PRELIMINARY)
SHUTTLE POWER UP FOR LAUNCH
PURGE & PRECONDITION LH 2 TANK
WARM UP CENTAUR GUIDANCE
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CENTAUR PNEUMATIC PREPS
CENTAUR PROPELLANT PREPS

START CENTAUR INSULATION PURGE
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INITIALIZE & LOAD SHUTTLE GUIDANCE COMPUTER
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INITIATE SHUTTLE PLATFORM WARMUP
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BOARD PERSONNEL

TERMINAL COUNT
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Figure 7-5. Centaur/Shauttle Launch Pad Operations



Table 7-1. Centaur/Shuttle Countdown From T-120 Minutes

Time
Minutes Function

T-120:00.0 Standby status; start LH2 and LO 2 facility chilldown

120:00.0 Start high rate Centaur insulation and engine purge

114:00.0 Start external tank (ET) LH2 fill

110:00.0 Start Centaur and ET LO2 fill

100:00.0 Stop Centaur LO2 fill; start Centaur LH2 tank chill

90:00.0 Start flight control countdown preparations; start
Centaur final guidance tests and telemetry and RF
systems warmup

80:00.0 Start Centaur LH2 fill

70:00.0 Load Centaur helium, final

68:00.0 Restart Centaur LO2 fill

60:00.0 Centaur LO2 and LH2 fill complete; start replenishing

60:00.0 Crew ingress; start terminal countdown

55:00.0 Shuttle LO2 and LH2 fill complete; start replenishing

50:00.0 Start Centaur guidance ready preps

5:00.0 Final status check

1:15.0 Secure cyro propellants

:32.0 Initiate automatic launch sequence

:28.0 Arm Centaur SCU; start DCU count; arm flight pallet

:21.5 Test solid rocket booster (SRB) ignition; steering test

:03.0 Arm SRB igniters

:01.0 Start Shuttle programmer

:00.5 Lock out all holds

:00.0 SRB & Orbiter engine ignition; liftoff
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A 20-minute chilldown of the Centaur hydrogen tank is used to properly condition the
structure before filling begins. Hydrogen is loaded at 700 gpm until the tank is approx-
imately half full, then slowed to obtain a propellant utilization mixture ratio check
between 50% and 60%. After the PU check is made, loading continues at 700 gpm to
the 100% level.

'LO2 loading is reinitiated when the PU check is made at about the 55% LH2 level, and
continues along with LH2 loading util both tanks reach the 100% level at T-60 minutes.

The 180-gpm LO2 fast fill rate shown is less than the 300-gpm maximum allowable
rate for Centaur loading, and the timeline shown here is therefore conservative. The
load rate is set to maintain LO2 saturation temperature and can be increased to com-
press the loading schedule if desired, by suitable insulation design of the transfer line.

The 700 gpm LH2 fast fill rate is less than the 750 gpm now used on Centaur loading at
Complex 36, The rate can be increased somewhat to further reduce Centaur loading
time, if required

At T-120 minutes, Centaur engine and insulation purges are increased to high rate,
concurrent with initiation of chlldown for propellant loading. Propellant loading is
completed in one hour and crew ngress and initiation of terminal count start at T-60
minutes. During the loading period, Centaur guidance, flight control, telemetry and
RF systems are checked, and helium storage system brought to final pressurization
at.2800 psig,

Cryogenic propellant replenishment is terminated 75 seconds before liftoff, and auto-
matic launch sequence initiated at T-32 seconds, followed by arming of Centaur pyro-
technics, Shuttle ignition, and liftoff.

7.208 POST-LANDING OPERATIONS (SAFING) Centaur will be involved in Orbiter
post-landing operations under two circumstances: normal mission completion, and an
aborted mission landing, Both will require Centaur safing activities.

a. Normal Mission Completion. Following Centaur docking with Orbiter in orbit,
the Orbiter will return to the Shuttle home airfield (SHA), land, and proceed to
the safing area (Figure 7-6) where Orbiter cooldown and safing procedures will
take place.

No safing procedures are required for the Centaur flight pallet other than crew
monitoring and checking to assure that the abort helium bottles were blown down
in flight to 1500 psi to meet ground handling safety requirements.

Safing procedures for Centaur are similar to those for Orbiter, each vehicle
returning with empty liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen systems. On landing,
ground purge nitrogen will be connected to the Centaur LH2 and L0 2 fill and
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Figure 7-6. Concept of Orbiter Safing Area at Shuttle Home Airfield

drain disconnects on the Orbiter/ground umbilical panel, and vehicle tank vent
valves will be unlocked to permit normal "ground hold" tank pressure regula-
tion. Vent discharge at the start of the purge procedure will be mostly helium
(which remains as tank pressurant after the inflight propellant dump sequence),
mixed with gaseous oxygen or hydrogen. As residuals boil off and are displaced,
the effluent from the two tank vent lines will approach 100% GN2 . Vent discharge
from the vehicle tanks can be ducted to atmosphere. There is no internal hazard
in the vehicle tanks from contained gas mixtures; the primary safety concern is
inadvertent application of an ignition source to a gaseous leak from the fuel tank
at some later time if the tank has not been properly purged.

Safing procedures for Centaur will also include removal of pyrotechnic squibs,
blowdown to safe ground handling limits of all gas storage bottles, and monitor-
ing of all systems before removal of Centaur on its flight pallet and transport to
the maintenance facility.

b. Aborted Mission Landing. Of the several possible abort modes other than abort
to orbit, the shortest inflight:time is that for the "latest decision" return-to-
launch-site abort, as defined in the latest NAR abort guidelines. Flight time in
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this mode is approximately 25 minutes, with 5 minutes available for third
stage vehicle propellant dump. Centaur D-1S(R) is therefore presently designed
to dump propellants in flight for any abort mode, and to land with empty tanks.
At the completion of abort propellant dump, dump lines are purged and Centaur
tanks repressurized with pallet-supplied helium. Propellant residuals will not
be present in the dump lines at landing, since the Centaur propellants are cryo-
genic, vaporize quickly, and disperse rapidly.

After landing, safing procedures will duplicate those used.for a normal mission
completion landing.

7,2.9 PAYLOAD CHANGEOUT AT THE LAUNCH PAD. Payload installation in the
Orbiter can be done in the VAB, or at the launch complex. If done in the VAB, facil-
ity modification will be required to provide adequate cleanliness control and security
for classified payloads.

Payload installation at the launch complex, necessitated by the 10-hour contingency
payload changeout requirement, is being considered as a normal installation procedure
for some payloads. The procedure takes advantage of changeout equipment required
at the pad, eliminates duplicate facility requirements and GSE at the VAB, provides
a greater time span for upper stage operational activities outside the Orbiter payload
bay, greatly decreases the time required for upper stage/spacecraft support in the
Orbiter payload bay, and minimizes the time span between final spacecraft prepara-
tion and launch.

Payload installation and changeout capability at the KSC launch pad will require tower
structure modifications and addition of launch complex facilities and GSE. A recent
concept for vertical installation of payloads at the launch complex is shown in Figure
7-7, with Launch Complex 39 umbilical tower modified to include a swinging payload
changeout cleanroom. The concept employs a lightweight, environmentally controlled
and protected changeout enclosure that swings over the launch deck to attach to and
seal the Orbiter payload bay,

The Orbiter payload is brought to the base of the changeout tower on a ground trans-
port trailer, transferred to an erector, raised to a vertical attitude and lifted by
changeout tower hammerhead crane to the vestibule of the changeout room. Entry to
the vestibule can be up through the floor, through rear doors, or down through an
overhead door. The payload is positioned in a payload changeout 'unit and moved tothe cleanroom. Inside the cleanroom, with the payload bay doors open, the payload
is installed in the Orbiter with the payload changeout unit. With umbilical mating
completed and work platforms withdrawn, the payload bay doors are closed, seals
released, and the cleanroom withdrawn to launch position with blast screens in place.
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Figure 7-7. Orbiter Payload Vertical Changeout at the Launch Pad

Major items of concern here are cleanliness control during transfer and installation
in the Orbiter, functional design of the erector and payload changeout unit, and ade-
quacy of upper stage attach points for horizontal/vertical holding and transfer from
one item of equipment to another.

7.2.10 MAINTENANCE AND REFURBISHMENT. Restoration of a Centaur vehicle
returning from a Shuttle mission is based on results of the refurbishment and cost
analyses performed for the Space Tug Launch Site Service Interface Study,
GDCA-BNZ73-003. For Centaur, refurbishment operations require that the vehicle
be restored to a state of readiness, at practicable cost, with two objectives:

a. Maintenance of the required level of safety for the Orbiter crew.

b. Restoration to a baseline reliability of 0.97.

Maintenance and refurbishment will be performed using the condition monitored
maintenance philosophy proven by the airlines industry to achieve high safety and
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reliability at low cost. This maintenance method achieves its goals through perform-
ance monitoring and inspections of equipment rather than by "hard time" replacement
of components, or by test and retest of components. It makes extensive use of opera-
tional flight instrumentation (OFI), and advanced methods of conducting internal and
external inspections, component testing, leak testing, and non-destructive testing.

The condition monitored maintenance philosophy now used by most major commercial
airlines relies solely on technical analysis of flight data and crew reports as a basis
for committing to subsequent flights, with no planned testing between flights. Appli-
cation of this philosophy to an interim reusable upper stage for Shuttle, without any
qualification, would require an exceptionally high degree of confidence in vehicle
performance and -analysis of performance data, for a program of this magnitude in
investment and objectives. Reusable Centaur maintenance will therefore be based
on the airlines condition monitored maintenance philosophy, supplemented by an
integrated systems preflight checkout (CW~MppF).

The CMMPF philosophy for Centaur maintenance is based on the assumption that
mission performance is the ultimate in system tests. System performance will be
monitored during the mission to detect data trends toward parameter limits. The
data, combined with the integrated systems preflight test and checkout, will provide
the basis for committing to the next mission. .This maintenance philosophy requires
appreciable onboard performance monitoring capability (CMACS), but results in
reliable, fast, and low-cost turnaround.

Remove and replace action will be based upon engineering analysis of the flight data,
permitting preplanned maintenance.

Turnaround maintenance, refurbishment, test and checkout of the Centaur vehicle
commences immediately following landing and safing of the Orbiter and removal
of Centaur from the payload bay. Flight data tapes are removed and submitted to
data analysis as a prerequisite to formulation of a preliminary maintenance plan.
Following post-flight checkout of the vehicle, the maintenance plan is established,
and the vehicle undergoes concurrent scheduled and unscheduled maintenance,
followed by post-maintenance checkout, fault correction, correction verification,
and preparation of the vehicle for spacecraft mating, or for storage if there is no
immediate mission assignment.

Scheduled maintenance is comprised of tasks or actions to be accomplished at
specific intervals, in order to assure retention of the inherent design level of
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reliability. Such tasks or actions include analysis of flight data, inspection, check-
out, calibration, adjustment, servicing, repair, removal and replacement.

Unscheduled maintenance is essentially corrective action resulting from scheduled
tasks and condition monitoring.

Maintenance and refurbishment of Centaur is accomplished at three levels:

Level I: Maintenance activities performed directly on installed hardware,
including fault detection, isolation, correction and prevention.

Level II: Maintenance activities performed in direct support of Level I,
consisting of repair and/or disposition of hardware removed
during Level I maintenance. Level II maintenance will be per-
formed at maintenance shops located at the launch site.

Level m: Maintenance activities performed in direct support of Levels I
and II, performed at off-site locations such as contractor or
vendor facilities, or government facilities equipped with the
special skills, facilities and equipment required.

Centaur maintenance will be accomplished at Hangar J in the Industrial Complex
of the Cape Kennedy Air Force Station (CKAFS), Eastern Test Range. Details of
this plan are included in Section 7.5.

7.2.11 CENTAUR REUSABILITY. Centaur D-1T subsystems for propulsion,
propellant management, and attitude control require very little modification to
provide functional capabilities needed for Reusable Centaur missions. Space
Transportation System missions require longer space residency for Centaur and
impose more stringent thermodynamic conditions on the systems than originally
designed for. Multiple engine starts are required to establish orbits, to return
and rendezvous with the Orbiter, and the longer flight time affects propellant heat-
ing, venting, repressurization, settling, and attitude control requirements.

Basically, most of the subsystem components remain unchanged and are inherently
suitable for longer service life and Shuttle flight environment. These requirements
have been considered on an individual basis of component testing in estimating the
cost of the Reusable Centaur program.
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Funds have been allocated for the component test requirements, including requalifica-
tion of existingg unchanged or modfied components' and new components.

Vibration testing philosophy for the Reusable Centaur will remain the same as that
applied to the existing Centaur D-1A and D-1T, differing only in magnitude and
extent of requirements. The predicted Shuttle environment is actually very close
to that encountered by Centaur when boosted on Titan/Centaur missions, and
qualification testing for Reusable Centaur will therefore be primarily concentrated
on extension of testing for required life cycles. The Shuttle environment is described
in Figure 2-3.

A review of current Centaur hardware specifications, requirements, and qualifica-
tion test data indicates that in most cases, Centaur D-1T components have received
sufficient testing to confirm their suitability for 10 to 20 Reusable Centaur missions,
in terms of operational cycles, thermal cycles, pressure cycles, acceleration, and
shock. Component fatigue (vibration) life qualification testing may require demon-
stration in some cases. Typical examples of major subsystem component reusa-
bility are discussed below.

Centaur tanks are constructed of very tough, thin, stainless steel with overlapped
weld seams and spot-welded doublers and brackets. A decade of background data
has been collected, documenting design and quality assurance on welded specimens
of tank construction.

The fatigue test curves for Centaur tank specimens are shown in Figure 2-9. A
factor of 5 is applied to the 225 cycle data to allow for biaxial skin stress versus
uniaxial testing of specimens, stress buildup at tank bosses, thermal cycling, and
tank pressure fluctuations in flight. The result is a predicted tank life of 45 re-
usable Centaur missions. Program costs include full size tank cycle tests to con-
firm predicted tank life.

The Reusable Centaur uses two RL10A-3-3 main engines with boost pumps, as does
the current D-1T Centaur. The only modifications planned for the engines are ad-
justed bleed valves, resequencing during thermal conditioning, and readjusting the
mixture ratio (if required).

As shown in Section 2.3, Pratt & Whitney has indicated complete confidence that
the engines could be scheduled for 10 missions without overhaul, and a service life
equivalent of 18 RLTC missions has been demonstrated at the P&W West Palm Beach
Facility.
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Estimates of reusability of Centaur astrionics components are based on the assumption
that component design life is equal to the component's MTBF While the maximum mis-
sion duration is 24 hours for D-1S(R) and 47 hours for the RLTC, severity factors for
ascent and engine burn give an equivalent flight time of 33.5 and 50.5 hours for the
two vehicles. An allowance of 24 hours is made for ground testing during mainte-
nance and prelaunch checks, establishing mission-cycle requirements of approxi-
mately 58 and 75 hours for the two vehicles. Design life estimates indicate that the
worst case for astrionics components provides a minimum reusability of more than 45
missions for Centaur, with most components indicating a life expectancy greater
than 100 missions. This indicates that mechanical systems will limit Centaur reuse
life, not astrionics.

In general, Centaur in a reusable mode has a minimum predicted life expectancy
of 10 missions, with very little life testing required, and may be extended to.20 mis-
sions or more with additional redesign and life demonstration tests. Such extended
service life tests.may be performed after initial development

7.2.12 STORAGE. Centaur vehicles not actively engaged in turnaround activities
or in preparation for operational activation, will be held in storage at Hangar H,
CKAFS, in close proximity to the Centaur MCF (Hangar J), and other spacecraft
and Centaur facilities at the Cape. Storage space is adequate for all vehicles re-
quired for the 4-, 6-, or 11-year D-1S(R) programs.

Vehicles will be stored on storage/transport pallets in the following condition:

a. In stretch. (Existing procedure.)

b. 0 psig in the fuel tank, connected to atmosphere through a desiccant/filter
breather. (Existing hardware and procedure.)

c. 9 psig in the oxidizer tank, locked up. (Existing procedure.)

d. Tank pressures monitored and recorded on 24-hour spring-powered drum re-
corders on each pallet; oxidizer tank pressures checked daily; pressure in-
creased by bleed-in of GN 2 if required. (Existing procedure.)

e. Pallets have GN 2 K-bottle supply and regulated pressurization systems to both
tanks for transport (when tanks are pressurized and not in stretch). These
pressurization systems are locked out while the vehicle is in storage. (Existing
procedure.)

f. Vehicles covered with vinyl-coated nylon transport/storage covers. (Existing
hardware and procedures.)
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g. No air-conditioning requirements. (Existing procedure.)

h. No service requirements except GN 2 hose supply for occasional oxidizer tank

pressurization. (Existing procedure.)

i. Sidewall insulation stored in separate container with each vehicle, connected to

atmosphere through a desiccant/filter breather. (Requirement for D-1S(R) new

sidewall insulation.)

Barring natural disaster or deliberate sabotage, Centaur storage under the conditions

outlined provides the following advantages: no possibility of tank collapse; no possi-

bility of bulkhead reversal; no possibility of overpressurization or overstress; posi-

tive history of tank pressures, providing documented proof that the bulkhead has not

been reversed nor the tanks overpressurized; external vehicle cleanliness (covered,

no introduction of purge gas contamination over an extended period); no reliance on

power or pneumatic supply; no "tank watch" required, with associated manpower

costs; no investment or operating costs for air-conditioning.

Upon removal from storage, Centaur will re-enter the turnaround cycle at the Mainte-

nance and Checkout Facility, Hangar J, for reinstallation of the sidewall insulation

and radiation shields, final checkout, and preparation for spacecraft mating.

7.3 RLTC GROUND OPERATIONS

Plans for the manufacture, checkout, pre-flight and post-flight activities of the reusa-

ble large tank Centaur follow the same pattern as the D-1S(R) operations plans. .De-

tails of the two plans differ primarily because of the difference in basic concept of the

Centaur/Orbiter interface. D-1S(R) interfaces with its pallet only and is deployed or

recovered with the pallet deployment adapter. RLTC interfaces with the Orbiter di-

rectly at the forward attach points, and through a separate deployment adapter aft.

The RLTC operations plan differs from the D-18(R) as follows:

a. Manufacture. A checkout deployment adapter and flight deployment adapters will

be manufactured for RLTC, rather than the flight pallets.

b. Handling. RLTC will be handled on its own transport pallet only, supported by

simulated Orbiter attach point(s) at the stub adapter, forward, and by either a de-

ployment adapter or shipping adapter aft, mating with simulated Orbiter attach

points on the transport pallet. D-1S(R) is handled on its own transport pallet,

with forward and aft shipping adapters, or in the flight pallet, supported by the

stub adapter forward, and by the latch skirt/deployment adapter, aft.

c. Air Transport. RLTC will be shipped in the NASA Super Guppy or equivalent, on

its transport pallet. D-1S(R) will be shipped by C-5A, on its transport pallet..

D-1S(R) flight pallets will be shipped by NASA Super Guppy.
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d. Checkout at ETR. Both RLTC and D-1S(R) vehicles will be given pre-first-flight
tanking and checkout at ETR Complex 36, in an Orbiter payload bay simulator.
D-1S(R) will be checked out in its flight pallet; RLTC will be checked out in its
flight deployment adapter.

e. Centaur/Orbiter Mating. The RLTC will be installed in and removed from the
Orbiter payload bay with the deployment adapter considered as a part of the vehi-
cle. Centaur/deployment adapter mating and demating will be done in the Centaur
maintenance facility. D-1S(R) will be installed in and removed from the Orbiter
payload bay with the flight pallet considered as part of the vehicle. D-1S(R)/flight
pallet mating and demating will be done at the Centaur maintenance facility, or at
Complex 36, as appropriate.

Turnaround operations for RLTC from Orbiter landing to subsequent launch are based
on the top level functional flow diagram shown in Figure 7-8, applicable at both KSC
and WTR.

No other major differences exist between the D-1S(R) and RLTC ground operations
plans.

REF 3.1' 3.2

SAFE DEMATE
FLIGHT CENTAUR/DEPLOY CENTAUR/DEPLOY-
OPERATIONS MENT ADAPTER MENT ADAPTER 3.0 POST LANDINGOPERATIONS

& ORBITER FROM ORBITER

R *SHUTTLE BLOCK FUNCTION
REFERENCE NUMBERS

1.1 1.2
MAINTENANCE POST

CENTAUR & MAINTENANCE 1.0 MAINTENANCE & CHECKOUTDEPLOYMENT CHECKOUT

ADAPTER

2.0 PRELAUNCH & LAUNCH C/O

2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 REF
MATE MATE ORBITER RETURN TO

INTEGRATED CENTAUR/DEPLOY- WITH CENTAUR/ COUNTDOWN FLIGHT
SYSTEMS C/O MENT ADAPTER DEPLOY. ADAPTER COUNTDOWN FLIGHT

OPERATIONS
WITH SPACECRAFT & SPACECRAFT

Figure 7-8. RLTC Top Level Functional Flow Diagram
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7.4 CENTAUR TURNAROUND TIME

An overall ground turnaround summary timeline for Centaur is given in Figure 7-9.

As shown, 280 working hours are required for vehicle turnaround, from landing in one
Orbiter to launch in another. Detailed analyses completed during the Space Tug
Launch Site Service Interface Study and the present Space Tug Systems Study indicate
the 280 hours as a conservative figure. Vehicles in this category have shown an ana-
lytical requirement of 265 to 270 hours, in general.

With 24-hour D-1S(R) and 48-hour RLTC missions, both vehicles have a capability of
flying 13 to 14 missions per year on a 5-day week, 2-shift per day basis. This capa-
bility is far in excess of that required by the mission model, due to the number of ex-
pendable vehicle missions that will be flown (see Section 8.6). The turnaround time-
line is therefore not pacing and is of importance only in regard to task and scheduling
functions. Of the 280 working hours scheduled for Centaur turnaround, 157 hours are
constrained by Orbiter activities, as shown. Only 123 hours are Centaur ground op-
erations dependent, including transport to and from Shuttle facilities.

Of the ground tasks involved in the 123 hours of turnaround time which are independent
of Orbiter preparations, only maintenance and post-maintenance checkout functions in
Block 1 are sensitive to the vehicle configuration. Subsystem and system differences
are reflected in slightly different task requirements, task times, and spares,

WORKING HOURS
0 50 100 150 200 250 300

V ORBITER/CENTAUR LANDING AT SHA (ORBITER NO. 1)
0 SAFE CENTAUR & VERIFY PROPELLANT TANK CONDITION (0.5)
/*OTLC ONBOARD SAFING, CREW EGRESS, TOW TO SAFING AREA, JACK & LEVEL (4.0)

H PURGE CENTAUR PROPELLANT TANKS (6.0)
S REMOVE CENTAUR FROM ORBITER PAYLOAD BAY (9.0)

;/ OTLC GSE INSTL., OPEN CARGO BAY DOORS, REMOVE PAYLOAD (9.0)
0 FLIGHT DATA REMOVAL & TOW CENTAUR TO CENTAUR MCF (5.5)

E PREPARE FOR INSPECTION & MAINTENANCE (12.5)
. INSPECTION, SCHEDULED CHECKOUT & MAINT. PLAN (35.0)

SSCHEDULED & UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE (26.0)
INTEGRATED CHECKOUT & PREPARE FOR SPACECRAFT MATE (24.0)

SPACECRAFT MATE,CHECKOUT, & TOW TO ORBITER MCF (20)
O INSTALL IN ORBITER & VERIFY INTERFACE (8)

ORB NO. 2 LANDING / OTLC PRELIMINARY SERVICE & AOT (10.0)
~D CENTAUR/ORBITER INTEGRATED TEST (5.0)

////////////#//// // ////////////#/ ///// OTLC SHUTTLE BUILDUP & MOVE TO PAD (95.0)
ORB NO. 2 OPS. I CENTAUR/SHUTTLE INTERFACE & STATUS TEST (1.0)

, OTLC MATE TO PAD & AOT (9.0)
9 CENTAUR INTERFACE CHECK (3.0)

ORB NO. 2/CENTAUR //1// OTLC COUNTDOWN PREP. (20.0)

RC REFURB, C/O, S/C MATING PRELAUNCH PREPS LOAD PROP. & TERMINAL COUNT (2.0)
A LIFTOFF, ORBITER NO. 2

13 - 123 HOURS - 144 HOURS

280 HOURS CENTAUR TURNAROUND
" OTLC = ORBITER TIMELINE CONSTRAINT

Figure 7-9. Centaur Ground Turnaround Timeline Summary, WTR and KSC
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resulting primarily from the differences in the ACPS systems and inclusion of the

flight pallet in D-1S(R) maintenance. In Block 2 functions, Centaur/spacecraft mating
(2. 2) is largely a handling task independent of the vehicle configuration. Centaur sys-
tems integrated checkout (2.1) does not differ appreciably between the two vehicles
from a time and manpower standpoint; the primary difference is in software require-

ments to accomplish a largely automated task. The remaining tasks in the ground
turnaround cycle are Orbiter timeline constrained.

As shown in Figure 7-9, the first 13 hours and the last 144 hours of the Centaur
ground turnaround cycle are Orbiter constrained, per the KSC Preliminary Planning
Operations Flow Plan, dated 6 March 1973. Centaur turnaround is based on removal
from the Orbiter payload bay at the safing area and transfer to the Centaur mainte-
nance area within 18.5 hours after Orbiter touchdown. If this time increases because
of a longer period required for Orbiter cooldown and thermal protection system tasks,
or because final Orbiter plans call for payload removal at the Orbiter MCF rather
than at the safing area, Centaur turnaround time will increase proportionately.

In the last 144 hours of Centaur turnaround time, from installation in Orbiter to lift-
off, Centaur and its spacecraft are dormant from an activity or task standpoint. Cen-
taur systems are compatible with this planned inactivity, but benefit from an increase
in maintenance availability if the dormant period is reduced. Payload installation at
the launch pad as a routine operation rather than a contingency operation would reduce
the dormant period from 144 to approximately 40 hours, and would benefit both Cen-
taur and time-critical spacecraft such as bio-experiments.

Overall, a reduction in Centaur ground turnaround time or an increase will have no
effect on planned active fleet sizes for either D-1S(R) or RLTC for the 4-, 6-, or 11-
year programs. Present scheduling for these vehicles to accomplish the Shuttle mis-
sion model requires no more than eight flights within a year (Section 8.6). Since the
280-working-hour turnaround cycle provides a 14-flight-per-year capability, fleet
size and scheduling become independent of turnaround cycle time, within reason.

7.5 FACILITIES, GROUND OPERATIONS

Facility requirements to support Tug ground operations at both KSC and WTR were
defined in the Space Tug Launch Site Service Interface Study, Contract NAS 10-8031.
Of the Tug ground operations facilities listed, Centaur program requirements dupli-
cate those for the Tug at the Orbiter MCF, VAB, launch pad, and SHA safing and
ramp areas. Centaur does not require a vertical maintenance facility, since the pro-
pellant tanks are never separated. The remaining facility requirements defined in the
study are shown in Table 7-2. Predominant is the Tug Maintenance and Checkout Fa-
cility (TMF), with a maintenance, assembly, and test floor area of 29,400 square
feet, surrounded by support shops, storage, service and administrative facilities.
Total area requirement for the TMF is estimated at 82, 000 square feet.
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Table 7-2. Ground Turnaround Operations Facility Requirements

Tug
(From Launch Site Service Interface Study) Reusable Centaur

Tug Maintenance Facility

Maintenance, Assembly & Test Area: 29,400 sq. ft.
Engine Preparation & Service Area: 2,000 C KAFS Hangar J: 41,300
Adapter Service Area: 3,500 sq. ft.
Engineering: 1,500

Feeder Shops: 9,500 CKAFS Hangar K: 41,300

Receiving & Inspection: 3,200
Storage (2 Vehicles): 3,300 CKAFS Hangar H: 41,300
Administration: 3,600
Misc. Services: 6,000

82,000 124,000

Pre-First Flight Cyro Test

Off-Site NASA Facility CKAFS Complex 36

Spacecraft Mating

Spacecraft Assembly & Encapsulation Bldgs 1 & 2 CKAFS Bldg AO, AM, Area

60A; SAEB 1 AND 2

For the reusable Centaur programs, it appears advantageous to use existing Centaur
facilities at KSC for storage, maintenance, and administrative services, deferring the
initial investment cost associated with a new Tug maintenance facility until Tug is
phased in at a later date. This is particularly applicable to the four-year Centaur
program, with no WTR operations planned. Centaur facilities at KSC could provide
upper stage support for the first four years of the Shuttle program; during the latter
part of this period the Tug MCF could be phased in, either at both sites or at a single
centralized facility. Centaur facilities for existing Centaur operations are concen-
trated east of the Banana River, Cape Kennedy Air Force Station (CKAFS), as shown
in Figure 7-2. The vehicles are air-shipped from San Diego, landing at the CKAFS
skid strip as shown, taken to Hangar J for receiving and inspection, then to Complex
36 for checkout and launch on Atlas, or to Complex 41 for checkout and launch on
Titan. Machine shop services, GSE maintenance, Centaur airborne systems labs,
and administrative support are provided at Centaur Hangars H and K.

For the Shuttle program, new Centaur vehicles arriving at the skid strip from San
Diego will be taken to Hangar J for receiving and inspection, then to Complex 36 for
cryogenics tanking and checkout. After checkout, Centaur will be transferred from
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Complex 36 to a NASA-designated payload facility for spacecraft mating, then to Com-
plex 39 Orbiter MC F for installation and subsequent launch at the pad.

Centaur vehicles returning on Orbiter flights, after removal from the Orbiter payload
bay, will be transferred to Hangar J for refurbishment and checkout, but will not go to
Complex 36 again for tanking during their life span unless major rework has been done
on the tank structure. After refurbishment, a vehicle will re-enter the turnaround
cycle for reflight, or go to storage in Hangar H.

The following (existing) Centaur facilities at KSC are proposed for Centaur support:

Hangar J: Centaur Maintenance & Checkout Facility (MCF); and R & I.

Hangar K: Machine shop service, GSE maintenance & storage.

Hangar H: Administrative offices, Centaur storage, labs.

Complex 36: Pre-first flight cryogenics tanking & checkout facility.

7.5.1 HANGAR J. Hangar J at KSC (Figure 7-10) has a floor area half that recom-
mended for the Tug program. Shop, storage, and administrative support, however,
will be taken care of at nearby Hangars H and K (Table 7-2), already in partial use for
Centaur operations, realizing a cost effectivity for combined program operations.
Hangar J has existing air-conditioned gyro, telemetry, and battery labs, office space,
trenches for pneumatics and cabling, 120 psi shop air, distribution for 2200 psi heli-
um and GN 2 service, 25 ton overhead bridge cranes capable of transfer from one
maintenance bay to the other with 24 feet 6 inches of hook height, 200 KVA single
phase 120/208 power, and 800 KVA three-phase 480-volt power supply.

MEZZANINE: ADMIN.& ENGINEERING I I Conversion of Hangar J for either D-1S(R)
1st FLOOR: LABORATORIES or RLTC maintenance and refurbishment

PAYLOAD DOCKING would involve installation of MAT work-
DOLLY T HANGAR stands as shown in Figure 7-10, and instal-

DOORs lation of air-conditioning in the mainte-

WORSAND nance area for class 100,000 clean room
WORKSTAND rating.

The mezzanine area of the hangar is ade-

HANDLING quate for engineering offices; the main
PALLET floor area is adequate for aft support

adapter, pallet, and main engine service
areas. Level II shops are available at ex-

HANGAR J. ETR isting base facilities and hangar K.
FLOOR AREA: 41,300 SO.FT.., INCLUDING MEZZANINE

Figure 7-10. Centaur Maintenance
Facility
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7.5.2 HANGAR K (CENTAUR AND GSE SERVICE SHOP). This facility has two bays,
each approximately 60 feet by 160 feet. The South Bay is presently in use as a ma-
chine shop for Centaur and GSE; the North Bay is used as a maintenance work area
for transport trailers and other equipment. No major change is planned for this facil-
ity to provide support for the reusable Centaur programs.

7.5.3 HANGAR H (CENTAUR ADMINISTRATION AND VEHICLE STORAGE). At
present, Hangar H is used for Centaur administrative offices, and for a few small
airborne system labs. The main high bayarea is used for storage space for another
KSC launch vehicle program. For the Shuttle program, the main high bay area is
proposed as a Centaur vehicle storage facility. Available space is 120 feet by 160
feet, adequate for storage of up to 15 vehicles on transport/storage pallets. For the
4-, 6-, and 11-year programs, a maximum of 5, 7, and 11 vehicles will be operating
at KSC; with vehicles in operational and turnaround cycles, the maximum storage re-
quirement is expected to be no greater than 3, 5, and 9 vehicles at any time.

7.5.4 CENTAUR PRE-FIRST-FLIGHT CHECKOUT AND CRYOGENICS TANKING FA-
CILITY (COMPLEX 36). Based upon the test and retest philosophy for first flight,
vehicles (whether launched by expendable boosters or Space Shuttle) require an inte-
grated vehicle/flight support equipment systems test under tanked conditions before
launch. The test could be performed in the Shuttle before launch, or at a separate fa-
cility before Centaur is installed in the Shuttle. The present Shuttle turnaround
schedule leaves insufficient time for an integrated tanking test, resulting in the need
for a suitable cryogenics tanking/checkout facility. Atlas-Centaur launch complex 36
at ETR is an obvious first choice, since propellant storage and transfer equipment
suitable to Centaur needs is available. In addition, the Centaur D-1S(R) ground
checkout and launch control capability is accomplished by CCLS, located at Complex
36. The use of Complex 36 for checkout and cryogenic tanking is consistent with the
goal of maximum use of existing facilities and minimum operating costs. At Complex
36, launch pad B will remain as the principal Atlas-Centaur launch pad; Complex 36A
will be modified slightly to perform the dual function of being the Atlas-Centaur launch
pad and the Centaur (for Shuttle) cryogenic test facility.

An additional benefit to be realized by using the existing Centaur facilities is the prox-
imity of Area 60A (Explosive Safe Area) for spacecraft propellant loading when need-
ed, and NASA-operated buildings AO and AM for spacecraft preparation and mating, if
desired.

7.6 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The inventory of GSE required to support any launch vehicle in use today covers a
wide variety of equipment, from major items such as transport vehicles, shipping
pallets, handling adapters, electronic checkout systems, propellant loading valve
skids, and engine service units, down to the normal list of minor items such as hand
tools, tie-downs, dollies, fixtures and covers.
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For the Reusable Centaur vehicles, much of this inventory is already in existence in
support of Centaur D-1A and D-1T operations, particularly in the transport and han-
dling categories, and in the category of minor items. Most of the existing equipment
is in sufficient quantity to partially if not wholly support concurrent D-1A, D-1T, and
Centaur for Shuttle operations. Some items of existing equipment will require minor
modification to accommodate the D-1S(R) or RLTC, and some new equipment will be
required.

New, modified, and major related items of GSE required to support D-1S(R) and
RLTC operations are listed in Tables 7-3 and 7-4. The list includes those ground op-
erations items also used in manufacturing, to give a total GSE requirement summary
with allocation and numbers required. Most of the test and checkout items of support
equipment are self-explanatory and need no discussion. Other items are fully de-
scribed in Reference 1, Volume 6. The tables provide inventory requirements for the

4-, 6-, and 11-year programs, existing hardware identification, and net purchase re-
quirements for the programs.
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Table 7-3. Centaur D-1S(R) Major Ground Support Equipment

De- Program Requirement Exist-
Purchase

sign 4-Year 6-Year 11-Year ing

Item Sta- Hard- 4- 6- 11-

No. Name tus SD KSC Tot SD KSC WTR Tot SD KSC WTR Tot ware Yr. Yr. Yr.

1201 Centaur Transport Pallet Exis 2 2 4 2 6 1 9 2 10 1 13 2 2 7 11

1202 Aft Support Adapter Mod 2 2 4 2 6 1 .9 2 10 1 13 - 4 9 13

1203 Fwd Conical Handling Adapter Exis 2 2 4 2 6 1 9 2 10 1 13 2 2 7 11

1204 Transport Trailer Exis 2 2 4 2 2 1 5 2 2 1 5 4 0 1 1

1205 Transport Cover, Centaur Exis 2 3 5 2 6 1 9 2 10 1 13 0 5 9 13

1206 Transport Cover, Centaur/FP New 1 4 5 1 4 2 7 1 4 2 7 - 5 7 7

1207 Lift Sling, Centaur Transport Pallet Exis 2 2 4 2 2 1 5 2 2 1. 5 3 1 2 2

1208 Flight Pallet Transport Pallet New 1 2 3 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 4 - 3 4 4

. 1209 Lift Sling, FP Transport Pallet New 1 2 3 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 4 - 3 4 4

00 1210 FP Leveling & Stabilizing Kit New 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 2 3 3

1211 Insulation Workstands Exis 1 1 2 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 2 1 1 1 1

1212 Level 8 Workstand New 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 10 1 - 1 1 1

1213 Payload Bay Simulator New 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 - 1 1 1

1214 Payload Bay Sim. Workstands New 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 - 1 1 1

1215 Hydrogen Peroxide Transfer.Kit Exis 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0

1216 H 2 02 Vacuum Drying Unit Exis 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0

1217 H 2 0 2 Hot Firing Kit New 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 - 1 1 1

1218 H2 02 Transfer Unit New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1219 LH2 Fill & Drain Skid New 0 2 2 0 2 1 3 0 2 1 3 - 2 3 3

1220 LO 2 Fill & Drain Skid New 0 2 2 0 2 1 3 0 2 1 3 2 3 3

1221 CCLS Exis. 1 2 3 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 4 3 0 1 1

1222 FAP Exis 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

1223 GDIE New 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 - 2 3 3



Table 7-3. Centaur D-1S(R) Major Ground Support Equipment. (Continued)

De- Program Requirement Exist- Purchase

sign 4-Year 6-Year 11-Year ng
Item Sta- Hard- 4- 6- 11-

No. Name tus SD KSC Tot SD KSC WTR Tot SD KSC WTR Tot ware Yr. Yr. Yr.

1224 Launch Control GSE Mod 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 1

1225 Factory Checkout Trailer Exis 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

1226 Telemetry Ground Station Mod 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 2 0 1 1

1227 Telemetry Data Station Mod 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

1228 CMACS Simulator New 1 2 3 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 4 - 3 4 4

1229 Subsystem Support Equipment (SE) Exis 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

DCU/RMU SE, IMG SE, CCTE, and
SCU, SIU, SC Test Sets

- 1230 Maint, Assy & Test Workstand New 0 2 2 0 2 1 3 0 2 1 3 - 2 3 3

1231 Deployment Adapter Dolly New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1232 Pneumatic Test Panel Exis 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 2 0 1 1

1233 Ultrasonic Scan Unit New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1234 IMU Rate Table New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1235 Acoustic Leak Detection Unit New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1236 Radiography Unit New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1237 Mass Spec Leak Detection Unit New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1238 MLI Purge Metering Unit New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1239 Borescope & Fiber Optics New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1240 Main Engine Test Kit Exis 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 1

1241 Engine Handling Dolly Exis 0 2 2 0 2 2 4 0 2 2 4 4 0 0 0

1242 Spacecraft Docking Simulator New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1243 GH 2 Vent Lines New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1244 GO2 Vent Lines New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2



Table 7-3. Centaur D-1S(R) Major Ground Support Equipment (Continued)

De- Program Requirement Exist- Purchase

sign 4-Year 6-Year 11-Year ing
Item Sta- Hard- 4- 6- 11-

No. Name tus SD KSC Tot SD KSC WTR Tot SD KSC WTR Tot ware Yr. Yr. Yr.

1245 Purge Lines New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1246 Star Simulator New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1247 Horizon Scanner Test Target New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1248 Velocity Pkg Transport Dolly New 0 2 2 0 2 1 3 0 2 1 3 - 2 3 3

1249 Velocity Pkg Transport Cover New 0 2 2 0 2 1 3 0 2 1 3 - 2 3 3

1250 Velocity Pkg Handling Sling New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1251 Velocity Pkg Mobile A/C Unit New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1252 ACPS Engine Test Kit Exis 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 2 0 0 0

1253 Propellant Utilization Kit Exis 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 2 0 0 0

S1254 Pallet Tractor Exis 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 3 0 0 0

1255 Tow Tractor Exis 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 3 0 0 0

1256 Escort Vehicles Exis 2 2 4 2 2 2 6 2 2 2 6 6 0 0 0

1257 C-5A Cargo Aircraft Exis 1 1 Yes 0 0 0

1258 Super Guppy Cargo Aircraft Exis 1 1 1 2 0 0 0

1259 Cargo Lift Trailer Exis 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 3 0 0 0



Table 7-4. RLTC Major Ground Support Equipment

De- Program Requirement Exist-
Purchase

sign 4-Year 6-Year 11-Year ing

Item Sta- Hard- 4- 6- 11-

No. Name tus SD KSC Tot SD KSC WTR Tot SD KSC WTR Tot ware Yr. Yr. Yr.

1301 Centaur Transport Pallet New 2 2 4 2 3 2 7 2 8 2 12 - 4 7 12

1302 Aft Support Adapter New 2 2 4 2 2 1 5 2 5 1 9 - 4 5 9

1304 Transport Trailer Mod 2 2 4 2 2 1 5 2 2 1 5 - 4 5 5

1305 Transport Cover, Centaur New 2 2 4 2 2 1 5 2 7 2 11 - 4 5 11

1307 Lift Sling, Centaur Trans Plt New 2 2 4 2 2 1 5 2 2 1 5 - 4' 5 5

1308 Deployment Adapter Trans Pit New 1 2 3 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 4 - 3 4 4

1309 Dep. Adapter Pallet Lift Sling New 1 2 3 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 4 - 3 4 4

1313 Payload Bay Simulator. New 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 - 1 1 1

- 1314 Payload Bay Sim. Workstands New 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 - 1 1 1
I-

1319 LH2 Fill & Drain Skid New 0 2 2 0 2 1 3 0 2 1 3 - 2 3 3

1320 LO2 Fill & Drain Skid New 0 2 2 0 2 1 3 0 2 1 3 - 2 3 3

1321 CCI.S (Comp Contr'd Launch Set) Exis 1 2 3 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 4 3 0 1 1

1322 FAP (Flight Accel. Profile) Exis 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

1323 GDIE (Grd. Dig. Inter. Electr) New 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 - 2 3 3

1324 Launch Control GSE Mod 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 1

1325 Factory Checkout Trailer Mod 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

1326 TLM Ground Station Mod i1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 2 0 1 1

1327 TLM Data Station Mod 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

1328 CMACS Simulator New 1 2 3 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 4 - 3 4 4

1329 Subsystem Support Equipment Mod 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

DCU/RMU SE, IMG SE, CCTE,

SCU, SIU, SC Test Sets

1330 Maint, Assy & Test Workstand New 0 2 2 0 2 1 3 0 2 1 3 - 2 3 3



Table 7-4. RLTC Major Ground Support Equipment (Continued)

De- Program Requirement Exist- Purchase

sign 4-Year 6-Year 11-Year ng 11
Item Sta- Hard- 4- 6- 11-

No. Name tus SD KSC Tot SD KSC WTR Tot SD KSC WTR Tot ware Yr. Yr. Yr.

1331 Deployment Adapter Dolly New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1332 Pneumatic Test Panel Exis 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 2 0 1 1

1333 Ultrasonic Scan Unit New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1334 IMU Rate Table New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1335 Acoustic Leak Detection Unit New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1336 Radiography Unit New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 1 2 - 1 2 2

1337 Mass Spec Leak Detection Unit New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 '0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 2

1338 MLI Purge Metering Unit New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

" 1339 Borescope & Fiber Optics New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

!1340 Main Engine Test Kit Exis 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 1

1341 Engine Handling Dolly Exis 0 2 2 0 2 2 4 0 2 2 4 4 0 0 0

1342 Spacecraft Docking Simulator New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1343 GH 2 Vent Lines New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1344 GO2 Vent Lines New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1345 Purge Lines New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1346 Star Simulator New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1347 Horizon Scanner Test Target New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1348 Velocity Pkg Transport Dolly New 0 2. 2 0 2 1 3 0 2. 1 .3 - 2 3 3

1349 Velocity Pkg Transport Cover New 0 2 2 0 2 1 3 0 2 1 3 - 2 3 3

1350 Velocity Pkg Handling Sling New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1351 Velocity Pkg Mobile A/C Unit New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1352 ACPS Engine Test Kit Exis 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 2 0 0 0

1353 Propellant Utilization Kit Exis 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 2 0 0 0



Table 7-4. RLTC Major Ground Support Equipment (Continued)

De- Program Requirement Exist-
Purchase

sign 4-Year 6-Year 11-Year
Item Sta- Hard- 4- 6- 11-

No. Name tus SD KSC Tot SD KSC WTR Tot SD KSC WTR Tot ware Yr. Yr. Yr.

1354 Pallet Tractor Exis 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 3 0 0 0

1355 Tow Tractor Exis 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 - 1 3 3 0 0 0

1356 Escort Vehicles Exis 2 2 4 2 2 2 6 2 2 2 6 6 0 0 0

1357 C-5A Cargo Aircraft Exis 1 1 1 Yes 0 0 0

1358 Super Guppy Cargo Aircraft Exis 1 1 1 2 0 0 0

1359 Cargo Lift Trailer Exis 1 1 2 1 1 .1 3 1 1 1 3 3 0 0 0
1360 Fuel Cell Test & Checkout Unit New 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

1361. Hydrazine Service Unit New] 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 - 1 2 2

Io
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SECTION 8

PROGRAMMATICS

Programmatics, encompassing the plans, resources and scheduling required to support
a program, is a significant factor in the ultimate economic and technical success of a
program. Careful attention to programmatic analysis details is particularly essential
if realistic evaluation is to be made of program options and alternatives.

Included in this section are the plans, resources, and schedules required for design,
development, testing and manufacture of Centaur as a Shuttle reusable third stage.
Two configurations are considered: the Reusable Large Tank Centaur (RLTC) and a
modified version of the existing D-1 Centaur, designated the D-1S(R). The configura-
tion, performance, and operational capabilities of both Reusable Centaur stages have
already been described and are the basis for deriving the specific development pro-
grams summarized in this section. The development philosophies for both programs
are similar. Specific differences are noted under each subsequent programmatic
subsection.

8.1 PROGRAM SCHEDULES

The summary program schedule for both the D-1S(R) and the RLTC versions of the
Centaur reflect a 51-month development phase leading to an IOC on 31 December 1979.
This development span is the same as proposed for an interim direct developed Tug
such as the Program 1 vehicle covered in the Space Tug Systems study. The 51-month
period is minimum for the Program 1 Tug development, defining the critical path to IOC
with little or no provision for contingency. The same 51-month period for the RLTC
program provides some contingency for unscheduled events. The D-1S(R) has consid-
erable contingency in the same time since it is the most like the existing Centaur. A
minimum development program is established to meet Shuttle safety and third-stage
reusability requirements. Both vehicles will have a payload deployment only capability,
and emphasis on a low-cost approach to development. They also make use of existing
D-1 hardware design, or modifications thereof, wherever applicable and compatible
with the Shuttle safety and reusability requirements.

Figure 8-1 is the program summary schedule for the D-1S(R) as developed for a Shuttle
third-stage vehicle. Development of the D-1S(R) vehicle is straightforward, inasmuch
as most of its systems and components are either off-the-shelf hardware or represent
current state-of-the-art development. The system development and integration activi-
ties shown are considered sufficient to support the initial IOC flight and place an opera-
tional payload in its required orbit, with a high confidence level. This initial vehicle
will carry development flight instrumentation (DFI) and, following deployment of the
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Figure 8-1. D-1S(R) Program Summary



designated payload, will be exercised in various modes to attain verification of flight
data not available from the payload placement flight profile.

Major ground tests on the D-1S(R) program are minimal, since supporting data is
available from prior D-1A and D-1T flight programs. Consequently, there is only one
major ground test article in the DDT&E program; it is designated for structural loads
testing and fatigue and life cycle evaluations. Other major tests include the deploy-
ment adapter and the astrionics module tests.

There are a total of 5, 11, and 23 D-1S(R) vehicles required for support of the 4-, 6-
and 11-year program options, respectively. (See Section 8. 6.) The initial flight
vehicle will be at the operational site some six months prior to start of pre-flight
operations for vehicle/site integration, compatibility, and verification of operating
procedures (including checkout of Centaur Hangar J and Pad 36). Each production
D-1S(R) will be checked out at Hangar J following delivery, and run through initial
tanking checks at Pad 36 prior to payload mating and Orbiter integration.

Ample contingency time is included in the D-1S(R) development schedule to account for
any reasonable unscheduled events, including slippage of long lead elements such as
avionics hardware and software development.

Figure 8-2 is the program summary schedule for the RLTC as developed for a Shuttle
third-stage vehicle. The development phase for this vehicle is similar to that outlined
for the D-1S(R) inasmuch as the ground test program is minimized and there are no
dedicated flight test vehicles. The first flight for the RLTC is also designated as the
IOC. This initial"RLTC flight vehicle carries DFI for post-payload deployment, flight-
mode evaluations. The DDT&E activities leading up to IOC are only slightly more con-
strained (timewise) for the RLTC than for the D-IS(R), due to additional advanced
hardware such as fuel cells and other astrionic equipment. The major ground test pro-
grams are also similar except that the RLTC uses two structural test articles to satis-
fy the structural loads testing and life-cycle evaluations (including the ground hold
insulation and propellant dumping tests).

As discussed in Section 8. 6, a total of 4, 7, and 16 RLTC vehicles are required for
support of the 4-, 6-, and 11-year program options, respectively. The first flight
vehicle will be at the operational site six months prior to start of initial preflight opera-
tions. During this six-month period, the RLTC will be integrated with the operational
site in much the same manner as was the D-1S(R), including Centaur Pad 36 and Hangar
J wringout. Both the initial pre-flight operations and post-flight turnaround activities
are scheduled for three-month periods to assure ample contingency time. Post-flight
maintenance and refurbishment operations will eventually decrease to a nominal span
of 3.2 weeks after about 12 to 15 flights.

The RLTC development schedule reflects a nominal, low-cost program approach lead-
ingito an early IOC, but with somewhat less inherent contingency time than was
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attainable with the D-1S(R) program (for the reasons discussed above). The potentially
pacing elements with the RLTC program include flight software development and criti-
cal astrionics hardware.

8.2 DEVELOPMENT TESTING

The test programs summarized herein are based on an assessment of planned Reusable
Centaur subsystem designs. Key factors considered were determination of those items
which are critical to crew safety, the degree of technology required for new design, and
the items for which existing Centaur design will be used. Since the majority of the re-
usable Centaur subsystems are of existing design with proven technology, the total
magnitude of the test program is relatively small. Table 8-1 presents an overall sum-
mary of the test programs required to support development of both the D-1S(R) and
RLTC vehicles. Note that for the D-1S(R), a single test vehicle is planned to satisfy
both the structural loads and the life-cycle testing, whereas the RLTC program uses
two test articles for this purpose. Current Centaur test philosophy and criteria along
with Centaur D-1A and D-1T test experience were used to determine the unique re-
usable Centaur test requirements. Analyses indicate that the major test requirements
for both the D-1S(R) and RLTC are within current state-of-the-art techniques. Conse-
quently, low cost and high confidence were primary considerations in formulating
these overall test programs.

Table 8-1. Test Program Summary

TOTAL COST ($M)

TEST ACTIVITY TEST TEST (INCLUDING TEST REMARKS
SITE ARTICLE ARTICLE)

D-1.S(R) RLTC

COMPONENT QUALIFICATION CONVAIR PREPRODUCTION 2.4 6.8 ALL NEW HARDWARE
VENDOR COMPONENTS REQUIRES QUALIFI-
LABS CATION.

COMPONENT EXTENDED CONVAIR PRODUCTION 1.0 0.6 SOME EXISTING CEN-
LIFE. LABS COMPONENTS TAUR COMPONENTS

SHOULD BE TESTED
FOR LONGER VIBRA-
TION LIFE.

PROPULSION TESTS P&W (E5) ENGINES AND 3.3 3.6 ENGINES RETURNED
FEED SYSTEM TO INVENTORY
HARDWARE AFTER TEST

STRUCTURAL TESTS MSFC-4650 LH2 /L0 2 TANKS, 3.1 STRUCTURAL LOADS
OTHER SIGNIFICANT TESTS REQ'D ON
STRUCTURE, RLTC ONLY

LIFE CYCLE TESTS MSFC-4557 INSULATION, & 3.2 4.2 INCL. FUNCT. TESTS OF
PROPELLANT SYS INSULATION, PROPELLANT
HOWR LOADING & RAPID DUMP SYS.

ASTRIONICS SYSTEMS CONVAIR ASTRIONICS 3.3 5.1 HARDWARE, SOFTWARE &
J,SC (SIL) SYSTEM & GSE INTEGRATION
KSC SUPPORT STRUCT.

DEPLOYMENT/RETRIEVAL CONVAIR ORBITER 2.9 1.6 DEMONSTRATES FUNCTIONAL
SYSTEM TESTS INTERFACE CAPABILITY

HARDWARE

ON-ORBIT TESTS 1ST FLT. ART. 1.1 1.5 "TESTING" PERFORMED
AFTER PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT

TOTAL PROGRAM COST ($M) 17.2 26.5
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The majority of existing design components to be used on the Reusable Centaur con-
figurations have been qualified to environments at least as severe as those to be en-
countered in the Reusable Centaur mission mode. New components will be subjected
to complete qualification testing and existing hardware will, as required, be subjected
to additional testing to qualify under reusability criteria. Flight pallet (D-1S(R)) and
deployment adapter (RLTC) components are basically new and will be subjected to com-
plete qualification tests. Component and subsystem tests will be minimized whenever
higher level major ground test results will provide the required data. All component
test data will also serve to support flight worthiness certification and reliability,
reusability, and maintainability assessments.

The RL10A-3-3 engines proposed for Reusable Centaur applications are identical to
the engines in current use on Centaur. Changes in the technique of thermal condition-
ing of the propulsion system require verification testing of the total propulsion feed
system. Minor engine adjustment and subsequent integrated testing with support sub-
system hardware can be economically accomplished by the engine contractor at his
facilities. Altitude simulation is not a requirement for these tests. Engine support
subsystem hardware will be integrated with the basic engine testing at the engine con-
tractor's site, as reflected in Figure 8-3.

Structural load tests of the D-1S(R) propellant tank structure will not be necessary.
This structure is nearly identical to that of the present Centaur for which an adequate

* CHANGE IN MODE OF CHILLDOWN NECESSITATES RETEST
* ALTITUDE FACILITY NOT REQUIRED
* BUILDS ON ENGINE DATA BASE COMPILED DURING CENTAUR DEVELOPMENT
* MOST COST EFFECTIVE FACILITY TO USE IS P&W/A TEST STAND E-5
* CONVAIR WILL SUPPLY PROPELLANT FEED, FILL & DRAIN HARDWARE
* P&W WILL CONDUCT TESTS
* GFP ENGINES RETURNED TO INVENTORY

TEST ARTICLE TEST FACILITY

LH 2 BOOST PUMP

LH2 DUCT

LH 2 FILL& DRAIN

LO2 BOOST PUMP

LO2 FILL & DRAIN

LO2 DUCT

TEST OBJECTIVES P&W/A TEST STAND E-5

* ESTABLISH & VERIFY CHILLDOWN * BATTLESHIP TANKS
* ESTABLISH & VERIFY START SEQUENCE LH2 = 2,000 GAL.
* CONFIRM MIXTURE RATIO ADJUSTMENT LO2 = 1,000 GAL.

* SUPERSONIC DIFFUSER & STEAM
EJECTOR SYSTEM FOR STARTS.

Figure 8-3. Propulsion Testing
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amount of test data is available. However, load tests of the RLTC propellant tank

structure will be required to qualify the changes incorporated in this design. Struc-

tural extended life testing-for reusability verification will be required for both ap-

proaches. Structural tests for the D-1S(R) and RLTC support structures (adapters,

equipment modules, etc.) are to determine load paths and interaction effects under

various loading conditions and to verify design and fabrication of these structures.

The D-1S(R) equipment module and stub adapter are exempt from these tests since suf-

ficient data is available from numerous basic Centaur development tests conducted on

similar items. Structural loads applied to the RLTC structural vehicle include ulti-

mate axial, lateral, and torsional design loads to verify design strength adequacy of

the large tank structure. Figures 8-4 and 8-5 reflect the major structural tests for

the D-1S(R) and RLTC vehicles, respectively.

The life-cycle test programs for both D-1S(R) and RLTC are divided into three phases,

each conducted at the same test facility and on a single test article for either program.

Phase 1 will be a thermal evaluation of Centaur vehicle ground hold insulation, Phase

2 will demonstrate adequate safe-life characteristics of the tank structure dictated by

reusability requirements, and Phase 3 will investigate the vehicle propellant rapid

dump system qualities. Structural testing to failure is not considered a requirement

in this program since sufficient empirical data is available from previous Centaur test

tank development testing to support actual margins of safety and safe life of the

structure.

MAIN STRUCTURES TESTING REQUIRED TEST ARTICLE

UENO LOADS TEST REQUIRED
MODULIE

STUB ADAPTER LIKE

STUB ADAPTER D-I CENTAUR NO.ADAPTER OR
LOADS REQUIRED TEST ADAPTER OR

STUB ADAPTER

TANK LIKE D-I CENTAUR.

SUFFICIENT STRUCTURAL LOADS I

TEST DATA AVAILABLE.

LIFE CYCLE TESTS REQUIRED.

TANK ALSO USED FOR GROUND
FUEL/OXIDIZER HOLD AND PROPELLANT DUMP
TANK -TESTS

TEST ADAPTER OR

LATCH SKIRT

FUEL/OXIDIZER
LATCH SKIRT NEW DESIGN TANK
LOADS TEST REQUIRED

-LATCH SKIRT -- SKIN-STRINGER STRUCTURE
LATCH SKIRT

PALLET NEW DESIGN

FLIG HT CENTAUR/PALLET AND
FLIGHT PALLET/ORBITER ATTACH

PALLET POINTS LOADS TEST

REQUIRED

FLIGHT PALLET

Figure 8-4. Major Structural Tests - D-1S(R)
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MAIN STRUCTURES . TESTING REQUIRED TEST ARTICLE

EQUIPMENT
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FORWAER NON-CRYOGENICS SUFFICIENT

ADAPTER AYLOAD INTERFACE STRUCTIIRE

I:F:E. TANK -

301 CRES LIKE D/D-i CENTAUR
CONFIGURATION CHANGES REQU ED
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DUMP TESTS

OXIDIZER TANK UD T

TANK STRUCTURE
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NEW COMPOSITES DESIGN
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LOADS TESTS REQUIRED,

ADAPTER NEW COMPOSITES DESIGN AFT ADAPTER STRUCTURE
LOADS TESTS REQUIRED.

TEST MECHANISMS: ROTATION,
DISCONNECT, DOCKING AND
LATCHING

DEPLOYMENT-DOCKING SYST.

Figure 8-5. Major Structural Tests - RLTC

Satisfactory performance of Reusable Centaur deployment and retrieval systems will
be demonstrated by a test program. The test article will contain the actual docking
and hardware retrieval and interfacing hardware. All other hardware will be simu-
lated to provide the correct weight and center of gravity. The D-1S(R) and RLTC
deployment/retrieval systems are similar in concept and will be tested in a similar
manner. The tests will consist of repeated deployment and retrieval of the test ar-
ticle from a deployment adapter under simulated operational conditions of low temper-
ature, approach angles, and maneuvering loads.

Propulsion testing by the main engine contractor will include verification of engine
modifications for slow thermal cioditoning. The boost pump changes to accomplish
the engine modification will be verified at the Sunstrand test facility, where units will
demonstrate the low flow rates, and by similarity with additional long idle mode oper-
ations incorporated. A verification of total system operation will be accomplished as
part of the thermal conditioning testing at the P&W E-5 dual engine test stand.

Extensive P&W testing and analytical work formed the basis for orifice sizing against
extended D-1T expected environmental analysis and testing. Testing to verify the STS
thermal conditioning times and propellant losses will be accomplished on P&W's E-6
single engine test stand. Operation at 5. 8:1 mixture ratio (if used) will be demon-
strated on a single engine stand. From there, a complete Reusable Centaur propulsion
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system, including boost pumps, isolation valves, production ducting, and dual engines
will be tested to verify the previous work. Tolerances in the analytical work have been
conservative, with testing to narrow the expected system tolerances. System test, in-
cluding the full maximum expected environmental temperature induced variables, will
verify the slow thermal conditioning sequence with one hundred five-second tests.

The main engines for either the D-1S(R) or RLTC vehicles will not require altitude
chamber testing of the revised chilldown sequencing. These tests, as planned for the
P&W E-5 test stand, are similar to those used to derive current Centaur inflight chill-
down sequencing. Thermal conditions and engine interface conditions in these tests
are close to flight conditions, and provide assurance that the sequencing derived through
successful tests will be adequate, with margin, for flight. Further, highly successful
results from previous E-5 testing for D-1, D-1A, and D-1T Centaur have shown that
testing in an altitude chamber is not required and would result in a propellant savings
of only 25 to 45 pounds, certainly not worth the cost of altitude chamber testing.

Thermal vacuum testing at the vehicle level is also considered unnecessary and inad-
visable in light of Centaur experience. Considerable thermal and functional data rela-
tive to a space environment has already been accrued from previous Centaur develop-
ment tests and operational flights and will continue to be accrued on D-1T Centaur
flights. The multi-layer ground insulation blankets will be tested during a ground-
hold test planned for the flight article at ETR Launch Complex 36A. The two-layer
perforated shields for space-environmental tank thermal control will be demonstrated
on D-1T flights. System and component installations and design are geared to thermal
isolation from the cryo propellant tanks. Resulting mutual thermal decoupling renders
each item a separate thermal control task which is uniquely appropriate for system and
component-level testing rather than vehicle-level testing.

Astrionic hardware interfaces, procedures and computer control software for testing of
electronic systems on the D-1S(R) and RLTC will be demonstrated during subsystem
level tests while installed on astrionics modules in a flight configuration. These As-
trionics Modules, with associated AGE, -will be used with the Shuttle SIL at JSC, for
Orbiter compatibility testing. They will also be transported to KSC Hangar J for com-
patibility checks with the facility equipment. In the VAB, the Modules will be positioned
at a point simulating final installation to checkout GSE compatibility, and module func-
tion checks will be performed to verify interfaces. At Complex 39, the Astrionics
Modules will be installed at simulated launch positions in the MST and a simulated pre-
launch test program and launch operation performed. The module will eventually be re-
turned to the vehicle contractor for use in further software development and verifica-
tion based on mission peculiar requirements.

Operational site facility integration with Reusable Centaur vehicles is accomplished
through use of the initial production flight vehicle and the astrionics module used in the
contractor's systems integration testing. These units are used for a complete run-
through of all planned pre-flight activities to validate or verify vehicle/launch site
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facility and AGE interfaces, to proof handling and operational procedures, and to train
operational crews.

Similarity of the Reusable Centaur to the existing Centaur makes a dedicated flight test
unnecessary. It will be desirable however, to obtain data to substantiate the validity
of ground testing and to gain confidence in Reusable Centaur performance capabilities.
This will be accomplished by incorporating additional instrumentation on the first
flight article and conducting on-orbit tests on a non-interference basis with its opera-
tional mission. These tests will impose effects of zero-g and other space environ-
mental conditions which cannot totally be duplicated in ground testing. The Reusable
Centaur's inherent capability for relatively long orbital stay times permits an extensive
amount of testing to be performed during a single flight mission. A typical flight, such
as reflected in Figure 8-6, could be divided into phases where progressively more
stringent operating conditions would be separated by periods of data evaluation. An
operational payload could be placed into a low performance orbit, after which the re-
maining performance reserve of the Reusable Centaur could be used for flight verifi-
cation testing into the higher risk operating regimes as shown in the figure.

8.3 VEHICLE MANUFACTURING

The manufacturing plans required to produce both the RLTC and D-1S(R) Reusable Cen-
taur vehicles are based on existing resources and plans used in the production of the
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current D-1A and D-1T Centaur vehicles. Wherever possible, existing tools, facili-
ties and operations have been incorporated in the Reusable Centaur manufacturing
plans with a minimum of modification, to assure low costs and minimum scheduling
risk. The materials and fabrication operations needed for the Reusable Centaurs are
those now in use on the existing Centaur production vehicle or on other products manu-
factured at Convair's San Diego plants. No special requirements or critical process-
es are involved.

An improved tank welding technique is planned for the RLTC vehicle, based on recent
testing programs initiated to improve the fatigue life of welded stainless steel tanks.
The operation will use the newly developed (proven) laser welding equipment. Benefits
derived from laser welded joints include greatly reduced heat affected zone at the weld,
giving increased joint efficiency and fatigue life, and a significant increase in welding
speed with resulting lower labor costs. This improved technique is not a requirement

The manufacturing sequences and assembly flow diagrams for the D-1S(R) and RLTC
vehicles, including their deployment adapters and pallets, are diagrammatically de-
tailed in Volume 8 of the September 26 Data Dump. These diagrams illustrate each
major component and the general manufacturing indentures required to achieve the
progressive build-up from the component levels.

Individual systems checkout of Centaur D-1S(R) will use the same equipment and pro-
cedures now used for D-1A and D-1T, employing the computer-controlled launch set,
PCM telemetry, and flight acceleration profile equipment available in the computer
and ground station facility area at Plant 71. These systems are connected through
remote digital interface equipment to the factory checkout trailer, located at the final
assembly docks in Building 5. All electronic systems on Centaur are checked out with
this equipment, which is also used to run system functional checks, calibration, and
DCU software flight acceleration profile tests. A flight events demonstration (FED) is
normally run on Centaur D-1A and D-1T after completion of the individual systems
checkout. For Centaur D-1S(R), the FED will not be run until the vehicle and its flight
pallet are mated and checked out, to verify Centaur/flight pallet as a unit payload for
the Orbiter.

The RLTC manufacturing sequence and assembly flow plan duplicates that for the
D-1S(R) vehicle with the exception of those functions relating to the flight pallet, and
is therefore quite similar to the manufacturing plan for current Centaur vehicles.
After fabrication, assembly and individual systems checkout in the final assembly dock,
a FED is run to check out all RLTC combined systems. Sidewall insulation blankets
will be installed to fit check, then removed and shipped to ETR for final installation
before the vehicle undergoes cryogenic tanking tests. The RLTC will be shipped to KSC
with the forward stub adapter, equipment module, and aft launch skirt.mated. Manu-
facture of the RLTC vehicle will require some new procedures with respect to the large
diameter LH2 tank, and the composite structure of the adapters. Major fabrication
operations associated with new tooling are outlined below.
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In general, the Reusable Centaur flight pallets and adapters will follow the same manu-

facturing, assembly, and checkout procedures as the vehicle itself, with the same

equipment, tooling, and facilities that are used for Centaur at Plants 19 and 71, to
minimize production costs.

There are no major new tooling requirements for the D-1S(R) program. The tank is

identical to the D-1T tank now being produced at the San Diego facility of Convair and

no changes in tooling are planned. The titanium skin-stringer and aluminum ring latch

skirt will be fabricated using the same procedures and modified tooling used for the

currently produced stub adapter. Fabrication of the deployment adapter and flight pal-
let will require some new tooling, but will for the most part use existing tooling or
tooling similar to that now in use for existing truss adapters and interstage adapters.

Tooling required for the RLTC includes new or modified designs to support fabrication
and/or assembly of the larger LH 2 tank bulkheads, cylindrical sections, and transition
sections from the 170-inch diameter to the 120-inch diameter. The existing Centaur
intermediate bulkhead detail and assembly tooling will be used much as it is for this
program, although it is intended to modify the trimming and welding operations to
install laser equipment. Other existing tooling will be modified for the insulation bulk-
head, aft bulkhead, and thrust cylinder. The L0 2 tank cylinder tooling is unchanged.

The current Centaur tooling inventory contains two nearly identical tank major weld
fixtures. Fabrication of the 170-inch diameter fuel tank of the RLTC will necessitate
modification of one of these D-I Centaur tank major weld fixtures. This modification
will include adaptation of the laser beam weld equipment, a new forward bulkhead
positioning and rotation tool, a removable structure to support and rotate the 10-foot
diameter L0 2 tank section, and an extension to the base of the existing aft bulkhead
locating tool.

8.4 FACILITIES AND GSE

8.4. 1 MiANUFACTURING FACILITIES. In keeping with the low development cost ap-
proach to the STS program, General Dynamics proposes the use of existing manufac-
turing facilities at San Diego for manufacture of the Reusable Centaur vehicles.
Neither the D-1S(R) nor the RLTC configuration require any extraordinary size,
weight, or materials that preclude the use of these facilities. Both vehicles are capa-
ble of air cargo transport to KSC; the geographical location of the San Diego industrial
facilities is therefore no problem.

The Centaur manufacturing facilities are located at the Kearny Mesa plant of General
Dynamics/Convair Aerospace in San Diego.

Convair's inventory of machine tools provides sufficient capacity and versatility to
support both the manufacture of production tooling and fabrication of Centaur detail
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hardware. No new facilities will be required at San Diego for fabrication and check-
out of either the Centaur D-1S(R) and its flight pallet or the RLTC; existing facilities
are adequate for concurrent production of the D-1A, D-1T, and either the D-1S(R) or
RLTC. Modification to existing facilities will be required to accommodate the D-1S(R)
flight pallet and the vehicle pallet assembly, or to accommodate the increase in the
RLTC hydrogen tank diameter from 120 to 170 inches.

The vertical assembly tower (VAT) currently used for Centaur vertical mate checks,
will not need modification to handle the D-1S(R), and its flight pallet for mating and
functional checkout.

Specific facility modifications required in support of both the D-1S(R) and the RLTC are
discussed in some detail in Volume 8, Programmatics and Cost, of the 26 September
Data Dump on the Reusable Centaur Study, Contract NAS8-30290.

8.4.2 TEST FACILITIES. An examination of the test facilities required to support
the Reusable Centaur (D-1S(R) or RLTC) test program reveals that no new major test
facilities are required. The complement of existing government and contractor facili-
ties built during the past decade for space vehicle development is adequate for all
presently conceived Reusable Centaur testing. In addition, because of the relatively
modest size of the Reusable Centaurs and their general similarity to vehicles like the
current Centaur and S-IVB stage, only minor modifications should be required to most
of these facilities. The basic facility problem is not the availability of facilities or to
the modifications required, but rather the cost effective use of existing facilities.
Here, the important factors for consideration are the relative operating costs of exist-
ing competing facilities and the cost of reactivating facilities that have been mothballed
for lack of current test activity.

This study did not attempt to arrive at final definitive conclusions regarding the rela-
tive economics of all possible test facilities for each test; instead, test facilities with
which the study contractor is familiar were selected based on capability to perform the
required tests; the more significant ones include:

a. The obvious site for tests of the RL10A-3-3 engines used in the D-1S(R) or RLTC
programs is the engine contractor's facilities (Pratt & Whitney). However, per-
forming these tests at MSFC in the S-IVB static test stand is an alternative. No
altitude environment is required for these propulsion systems tests.

b. The structural loads test proposed for the RLTC test vehicle could be conducted
at MSFC exclusively, as an extension of the external tank structural tests in Test
Facility 4550. Required personnel and equipment are available from the external
tank structural tests and the Reusable Centaur testing schedule meshes very well
with the external tank testing schedule.
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c. The facility (4557) used for the Saturn IB dynamic tests is suitable for the life
cycle testing of either the D-1S(R) or RLTC vehicles. The testing concept con-
sists of successive fill, pressurization, and drain of propellants. The cryogenics
(LH2 and LN 2 ) required for chilldown and pressurization during the life cycle
tests can be provided by this facility.

d. The deployment/retrieval (Orbiter interface hardware) could be run at the con-
tractor's facility with the Load Test Annex (Building 4619) at MSFC as an option-
al location.

Facilities for ground support operations of the reusable Centaur vehicles are discussed
in Section 7.

8.4.3 GSE

8. 4. 3. 1 D-1S(R). New, modified, and major related items of existing GSE required
to support the D-1S(R) factory operations are listed in Table 8-2.

The aft support adapter will need to be modified to provide a detachable 15-inch wide
section, permitting it to be mated to D-1A and D-1T at Station 2240.78, and to D-1S(R)
at the latch skirt interface, Station 225. 78. Two PCM telemetry ground stations are
in existence, one at ETR Complex 36 and one at Plant 71 in San Diego. Both stations
will need minor modifications in support of D-1S(R) to allow them to interface with the
ground digital interface electronics (GDIE). A telemetry data station also exists at
Plant 71 in San Diego and needs minor modifications in support of the D-1S(R)
application.

A new transport pallet will be required to handle the Centaur D-1S(R) flight pallet.
This transport pallet will duplicate the Orbiter half of the Orbiter/flight pallet attach
points, and will provide a configuration interface check for the flight pallets when they
are first fabricated. Construction of the transport pallet will be similar to the exist-
ing Centaur transport pallet with respect to the basic materials and strength members
interfacing with the transport pallet. To lift the flight pallet transport pallet onto the
transport trailer, a new sling is required, similar to the existing Centaur transport
pallet sling. Similar slings with slightly greater lift capability will be required at the
Cape to handle the Centaur/flight pallet assembly with mated spacecraft (ground
operations GSE).

For D-1S(R), a leveling and stabilizing kit will be installed in the existing VAT at Plant
71 to align and level the flight pallet, and provide stable support for Centaur mating.

The GDIE provides a seven-wire, triplex redundant digital interface to connect the
CCLS and launch control GSE to the D-1S(R) pallet at ETR. A prototype of the ETR
GDIE will be used in San Diego for the Centaur/pallet factory checkout operation. The
GDIE is also a new piece of equipment which is similar in operation and philosophy
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Table 8-2. D-1S(R) Manufacturing GSE

Item No. Name Hardware Status No. Req'd

1201 Centaur Transport Pallet Existing 2
1202 Aft Support Adapter Modified 2
1203 Forward Conical Handling Adapter Existing 2
1204 Transport Trailer Existing 1
1207 Centaur Transport Pallet Lift Sling Existing 1
1208 Flight Pallet Transport Pallet New 1
1209 Flight Pallet Transport Pallet Lift New 1

Sling
1210 Flight Pallet Leveling & Stabilizing Kit New 1
1211 Insulation Workstands, VAT Existing 2
1221 Computer Controlled Launch Set Existing 1
1222 Flight Acceleration Profile Unit Existing 1
1223 Ground Digital Interface Electronics New 1
1225 Factory Checkout Trailer Existing 1
1226 Telemetry Ground Station Modified 1
1227 Telemetry Data Station Modified 1
1228 CMACS Simulator New 1
1229 Subsystem Support Equipment (SE) Existing 1

(DCU/RMU SE; IMG SE; CCTE; SCU,
SIU, SC Test Sets)

to the present local digital interface electronics associated with the existing CCLS
checkout operation.

The CMACS simulator is the only other new GSE required at San Diego to support
checkout of the CMACS, pallet, and the Centaur/Orbiter interfaces.

8.4.3.2 RLTC. New, modified, and major related items of existing GSE required to
support RLTC factory operations are listed in Table 8-3. Existing GSE to be modified
for use with the RLTC include: existing low-boy trailers modified somewhat to accept
the RLTC transport pallet and fitted with bolt-on and turnbuckle supports to secure
the pallet during transport; some minor modifications to an existing factory checkout
trailer involving some control panels, meters, switches, etc.; telemetry ground and
data stations as noted under the D-1S(R) but modified for the RLTC; and some subsys-
tem support equipment modifications since the RLTC uses a different DCU and IMG
than the D-1S(R) (which in turn affects such equipment as the SCU, SIU and SC).

There are few more new GSE items required for the RLTC than for the D-1S(R). For
instance, a new transport pallet will be required to handle the RLTC. The structural
design of this pallet will be similar to that of the existing Centaur transport pallet,
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Table 8-3. RLTC Manufacturing GSE

Item No. Name Hardware Status No. Req'd

1301 Transport Pallet New 2

1302 Aft Support Adapter New 2

1304 Transport Trailer Modified 1

1307 Transport Pallet Lift Sling New 1

1308 Deployment Adapter Transport Pallet New 1

1309 Deployment Adapter Lift Sling New 1

1321 Computer Controlled Launch Set Existing 1
1322 Flight Acceleration Profile Unit Existing 1
1323 Ground Digital Interface Electronics New 1
1325 Factory-Checkout Trailer Modified 1

1326 Telemetry Ground Station Modified 1

1327 Telemetry Data Station Modified 1
1328 CMACS Simulator New 1

1329 Subsystem Support Equipment (SE) Modified 1
(DCU/RMU SE; 1MG SE; CCTE;
SCU, SIU, SC Test Sets)

with an increase in structure width and depth to accommodate the increase in tank
diameter.from 120 to 170 inches and a four-point pallet support installation. Pallet
supports at the engine end will duplicate the Orbiter trunnion supports for the deploy-
ment adapter, and at the forward end will duplicate (on opposite sides) the single Or-

biter forward attach point at the stub adapter forward mating ring.

A new aft support adapter will duplicate the configuration of the existing adapter, with
two modifications: the new adapter will be 15 inches shorter, and its trunnions will
be identical to the deployment adapter trunnions, mating with the transport pallet sup-
ports and the Orbiter payload bay deployment adapter supports. A new lift sling with
allowance for the larger tank diameter and increased weight will be required to handle
the transport pallet for the large tank Centaur. A deployment adapter pallet will be
required for factory handling, shipment, and operational functions at the two launch
ranges. The pallet will be patterned after existing shroud and adapter pallets now in
use for Centaur operations. Likewise, a simple lift sling will be required to handle
the deployment adapter pallet, similar to those now in use for Centaur adapter pallets.
Existing slings may be adequate, depending on the final deployment adapter pallet
design. The GDIE and the CMACS simulator are new equipment requirements, the
same as for the D-1S(R).

8.5 LOGISTICS

8.5.1 SPARES. The objective of the spares analysis is to provide a high probability
of spare parts availability at low investment cost. The spares analysis is an integral
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part of the overall refurbishment and maintenance (R&M) plan which establishes
scheduled and unscheduled requirements. The inherent reusability and expected life
of major Centaur components are discussed in Sections 2 and 7.

The Reusable Centaur vehicles will have a high percentage of equipment already in the
NASA inventory for current production D-1A and D-1T Centaur vehicles. Spares
inventory for the reusable vehicles can therefore be maintained at a reduced level.
Reusable Centaur hardware can be identified as either (1) identical to existing hard-
ware (with some minor modifications), or (2) major modified.and new hardware.

Category 1 hardware benefits from the initial spares pipeline being partially filled, and
scheduled production of both vehicles can be used to support immediate spares, with
replacements made from later shipsets.

Category 2 hardware is subject to higher replacement rates and must be planned
accordingly.

8. 5. 2 TRAINING. During the development phase, training plans will be developed and
implemented to prepare or maintain personnel at skill levels required to operate and
maintain program equipment at its specified standard of performance. The training
function will include a training requirements analysis to identify types of training,
personnel quantities to be trained, equipment necessary. to conduct training, schedules
for training, technical data for training and program operation, and training interfaces
with other STS and Centaur program elements.

Preliminary estimates of the number of personnel to be trained were made for current
program costing analyses. Training costs were estimated for the average individual
and multiplied for the crew sizes identified in the ground and flight operations analy-
ses. Retraining requirements were based on a 25% annual turnover in WTR crews and
a 15% annual turnover in KSC crews. The difference was based on the assumption that
WTRcrews may be largely comprised of military personnel with greater turnover
rates as compared with NASA or contractor crews at KSC.

8.5.3 TRANSPORTATION AND HANDLING. During the development phase, a trans-
portation and handling plan will be developed to accomplish early assessment of hard-
ware transportation and handling requirements for test and operational phases of the
program. Identified transportation and handling requirements for each major end
item will be documented in the transportation plan. Hardware items below the major
end item level, such as spares, will be controlled by NASA Specification NHB
6000. 1(1A). The plan will identify transportation support which NASA will provide ver-
sus that to be provided by the contractor.
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Regulations will include the following baseline government and NASA policies within
their transportation, handling, and lifting requirements.

a. Air Force Manual (AFM) 71-4, entitled 'Packaging and Handling of Dangerous
Materials for Transportation by Military Aircraft, " which establishes require-
ments for shipment of explosives and other dangerous materials by Government
agencies and contractors using military aircraft.

b0  Department of Transportation Tariff 25 (Graziano's) which establishes require-
ments for shipment of explosives and other dangerous articles by land, highways,
rail service, or water.

c. Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) Tariff 6D which will govern shipment of dangerous
articles by commercial air carriers.

d. NHB 6000. 1 (1A), entitled, "Requirements for Packaging, Handling, and Trans-
portation of Aeronautical and Space Systems, Equipment and Associated Compo-
nents" (NHA 6000. 1 should be interpreted to include as a reference MIL-STD-1366
and MIL-STD-1367), establishes requirements for packaging, handling, and trans-
portation of all Shuttle hardare, excluding explosives and other dangerous
articles

e. NASA Policy Directive (NPD) 5300. 8 which establishes requirements for lifting
program hardware.

Pending development of the complete Reusable Centaur Program Transportation and
Handling Plan, costs were estimnated based on current Centaur experience.

8.6 FLEET SIZE

The number of reusable third stage vehicles needed to satisfy the STS mission model,
annually and for the entire program, has a significant influence on DDT&E, investment,
and operational costs, as well as on scheduling and planning. Determination of opti-
mum values for the active (annual) fleet size and for the total program fleet size must
be based on proper evaluation of all programmatic factors applied to numerical analy-
sis. Both the active fleet size, or number of vehicles required each year to capture
the mission model, and the total fleet size for an entire program are dependent on the
following factors:

a. Payload mission model

b. Vehicle capability for multiple payloads

c. Number of expendable vehicles required

d. Attrition estimate

e. Ground turnaround time in hours or days
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f. Launch Center Scheduling (time between launches)

g. Production rate efficiency

h. Vehicle life (reusability) in terms of total allowable flights

In determining D-1S(R) and RLTC fleet sizes, basic annual vehicle requirements
based on factors 1, 2 and 3 were first obtained from the mission capture analysis of
Section 4 and summarized on mission capture charts for the 4-, 6-, and 11-year pro-
grams. A 1% attrition (factor No. 4) was added to the basic vehicle requirements and
applied as an early (first flight) attrition loss, normal (mid-life) loss, and late (last
scheduled flight) loss, plotting curves of total flights or mission duty cycles (TMDC)
per vehicle versus total fleet size as a variable, for each attrition case. These curves
provide visibility in judging early, normal and late attrition risks, reusability re-
quirements for minimum fleet size, and effects of reusability limitations on maximum
fleet size.

TMDC curves for D-1S(R) 4-, 6-, and 11-year programs are shown in Figure 8-7 as
an example. If reusability (factor No. 8) is limited to 10 missions, then fleet size for
the three programs will be 7, 13, and 25 vehicles as shown. If reusability is not con-
sidered as a limiting factor, then the fleet sizes will be 5, 11, and 23, and the maxi-
mum number of flights any vehicle will make will be 14, 13 and 12 respectively, for
the three programs.

15 4-YEAR 6-YEAR . 11-YEAR
PROGRAM PROGRAM. PROGRAM

(56 FLIGHTS) (111 FLIGHTS) . (228 FLIGHTS)
t 14 - -

S13 13

Z12 12
EARLY ATTRITION
NORMAL ATTRITION
SLATE ATTRITION 11

10 I

OR (12.1) (24.3)
1 13 25

7
EXPENDED: 2 6 17

S" ATTRITION: 1 2 3
REMAINING: 2 3 3

INIMUM: 5 11 23

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

PROGRAM FLEET SIZE (TOTAL VEHICLE BUY)

Figure 8-7. Centaur D-1S(R) Fleet Size vs Mission Duty Cycles -
Four-, Six-, and Ten-Year Programs
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Assuming fleet sizes on a preliminary basis as the minimum 5, 11, and 23 vehicles,
fleet utilization and requirement schedules were developed, detailing mission assign-
ments (to provide balanced TMDCs for all vehicles in a program), vehicle need dates,
production schedules (factor No. 7), mission schedules for each vehicle, ultimate ve-
hicle disposition, and active annual fleet size. Typical schedules are shown in Table
8-4 for the six-year program, considering both early and late attrition. As indicated
in the late or no attrition case, vehicle life is three to five years, averaging about
three flights per year, never more than six in any one year, with a total life of no
more than 11 flights maximum, Considering the worst case of early attrition, ve-
hicle life is one to four years, averaging about four flights per year, never more than
nine in any one year, with a total life of no more than 13 flights maximum.

With an annual capability of 14 flights per year based on a 280-hour turnaround time
(factor No. 5), the utilization schedules provide contingency for uneven launch centers'
(factor No. 6) and unforeseen scheduling problems. In effect, ground turnaround
time is non-critical because of the early availability of vehicles established by effi-
cient production rates.

A summary of the D-1S(R) and RLTC fleet requirements is given in Table 8-5, com-
paring operational characteristics of the two vehicles for the 4-, 6-, and 11-year
programs. The following points are of particular interest:

a. In the three programs considered, D-IS(R) will require about 4% mofe flights to
complete the mission models than will the RLTC.

b. D-1S(R) will require more expended vehicles to complete the mission models than
will the RLTC, resulting in a higher initial investment for the 4-, 6-, and 11-
year programs of 1, 4, and 7 vehicles respectively.

c. RLTC vehicles will fly approximately 50% more missions in their life spans than
will the D-1S(R) vehicles, resulting in higher vehicle costs for designed reusa-
bility factors.

d. TMDC values (reusability, total flights per vehicle) for both the D-1S(R) and RLTC
will remain fairly low (less than 25) as long as mission models require expendi-
ture of vehicles.

8.7 MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

Centaur ground turnaround crew requirements at KSC were developed by determining
manpower requirements on a task basis, and plotting these requirements against de-
tailed turnaround timelines on an hourly basis. Hourly variations were then averaged
by shift, and again across the total turnaround cycle to arrive at total direct support
manpower quantity and type requirements as shown in Table 8-6. Engineering support
and Level II shop support manpower requirements were then added based on projected
workload, numbers of direct support personnel, and anticipated Level II support work-
loads derived in conjunction with failure rate data in the spares analysis tasks. This
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Table 8-4. Centaur D-1S(R) Fleet Requirement and Utilization Schedule,
Six-Year Program

Active Fleet Annual Traffic
Veh. Need Deliv. Dispo- (No Attrition)
No. Date Date sition 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Total

1 Jan 80 Nov 79 Expended 1 5 4A 10
2 May 80 Dec 79 Expended 1 5 4A 10
3 Sep 80 Jun 80 Expended 1 1 1 4 4A 11
4 Jan 81 Oct 80 Expended 1 1 4 4A 10
5 May 81 Feb 81 Expended 1 1 4 4A 10
6 Sep 81 Jun 81 Expended 1 1 4 4A 10
7 Jan 82 Oct 81 Inv'tory 1 2 2 6 11
8 May 82 Feb 82 Inv'tory 2r 4* 1* 2* 9
9 Sep 82 Jun 82 Inv'tory 20 3* 1* 3* 9

10 Jan 83 Oct 82 Inv'tory 2 3 6 11
11 May 83 Feb 83 Inv'tory 2 3 5 10
KSC Flights 3 14 17 22 24 17 97

*WTR Flights 7* 2* 5* 14*
Total Flights 3 14 17 29 26 22 111
Active Fleet, Including Expended 3 6 9 9 9 5

With Early Attrition

1 Jan 80 Nov 79 Attri'on 1 1
2 May 80 Dec 79 Attri'on 1 1
3 Sep 80 Jun 80 Expended 1 6 6A 13
4 Jan 81 Oct 80 Expended 6 6A 12
5 May 81 Feb 81 Expended 1 1 5 5A 12
6 Sep 81 Jun 81 Expended 1 1 5 5A 12
7 Jan 82 Oct 81 Expended 1 5 6A 12
8 May 82 Feb 82 Expended 1 5 6A 12
9 Sep 82 Jun 82 Inv'tory 1 2 1 8 12

10 Jan 83 Oct 82 Inv'tory 2* 1 9 12
11 May 83 Feb 83 Inv'tory 5* 2* 5* 12
KSC Flights 3 14 17 22 24 17 97

*WTR Flights 7* 2* 5* 14*
Total Flights 3 14 17 29 26 22 111
Active Fleet, Including Expended 3 4 7 7 7 3

Total Program Fleet Size: 11
A: Expended
i>: Transfer Launch Sites
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Table 8-5. Centaur D-S1(R) & RLTC Fleet Size & TMDC Program Summary

D-1S(R) RLTC

4-Year 6-Year 11-Year 4-Year 6-Year 11-Year

Total Flights 56 111 228 54 106 220

Fleet Size 5 11 23 4 7 16

Attrition -1 -2 -3 -1 -2 -3

Expended Vehicles -2 -6 -17 -0 -2 -10

Left in Inventory 2 3 3 3 3 3

Average TMDC

Early Attrition 13.8 12. 1 11.2 17.7 20.8 16.7
Normal Attrition 12.4 11.1 10.6 15.4 17.7 15.2
Late Attrition 11.2 10. 1 9. 9 13.5 15.2 13.7

Maximum TMDC

Early Attrition 14 13 12 18 21 17
Normal Attrition 13 12 11 16 18 16
Late Attrition 12 11 .10 14 16 14

is the basic crew required to accomplish and support ground turnaround operations on
a single vehicle within the previously determined 280-hour turnaround time span.

The basic WTR manpower requirements are shown in Table 8-7. Here, low annual
launch rates and long intervals between launch centers offer an opportunity to eliminate
the second shift and accomplish total vehicle turnaround with single shifts. Level II
shop support personnel have also been eliminated at WTR to illustrate potential attain-
able manning levels assuming Centaur Level II shop support being accomplished in
joint Centaur-Orbiter and/or Payload Level II shops.

When the number of launches increases in accordance with the traffic model and
mission capture analysis, it is necessary to augment the basic turnaround crew with
additional personnel to accommodate concurrent operations on two or more vehicles
and/or increased inventory and administrative support for additional active vehicles
in the fleet at a given launch site. This augmentation is reflected in the annual ground
turnaround crew requirements shown in Table 8-8.

Crew sizes shown in Tables 8-6, 8-7, and 8-8 are actual on-site administrative,
maintenance, and launch support personnel; systems engineering and integration
activity is a San Diego-controlled operation and most of the personnel engaged in
SE&I functions are accounted for accordingly in the cost breakdown.
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Table 8-6. KSC Launch Site Manpower Requirements, Reusable Centaur

Turnaround Support
Manpower Skills Total

Shift 1 Shift 2 Required

1. Astrionics Technician 8 6 14

Propulsion - Fluids Technician 8 6 14

Structures - Handling Technician 6 4 10

Quality Control 2 2 4

Safety 1 1 2

Engineer 3 2 5

Other 4 2 6

Total Direct Support 32 23 55

2. Engineering Support

Logistics & Admin. Support 13 5 18

Design - Systems Engineering 6 2 8

Scheduling 2 1 3

Procedures - Test Requirements 4 - 4

Data Analysis 4 - 4

Programming 2 - 2

Total Engineering Support 31 8 39

3. Level II Shops

Metal 2 - 2

Paint 2 2

Cleaning - - -

Plastics - MLI 2 1 3

Pneumatics 1 1 2

GSE Maintenance

Avionics 1 1 2

Standards - Inspection 1 1 2

Total - Level II Shops 9 4 13

Grand Total - Centaur Support 72 35 107
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There is no formal provision for crew augmentation to support a learning curve in
this analysis. As shown in Table 8-8, the flight buildup in the first four years of the
program at KSC, of 3, 14, 17 and 20 flights, provides a built-in learning period,
obviating the need for an oversize crew at the beginning of the program. At WTR,
the number of flights per year is low, and manning will benefit from three years of
experience at KSC, requiring no additional manpower at WTR for learning.

The manning levels shown result in a number of direct support personnel who are not
working on direct turnaround tasks 100% of the time during a Centaur turnaround
cycle. This is particularly true during the long Orbiter host time following installa-
tion in the payload bay, when only a two-man monitor crew is required. During these
slack times, direct support personnel will be used to assist in Level II shop support
tasks and accomplish GSE maintenance.

Table 8-7. Centaur Launch Site Manpower Requirements, WTR

Turnaround

Manpower Skills Supprt
Total

Shift 1 Required

1. Astrionics Technician 10 10

Propulsion - Fluids Technician 10 10

Structures - Handling Technician 8 8

Quality Control 2 2

Safety 1 1

Engineer 3 3

Other 4 4

Total Direct Support 38 38

2. Engineering Support

Logistics & Administrative Support 10 10

Design - Systems Engineering 5 5

Scheduling 2 2

Procedures - Test Requirements 3 3

Programming 2 2

Total Engineering Support 25 25

Grand Total - Centaur Support 63 63
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Table 8-8. Crew Size Vs. Annual Launch Rate, Reusable Centaur

Calendar Year

80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 Total

KSC 3 14 17 20 22 16 18 22 17 20 19 188

WTR 7 2 5 3 4 2 7 2 32
Centaur
Flights, Total 3 14 17 27 24 21 21 26 19 27 21 220

(Expended Vehicles, KSC) . (2) (3) (1) (3) (1) (10)

Ground KSC 107 107 107 113 113 107 107 113 107 113 113
o Turn-

WTR 63 63 63 63 63 63 63 63
to Around

Crew
Total 107 107 107 176 176 170 170 176 170 176 176



SECTION 9

COST ANALYSIS

This section describes the work breakdown structure (WBS) provided by NASA for
organizing cost estimates., the methodology followed in estimating costs, and the re-
sulting program costs estimated for the Reusable Centaur configurations.

The estimates represent total predicted cost to the Government and, therefore, include
allowances for cost growth due to such things as changes in requirements, currently
undefined tasks, schedule realignments, and uncertainties in technology. The cost
estimating techniques and ground rules are the same as those applied to the STSS study
for MSFC. This approach produces realistic growth allowance for a new design Space
Tug, but the results are conservative for modifications to an existing stage.

These estimates for the D-1S(R) and RLTC should not be directly compared with those
in Section 10 for an RC because of programmatic and estimating differences. For in-
stance, the mission models and allocation of the flight tests are not the same,.

A comparison of program costs for the two configurations at various operational pro-
gram durations is illustrated in Figure 9-1. Shown are the development, investment,
and operations costs at the Tug Project level. The D-1S(R) configuration has a lower
development and investment cost than the RLTC. Operations costs for the D-lS(R)
are higher due to the greater number of auxiliary stages required. This results in
very little difference between the configurations on a total program cost basis.

9.1 GROUND RULES AND ASSUMPTIONS

The D-1S(R) and RLTC program cost estimates were prepared using the following
ground rules and assumptions:

a. Costs presented are for budgetary and planning purposes only. These costs repre-
sent the estimated total program cost to the government at program completion.
As such they include allowances for cost growth over the program life cycle which
are not normally included in bid type estimates; therefore, these cost estimates
do not represent a commitment on the part of General Dynamics Corporation.

b. Costs are expressed in 1973 dollars, without prime contractor fee/profit.

c. Costs include GFE items such as engines, guidance, and propellants.
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100 $51M 1 
DDT&E

D-1S(R) RLTC

Figure 9-1. Total Program Cost Comparison

d. Cost estimates are predicated on making maximum use of existing government
and contractor facilities and equipment.

e. Cost estimates for the following items were provided by NASA: Space Shuttle
recurring launch cost and main engine production cost.

f. The four-year operational program options were estimated assuming ETR opera-
tions only, includAng launching WTR flights from ETRo For the six- and eleven-year
programs, the cost of both ETR and WTR activation and operations was included.

g. A dedicated flight test vehicle was not required for either Reusable Centaur de-
velopment program; therefore, no flight test hardware costs are included. The
cost of flight test support and evaluation is included for analyzing data received
from the first operational flights.

9. 2 WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE

The WBS used to organize Tug cost estimates is shown in Figures 9-2 and 9-3. This
structure is essentially in accord with the NASA MSFC-supplied WBS Dictionary,
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Figure 9-2. Space Tug Program Work Breakdown Structure
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Figure 9-3. Tug Vehicle Work Breakdown Structure

document number PD-TUG-P, dated 5-7-73 as amended by the following NASA
revision memos:

PD-TUG-P (006-74), dated 7-9-73

PD-TUG-P (024-74), dated 8-17-73

PD-TUG-P (029-74), dated 9-4-73

Most of the WBS categories are self-explanatory and are defined in detail in the NASA
WBS Dictionary. Some discussion of the WBS cost categories may be appropriate
here. The cost of ground and flight test operations is included under the Vehicle Test
category, however the cost of the test hardware consumed during the test program is
included in the subsystem DDT&E costs under the Tug vehicle WBS element. Test
hardware costs can be readily identified in the Tug cost model output forms contained
in Section 8. 13. 5 of the September Data Dump document. Ground test hardware costs
and flight test hardware costs are individually estimated for each subsystem and are
displayed in separate columns on the cost model output forms. Development, evalua-
tion, and qualification at the component level are included in the engineering design
and development cost estimate for each subsystem as are the tool design and initial
tooling costs. Each individual subsystem DDT&E cost includes the estimated cost of
engineering design and development, tooling, and test hardware for that subsystem.

DDT&E program costs include vehicle and ground support equipment (GSE) develop-
ment; simulators design and procurement; initial crew training; facilities construction,
GSE procurement and site activation at ETR; initial software development; and associ-
ated management and integration activities.
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Investment costs include production of the operational Tug fleet; initial (inventory and
pipeline) spares; facilities construction, GSE, and site activation at WTR; and project
management and integration.

The recurring operations costs include the cost of launch and refurbishment operations
crews at both launch sites, NASA and DoD flight operations crews, mission and flight
peculiar software, facility and GSE maintenance, project management and integration
activities, the procurement and launch services cost of auxiliary stages expended dur-
ing operations, and the cost of Tug vehicle replenishment spares. The Tug spares
costs were estimated at the subsystem level and appear as Tug vehicle operations
costs in the cost model output forms.

9.3 COST ESTIMATING DATA BASE

Convair Aerospace has an extensive data base from which the Reusable Centaur costs
were derived.

Recent experience with the improved Centaur D-1A for Atlas and the Centaur D-1T
for Titan III provides a good "modification type" cost base. Cost data from D-1A and
D-1T development and Titan/Centaur integration, which commenced in mid-1969 and
will conclude with the Titan/Centaur proof flight in February 1974, provides a compre-
hensive and relevant cost data base from which to estimate the D-1S(R) and Shuttle/
Centaur integration costs. As a result of the close resemblance between Centaur D-1T
and D-1S(R) and the availability of extensive current D-1T cost data, the D-1S(R) cost
estimate is considered to be more realistic than would normally be the case in a Phase
A study. In addition to the cost data base used for D-1S(R), data from a previously
proposed Growth Tank (GT) Centaur was used in developing the RLTC cost estimates.
Again, the close resemblance between Centaur RLTC and the GT Centaur Program
provides a more credible cost estimate than is typical of a Phase A study.

Other important data is available from the Launch Site Services Study (KSC), Centaur/
Shuttle Integration Study (LeRC), and the Space Tug Systems Study (Cryogenic) being
performed for MSFC and the Air Force. The Centaur Programmatic, Technical and
Cost Study, which has recently been completed for MSFC, contains Centaur program
historical cost data from the inception of the program through the flight of Atlas/
Centaur-15.

9.4 COST ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY

Development of Reusable Centaur program costs involved application of three basic
estimating techniques: parametric estimates (CERs); vendor quotations plus "wrap
around" factors; and detail cost build-ups, primarily in the form of man loading by
task. Application of these techniques was a function of the specific tasks involved.
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The estimating philosophy for the Reusable Centaur was predicated on the concept of
projecting the total cost to the Government. Because of the derivative nature of both
vehicles, extensive use was made of historical data from various phases of the Cen-
taur project. When parametric estimating techniques were employed for develop-
ment costs, adjustments were applied to account for commonality with existing Cen-
taur systems. In many cases the development cost represents an allowance for
incorporation of reusability features and integration tasks associated with the new
application of existing Centaur subsystems. Recurring production costs were esti-
mated assuming a first unit cost base which was conservative, particularly in the
case of the D-1S(R) version. Where vendor quoted costs were used, added allowances
were included for Convair tasks. These Convair task costs were based on studies of
similar subsystems experience on Centaur and other programs. This methodology
maintains a consistent pattern of cost reporting for comparison with the Space Tug
Systems Study results.

In order to predict total costs to the Government, it is necessary to make allowances
for cost growth. The amount of these growth allowances should, if possible, be
determined on an individual subsystem basis, dependent upon the state of the art,
state of development (off-the-shelf or new), and extent of modification. Convair
Aerospace studies of cost growth indicate costs could increase as much as 70% even
on well planned programs if new technologies are involved. This cost growth gen-
erally results from changes in requirements, technical problems and/or schedule
changes. Even off-the-shelf subsystems may experience cost growth due to interfaceimpacts of other subsystems, schedule changes, etc. Because of the modification
nature of the Reusable Centaur configurations, cost growth allowances included in the
study range generally between 10% and 30% and are about 20% overall.

Both versions of the Reusable Centaur represent modifications to an existing launch
vehicle stage, the differences being in the degree of modification involved. There-
fore, the primary data base for development of cost estimating relationships (CERs)
and "wrap around" factors was Centaur project history. Particular attention was
given to the D-1 program which was also a modification type development task. Data
from other programs such as Atlas, Saturn, Apollo, and Gemini were used, where
applicable, to validate and check CERs,

In order to improve the confidence in Reusable Centaur costs, two independent
D-1S(R) estimates were developed for comparison. One of these estimates was
primarily based upon a parametric approach with some detailed cost build-ups.
The other used the detailed cost build-up, based on Convair Aerospace experience,
particularly in the Centaur D-IT (Centaur for Titan) program. This latter estimate
also drew heavily on the Expendable Centaur (D-1S) Study recently performed for
Lewis Research Center. The two estimates were in close agreement.
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91 5 COST ANALYSIS RESULTS

The cost data contained in this section summarizes the D-1S(R) and RLTC develop-
ment (DDT&E) costs and the RLTC investment and operations costs previously pre-
sented in the September 1973 Data Dump (Reference 1). Since submittal of the Sep-
tember data dump, a review of the D-1S(R) operational mode has indicated that
significant improvements in the program cost could be achieved by utilizing the
vehicle's multiple payload capability with subsequent reduction in the required Tug
fleet size and number of launches:

D-1S(R) Fleet Size . D-1S(R) Launches
(4 yr) (6 yr) (11 yr) (4 yr) (6 yr) (11 yr)

September Data Dump 9 17 34 77 152 317

Final Report 5 11 23 56 111 228

The D-lS(R) investment and operations costs summarized in this final report reflect
the smaller fleet size and number of launches and are therefore somewhat lower than
those costs reported in the September Data Dump.

During the preparation of the final report it was discovered that $4. IM of WTR facili-
ties cost for the RLTC 6- and 11-year options was inadvertently left out of the Sep-tember data dump. The omission has been corrected in this final report.

Summary schedule charts and funding curves at the Tug Project level for the D-1S(R)
and RLTC four, six, and eleven year options are shown in Figures 9-4 through 9-9.
This data is presented in the Tug Cost Summary format specified in NASA Memo
PD-TUG-P (025-74) dated August 20, 1973 in accordance with Section 1.5.2 of MF003M. The figures present Tug Program technical characteristics, schedules,
annual funding, and cumulative funding requirements for each program option. The
annual funding curves indicate a peak funding requirement for the D-1S(R) of approxi-
mately $35M in the 1979-1980 fiscal year period for the 4-year program option, a
$45M peak in the fiscal 1981-1982 period for the 6-year program option, and a peak
of roughly $55M over the fiscal 1981-1984 time period for the 11-year program
option. By comparison, the RLTC annual funding curves display a peak of over
$50M in fiscal 1978 for all three program options. Therefore, the D-1S(R) con-
figuration has the advantage of both delaying and reducing the peak year funding over
that required by the RLTC configuration.

Table 9-1 summarizes programmatic and cost data for comparison between the con-
figurations and various program options. Because of performance differences be-
tween the two configurations, the D-1S(R) requires a slightly larger fleet size and a
few more launches than the RLTC. The D-1S(R) also requires auxiliary stages for
over 70% of its launches to accomplish the same mission model as the RLTC with
less than 4% of its launches aided by auxiliary stages.
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SPACE TUG 
SPACE TUG

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
MAJOR SCHEDULE MILESTONE

WBS 320-00 SPACE TUG PROJECT [ CENTAUR D-IS(R)] 1VBS 320-00 Centaur (D-1SMi) Option I

Summarizes the effort to provide hardware, software, services and facilities required to develop, produce, IOC
operate, support, and maintain the Centaur D-IS(R) Space Tug. Included are all contractor and government
tasks associated with management, integration, logistics, facilities, GSE, launch and flight operations in-
cluding auxiliary stages and Orbiter interface equipment, which are necessary to support the prescribed DDT&E
mission model over the designated time period. 51 Months

OPTION I tI 111
Number of Flight years 4 6 11

Tugs Manufactured (Operational) 5 11 23 tODUCTION
Tugs Expended 2 6 17 42 Months

Auxiliary Stages Required 44 78 156

Total Tug/Shuttle Flights 56 111 228
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Figure 9-4. Tug Cost Summary, D-1S(R), Option 1



SPACE TUG 
SPACE TUG.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS MAJOR SCHEDULE MILESTONES

WBS 320-00 Centaur D-IS(R) Option II
WBS 320-00 SPACE TUG PROJECT [ CENTAUR D-lS(R)]

Summarizes the effort to provide hardware, software, services and facilities required to develop, produce, IOC
operate, support, and maintain the Centaur D-IS(R) Space Tug. Included are all contractor and government
tasks associated with management, Integration, logistics, facilities, GSE, launch and flight operations in-
cluding auxiliary stages and Orbiter interface equipment, which are necessary to support the prescribed [ DDT&E
mission model over the designated time period. 51 Months

OPTION I I1 Ill
Number of Flight years 4 6 11

Tugs Manufactured (Operational) 5 11 23 PRODUCTION
Tugs Expended 2 6 17 64 Months

Auxiliary Stages Required 44 78 156

Total Tug/Shuttle Flights 56 111 228
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Figure 9-5. Tug Cost Summary, D-1S(R), Option 2



SPACE TUG SPACE TUG
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS MAJOR SCHEDULE MILESTONES

WBS 320-00 (Centaur D-1S(R) Option II
WBS 320-00 SPACE TUG PROJECT CENTAUR D-IS(R)]

Summarizes the effort to provide hardware, software, services and facilities required to develop, produce,
operate, support, and maintain the Centaur D-IS(R) Space Tug. Included are all contractor and government
tasks associated with management, integration, logistics, facilities, GSE, launch and flight operations in- DDT&Eeluding auxiliary stages and Orbiter interface equipment, which are necessary to support the prescribed 51 Monthsmission model over the designated time period.

OPTION I ft11 i
Nunmber of Flight years 4 6 11

Tugs Manufactured (Operational) 5 11 23 PRO UCTION
Tugs Expended 2 6 17 102 Months

Auxiliary Stages Required 44 78 156

Total Tug/Shuttle Flights 56 111 228
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Figure 9-6. Tug Cost Summary, D-1S(R), Option 3



SPACE TUG
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS MAJOR SCHEDULE MILESTONES

WBS 320-00 Space Tug Project (Centaur RLTC) WBS 320-00 (Centaur RLTC) Option I

Summarizes the effort to provide hardware, software, services and facilities required to develop, produce, IOC
operate, support, and maintain the RLTC Space Tug. Included are all contractor and government tasks
associated with management, integration, logistics, facilities, GSE, launch and flight operations including DDT&E
auxiliary stages and Orbiter interface equipment, which are necessary to support the prescribed mission model 51
over the designated time period. 51 Months

OPTION I I I mI
Number of Flight years 4 6 11

Tugs Manufactured (Operational) 4 7 16 PRODUCTION

Tugs Expended 0 2" 10 39 Months

Auxiliary Stages Required 2 4 7

Total Tug/Shuttle Flights 54 106 220

OPERATIONS
54 Months

CY75 76 77 78 79 80 81- 82 83 84 85 85 87 88 89 90 91
FY 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
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Figure 9-7. Tug Cost Summary, RLTC, Option 1



SPACE TUG SPACE TUGTECHNICAL CIIARACTERISTICS MAJOR SCHEDULE MILESTONES

WBS 320-00 (Centaur RLTC) Option II

WBS 320-00 Space Tug Project (Centaur RLTC)

Summarizes the effort to provide hardware, software, services and facilities required to develop, produce, IDC
operate, support, and maintain the RLTC Space Tug. Included are all contractor and government tasks
associated with management, Integration, logistics, facilities, GSE, launch and flight operations Including DDT
auxiliary stages and Orbiter Interface equipment, which are necessary to support the prescribed mission model 1 Months
over the designated time period. 51 Months

OPTION I It I1
Number of Flight years 4 6 11

Tugs Manufactured (Operational) 4 7 16 PROIJUCTION

Tugs Expended 0 2 10 57 Months

Axiliary Stages Required 2 4 7

Total Tug/Shuttle Flights 54 106 220
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Figure 9-8. Tug Cost Summary, RLTC, Option 2



SPACE TUG

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS MAJOR SCEDULE MILESTONES

WBS 320-00 (Centaur R LTC) OPTION ill
WBS 320-00 Space Tug Project (Centaur RLTC)

Summarizes the effort to provide hardware, software, services and facilities required to develop, produce, [OC
operate, support, and maintain the RLTC Space Tug. Included are all contractor and government tasks
aussoclated with management, integration, logistics, facilities, GSE, launch and flight operations including DDT
auxiliary stages and Orbiter interface equipment, which are necessary to support the prescribed mission modelover the designated time period. 
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PRODUCTION .9 .9 PRODUCTION 5.7 27.0 56.1. 87.7 14.1 138.7 162.3 181. 190. 191.PRODUCTION 5. 21.3 29.1 31.6 26.4 24.6 23.6 1 .8 . OPERATION 9. 2.2 44.2 4.7 8 108.3 130 150.1 18. 1.0 203.8 212.4
OPERATION 9. 16.7 18.0 20.5 21.6 21.8 21. 20.0 18.0 17. 7. 86 TOTAL .63.4 1 145.6186.8 231 0.5325.371.0412. 443.463. 481.94998 176 526
TOTAL 7.2 46.2 1.2 4 49.3 44.4 45.1 45.4 41.3 0.7 20.9 18.0 17.9 17. 8.0

Figure 9-9. Tug Cost Summary, RLTC, Option 3



Table 9-1. Reusable Centaur Program Cost Summary
(all costs in 1973 $M)

D-1S(R) RLTC

Programmatic Data

Operational Years 4 6 11 4 6 11

Tug Production 5 11 23 4 7 16
Auxiliary Stages 44 78 156 2 4 7

Total Launches 56 111 228 54 106 220

Unit Cost Data ($M)

Average Unit Cost 8.1 7.5 6.9 11.9 11.3 10.4

Average Cost/Flight 1.7 1. 5 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.0

Tug Program Costs ($M)

DDT&E Cost 63 63 63 122 122 122

Investment Cost 51 102 180 58 103 191

Tug Operations Cost 64 109 198 66 113 210

Auxiliary Stage Cost 30 53 105 1 2 3

Tug Program Cost 208 327 546 247 340 526

Shuttle Operations Cost ($M) 588 1166 2394 567 1113 2310

In comparing costs between the programs,.the DDT&E cost of the RLTC is approxi-
mately twice the cost of the D-1S(R). A more detailed discussion of the DDT&E
costs is included later in this section. The investment costs are roughly the same
for both configurations, because although more D-1S(R) Tugs are produced, the
RLTC has a higher unit cost. Since both configurations have almost the same num-
ber of launches and require roughly the same size of operating crews, the tug opera-
tions cost is approximately the same for both. The difference in program operations
costs is due to the relatively large number of auxiliary stages used with the D-1S(R).
These auxiliary stages are the cause of the higher D-1S(R} cost per flight. Higher
operations costs for the D-18S(R) partially offset the lower development costs, but
result in a total Tug program cost that is slightly lower for the D-1S(R) 4- and 6-yearoptions. RLTC operations costs are lower than D-1S(R) for all options and the RLTC
program cost is slightly lower for the 11-year option.
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The last cost item shown in Table 9-1 is the Shuttle operations cost (at $10. 5M per
launch). It should be noted that the Shuttle operations costs approach an order of mag-
nitude greater than the Tug operations costs and are two to four times greater than the
total tug program costs. This has the effect of Tug/Shuttle costs being very sensitive
to the number of launches required. Therefore, the greater the Tug vehicle perform-
ance and multiple payload capability, the lower the number of launches, Shuttle flights,
and program cost.

A breakdown of the D-1S(R) and RLTC program costs by major project WBS elements
is shown in Tables 9-2 and 9-3. The costs presented include "cost growth" allowances
at the subsystem level which result in an overall program allowance of approximately
20% in order to represent a "most likely" program cost.

Estimates were developed using Convair's recent experience in the development of the
current D-1 Centaur by projecting the costs associated with modifications required for
the Reusable Centaur Tug configurations. The Centaur D-1S(R) requires little modifi-
cation from the current Centaur D-1T configuration and appears to place no new de-
mands on technology. Many of the development costs have already been borne by pre-
ceding Centaur D-1A and D-1T programs and, therefore, Centaur D-1S(R) would
become an incremental step in Centaur's evolutionary development. The Centaur RLTC
requires more modifications to the current Centaur than D-1S(R), but like D-1S(R)
there are no new demands on technology.

As shown in Tables 9-2 and 9-3, Tug vehicle costs account for more than one-third of
the D-1S(R) and half of the RLTC development program costs. The Orbiter interface
package provides the mechanical and avionics link between Orbiter and Tug. Auxiliary
stages are modifications of existing TE 364-4 and Burner II velocity packages for the
added performance required by certain missions. Logistics consist of personnel
training and some software modifications required for the KSC simulator. Facilities
costs include electrical and air-conditioning modifications to the ETR Hangar K main-
tenance facility. The vehicle test category includes the cost of personnel and services
to conduct major ground and flight tests, but excludes the cost of test articles. Ground
test hardware is included in the individual subsystem development costs. Systems
engineering and integration and program management costs were derived from recent
Centaur experience data on the D-1A/D-1T program as they relate to the vehicle
engineering design and development effort.

Table 9-4 provides a breakdown of the elements for the Tug vehicle DDT&E costs. The
D-1A/D-1T development task included modifications that closely resemble the D-1S(R)
structural development tasks and the RLTC tank structure closely resembles the pro-
posed GT Centaur configuration. Therefore Centaur D-1A/D-1T structures develop-
ment cost data and the Growth Tank Centaur proposal cost estimates were used in
estimating the D-1S(R) and RLTC structures costs. The RLTC body structure incor-
porates the use of composites for the adapters. Convair's experience in the use of
composites on other programs was used in estimating these costs.
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Table 9-2. D-1S(R) Program Costs (in 1973 $M)

Program 4 Year Program 6 Year Program 11 Year Program
WBS Elements DDT&E Invest. Opns Invest. Opns Invest. Opns

-01 Project Management 1.7 0.9 0.1 1. 7 0.2 3.1 0. 4
-02 Systems Engineering & Integration 3.5 6.0 0.7 10.9 1.4 19.9 2.8
-03 Vehicle

Tug 23.6 36.8 4.9 72.7 9.8 139.1 20.1

Orbiter Interface 8.3 6.3 0.1 6.3 0.1 6.3 0.2
-04 Auxiliary Stage 1.9 -- 29.6 -- 52.4 -- 104.8
-05 Logistics 3.5 0.4 2. 5 2.1 6.0 2.4 11.6

-06 Facilities 0.7 -- 0.8 4.1 1.7 4.1 3.5
-07 Ground Support Equipm en 6.6 -- 0.3 4.5 0.6 4.5 1.3
-08 Vehicle Test 3.7 -- -- ..

-09 Launch Operations - WTR -- -- -- -- 7.8 -- 20.8

-10 Launch Operations - ETR -- - 12.3 -- 19.3 -- 35.4

-11 Flight Operations - NASA 9.7 -- 20.9 -- 29.1 -- 45.2

-12 Flight Operations - DOD -- -- 15.8 -- 20.6 -- 30.9
-13 Refurb & Integration - WTR -- -- 3.1 -- 8.2
-14 Refurb & Integration - ETR -- -- 5.9 -- 9.4 -- 17.7

Program Phase Subtotals 63.2 50.5 93.8 102.3 161,6 179.5 303.0

Tug Program Totals 207. 6 327.2 545.8
(DDT&E + Invest. + Opns)



Table 9-3. RLTC Program Costs (in 1973 $M)

Program 4 Year Program 6 Year Program 11 Year Program
WBS Elements DDT&E Invest. Opns Invest. Opns Invest. Opns

-01 Project Management 3.6 1.1 0.1 1.7 0.3 3.4 0.6

-02 Systems Engineering & Integration 7.4 7. 1 0.9 11.0 1.8 21.8 3.7

-03 Vehicle

Tug 61.9 44.2 6.1 71.2 12.0 146.4 24.9

Orbiter Interface 7.2 5.2 0.1 5.2 0.2 5.2 0.4

-04 Auxiliary Stage 1. 7 -- 0.7 -- 1.4 -- 2.4

-05 Logistics 4.1 0.4 2.4 2.0 5.9 2.3 11.5

-06 Facilities 0.7 -- 0.8 4.1 1.7 4.1 3.5

-07 Ground Support Equipment 15.0 -- 0.7 8.2 1.3 8.2 2.7

-08 Vehicle Test 5.8 -- -- -- -- -- --

-09 Launch Operations - WTR -- -- -- -- 7.8 -- 20.9

-10 Launch Operations - ETR -- -- 12. 2 -- 18.7 -- 34. 7

-11 Flight Operations - NASA 14.9 -- 20.8 -- 28.8 -- 47.6

-12 Flight Operations - DOD -- -- 15.6 -- 20.3 -- 30.6

-13 Refurb & Integration - WTR -- -- -- -- 3.4 -- 8.8

-14 Refurb & Integration - ETR -- -- 6.6 -- 10.5 -- 20.3

Program Phase Subtotals 122.2 58.1 67.1 103.4 114.0 191.4 212.5

Tug Program Totals 247.4 339.6 526.1
(DDT&E + Invest. + Opns)



Table 9-4. Reusable Centaur Vehicle DDT&E Costs (1973 $M)

D-1S(R) RLTC

Structure (2.4) (14.6)
Tankage 1.3 7.3
Body 0, 9 5.7
Payload Interface 0.2 1.6

Propulsion (6.7) (14.1)
Main Engine 3.3 3.6Support 2. 1 5.2
ACPS 1.3 5.3

Avionics (12.5) (27.9)
Data Management 2. 7 5.9
GN&C 4.5 8.6
Communications 3.9 3. 9Instrumentation 0.7 1.3
Electrical 0.7 8. 1

Thermal Control (1.4) (1.5)

Installation, Assembly, & Checkout (0. 7) (3. 8)

Total Vehicle 23.6 61.9

Propulsion subsystem costs include validation of the current Centaur RL10OA-3-3 en-gines for slow chill capability. These costs are supported by an estimate from theengine manufacturer. Subsequent information indicates that added main engine testing
is required for D-1S(R) to demonstrate the existing engine operation at a 5. 8:1 mixtureratio. This added testing would increase the reported estimate by approximately $1. OM,The RLTC propulsion subsystem also includes a hydrazine drive systein for the boostpumps. The RLTC ACPS is a N2 H4 system atllizing components from existing pro-
grams. The D-1S(R) ACPS is a modification of the Centaur H202 system.

Avionics subsystem costs were derived from current Centaur data where applicable
and also from vendor cost data. The D-1S(R) subsystems are the same as currentCentaur with added DCU memory, sun and horizon sensors for guidance update, andUSB and SGLS communications systems. The RLTC incorporates a larger version ofthe D-1S(R) computer in a triple redundant configuration; dual redundant guidance plat-forms (DIGS), which have been proposed for the current Centaur; and a lightweight fuelcell, Costs for the above estimates are supported by data from the fuel cell and guid-ance system manufacturers,
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Thermal control costs were based on the Centaur D-1 multi-layer insulation system
which covers the forward bulkhead. The Reusable Centaur insulation system is essen-
tially the same system with Kapton replacing mylar and the metallized film changed to
gold.

Installation, assembly, and checkout cost estimates were derived from Centaur his-torical cost data. Since the D-1S(R) represents a small departure from the existing
Centaur operation, a relatively low initial cost would be incurred. The RLTC would
require a larger initial cost but, because of the similarity to the existing Centaur oper-
ation, it is still less than a new Tug configuration.

9.7 CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the D-1S(R) configuration has the advantage of low development program
expenditures during the critical 1975 to 1978 time period with a peak funding require-
ment of $35M to $55M occurring in the early 1980's.. The RLTC configuration's higher
development cost, which causes a peak funding of over $50M in fiscal 1978, is offset
by lower operating costs. These lower operating costs are primarily due to better
performance, resulting in lower requirements for auxiliary stages.

In terms of total program cost, the RLTC is 19% higher than the D-1S(R) for the four
year option and the two configurations are within 4% of each other for the 6- and 11-
year options. Therefore, the D-1S(R) has a program cost advantage for the 4-year
option, while the RLTC has program cost advantages for the 11-year program and an
operations cost advantage for all three options.
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SECTION 10

ADDITIONAL VERSIONS CONSIDERING LONG DoD PAYLOADS

As part of the overall OOS study, Convair developed additional data on a short version
of Centaur considering long DoD payloads. This information is summarized separately
to avoid any confusion that might occur because of the different mission model andother variations in requirements and ground rules.

There are a range of Centaur candidates to satisfy DoD missions. Until the DoD pro-
gram requirements and study ground rules are firmly established, no attempt will bemade to optimize. Figure 10-1 compares three possible solutions. An expendable
Centaur, based on the Centaur/Shuttle Integration Study for NASA/LeRC, is a viable
approach with very high performance and low development cost. Reusable D-1S(R)
versions with kick stages can perform the missions with the lower recurring costs
inherent in reusability. A higher payload capability version is a short, wide tank
configuration called Reusable Centaur (RC), which can perform the DoD mission modelwithout kick stages. This section summarizes data on this last version.

SHORT D-1S EXPENDABLE D-1S(R) REUSABLE RC REUSABLE
INSTALLED LENGTH 28 FEET 35 FEET (WITH KICK STAGE) 28 FEET

PERFORMANCE

SYNC. EO. EXP. 7,800
REUSE. - 4,096 4,58112 HR. 'EXP. 4,000 (20 FT. LENGTH)
REUSE. - 6,690 (25-FT. LENGTH) 17,600 (22-FT. LENGTH)

DEVEL. COST TOTAL $42.5M $62.3M $77.2M
INCREMENT FOR $19M $35MREUSE (A FROM
EXPENDABLE)

RECURRING OPS COST
EXPENDABLE $6.7M $8.8M $9.3M
REUSABLE 1.4 (INCL. KS) 0.8

LAUNCHES TO
AMORTIZE DEVEL. 6INCREMENT FOR REUSE

REUSABILITY IS WORTH THE ADDED DEVELOPMENT COST

Figure 10-1. Centaur Versions for Initial Upper Stage
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A basic concern is whether or not reusability is worth the added development cost.In most instances the cost is not associated with longer life components, but rather
with higher performance systems capable of return to the Orbiter. Therefore the
comparison is not really between two versions of one configuration, but rather twoconfigurationso Figure 10-1 indicates that the increment cost for reusability of about$19M to $35M can be recovered in less than a year of operation due to a saving of
approximately $5M per flight because the vehicle is not expended. Reusability is
therefore worth the added development cost.

10. 1 DoD REQUIREMENTS

The most basic DoD requirements for an OOS are:

a. Accommodates DoD payloads up to 35 feet in length.

b. Performance capability exceeds placement of 3500 pounds in synchronous equa-
torial orbit.

c. Total development costs are below $100M.

The NASA and DoD mission model provided during the Reusable Centaur study showed
nothing longer than 25 feet While NASA had placed great emphasis on low develop-ment cost, the DoD limit was apparently lower. The following ground rules were used
for the DoD long payloads portion of this report:

a. ETR launches only; OOS can dogleg for Polar flight.

b. DoD and NASA traffic similar to STSS, but ignore three flight limit for the firstyear.

c. Some DoD payloads up to 35 feet long, others 32 feet long.
d. Payloads can walk to final position.

e. Low development cost is a primary requirement.

f. A dedicated flight test.

g. Fail safe so as not to jeopardize Orbiter and crew.
h. Multiple payload placement is desirable.

i. 0. 97 probability of mission success is a goal.

j. Weight contingency of 2% for existing hardware, 10% for new.
k. 1% flight performance reserve.

1. Total velocity change of 50 feet/see from APS.
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The short duration, company-funded study summarized here concentrated on three
areas:

a. Weight extrapolated from existing Centaur actuals.

b. Development costs derived from the ongoing Titan-Centaur integration program
actual costs.

c. Development tests from component qualification to vehicle flight test.

The following data emphasizes the differences from the NASA study results already
covered in this report; where the data is equally applicable it is not repeated. A
minimum of cost data is published here due to its proprietary nature. Whether DoD
or NASA eventually becomes the developing agency for an OOS or Initial Upper Stage,
some Reusable Centaur version is a leading candidate.

10.2 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS CONFIGURATION

The general configuration of Reusable Centaur is shown in Figure 10-2. Like D-1S(R)
and RLTC, a large portion of the hardware and components selected for RC are exist-
ing Centaur D-1T hardware or off-the-shelf-type hardware. The remainder is well
within the current state-of-the-art technology.

ASTRIONICS MODULE

DATA MANAGEMENT LH2 FILL/DRAIN/ABORT
DUAL COMMUNICATIONS LINE & VALVES (2)
GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION
FLIGHT CONTROL LH2 TANK & LO 2 TANK & ACPS THRUSTERS (16)

INSULATION INSULATION
BLABLANK E LANKETS ENGINE RL1OA-3-3 (2)

MR - 5.8:1

AMBIENT HELIUM
PRESSURIZATION

i i i BOTTLES (2)

176.0 IA. L0 2 BOOST PUMP WEIGHTS (LB.)

SFEED LINE STRUCTURES 1.723
PROPULSION 1,717

.. ---- '-- -- 202APS THERMALCONTROL 488
BOTTLES (2) ASTRIONICS 787

CUEL CONTINGENCY 200
CELL HYDRAULIC TVC TOTAL DRY WEIGHT =

PAYLOAD Li 2 BOOST ADAPTER
INTERFACE PUMP & FEED INTERFACE GO2 VENT LINE

GH2 ZERO g LINE & VALVES(2)

oH2 EROg
VENT MIXER

28FT.

X o 1302.0 SHUTTLE
PAYLOAD BAY WALL

Figure 10-2. Reusable Centaur Configuration
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The engines are existing D-1T RL10A-3-3 operating at 5. 8:1 mixture ratio and with
the cooldown valves adjusted to minimize propellant chilldown losses. The boost
pumps are also D-1T hardware with an idle mode added to conserve chilldown pro-
pellants. The auxiliary propulsion system is the D-1T hydrogen peroxide system
with forward facing thrusters and added valves for increased safety and operational
capability. The tanks are pressure stabilized 301 CRES (like D-1T) with an enlarged
diameter LH 2 tank and lengthened L0 2 tank to provide greater propellant capacity.
The tank insulation system (similar to the blanket and radiation shield design for
D-1T) has multilayer goldized Kapton blankets for ground operations, and three-layer
radiation shielding for deep space protection. Tank vent systems use D-1T hardware
plus new zero-g thermodynamic vent and mixers (prototype tested at Convair). The
adapters are of aluminum and titanium skin-stringer construction. The propellant
tank pressurization system uses D-1T hardware and stores helium at ambient tem-
perature. The propellant fill and drain system also provides the capability for in-
flight propellant dumping in the event of an abort. Thethrust vector control system
is the same as the D-IT hydraulic system with the addition of reservoir heaters for
thermal control.

While the propellant tanks are enlarged, so that the RC looks like an RLTC, most of
the subsystems are current type like the D-18(R).

Note that this Reusable Centaur is 28 feet long installed in the Orbiter payload bay.
This length will satisfy all but one of the NASA and DoD payloads currently reported.
For the special 35-foot DoD payload in the 12-hour orbit, a second extra short version
is requiredo A 22 to 25 foot Rea able Centaur can be built without the cylindrical sec-
tions in the hydrogen or both tanks. The hydrogen PU probe has to be reshaped, and
several lines and cables and the insulation blankets shortened. This is a mninor task,
based on experience with several Atlas versios with tank length (and forward bulkhead
contour) variationso

10.2.1 STRUCTURE. The Reusable Centaur is a modification of the existing D-1T
Centaur with increased propellant capacity and changes to enabl use use in the Space
Shuttle Orbiter. The propellant capacity has been increased about 50% by adding a
cylindrical section to the LO 2 tank and by in~aling the LH2 tank diameter from 120
to 172 inches (3, 05 to 4.37 m). The other changes involve the relocation of fluid
disconnects from the locations of the present expendable launch vehicles to locations
suitable for reuse in the Orbiter. The structural adapters are modified to enable
introduction of the four-point loads for mounting in the Orbiter payload bay for both
vertical launch and horizontal landing. The general configuration shown in Figure
10-3 identifies the structural components.

Main Propellant Tanks. The Reusable Centaur propellant tanks are constructed the
same as the RLTC tank described in Section 2,2. 1, except they are shorter to
accommodate long DoD payloads, Hat shaped rings are welded to the inside of the
60-inch transition and the forward bulkhead to prevent buckling of the skin when
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257
TITANIUM
FWD. ADAPTERFWD. ADAPTER 0.024 301-1/2 H

S31.5 TITANIUM
0.17 301 EH AFT ADAPTER

172 DIA. LH 2TANK

1,787 CU.FT. LO2 TANK
PAYLOAD 58 2 CU.FT

120 DIA. 120 DIA.

0.020 301 1/2 H EXISTING

CHEM MILL TO 0.015 '0.018 301 EH

0.032 301-1/2 H

Figure 10-3. Reusable Centaur Tanks and Adapters

unpressurized with stretch loads applied. Axial stretch loads applied to the monocoque
tank allow tank handling, maintenance, and transport with tank pressure vented. The
LH 2 tank forward bulkhead is assembled from stretch-formed gores chem-milled to
final thickness. A 24-inch-diameter (61 cm) forward door allows access to the tank for
manufacture and installation of components. A 150-inch-diameter (3. 82 m) flange is
welded to the bulkhead to provide mounting of the forward adapter. Clips and brackets
are resistance welded directly to the tank skins for attachment of tubing, cableways,
and components. The intermediate bulkhead is identical with that for D-1T, RLTC,
and D-1S(R). Tank life is estimated to. be a minimum of 45 flightso

There are two key drivers behind the selection of this tank configuration. It signifi-
cantly simplifies flight operations and lowers user costs to eliminate kick stages, but
this means increased Centaur propellant capacity. Considering the length constraint,
the tank diameter has to be increased and the mixture ratio adjusted to 5. 8:1. A
wealth of detail information already exists on a very similar enlarged tank design
from a firm proposal made to NASA LeRC for a Growth Tank (GT) Centaur (Reference
8). Therefore the Reusable Centaur proposed tank configuration is regarded at Con-
vair as a routine design task.
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Structural Adapters. The D-1T Centaur has a titanium skin stringer cylindrical stubforward adapter and an aluminum skin stringer gonical equipment module. The twounits serve to mount the astrionic equipment and payload. Aerodynamic shroud loadsare introduced as side loads into the adapter, which distributes the loads into theCentaur hydrogen tank.

The forward adapter for the Reusable Centaur has been configured to mate with theincreased diameter tank and to enable distribution of the forward Orbiter attachmentload. The Reusable Centaur forward adapter and equipment module are combined intoa single unit to take advantage of the space available in the payload bay and to providean improved load path for both payload mounting and Orbiter load introduction. Theadapter is a titanium skin stringer conic section mounting to the LH2 tank at a diam-eter of 150 inches (3.82 m) and reducing to the 120-inch (3. 05-m) diameter payloadinterface. Titanium was chosen due to its low thermal conductivity and high strength
when compared to aluminum. Graphite/epoxy is an alternate choice with attractive
weight savings but is still, a growing technology.

An aluminum frame at the forward end of the adapter picks up and distributes theOrbiter attach load into the adapter. Titanium channels both stabilize the frame and,along with fiberglass rings, provide a mounting surface for the astrionics equipment,The fiberglass rings provide further thermal isolation between the hydrogen tank andthe astrionics packages.

The Reusable Centaur payload attachment is on the 120-inch (3. 05-m) diameter flangeof the forward adapter. Either a distributed flange load or concentrated strut loads at12 points can be accommodated. The skin stringer construction of the forward adapterserves to distribute the concentrated loads into the LH2 tank forward bulkhead, Elec-
trical and fluid service connections are provided for payload use.

The aft adapter is a titanium skin stringer stub cylinder described in Section 22. 2.It distributes loads from the 16 deployment latches to the liluid oxygen tank.

10.2.2 MAIN PROPULSION SYSTEM. The iheart of all Reusable Centaur versions isthe use of the existing twin Pratt & Whitney RLIOA-3-3 engines, and with them vir-tually the entire propulsion section arrangement on the aft bulkhead of the L0 2 tank.For the long DoD payloads, operating at a mixture ratio of 5. 8:1, it is recommendedthat propellant weight be maximized even though the hydrogen tank is shortened. Theslow chilldown technique discussed in Section 2. 3 is incorporated. These modifica-tions require adjustment of the controller and cooldown valves, but no new mainengine hardware,

Mixture Ratio. Readjusting the engine mixture ratio to burn more oxygen enables
more of the denser oxygen and less of the bulky hydrogen to be carried within the
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28-foot vehicle length constraint. The resulting increase in total impulse increases
the payload capability, even with the slight loss in Isp to 439. 8 sec. The effect of
mixture ratio change on payload capability within the length constrained Reusable
Centaur is shown in Figure 10-4.

The engine mixture ratio shift is accomplished by resetting the engine thrust control.The PU mixture ratio excursion band of +0. 5 remains the same. The RL10A-3-3 has
demonstrated the capability of operating at nominal mixture ratios up to 6:1 with noappreciable effect on thrust chamber life. Operation at 6:1 rather than 5:1 reducesthe number of chamber thermal cycles from 200 to 190 which is still far in excess ofthe life requirement of the engine.

Boost Pumps. The existing Centaur steam turbine driven pumps are retained for theReusable Centaur. The turbine monopropellant peroxide is common with the APS
supply. The primary speed controls are adjusted to maintain the same pressure pro-file for the revised mixture ratio flows. Slow chilldown involves a second peroxide
solenoid orificed down to allow approximately 10% flow. The fuel boost pump casting
will be slightly modified to reroute the bearing coolant flow from the present exit intothe sump cavity to a return line routed higher into the fuel tank. This minor change
will eliminate 95% of the energy input to the sump during engine start, which willpermit lower LH2 tank pressurization as discussed in Section 10.2.3.

>-400

0.

-600

28 FT LENGTH CONSTRAINED REUSABLE
CENTAUR - 14 FT H TANK

-800

(-950 LB AT 5:1)

5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 62 .4
MIXTURE RATIO (lb 02 per lb H2)

Figure 10-4. Mixture Ratio Effect on Geosynchronous Payload Capability
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Thermal Conditioning. The need for the revised thermal conditioning sequence of the
engine prior to each start for RC is the same as for RLTC and D-1S(R) (Section 2.3.2).For five engine burns, Table 10-1 shows that the total propellant loss for engine chill-
down is 138 pounds (62. 6 kg). In addition to the chilldown and start losses shown inTable 10-1, each burn shutdown loss is 12 pounds (5. 5 kg), and the mission leakageduration for 27.4 hours results in 52 pounds (23.4 kg) of propellant lost.

10. 2.3 PROPULSON SUBSYSTEMS. The propulsion support subsystems are all thesame type discussed in Section 2.3 for D18S(R), with modifications due to the enlarged
propellant tanks:

a. Propellant Feed Lines. Same as D-IT plus tank isolation valves and lengthened
LH2 duct leg. Thermal protectic by radiation shield, foam not required.

b. Thrust Vector Control. Same hydraulic system as D-1T plus heaters.
c. Pressurization System. Same ambient helium system as D-1T, resized, withmore redundancy.

d. Vent System, D-IT tanking boiloff valves (quad redundant), H2 vent line inside
tank plus zero-g thermodynamic vents.

e. Propellant Utilization. Same as D-~T with reshaped hydrogen and oxygen probes.
f. Intermediate Bulkhead Vacuum System. Same as D-IT.
g. Fill and Drain System. New valves (quad redundant) and lines to relocated dis-

connect panels, enlarged for inflight dump.

Pressurization System. The pressurization system for RC is essentially the same
for D-IS(R), shown in Section 2. 4.

The tank pressurization helium requilrments provide a pressure increase of 3 psi
(2 N/cm2 ) for the LO2 tank and 1. 5 pA (1 N/cm2 ) for the LH2 tank prior to eachengine prestart. Curre en Centaur vehicles use 3 psi (2 N/cm 2 ) for the LH2 tank (aswell as the L0 2 tank)o but loS psi (1 N/cm2 ) is adequate for RC. A recent thermo-dynamic model (verified by simulations matching ground and flight test boost pumpoperations) concluded that the LH2 boost pump bearing coolant flow, discharged atthe base of the sump, has a predominant effect on the pump NPSP because the flowrepresents about 95% of the total energy input to the sump region. As a result ofrerouting this flow away from the sump, the vapor pressure rise due to sump heatingwill not exceed 0. 1 psi (0. 07 N/cm2 ). Since the boost pump NPSP requirement is0. 1 psi (0. 07 N/cm 2 ) and the sump heating another 0. 1 psi (0, 07 N/cm2), the 1. 5psid (1 N/cm 2 ) added by the pressurization system prior to each engine start willmeet NPSP requirements and provide a 1.3 paid (0.9 N/cm2 ) margin. This reducedLH2 tank pressurization requirement in turn permits smaller helium storage for RC
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Table 10-1. Main Propulsion System Thermal Conditioning

START

,, -02

-H2

SETTLING

BOOSTER PUMP IDLE PRESTART

DUCT CHILL PRESTART PAUSE &
BOOST PUMP

28 ACCE L.

HeBURP-

Chilldown (Prestart) Thermal Conditioning Losses

H2 Losses/Engine 0 2 Losses/Engine Total TotalCoast

per per
Time Time Overrun Total Time Overrun Total Engine System

Burn (hr) (sec) (lb) (sec) (lb) (lb) (sec) (lb) (sec) (lb) (lb) (Ib) (lb)

1 2.54 56 3.5 14 8.7 12.2 70 6 - - 6 18.2 36.42 5.17 48 3.2 - - 3.2 45 3.7 3 3.1 6.8 10.0 20.03 11.43 56 3.5 14 8.7 12.2 70 6 - - 6. 18.2 36.44 5.27 48 3.2 - - 3.2 46 3.7 2 2.1 5.8 9. 18.05 2.78 35 2.9 - - 2.9 27 1.8 8 9. 10.8 13. 7 27.4

17.4 14.2 138.2
t p

Overrunning = 31.6 lb, a possible additional saving by split chill

Total Thermal Conditioning Losses

Boost Pump Idle Total Non AV LossesDuct Prestart Prestart Start
Chill Pause Losses iba + lb = lb

Burn (sec) (sec) (lbb) (lba) (lba) (lbb) Total

1 84 70 36.4 1.36 2.4 10 3.8 + 46.4 = 50.22 71 48 20. 1.07 2.4 10 3.5 + 30. = 33.53 84 70 36.4 1.36 2.4 10 3.8 + 46.4 = 50.24 71 48 18.0 1.07 2.4 10 3.5 + 28. = 31.55 62 35 27.4 .87 2.4 10 3.3 + 37.4 = 40.7
16a = Monopropellant non AV losses 17.9 +188.2 ~ 206.
16b = Main propellant non AV losses a b
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than is required for D-1S(R) With the exception of the lower LH2 tank pressurization
level, the technique of pressurization and the hardware required by the system for RC
is the same as for D-1S(R).

The pressurization system helium is stored in two 4. 26 ft3 (0. 12 m3 ) helium supply
bottles located on the aft side of the liquid oxygen tank. These helium supply bottles
(made of titanium) are currently installed on Centaur vehicles.

An initial charge of 2800 psia (1930 N/cm2 ) provides about 15.5 pounds (7 kg) of
helium. The final bottle pressure is 500 psia (345 N/cm2 ) and a total of about 12
pounds (5.4 kg) helium is available for the five-burn synchronous equatorial mission.
Total helium usage consists of the following requirements:

Table 10-2. Reusable Centaur Helium Requirements

LH2 Tank Pressurization, lb (kg) 5. 50 (2.49)

L0 2 Tank Pressurization, lb (kg) 2.29 (1.04)

Engine Start Usage, lb (kg) 0.44 (0. 20)

APS Propellant Pressurization, lb (kg) 2.25 (1.02)

Total, lb (kg) 10.48 (4.75)

14% Contingency, lb (kg) 1.43 (0. 65)

Total Available, lb (kg) 11.91 (5.40)

The LH2 tank pressurant requirement is based on post pressurization helium densities
obtained from Centaur B-2 test stand (NASA Plumbrook) testing modified for expected
average LH2 tank helium inlet temperature.

The L0 2 tank pressurization is achieved by flowing helium through a bubbler sub-merged in the L0 2 tank as is the case for Centaur D-1T. Helium usage is based on
B-2 tank testing for a tank pressure increase of 3 psi (2 N/cm 2 ).

Additional helium usage results from engine valve operation and APS propellant pres-surization. The propellant tank thermodynamics were estimated from Centaur empir-
ical simulations in order to calculate pressure profiles, venting requirements, and
ullage residuals. It was assumed that a zero-g thermodynamic vent and mixer package
will maintain thermodynamic equilibrium during coast periods. Zero-g venting co-
trols the pressure to 20 palsa (13.2 N/cm2 ) in the LH2 tank and 30. 5 psia (21 N/cm )
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Table 10-3. RC Pressurization System Parameters

Helium Storage Bottle Fill Pressure (Max) 2800 psia (1930 N/cm2 )

Helium Storage Bottle Final Pressure (Min) 500 psia (345 N/cm 2)

Helium Storage Bottle Charge Temp. (Nom) 530'R (294K)

Helium Storage Bottle Volume 8. 5 ft3 (0.24 m3)

Usable Helium Available 11.9 lb (5.4 kg)

Engine Controls Supply Pressure (Nom) 450 psig (310 N/cm 2)

APS Bottle Supply Pressure (Nom) 290 psig (200 N/cm2)

in the LO2 tank. Helium partial pressures of 3 psi (2 N2 /cm 2 ) and 1-1/2 psi
(1 N/cm2) (LO 2 and LH2 tank respectively) were assumed to exist at engine start.
Table 10-3 lists pressurization system parameters.

Vent System. The function, method of operation and the hardware for the main pro-
pellant tank vent system for RC is the same as that described in Section 2. 4. 3 for
RLTC. Table 10-4 gives some zero-g vent system characteristics for RC under deepspace conditions. The deep space vent rates listed in Table 10-4 represent the steady
state vent rates that would eventually occur during coast in the absence of engine firings.
Actual venting will not occur during coast until the tank pressure reaches the vent pres-
sure of the zero-g vent device. Figure 10-5 shows the L0 2 and LH2 tank ullage pres-
sure histories for RC as controlled by the pressurization and vent systems. The engine
firing sequence for RC reduces L0 2 tank pressure so that the L0 2 tank does not actually
vent any propellants overboard after the first Centaur engine firing, and the LH2 tank
vents overboard only during a portion of the coast time between burns.

Propellant Tank Fill & Drain System. The main propellant tank fill and drain systemsfor RC are used to both fill the tanks prior to launch, and to quickly dump tanked pro-
pellants during flight if required by an abort condition. Both propellants will be
dumped at altitudes greater than 220, 000 feet (67 km) by supplying helium pressurant
from storage bottles located on the deployment adapter and from vehicle stored
helium. Parallel redundant dump valves are installed in each dump line on both
the vehicle and the deployment adapter to meet fail-closed/fail-open safety require-
ments. The lines were sized to permit simultaneous dumping of both full propellanttanks within 250 seconds. The orientation of the propellants during dumping (caused
by the Orbiter turnaround maneuver) results in a maximum of 180 pounds (88 kg) of
LH2 and 60 pounds (27 kg) of LO2 left in the tanks at dump termination. Table 10-5
gives the abort dump characteristics for RC.
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Table 10-4. Zero-g Vent System Characteristics

Propellant Tank

Nominal System Characteristic LO 2  LH2
Tank Heat Rate (Deep Space) - Btu/hr. 583 2476

(watts) (171) (725)
Zero-g Vent Design Flow Rate - lb/hr. 87. 3 35. 1
(P/L Bay Door Open, Max (kg/sec.) (0. 011) (0. 004)
Heat Rate)

No Vent Pressure Rise Rate - psi/hr. 0.2 0. 7
(P/L Bay Doors Open) (Newton/ (3. 8 x 10-6) (13. 4 10- 6 )

cm 2 sec)

Vent Rate (Deep Space) - lb/hr. 6. 8 12. 5
(Mix During Vent Only) (kg/sec.) (8. 6 x 10- 4 ) (15. 75 x 10- 4)

Vent Rate (Deep Space) - lb/hro 9.6 12. 8
(Continuous Mi~ng During Coast) (kg/seco) (12 1 x 10 -4 ) (16. 1 x10-4)

LO2 VENT PRESSURE = 29 TO 32 PSIA

30 LO 2 TAN K

25

LH2 VENT PRESSURE 1= 9 TO 21.5 PSIA22

2001

SHUTTLE
BURN 1 BURN 2 BURN 3 URN 4 BURN 5 RENDEZVOUS

0 5 "10 15 20 25 30 35
TIME FROM LIFT-OFF (hours)

Figure 10-5. Reusable Centaur Propellant Tank Ullage Pressure vs.
Time From Shuttle Liftoff
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Table 10-5. Abort Dump Characteristics for RC

Abort Dump
Characteristics LO 2 Tank LH2 Tank

Dump Pressure 35. 0-38. 0 psia (24. 1-26. 2 N/cm2 ) 24. 5-26. 0 psia (16. 9-17. 9 N/cm2)
Dump Line Dia. 5. 0 in. (12.7 cm) 6.0 in (15.2 cm)Dump Time 250 sec 250 sec

Figure 10-6 shows the LH2 fill and drain system, with dual, parallel redundant dumpvalves on both the vehicle and the deployment adapter. All propellant lines aft of the
retractable umbilical panel are vacuum jacketed. The L0 2 system is similar.

5.0 IN. DIA., VACUUM-JACKETED 6.0-IN. DIA., VACUUM-JACKETED35-38 PSIA DUMP PRESSURE LH2 FILL, DRAIN & ABORT DUMP LINE24.5-26 PSIA DUMP PRESSURE

ADAPTER LH 2 F&D GROUND __DISCONNECT WITH POPPET
DUAL
DUMPVALVES

ORBITER LH2
UMBILICAL PANEL --

AFT RETRACTABLE DUALUMBILICAL PANEL DUMP PAYLOAD BAY
VALVES SERVICE PANEL

Figure 10-6. LH2 Fill and Drain System

10. 2.4 AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM. The APS for RC is the same as that for
D-1S(R) (Section 2. 5. 1) with two exceptions. First, the RC system has added shutoffvalves to permit isolation of each individual thruster cluster (4 places) in the event athruster motor fails open. Since the vehicle can function with one cluster out, thesystem is therefore fail-safe, fail-operational. Secondly, the requirements for H2 02usage are less for RC, so only two storage bottles are required. Table 10-6 lists the
H2 0 2 requirements for RC, and Figure 10-7 is a system schematic.

H2 0 2 usage is based on:

a. AV requirements (as specified in Section 10.4.3) are based on two midcourse
corrections and a payload separation for a total AV of about 50 ft/sec. (15 m/sec).
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Table 10-6. APS Requirements Summary for Reusable Centaur

Event Impulse (lb-sec) H2 0 2 (Ib) (kg)

AV 28,200 182 (83)
Settling 16,750 108 (49)
Attitude Control 12,850 107 (49)
Boost Pumps 11,200 74 (33)

Total 69,000 472 (214)

2% Residual 10 (5)

Total Tanked 482 (219)

Nominal capacity per bottle: 242 ib (110 kg)

HH20

FILL &

ADDITIONS 0
APTO D-T

CENTAUR REACTIO

SYSTEMR T ISOLATION

SUPPLY P.... .RESSURIZATIOE

V ALVE S

PNEUMATIC
VENT

3WAY

OD-IT DESIGN + SAFETY ADDITIONS 1& THRUSTER RELOCATION

Figure 10-7o Auwliary Propulsion System

This, of course, is significantly less than the 145 ft/sec (44 m/sec) requirement
as originally specified for RLTC. Subsequent deletion of several of the RLTC
requirements and reduction of the overly conservative 50 ft/see to 20 ft/sec
(15 to 6 m/see) for the first mideourse correction have brought the overall AV
requirements to a more realistic value.

b. Settling requirements are based on five engine starts.
c. Attitude control requirements assume that 10% of each coast is in the fine control

mode at 20 lb/hr (9 kg/hr) and 90% of each coast is in the coarse control mode at
2. 0 lb/hr (0. 9 kg/hr). The resulting average H202 consumption during coast is

1 A.=.1



about 3.8 lb/hr (1.7 kg/hr). This rate assumed a vehicle thermal maneuver was
not periodically required.

d. Boost pump idle and full power modes of 1.27 lb/min (0.6 kg/min) and 5. 1 lb/min
(2.3 kg/min), respectively, were used prior to and during engine firing.

10.2.5 THERMAL CONTROL. Thermal control systems for RC are similar to those
'for D-1S(R) and RLTC, and are both active and passive. Electric line heaters andblankets provide active control for the APS system and for the boost pump catalystbeds. An electric heater in the hydraulic system reservoir provides thermal control
for the TVC. (The weight breakdown includes the space radiator for the fuel cell.)
Passive thermal control is provided by insulation blankets on the main propellant tanks,
radiation shielding on TVC components and the main propellant tanks, thermal paints
and finishes, and the vacuum environment provided between the propellant tanks by the
intermediate bulkhead.

The tank insulation blankets are like those for D-1S(R) and RLTC (Section 2. 6). The
insulation blankets, in conjunction with the Shuttle payload bay gas conditioning system
(and heaters in the deployment adapter, if required), provide a satisfactory payload
bay environment prior to launch. Further study is required to optimize the Orbiter
and OOS features that contribute to the payload bay environment.

Table 10-7 gives heating rates for the main propellant tanks, and Table 10-4 givesdeep space vent rates. Insulation blanket performance data for various flight condi-
tions is given in Section 2. 6.

Table 10-7. Propellant Tank Heating Summary (Nominal Values)

RC Tank
BTU/HR (Watts)

Flight Condition 
LH2  LO2

Closed Payload Bay, Prelaunch 126, 226 53, 770
(36,972) (15, 749)

Closed Payload Bay, 0-480 sec 47, 575 18,315
( 13p 935) (5, 364)

Open Payload Bay, 480 sec to Low Altitude Orbit 4,452 3,652
(1,304) (1, 070)

Low Altitude Orbit 2,611 703
(765) (206)

Deep Space, Continuous 2b476 583
(725) (171)
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10. 2, 6 ORBITER/CENTAUR INTERFACE, The Centaur with adapters is designed to
use the Orbiter four-point support technique, The RC interface consists of a deploy-
ment adapter and the astrionics Interface equipment, The deployment adapter as shownin Figure 10-8 has the two aft X and Z direction supports which also serve as deploy-
ment rotation points and the single Y direction support point.

The forward Z load attaches directly to the RC forward adapter at Shuttle Station 978.
All fluid and electrical services for the RC are routed aft on the vehicle and Interface
with the deployment adapter eliminating amy forward umbilical disconnects. Figure
10-9 shows the fluid systems 0 nine of whch Intrface with the Orbiter.

The fluid interface between the Centaur and the Orbiter are at the aft bulkhead of thepayload bay. Flight disconnect of the Centaur lines occurs in the support adapter,
independent of Orbiter deflections, About 90 pounds of helium for abort dump of themain propellants is carried on the deployment adapter. The deployment adapter also
contains the redundant propellant dump valves and vent valves.

ABORT HELIUM SUPPLY

ORBITER
SUPPORT POINTS

DEPLOYMENT

ROTATION
ACTUATOR

FLUID UMBILICAL PANEL ORBITER KEEL FITTING

Figure 10-8. Reusable Centaur Deployment Adapter
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RC FLUID SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC

H202 FILL, DRAIN & RELIEF H202ILL & DRAIN
__ ~ (0.5 IN., 465 PSIA)

HO RELIEF
2202

GHe (H202 FILL) ______ __ __ (0.5 IN., 465 PSIA)

GHe PURGES

LO 2 FILL,DRAIN & DUMP 
LO 2 FILL DRAIN & DUMP

(5. 0 IN., 45 PSA)ZERO-G 0 2 TANK VENT (5.0 IN., 45 PSA)

GROUND & ASCENT 02 TANK VENT

02 TANK PRESSURIZATION (2.5 IN., 35 PSA)

O NK S" He CHARGE
CONRSL (0.5 IN., 3500 PSIA)

ENGINE &APS\ GHe

H TANK ADAPTER

CONRO He STORAGE'
CONTROL

H TANK PRESSURIZATION

GROUND & ASCENT H TANK VENT
2 H - - HTANK VENT

ZERO-G H2 TANK VENT (2.5 IN., 30 PSIA)

LH FILL, DRAIN & DUMP LH 2 FILL & DRAIN

BULKHEAD VACUUM I (6.0 IN., 30 PSIA)BULKHEAD02 
INSULATION VENT

H2 INSULATION VENT (1.5 IN., 15 PSIA)

2 NSUATION VENT H2 INSULATION VENT

(1. 5 IN., 15 PSIA)

CENTAUR -- DEPLOYMENT ADAPTER 5 ORBITER

Figure 10-9. Reusable Centaur Fluid Systems Schematic



10. 3 ASTRIONIC9

The significant recent change on the current D-1A/D-1T Centaur program has been a
major improvement of the astrionics system, with substantial associate contracts to
Teledyne and Honeywell. Many former hardware functions were integrated into the
airborne computer software, resulting in a flexible system readily adaptable for
Shuttle operations. The astrionics task for a Reusable Centaur, therefore, is minimum
because of these major improvements just completed on Ceritaur.

The return flight of the Centaur stage to the Shuttle Orbiter and the extended mission
times require changes to the expendable D-1T astrionics sufficient for a compatible
interface with the Orbiter and for reusability similar to those described for D-1S(R)
in Section 3. The following astrionic areas are impacted:

a. Flight software

b. Increased computer main memory

c. Added equipment:

1. Sun and horizon sensors for attitude update

2. Dual SGLS communications

3. Tape recorder

4. Fuel cell and backup battery

5. Backup docking attitude control

d. Deletions:

1. C-Band transponder

2. S-Band telemetry

3. Range safety pyrotechnics

4. Centaur primary batteries

Figure 10-10 is the astrionics system block diagram for the Reusable Centaur and theadditions and revisions to the Centaur D-1T are noted.

A single central digital computer i~ used for data management and control functions
and is identical to the Centaur D-1T DCU except added memory and software functions
have been added for mission requirements and reusability. Nominal synchronous
equatorial mission duration Is 36 hours with about 30 hours free flight of the upper
stage out of the Orbiter, allowing the payload to walk to its final position. A tape
recorder has been added in the data management system for flight history and
maintenance data.
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SEQUENCE FUEL VALVES
CONTROLUNIT APS THRUSTERS

DIGITAL COIPUTER UNIT UNIT APS THRUSTERS
BUS

ARM/SAFE SWITCHES 1
PROPELLANT UTILIZATION

PROPELLANT UTILIZATION FLIGHT CONTROL 2

FLIGHT CONTROL -- POWER DISTRIBUTION 3
NAVIGATION

INERTIAL GUIDANCE ERNG
MEAS. GUIDANCE UPDATE i i SERVO

GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SERVO POSITIONING
TELEMETRY APS INVERTER VALVES
TANKPRESSURIZATION THRUST UNIT FEEDBACKNEWEW REVE TRANSDUCERS

HORIZON DOCKING FUEL CELL& SUN ATTITUDE B/UPOERSENSOR CONTROL BATTERY E
REVISED (2)

NEW REVISED (2) ANTENNAS

IN S T R U M EN -  
TAPE SGLS

TATION RECORDER COMMUNICATIONS

REDUNDANCY (X)

Figure 10-10. Astrionics Functional System

In the GN&C subsystem, the significant change is the inclusion of an attitude update
capability to support the ground tracking position and velocity data.

Arm-safe switching has been revised from the normal Centaur to ensure man-ratedsafety. This requires very minor changes in the sequence control unit. A backup
docking attitude control unit provides the capability to preserve stabilization control
and safety during the terminal phase of the redocking sequence with the Orbiter.

Communications have been completely revised to provide redundant statusing andoverride capability. Dual SGLS communications equipment is included which is the
same as that defined for the STSS study to satisfy the DoD requirements.

Instrumentation is similar to the standard Centaur D-IT with some minor revisions.

The baseline electrical power supply is a modified Orbiter fuel cell to be developedby NASA for Shuttle. A 36-pound (16.3-kg) backup battery with high discharge rate
characteristics is provided for safety and emergency operation up to one hour.

Like Centaur D-1T, simplex electronics is utilized with limited redundancy added
for safety in communications, attitude control, and electrical power and instrumen-
tation. Astrionic equipment as described in the following sections is identical in
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most cases to the D-1T Centaur hardware except for the reusability/safety additions.
Most of these electronic components are mounted to the equipment module ring
located on the forward end of the Centaur vehicle.

10.3.1 DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. The DMS uses the following equipment:

Usage Weight Power

Digital Computer Unit D-IT 70 lb (31.75 kg) 190 watts
(Modified)

Remote Multiplexer D-IT 20 lb (9.07 kg) 25 avg
(as is)

Tape Recorder Agena 12 lb (5. 44 kg) 10 avg

These units provide the required data processing, reporting, and control functions
for the Reusable Centaur vehicle and are designed to operate with man-rated safety.
The DMS computer functions include:

a, Navigation

b. Guidance

c. Stabilization control

d. Sequencing

e. Venting/pressurization control

f. Propellant utilization

g. Communications/telemetry formatting and control

h. Instrumentation

i. Power conversion and distribution control

The Centaur digital computer unit is a stored program, random access core machine
manufactured by the Teledyne Company. Main memory capacity is 24, 576 instruction
words of 24 bits each. Memory cycle time is nominally three microseconds. Conserv-
ative estimates of the software required show an increase of 5, 000 words from D-1T.

The vehicle flight software for the DMS are:

Module D-=T Ref. (words) Reusable Centaur (words)

Executive 2388 2500

Attitude Control 1439 1500

Communications 1398 5000
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Module D-1T Ref. (words) Reusable Centaur (words)
Guidance 2120 2200
Guidance Update 1100
Navigation 369 400
Onboard Checkout - 500

Sequencing 2600 2800

Thrust Vector Control 1205 1200

Total 11,509 17,200

Discussions with Teledyne indicate that increasing the production Centaur DCU
TDY-300 from 16 to 24k memory is a straightforward task that can either be done byadditions to the basic DCU package or utilizing an additional 8k unit currently being
developed for the DIGS computer. The Centaur DCU currently has excess input/
output capacity beyond the requirements for Reusable Centaur. The Orbiter inter-faces, guidance update, USB/SGLS communications, and the backup docking control
do not necessitate the development of any new I/O. It is tentatively recommended
to stretch the existing DCU because:

a. Existing TDY-300 machine design permits the addressing of 32k (24 bit)
words of memory.

b. Expansion of the main memory to 24k total (16k + 8k) would be best done by
stretching the present DCU case by raising the lid by 1 inch.

c. The existing internal power supply is probably adequate for the 8k word
expansion.

d. Teledyne's advice is to not use separate units both to avoid external
electromagnetic interference problems and for the general desirability
of an integral unit.

A flight tape recorder unit is provided to store vehicle status and maintain data to betelemetered. The initial selection is a Lockheed Electronics unit which has been
flown on Agena. Total data storage is 4. 15 x 108 bits for a maximum tape time of
270 minutes.

Inputs to the DCU from the instrumentation transducers are passed through signalconditioners as required and are tailored by the remote multiplexer to the digital
format. The signal conditioners convert the signal and measurement voltages to
ranges compatible with the RMU acceptance limits.
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10.3.2 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION & CONTROL. Included in the GN&C subsystem
are the subset of guidance & navigation, guidance update and flight control.

Equipment

Usage Weight Power

Inertial Reference Unit D-1T 64 lb (29, 03 kg) -
(Honeywell) (as is)

System Electronic Unit D-1T 25 lb (11.34 kg) 185 watts
(as is)

Horizon Sensor X-15 10 lb (4.54 kg) 5 avg
(Barnes 13-161)

Sun Sensor NASA dev. 4 lb. (1.81 kg) 2 avg
(Adcole 1402)

Sequence Control Unit D-1T 75 lb (34.02 kg) 17 avg
(modify)

Servo Inverter Unit D-1T 45 lb (20.41 kg) 40 avg
(as is)

Docking Attitude Control New 40 lb (18.14 kg) 5 avg

The Centaur inertial measurement group (IEMG) consists of the inertial reference unit
and the system electronic unit and is identical to that described for D-18S(R) in
Section 3.

Continued use of the Honeywell platform is a satisfactory, low cost approach. The
use of dual DIGS skewed axis Hamilton Standard platforms would be a desirable extra
cost feature with superior system reliability. Both types of platforms have adequate
accuracy for Reusable Centaur missions.

Alignment of the Centaur gimbaled platform may include the the following:

a. Thrust acceleration alignment'- during ascent

b. In-flight transfer alignment - prior to deployment

c. Update from the ground (state vector) and from on board attitude sensors
during free flight.

The Orbiter prior to deployment provides state vector and attitude data from the
Orbiter reference system. This input is compared in the DCU with the outputs of
the Centaur inertial reference unit. The Centaur IRU is then precision torqued to
the desired 3 axis matched output condition for initialization. Ground optical align-
ment is not a requirement. Honeywell has been studying the IRU gimbal resolver
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chain accuracies and torquer requirements for Convair during the past month. No
mechanical change to the IRU is needed to achieve adequate gimbal angle transfer.
A small amount of DCU software, about 150 words, is needed to adjust values in a
direction cosine matrix to correspond to the pre-calibration of the existing resolvers.
For precision torquing, some minor circuit redesign is needed to provide a constant
current precision torquing supply. The D-1T Centaur has a lesserprecision require-
ment .,.

Vehicle position and velocity, together with information about the desired trajectory,
provide input to the guidance function. The output is the desired vehicle attitude,
stated in terms of roll and pitch axes in inertial coordinates. The DCU performs
computations to determine the desired attitude, expresses this attitude in inertial
coordinate components of vehicle roll and pitch axis, and outputs the components via
the a--c D/A converters in the same way detailed for D-1S(R) in Section 3.

Guidance Update. Increased mission times for the Reusable Centaur (36 hour nominal)
with the added engine burns and maneuvers over the D-1T will result in larger error
dispersions for the guidance function. New equipment has been added in the form of
a horizon sensor and a sun sensor to assist ground tracking inputs by 3 axis attitude
update, the same as for D-1S(R), Section 3. This extra capability results in a Level
III type autonomy preserving a moderate onboard computer capacity and requiring
position and velocity update to be RF uplinked from the ground.

Flight Control. The DCU receives analog attitude outputs from the inertial measure-
ments group, converts them to digital form, operates on them in accordance with
the software instructions, generates output commands, and converts them to analog
signals for powered flight control and digital commands to the coast phase control
system. The backup attitude system used during the retrieval and docking with the
Orbiter in the event of primary failure is identical to D-1S(R), Section 3.

Docking Control Backup System. Safe retrieval of the Centaur upper stage into the
Orbiter bay requires the satisfaction of two principal conditions: (1) the Centaur
must be statused via the RF communication link, and (2) no hazardous last minute
failures should take place prior to full deactivation of the upper stage subsystems.
Stabilization of the stage must be maintained until full control is achieved with the
lock-on of the Orbiter manipulator arms. This seems to necessitate continued
operation of the attitude control system and the APS thrusters to the point of actual
contact.

Dual redundancy in the form of an emergency backup stabilization control has been
designed into the flight control subsystem. This backup electronic package has been
called the docking attitude control unit and consists of an attitude sensor package
containing three inertial quality gyros of moderate precision. These gyros would
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have electronic caging to provide rate signals and would be activated before the
return approach to the Orbiter. The backup attitude gyro signals would be. compared
to the main TRU and if the errors exceeded a certain level, with command con-
currence from the Orbiter the backup would take over from the primary system and
directly control the vehicle. Control logic electronics is included to bypass the
primary system and permit manual override from the Orbiter as needed with visual
monitoring by the mission specialist.

Intended operation is to stay on the primary flight control with the full complement
of inertial reference unit, systems electronics unit, and digital computer unit until
a failure occurs.

In the event of failure during the terminal situation of retrieval of the upper stage,
the mission specialist on the Orbiter would be alerted and take action. He would
monitor the following:

a. Visual closure between Orbiter and upper stage

b. Output differences in attitude rate (telemetered via the dual Communications)
between the primary inertial platform and the control backup attitude gyros.

The switching to the backup system would be at his command. Upon switching,
automatic stabilization will be possible, with manual control override if needed
to provide safety and attitude adjustment.

Communications. All elements of the communications subsystem are revised from
the D-1 Centaur, with the exception of the DCU involvement, so as to be compatible
with the Space Shuttle upper stage requirements. The previous C-Band tracking RFsystem and the S-Band telemetry transmitter have been deleted and replaced by dualS-Band transponders which are DoD SGLS/SCF compatible. RF transmission/
reception elements are reconfigured to operate in the assigned frequency ranges:

DoD: Downiink 2200 to 2300 MHz

Uplink 1750 to 1850 MHz

NASA Downlink 2200 to 2300 MHz

Uplink 2025 to 2120 MHz

The selected units are the same as previously presented for D-1S(R) communications
in Section 3.
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10.3.3 ELECTRICAL POWER/POWER CONVERSION AND DISTRIBUTION

Electrical Power. Baseline recommendation for the Centaur upper stage electrical
power source is a modified Orbiter type fuel cell system which for the nominal
36-1lour design mission allows significant dry weight savings and overall improvementin vehicle performance. The selected system is not dependent on one type of fuelcell, and could alternatively be implemented with a light weight version of the fuel
cell being developed for USAF and NASA.

A comparative analyses with battery system alternates has been done and is re-viewed in the following paragraphs.

Primary electrical power for Centaur has traditionally been furnished by on-boardsilver zinc batteries for relatively short missions of a few hours or less duration.The standard Centaur batteries are a high discharge design with a capacity ofbetween 40 to 55 watt hours per pound of weight. For longer missions, this results
in the carrying of excessive vehicle dry weight.

Computed electrical load requirements for the new Reusable Centaur, based on a36-hour nominal DoD mission with 31.5 hours (maximum) in free flight outside the
Orbiter, can be summarized as follows:

Peak Peak
Average Power Coast Power Burn Power

S(w) (w)
(Duration) (31.5 hr) (variable) (0.18 hr)
Subsystem

Data Management 225 255 255
GN&C 254 388 367
Communications 48 107 107
Instrumentation 70 80 80
Heaters 135 486
Propulsion Support

Main Engine - 504
Other Support 130 196 433

862 1512 1746
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The average power drain, considering the various duty cycles, is 862 watts, or 30.8
amperes at 28 Vdc. For standard Centaur 150 A-hr, 81 pound (36.7 kg) batteries, this
average drain would require in 31.5 hours a total of 970 A-hr supplied from a minimum
of seven batteries at a weight of 567 pounds (257.2 kg).

With lighter weight, low discharge rate battery designs like the Eagle-Picher, type
30 used for Ascent Agena with 400 A-hr at 134 pounds (60.78 kg) each, the calculated
loads could be handled by three of these type 30 batteries plus a 100 A-hr high
discharge rate Centaur 66 pound (29. 9 kg) battery, for a total weight of 468 pounds
(212. 3 kg).

Comparisons with fuel cell designs for the 36-hour mission - either modified Space
Shuttle cells or the Pratt & Whitney lightweight cells under development test - show
significant advantage to the use of fuel cells for the Centaur cryogenic upper stage
with its hydrogen/oxygen fuel system. Fuel cell system weights for a modified
Orbiter fuel cell and conventional space radiator are: (1 kilowatt design)

Fuel cell unit 63 lb (28.57 kg)

Heat exchanger 12 lb (5. 44 kg)

Associated plumbing 10 lb (4. 54 kg)

Space radiator 32 lb (14.51 kg)

Backup battery (23 A-hr) 36 hr (16.32 kg)

Total 153 lb (69.40 kg)

This fuel cell system weight is 315 pounds (142. 9 kg) lighter than the above light-
weight battery combination, and 414 pounds (187.8 kg) less than the standard
Centaur battery pack. While there is a significant development cost involved, the
savings in dry weight and performance improvement offset this.

Fuel consumption for any of the fuel cell candidates is estimated at about 1 pound per
hour of free flighto

Fuel Cell Selection. A modified Orbiter fuel cell (either P&W or GE) has been select-
ed for the Reusable Centaur, primarily to take advantage of the committed Orbiter
fuel cell development funding and schedule. Although the accessory equipment for the
21kW Orbiter unit would have to be resized for the 1kW Reusable Centaur, the tech-
nologies involved with materials, manufacturing and quality control reduce the risk
associated with a modified Orbiter unit. The P&W lightweight unit recommended in
Section 3 for RLTC is a viable option, being technically closer matched to the Re-
usable Centaur, but lacks committed funding.
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The Reusable Centaur reactant supply differs from the Orbiter's, creating differentcell stack considerations. Where the Orbiter system is built around dedicated super-
critical reactant storage, the Centaur unit can simply draw low pressure propellants
from the main cryogenic propellant tanks, or even use boiloff gases. Either way,
using propellant grade as reactants requires more venting to purge contaminants
through the cell stacks. In addition, the Reusable Centaur may have up to 5% helium
in the main propellant tanks. To ensure an adequate purging, an additional 10% pro-
pellant usage has been included for purging. These additional contaminates in pro-
pellant grade reactants do not affect the Reusable Centaur unit to the same extent as itwould the Orbiter. Although they both have an allowable voltage variation of 2.5 Vdc,
the Reusable Centaurs current demand varies only 2:1, where the Orbiter must main-
tain the voltage control over a 7:1 power fluctuation.

The Reusable Centaurs low pressure (16 psia) versus the Orbiter 60 psia requiresmore cell area to maintain the same cell current density. This, in addition to the
contamination compensation, increases the number of cells provided for a 1 kW
rating. The Reusable Centaurs design life of 800 hours (for about 20 flights) simpli-
fies the fuel cell stack requirements over the Orbiter's 30,000 hour requirement.
Table 10-8 is a summary of these differences.

The accessory equipment between the alternate (GE and P&W) fuel cell concepts is
significantly different. This is the mechanical equipment associated with reactant
feed, waste heat rejection, product water removal and contamination purging. All
this equipment currently sized for the 21 kW Orbiter unit should be resized for a 1kW

Table 10-8. Primary Requirement Differences Between
Orbiter and Reusable Centaur Fuel Cell

Orbiter Reusable Centaur

Operating Pressure, psia 60 16

Reactant Purity Reactant grade Propellant grade &
up to 5% He

Voltage Level, Vdc 30 - 2.5 28 ± 2.5

Power Level 3 to 21 (7:1) 0.8 to 1.7 (2:1)
Water Rejection Used for life Throw away
Heat Rejection support

Life, hr 30,000 800

Accessory Sizing, kW 21 1
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unit. Where the Orbiter fuel cell is interrelated to the life support system to use these
byproducts, the Reusable Centaur treats them as waste, rejecting them to space,
which simplifies the design of the accessory equipment.

Power Conversion & Distribution. The electrical power distribution system uses the
fuel cell and backup battery to supply DC power to three separate busses so as toisolate equipments that tend to be generators of electromagnetic interference from
equipment which may be sensitive. Bus 1 supplies power to the digital computer
unit, sequence control unit, multiplexers, and signal conditioners. Bus 2 provides
power to the communications subsystem, propellant utilization system, servoinverter unit, and instrumentation. The loads on Bus 1 and Bus 2 are primarily loads
that tend to be sensitive to electromagnetic interference. Bus 3 carries loads of a
switching nature such as solenoids, relays, and motors that tend to be generators
of electromagnetic interference.

A single phase inverter in the servo unit provides 400 Hz, 26 Vac needed to supply
power to the instrumentation rate gyro unit and the propellant utilization servo posi-
tioners. The inverter also furnishes 115 Vac for use by the propellant utilization servo-
positioners.

Vehicle power is provided from the Orbiter prior to deployment. The power change-
over switch is activated prior to deployment and connects the internal power source to
the power distribution systemo The power changeover switch features a make-before-
break contact arrangement to ensure uninterrupted power to the loads during theswitching. The electrical system employs a single point ground. Current monitoring
for individual system usage is provided at the single point ground bus in the sequence
control unit.

The changeover switch is a revised Centaur D-1 design capable of carrying 65 amperesper pole continuously at 28 Vdc, with a voltage drop of less than 100 millivolts on eachof its multiple poles. The switch also has single pole, single throw, break-before-
make contacts capable of carrying 7 amperes continuous for each set with less than a77-millivolt drop. These latter contacts are primarily for signal type circuits. Totalmaximum transfer time for the switch is 170 milliseconds. The switch is hermetically
sealed and pressurized to one atmosphere with 95% dry nitrogen and 5% helium.

Electrical System Harnessing. Generally the harnessing consists of H-film insulatedwires and is physically separated into three basic classifications: (1) wires that maybe sensitive to electromagnetic interference, (2) wires that connect equipment that
tends to generate electromagnetic interference, and (3) wires that do not fall into anyof the above categories. The third group is routed between the other two groups. Thisrouting provides some isolation and minimizes interaction between the various elec-
tronic systems.

Estimated weight for the electrical .harnessing and connectors for the vehicle is 160pounds (72.58 kg).
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10.4 MISSION PERFORMANCE

This section summarizes the mission performance of the Short Reusable Centaur (RC)
Space Tug. This configuration has been defined to accommodate payloads up to 32
feet (9.75 m) in length. The reusable Centaur is 28 feet (8.53 m) in length (installed
in the Orbiter). A shorter RC, 25 feet (7.62 m) can be configured by removing a
3-foot (0. 91 m) section from the LH2 tank to accommodate longer payloads.

Since much of Section 4. 0 applies to the RC, only additional material specific to the
RC is presented in this section.

10.4. 1 MISSION REQUIREMENTS. The driving mission requirements for the short
RC is to accommodate payloads of 32 feet (9.75 m) in the 60-foot (18.29 m) long
Orbiter cargo bay. NASA missions are defined in the NASA-MSFC "NASA/NON-NASA
Mission Model" of September 1973 and DoD missions are defined in the "DoD Space
Mission Model", of 16 August 1973, Revision 1. Missions for the four year 1980-1983
period are to be accomplished. Figure 10-11 summarizes payload characteristics
from these models.

1980 - 83 ETR LAUNCHES
Includes WTR Missions From ETR

100

o NASA

80 -// DOD

60

NUMBER
OF
PAYLOADS

40 -

20

25 25 30 32 35 (12 12-13 13-14 14-15 ) 15PAYLOAD LENGTH (FT.) DELTA VELOCITY (1,000 FPS)

MAJORITY OF PAYLOADS ARE <26 FT. & HAVE RELATIVELY HIGH AV REQUIREMENTS

Figure 10-11. Initial Upper Stage Payload Characteristics
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The 28 foot (8. 53 m) RC is to be capable of accomplishing all NASA missions with
the Centaur reusable except for a few extremely high energy planetary missions where
the RC may be expended with the payload. The 28 foot (8.53 m) RC will also accom-
plish all DoD missions in the reusable mode, except for those payloads requiring the
shorter configurationo A 22 or 25 foot (6, 7 to 7.62 m) RC is reusable when deliver-
ing these payloads, To simplify the study, General Dynamics assumed that WTR is
not activated for RC launches during the 1980-83 time period . The RC is capable of
deploying polar and sun synchronous payloads when launched from ETR.

Payloads have "walking capability which provides the payloads with the ability to
place themselves within an orbit; the RC is only required to deliver payloads to the
appropriate orbit. The Reusable Centaur is capable of multiple payload delivery
with one, two, or three payloads deployed during a single flight. Only single payloads
are deployed on planetary missions.

10. 4.2 WEIGHT AND MASS PROPERTIES. Reusable Centaur vehicle weight sum-
mary is shown in Table 10-9. The weight summary is based on the following vehicle
configuration conditions:

Structure. The astrionics module/forward adapter and the aft adapter have been
redesigned using titanium skin-stringer design.

The fuel tank and the LO 2 tank were sized for 46,000 pounds of propellants at 5. 8:1
engine mixture ratio. The intermediate bulkhead, and the aft bulkhead and thrust
structure are existing manufacture for the Centaur D-1T configuration,

The vehicle length installed in the payload bay is 28 feet.

Propulsion. The main engine system including engine actuation and support is basic
existing Centaur D-1T design.

The ACPS system is a modified existing H2 0 2 system sized to mission requirements.
Two H2 0 2 tanks are included, as well as the four thruster modules with a forward
thruster added. The pressurization is largely D-1T Centaur components, including
two large ambient storage helium bottles, with revisions made to the system for
plumbing and control. D-1T H2 0 2 boost pump weights are used in the feed system
weights. Other components are modified D-1T design.

The fill and drain system includes two LH2 dump valves and two LO2 dump valves.

The vent system includes the zero-g vent valves and associated plumbing and
hardware.
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Table 10-9. Weight Statement

CONCEPT: IMII
O N

: CONFIG. NO.
Reusable Centaur 28' Payload Delivery to Synchronous Orbit RC-1

Structures (1723) (781.6) NON-IMPU VE XPENDAB S .bs Kg
Body Structure 395 179.2 (807) (366.1)
Fuel Tank & Supports 17 350.6 Chlldown 188 85.3
Oxidizer Tank & Supports 387 175.5 M Leakage 52 23.6

Thrust Structure 37 16.8 ME Shutdown 60 27.2

Equipment Mounting Structures 61 27.7 Prearants - Mal 65 2.3
Meteoroid Structure - - Preurant - ACP6 - -

Interface for P/L & Shuttle 50 22.7 Fuel Cell Reactants 34 15.4
-Umbilicals 20 9.1 Fuel Line Chilldown -

Gas Generator - _
Propulsion (1717) (778.8) Thermal Control Fluids - -

Main Engine (ME) Assembly 580 263.1 Boiloff Vented 468 212.3
ME Actuation & Support 154 69.9
ACPS & Support 195 88.4 PROPELLANTS (46112) (20916.4)
Pressurization 265 120.2 *Main Engine (45640) (20702.3)
Fill, Vent & Drain (Incl. Feed) 459 208.2 Main Propellant - Fuel 6712 3044.6
Purge System - - Main Propellant - Oxidizer 38928 17657.7
Propellant Management 64 29.0 Attitude Control Propellants 472 214.1

Thermal Control (488) (221.3) *FIRST IGNITION WEIGHT (52579) (23849.9)
Fuel Tank Insulation 182 82.5
Oxidizer Tank Insulation 158 71.7 SHUTTLE INTERFACE ACCOMM (2571) (1166.2)
Purge System 110 49.9 Adapter Structure (816) (370.1)
Radiators (Inc. Fluid Loop, Supports 533 241.7

Heaters, Coatings) 38 17.2 Attachment Fittings 104 47.2

Avionics (787) (357,0) Deployment Mechanism 179 81.2
Rendezvous & Docking - - Propellant Lines Umbilicals, Tankage (1395) (632.8)
Data Management 122 65.3 Fill, Drain, Dump 207 93.9
Flight Controls 134 60.8 Dump Pressurization System 1188 538. 9
Guidance & Navigation 89 40.4
Guidance Update 14 6.3 Avionics Interface (360) (163.3)
Power - 121 54.9 Shuttle/Payload in Bay '270 122.5
Power Conversion & Distribution 160 72.6 Mission Specialist Station 90 40.8
Instrumentation 90 40.8 Bay Purge
Communication 57 25.9 Gases

STAGE DRY WEIGHT (4715) (2138.7) Bottles

Contingency 280 127.0 Payload Auxiliary Support -

TOTAL DRY WEIGHT (4995) (2265.7) STAGE PAYLOAD (4581) (2077.9)

NON-USABLE FLUIDS (665) (301. 7) Payload 4581 2077. 9

Trapped Propellants - Main 122 55.4 Payload Adapter - -

Trapped Propellants -ACPS 10 4.5 AUXILIARY STAGE -
Trapped Gases 498 225.9
Trapped Helium 10 4.5 TOTAL WEIGHT IN SHUTTLE (59731) (27094.0)
Propellant Leakage - -
Propellant Reserves - Main ** **

Propellant Reserves - ACPS -
Propellant Utilization 24 10.9 Main Engine Propellante 868
Trapped Water 1 5 Fraction = First Ignition Weight

BURNOUT WEIGHT (5660) (2567. 4) BURNOUT WEIGHT (560) (2567.4) ** 135# included in main propellants

CONFIGURA TION SKETCH: REMARKS:
1) Mission - 5 burn 30 hours
2) Engines - RL1OA-3-3
3) ACPS - H20 2  (2)
4) Boost Pumps - H 2 0 25) Propellant Tanks - 46000# Cap. Stai nless Steel
6) Forward adapter6) Forwa adapter TI Skin Stringer

> 7) Insulation - dized KEpam Dimplar

8) Electric power - Fuel cell
9) Helium - Ambient Supply

10) Avionics - Modified D-18 Centaur

11) CentiaSeny - 10% New Design, 2% Existing
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Propellant management includes the propellant utilization system and the propellant
loading system as presently used on the D-1T Centaur.

Thermal Control System. Insulation of the propellant tanks is accomplished by using
two goldized Kapton dimplar blankets each 3/4 inch thick and three radiation shields,
the inner one of which serves as a purge bag. The weights include the insulation,
purge bag, purge system, and all supports and seals required. A space radiator for
the fdel cell is also included.

Astrionics. Additional computer capability has been included and a tape recorder has
been added for data management.

An IRU unit for vehicle guidance and a solid inverter for flight control has been in-
cluded. Sensor equipment has been added for guidance update navigation and control.

A revised antenna and component parts have been added as pa rt of a standard com-
munication system, including DoD encryption devices.

Electric power is supplied by a modified Orbiter type fuel cell including heat ex-
changer and plumbing, plus a backup battery.

A typical electrical distribution system and an instrumentation system have been
included.

Contingency. The contingency weight for this vehicle has been defined as 10% of the
vehicle dry weight for new items and 2% for existing items. Contingency is itemized
in Table 10-10.

Fluids. All propellant weights are based on 5 burn, 30 hour solo mission require-
ments. Residuals and non-impulsive propellants weights are calculated values.

Shuttle Interface. The weights in this section included all required adapters, attach-
ment fittings, deployment mechanisms required to release and return the RC vehicle
to the Shuttle. Also included is a dump pressurization system and its associated
plumbing and controls.

All vent and dumping interface requirements are included.

A weight allowance of 360 pounds (263, 3 kg) has been included for the astrionics interface.

A comparison to the existing D-1T Centaur vehicle is presented in Table 10-11. The
necessary configuration changes are listed for all the subsystems. Vehicle center
of gravity data is presented on Figure 10-12. All Shuttle landing condition points fall
well within the stated tolerance. (Inflight dump provisions preclude the possibility of
reentry and landing fully loaded.)
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Table 10-10. Reusable Centaur Weight Contingency
(28 ft Version, 4715 lb Stage Dry Wt.)

Weight Allowance
Subsystem Exist New or Mod (lb)

Structure 127
Body (Fwd-Aft. Adapters) X 35
Fuel Tank X 74
Oxidizer Tank X 10
Thrust Structure X 0
Equipment (Astrionics) Mounting X 1
Interface for Payload & Orbiter X 5
Umbilicals X 2

Propulsion 77
Main Engines X 12
M. E. Support (TVC, etc) X 3
Fill, Vent, Drain, Dump X 46

(although Boost Pumps same)
ACPS X 5
Pressurization X 5
Propellant Management X 6

Thermal Control 30
Fuel Tank Insulation X 12
Oxid. Tank Insul incl. blkhds X 3
Purge System X 11
Radiators, incl. Fuel Cell Rad. X 4

Astrionics 46
Data Management X 2

with Increased Memory X 3
Flight Controls X 4

with Backup Package X 4
Guidance, Navigation +, Update X 10
Power Supply (Fuel Cell X 12

with H. X.)
Power Distribution X 3
Instrumentation X 2
Communications X 6

Total Contingency 280
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Table 10-11. Reusable Centaur Weight Change Breakdown

D-1T Reusable
Centaur Centaur

System (lb) Reason for Change Alb (lb)

Structure 1413 (+310) 1723
Redesign forward adapter/ - 98

equipment module
Remove P/L truss adapter - 74
Add new aft adapter + 94
Remove I/S pyro separation - 22

system
Redesign fuel tank +310
Redesign L0 2 tank + 70
Redesign interface & umbilical + 30

system

Propulsion 1500 (+217) 1717
Add forward thrusters + 10
Add helium bottle + 81
Add isolation valves + 30
Revise fill & drain + 29
Add zero-g vents + 57
Add redundant LO2 vent valve + 10

Thermal 354 (+134) 488
Control Add fuel tank insulation blankets + 87

Add LO2 tank insulation blankets + 13
Add fuel cell radiator + 38
Misc insulation changes - 4

Astrionics 761 (+ 26) 787
Add 8k computer memory + 25
Add tape recorder + 12
Remove RSS system - 53
Revise multiplexer + 6
Add backup docking attitude + 40

control

Remove S-Band - 31
Remove C-Band - 15
Revise RF uplink - 4
Add guid. update sensors + 14
Add fuel cell system +121
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Table 10-11. Reusable Centaur Weight Change Breakdown (Continued)

D-1T Reusable
Centaur Centaur

SSystem (lb) Reason for Change Alb (Ib)

Astrionics Remove battery - 81
(Continued) Simplify electrical wiring - 40

Add SGLS communications + 31
Add cryptor equipment + 22
Misc. simplifications - 21

RC CENTER OF GRAVITY
60 -LOCATION-

RC
50 SHUTTLE

ORBITER X INSTALLED
Q CG

o ENVELOPE
40

30 1

S20
RC
SHUTTLE

10 _ ABORT e
RC SHUTTLE LAND o

SHUTTLE INTERFACE
0 ACCOMMODATIONS I

600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300582 1302
LONGITUDINAL CG, ORBITER STATIONS (inches)

Figure 10-12. Reusable Centaur Center of Gravity Location

10.4.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS. Performance calculations were based on the
propulsion characteristics given in Table 10-12.

A kick stage is required for some high energy NASA planetary missions. The kick
stages used with the RC are based on the Thiokol TE-M-364-4 solid rocket motor.
Kick stage characteristics are described in Section 4.3. 1.
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Table 10-12. Reusable Centaur Propulsion Characteristics

Main Engines (2) RL10A-3-3

Thrust (each engine) 15,000 lb (66,723 N)

Specific Impulse 439.8 see (4313 Nsec/kg)

Mixture Ratio (O2/H 2 ) .5.8:1

Main Engine Propellant (usable) 45,640 lb (20,702 kg)

ACPS Propellant H O
2 2

ACPS Specific Impulse (steady) 155 sec (1520 Nsec/kg)

Flight Performance Reserve 1% ea AV

Stage Length (installed) 28 ft (8. 53 m)

The baseline mission defining system design requirements is a synchronous equatorial
deployment mission by a Reusable Centaur without the use of velocity packages (kick
stages) or other auxiliary hardware. The mission profile is shown in Figure 10-13
along with the sequence of major events, time durations, and the velocity budget.

This mission requires five main engine burns after the Shuttle delivers the RC to a
160 n. mi. (296 km) circular orbit inclined at 28. 5 degrees. The first burn occurs at
4. 17 hours after liftoff and inserts the RC on the transfer trajectory to synchronous
altitude. A plane change of 2.2 degrees is combined with this burn with the remainder
of the necessary 28. 5 degrees of plane change combined with the second, mission
orbit insertion, burn which occurs following a coast period of 5. 17 hours. A period
of 11.43 hours is spent in the synchronous equatorial orbit deploying the payload and
coasting to the next opportunity to return. On the return trip to a 170 n. mi. (315 km)
orbit a phasing orbit is used to bring the RC into the proper alignment with the
Shuttle. The fifth, and final burn, brings the RC to the 170 n. mi. (315 km) circular
orbit for rendezvous. Approximately 30 hours has elapsed from RC deployment to
recovery by the Shuttle and 46, 6 hours from Shuttle liftoff to landing.

The velocity budgets for both the main and the attitude control engines are shown in
Figure 10-13. The attitude control engine velocity budget contains 20 fps (6. 10 m/s)
for midcourse correction on the outboard trip, 10 fps (3. 05 m/s) for separation from
the deployed payload, and a 20 fps (6. 10 m/s) midcourse correction on the return
trip. On the Space Tug System Studies a midcourse correction delta-V of 50 fps
(15. 29 m/s) has been used; the 20 fps (6. 10 m/s) value is consistent with the ground
rules established for the DoD interim Tug studies.
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TIME 5

nO. COAST BURN TOTAL
(Hr.) (IMI.) (Hr.)

LIFTOFF a. .ORBIT
1 ORBITER BURNOUT (296 KM)
2 CIRCULARIZE (160 N.MI.) 1;63 170-N.fi. ORBIT
2-3 COAST & DEPLOY TUG .54 4315 KM)
3 TRANSFER ORBIT INSERT. 5.7 4.27 /
3-4 COAST S.17 7
4 MISSION ORBIT INSERT. 2.4. 9.48
4-5 DEPLOY PIL & COAST 11.43
5 TRANSFER ORBIT INSERT. 1.3 20.93 19,323-N.MIL (35,786 KM)
5- COAST 5.27 ORBIT
6 PHASING ORBJT INSERT 0.5 26.21
6-7 COAST 2.76

C7 fRCULARIZE (170 N.M4.) 2 0.5 20,0 VELOCITY BUDGET

7-8 RENDEZVOUS & COAST 16.90
8 DEORBIT 45.0 EVENT A V

9 TOUCHDOWN 460 N MAIN-FPSim'/s) ACS-FPS (m/s)
3  

8080 42463) - -
3-4 - - 20 (6.10)
4 5049 (1783)
4-5 - - TO (3.05)
5 5844 (1781) - -
5-6 - - 20 (6.10)
6 3878 (1180) - -
7 4058 (1268) - -

Figure 10-13. Baseline Reusable Centaur Mission

Payload deployment capability to synchronous equatorial orbits is given in Table 10-13
for the 28 ft (8. 53 m) RC. The 22 ft (6. 70 m) RC is configured to deliver long pay-
loads to orbits less energetic than synchronous equatorial; it is capable of delivering
an 18,000 lb. (8165 kg) payload to a 12 hour orbit (the driving mission) in the reusable
mode.

Table 10-13. 28 ft (8.53 m) RC Synchronous Equatorial Payload Capability

Payload Capability

Flight Mode (b) (kg)

Reusable RC 4,581 (2078)

Reusable RC - Expended Kick Stage 9,400 (4264)

Expended RC 17,000 (7711)

Reusable RC - Sortie 1,240 (562)
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Payload deployment capability versus delta velocity above a 160 no mi (296 kmn) circu-
lar orbit is shown in Figure 10-14 for the flight modes applicable to the 28-foot Reus-
able Centauro These curves are representative of a five-burn profile for the recovered
RC missions and a three-burn profile for the expended RC missions. Gravity losses
are included in the AVo The Shuttle Orbiter parukng orbit altitude is 160 no mi. (296 kmn)
at R C deployment and 170 no mi (315 lan) at RC recoveryo The Shuttle is launched
from ETR with an inclination of up to 57 degrees. Synchronous equatorial missions
are launched due east from ETR o

Performance sensitivities (payload partials) for the reference synchronous equatorial
mission are given n n Table 10-14

10,000

REUSABLE MODE EXPENDED MODE

.RC + KICK STAGE
.9 & 6000

PAYLOAD

(LB)

1000,

RC + 364--4 MOTOR
SRC + 364-4 KICK STAGE 812 LB) KICK STAG

ONLY
10 15 20 25 30 35 40

DELTA VELOCITY (1000 FPS)

Figure 10-14o Payload Weight vso Delta Velocity

Table 10-14o Reusable Centaur Synchronous Equatorial Performance Sensitivities

Payload

Variable Partial Value

Burnout Weight 8W /W BO -3.7 lb/lb
(-3.7 kg/kg)

Main Engine Propellant 8W /8aW p  +0.6 lb/lb
(+0.6 kg/kg)

Trapped Main Engine Propellant 8W /W (trapped)  -4.3 lb/lb
PL (trapped) -4.3 kg/kg

ISP 8Wp /8W +132 lb/sec
sp (+6.106 kg/Nsec/kg)
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10. 4.4 MISSION CAPTURE. Reusable Centaur mission capture over the 1980-83
period is presented in Figure 10-15 for a combined NASA/DoD mission model. This
model has been synthesized from payload descriptions and traffic described in the
NASA-MSFC "NASA/Non-NASA Mission Model" of September 1973 (current design
payloads) and the "DoD Space Mission Model" of 16 August 1973, Revision 1. Polar
payloads normally launched by a Tug from WTR have been launched from ETR No
Shuttle flight buildup constraint has been superimposed on the mission capture results.

Guidelines governing permissible payload combinations are an extrapolation of those
provided by the Government for the Space Tug Systems study. Two of the most signif-
icant are: only specific, and like, DoD payloads may be combined; and no more than
three payloads may be deployed on a single RC flight. Table 10-15 shows that a total
of 78 RC flights are required to deploy 112 payloads over the four-year period from
1980 through 1983. On 41 flights a single payload is deployed, two payloads are de-
ployed on 20 flights, and three payloads are deployed an seven RC flights. In addition,
eight velocity packages and 2 RCs are expended. An average of 1. 44 payloads is
deployed per RC flight.

Table 10-15. RC Mission Model Flight Summary

Year

Flight Mode 80 81 82 83 Total

Deployment
1 Payload with RC Return 9 11 10 11 41
2 Payloads with RC Return 3 7 6 4 20
3 Payloads with RC Return 2 2 2 1 7
RC Return & Expended 1 6 1 0 8

Velocity Package
Expended RC 1 1 0 0 2

Total - - -

RC Flights 16 27 19 16 78
Payloads Deployed 23 38 29 22 112

The Reusable Centaur captures 100% of the OOS missions defined for the 1980-84 period.
Ninety-one percent of these payloads can be placed in orbit with the RC in a completely
reusable mode (no kick stages, drop tanks or other auxiliary hardware items are re-
quired). Polar and sun synchronous payloads normally launched from WTR can be de-
ployed from ETR by the RC. Since WTR will probably not be activated for Shuttle/Tug
operations until after 1984, the RC's excellent performance capability is used to launch
these payloads from ETR.

Figure 10-15 shows that all DoD missions are accomplished with the RC completely
reusable. Shuttle/RC flights (and hence operations costs) are reduced by using the
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91% OF PAYLOADS CAN BE DELIVERED TO THEIR RESPECTIVE ORBITS IN THE
COMPLETELY REUSABLE MODE WITHOUT EXPENDING KICK STAGE OR DROP
TANK

Figure 10-15. Reusable Centaur Mission Capture

multiple payload delivery capability of the RC to deploy a total of 49 payloads with 32
Shuttle/RC flights,

Eighty-four percent or 53 of the 63 NASA payloads are delivered with the RC completely
reusable. By using the multiple payload capability of RC only 36 Shuttle/RC flights are
required. Eight near-planet and Sun-synchronous payloads are delivered by a reusable
RC with a kick stage, using an existing Thiokol 364-4 motor, expended. Two RCs are
expended to deploy two far-plant payloads requiring extremely high energy levels.

10.4.5 SERVICE MISSION. The Reusable Centaur can service two spacecraft in the
reusable flight mode based on the service mission requirements defined in Figure
10-16. Necessary design changes include:

a. Increased ACS propellant to provide 50 fps (15. 2 m/s) delta velocity per satellite
serviced

b. Addition of rendezvous and docking equipment.

With these changes and the service mission ground rules given in Figure 10-16, the
Reusable Centaur can carry a 500 pound (227 kg) service unit to orbit along with 900
pounds (408 kg) of space-replaceable units, 450 lb (204 kg) per satellite, and return to
the Orbiter with the service unit.
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Figure 10-16. Service Mission

10.5 FLIGHT OPERATIONS

The discussion in Section 5 is applicable to a Reusable Centaur including the subjects of
autonomy, communications, and inflight abort. The Reusable Centaur program is con-
sidered a national program with provisions for control centers at both Sunnyvale. and JSC
or MSFC, ground software for both, and development of both DoD and NASA airborne
communications hardware.

10.6 SAFETY AND RELIABILITY

All the safety features for D-1S(R) discussed in Section 6 are incorporated in the Reus-
able Centaur weights including:

a. Rapid on-pad fill and drain.

b. Propellant leak containment with purge bags vented overboard, isolation valves, etc.

c. Inflight propellant dump system with oversized lines, redundant valves and high
capacity helium supply for outflow pressurization.

d. Tank pressure control with redundant pressurization, sensing and venting.

e. Twin intermediate bulkheads with vacuum cavity between.

f. Auxiliary propulsion isolation valves, redundant set of thrusters, and overboard
peroxide dump provisions,

g. Dual communication system.
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h. Battery to backup fuel cell.

i. Backup docking control system,

jo Dedicated computer integrated with Caution & Warning panel in orbiter.

The reliability of the Reusable Centaur was determined for a baseline geosynchronous
payload placement mission, The reliability measurement starts with deployment from
the payload bay and ends with Tug recovery by the Orbitero The failure rate data used
in the analysis was taken from Centaur historical data, MFC data (Satwun (omponent
Failure Rates and Failure Rate Modifiers), and Pratt & Whitney RL1O engine data.
Failure rate modifiers were used to adjust the failure rates to reflect the influence of
the environment during various mission phases, The failure rate modiffers are:

Mission Phase Failure Rate Times

Centaur Engine Burn 20

Centaur Coast

The resulting Centaur reliability, including the reliabilities of each of the major sub.
systems, is summarized in Table 10c16, As indicated in this table, the Oentaur relig-
bility for a geosynchronous miesion is approximately 0,970, The prteipia canddq$
for reliability improvement lies in the astrionics subsystem. This to essentally a
single string system and, should the need arise to increase the Centaur ariabity fpr
longer duration missions, the reliability improvements of this subsystem can be
achieved with relative ease. The addition of a back-up guidance package, for example,
would increase the vehicle reliability to 0,978.

A significant reliability plus for the Centaur emanates from its performance capability.
This performance is sufficient to allow payload placement for any of the presently antic-
ipated DoD missions without having to resort to a kick stage. Consequently, the relia-
bility problems associated with Ikck stage separation, stabilization, ignition, guidance
etc. are absent.

10,7 GROUND OPERATIONS

For a Shuttle reusable upper stage vehicle, ground operations covers te time span
from initial delivery of the new vehicAe at the launch range through test and checkout,
spacecraft mating, Orbiter mating aad checkout, pre-launch operations, launch, land-
ing, safing, removal from the Orbiter, maintenance and refurbishment, and storage or
preparation for the next mission. In planning ground operations for the 3Eeusable Cen-
taur vehicles, STS ground rues were followed to assure upper stage compatibility with
Shuttle operations and turnaround timelnes. Planning includes transportation, main-
tenance, refurbishment, checkout, QSE, and facility requirements, utilization o exist-
ing resources, and logistics, integrated to assure smooth operational flow and low cost.
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Table 10-16. Reusable Centaur Reliability

Design
Redundancy Mission

Subsystem Reliability Level Time (Hrs) Remarks

Structure 0. 9999 --- 28.5 Based on structural factors of safety
design into structure

Propulsion 0. 9880
- Main Engine System 0.9900 Component 0.18 Redundant valves

- Thrust Vector Control 0.9996 0.18

- Press., Vent, Fill, Drain 0.9988 Component 28.5 Redundant valves

- PU, Purge 0.9996 Component 0.18

- ACPS i 0.9999 Component 28.5 Redundant engines, valves

C4 Astrionics 0. 9819
- Data Management 0.9923 28.5

- Guidance & Navigation 0.9919 28.5

- Flight Control 0.9989 2805

- Guidance Update 0,9998 28.5
- Communications 0.9999 Component 28.5 Redundant transceiver, antenna

- Electrical Power & 0.9989 28,5

Distribution

Interface Systems 0. 9999 5 Dual and triple He purge seals on all
fluid lines, dual and triple electrical
disconnects

Note:
Reliability for entire mission;
lift-off to landing ,.963

Vehicle Reliability 0.9701 Reliability for Centaur while out of

payload bay



10.7.1 TEST & CHECKOUT CONCEPT. Ground operations plans require that all pay-
load preparations, checkout, and testing be complete prior to installation in the Orbiter,
to the maximum extent possible. Only mandatory Orbiter/payload composite testing
and interface validation can be allowed in the installation and checkout periods at the
MCF and launch pad. To satisfy these objectives, test end checkout pkilosophy for
Centaur is planned on the same basis as that for the Tug, ioe.:

a. Test and checkout for first flight of each vehicle based on complete test and check-
out to attain maximum reliability, maximum probability of mision success, and
assurance of vehicle return - the "Test & Retest" philosophy that has achieved
proven results on existing fly-right-the-first-time launch vehicles such as
Centaur D-1.

b, Test and checkout for remaining flights of each vehicle based on I"Condition Moni-
tored Maintenance with Pe-Flight Testing" (CMMPpF)o or "Preceding flight data
is the best test and checkoat for the next flight"

When first delivered to the Cape, each Centaur vehicle will undergo oomplete mechani-
cal, fluid, and electrical systems checkout at ETR Complex 36 prior to first flight in
an Orbiter. The vehicle, in its deployment adapter, will be nst alled in a simulated
Orbiter payload bay at complex 36 to verify Orbiter iterfacee and disconnect functions,
then tested. The deployment adapter includes all Centaur iml-ight support systems and
equipment, deployment and separation mechanisms, and separation disconnects. Mated
to Centaur, the deployment adapter allows complete testing of these in-flight functions
on the ground, before the unit As in&talled in the .Orbiter. The deployment adapter
remains in the Orbiter payload bay after Centaur deploymento is removed after Orbiter
landing, and is recycled to the Centaur handling facility (Hangar J) at XSC for refurbish-
ment and preparation for another flight.

Upon completion of test and checkout at complex 36, Centaur will be transferred to a
designated spacecraft preparation and mating facility for spacecraft mating. All inter-
face connections and combined Centaur/spacecraft systems will be checked out here,
prior to moving to the Orbiter mating area, to assure that the Shuttle payload is in all
respects ready for installation in the Orbiter, with minimal possibility of interference
with the Shuttle turnaround sachedule.

10.7.2 GROUND OPERATIONS

10.7.2.1 Transportation. For ground handling, Centaur will be moved on its own
transport pallet only, supported by simulated Orbiter attach points at the forward
adapter and by either a deployment adapter or shipping adapter aft , mating with simu-
lated Orbiter attach points on the transport pallet. The transport pallet can be moved
locally on its own detachable vweels, or on a transport trailer.

For air transport, the reusable Centaur will be air shipped in the NASA Super Guppy or
equivalent, on its transport pallet.
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10.7.2.2 Receiving and Inspection. All production vehicles will be shipped to the Cape

for pre-first-flight testing before assignment to KSC or WTR for Shuttle operations.

After landing and unloading at the CKAFS skid strip at Cape Kennedy (Figure 7-2),

Centaur will be transported to Hangar J for receiving-inspection. Centaur and its

adapters will be given a brief electrical inspection, and a visual check for transportation

damage, corrosion and overall completeness, then transferred to Complex 36 for com-

plete systems checkout.

10.7.2.3 Pre-First Flight Checkout and Testing. Prior to installation, tanking, and

launch in an Orbiter for the first time, each Centaur upper stage vehicle will undergo

pre-first flight test and checkout at existing Centaur Launch Complex 36A at the Cape.

Complex 36A will be modified to provide a dual capability: launch of Atlas/Centaur

vehicles, and cryo tanking test and checkout of the Reusable Centaur for Shuttle. A

payload bay simulator will be provided at Complex 36A, mounting directly on the exist-

ing launcher, with service lines tapped off existing service lines at the base of the

umbilical mast to permit propellant loading of Centaur within the payload bay simulator,

Figure 10-17.

The simulator will duplicate the Orbiter SERVICE TOWER

cargo bay with respect to payload attach

points, service line connections, and
thermal characteristics of the payload
bay wall. It will be fabricated in two
sections: the lower half which can be
used alone for Centaur tanking tests to
check out the vehicle itself, and the upper
or spacecraft half which can be mated to - PAYLOAD BAY

the lower half to run complete thermal SIMULATOR

tests of the Centaur/Spacecraft payload
when required. LEVEL 3

SERVICE LINES

After installation in the simulator,
Centaur and its adapter will undergo UUMBILICAL MAST

initial fit and function checks of all sys- L EGR

tems. Functional testing will include

reaction control system engine firing, Figure 10-17 Centaur Checkout and
and Centaur cryo tanking. This will be Cryogenc Test Facility, KSC
the first and only time that the propul-

Complex 36
sion systems of each new vehicle will be

exposed to propellants and proofed as complete systems, before final loading and launch

at Shuttle Complex 39. Individual subsystems and components (main engines, vent valves,

etc.,) will have been exposed to cryogenic temperatures and functional tests, however,

during individual acceptance tests (IAT), prior to vehicle final assembly at San Diego.
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Centaur vehicle testing in the payload bay simulator at Complex 36 will be done on the
first flight article with two objectives: vehicle checkout, and payload bay thermal test-
ing. Follow-on production vehicles will be tested with respect to Centaur flight readi-
ness only, unless mission-peculiar spacecraft tests are also required. Centaur testing
in the payload bay simulator is summarized for the first flight article, and for follow-on
production vehicles, as follows

First Flight Article. Centaur will be installed in the simulator with a dummy spacecraft.
Temperature sensors will be mounted on the simulator walls, payload, and critical
points on Centaur. A normal tanking test will be run, followed by ground hold thermal
tests with payload bay GN 2 conditioning introduced, duplicating the Orbiter environmental
conditioning system with respect to temperature, humidity, flow rates and distribution.
Objectives of the test will be:

a. Vehicle Checkout.

1. Compatibility checkout of Centaur/Payload Bay interfaces.
2. Combined electrical readiness test (CERT),
3, Terminal countdown demonstration (TCD) of all Centaur system functions under

tanked conditions.
4. Flight events demonstratlon (FED).
5, Determination of Centaur ground hold propellant boiloff rates.
6. Emergency propellant dump tests,

b. Thermal Environment Test (with no spacecraft heat load).

1, Temperature patterns within the payload bay.
2. Payload bay wall temperatures.
3. Centaur temperatures (equipment module, thrust section and deployment adapter,

electronics, peroxide, hydranulic systems).
4, Payload temperatures,
5o Need for modification of planned environmental (payload bay) conditioning

parameters.

As a result of the b.5 test objective, further thermal testing can be run with conditioning
gas flow rates and temperatures as variables, to obtain optimum payload bay conditioning,
or configuration changes may be indicated within the payload bay to obtain better flow
distribution and temperature patterns

If justified by payload peculiar requirements or characteristics, operational spacecraft
for Centaur deployment may be scheduled for testing in the full-length simulator with
follow-on Centaur production vehicles.

Production Vehicles. After initial delivery and R&I at the Cape, each production Cen-
taur will be installed at Complex 36A for test and checkout before its first flight. Test
and checkout will duplicate that for the first flight article, plus vehicle temperatures
(6.3 above). To minimize operating and handling costs, only the lower half of the
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simulator will be used, unless special requirements must be met, such as verifica-

tion of spacecraft temperatures when mated to Centaur and installed in the Orbiter

payload bay.

10.7. 2.4 Centaur/Spacecraft Mating., Following checkout and tanking tests in the pay-

load bay simulator at Complex 36A, the mated Centaur/deployment adapter unit will be

transported to a NASA-designated spacecraft mating facility for mating with a space-

craft. NASA maintains three spacecraft facilities at KSC, west of the Banana River in

the NASA Industrial Complex on Merritt Island Spacecraft Assembly and Encapsula-

tion Buildings 1 and 2 (SAEB 1, SAEB 2), and the Spacecraft Operations & Checkout

Building, M7-355, referred to also as the Manned Spacecraft Operations Building

(MSOB). All three facilities are air conditioned to Class 100, 000 clean room rating,

and have floor area, door clearance, crane capacity and hook height adequate to handle

any payload for Centaur.

In the clean room of the spacecraft mating facility, Centaur protective covers will be

removed and the forward interface prepared for spacecraft mating. After mating, all

interface connections and combined systems will be checked out, and electrical and

electronic systems run through an abbreviated countdown culminating in transfer to in-

ternal power, arming, and initiation of a simulated flight sequence. The test will be

similar to the complex 36 electrical checkout except for the abbreviated sequence and

omission of Centaur pyrotechnic monitoring.

10. 7. 2.5 Payload/Orbiter Mating. "Payload" here refers to the complete Centaur/

Spacecraft unit, as a single Orbiter payload.

Shuttle Preparations. After completion of Orbiter inspection, maintenance and refur-

bishment, mission-peculiar equipment is installed in preparation for payload mating.

In addition to LH 2 and L0 2 fill and drain lines, propellant vent and other service lines,

the major item of mission-peculiar equipment to be installed in Orbiter in preparation

for payload mating will be the payload specialist station system, in support of the Cen-

taur monitor and control system (CMACS). Once the CMACS capability has been in-

stalled in Orbiter and checked out, together with any non-permanent TBD mission-

peculiar service lines, the Orbiter will be ready for payload installation.

Centaur Preparations. On arrival at the Orbiter MCF 9 work days (11 to 13 calendar

days) before Shuttle launch, Centaur final preps for Orbiter mating will be performed,

including removal of protective covers and desiccant plugs, and installation of flight

batteries and pyrotechnic squibs.

Payload/Orbiter Mating & Checkout. After Centaur/Orbiter mating, test and checkout

at the MCF will consist of Orbiter/Payload interface checkout and verification, and an

overall avionics operations test (AOT). The AOT, while undefined as yet, presumably

will provide electrical and electronic verification of all Orbiter/Centaur/Spacecraft
related electronic systems, before Orbiter mating to the Shuttle external tank (ET) and
the mobile launcher.
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)After AOT data review and discrepancy correction, Orbiter will be mated to the exter-
nal tank on the mobile launcher, Orbiter/ET interfaces connected, fluid and electrical
systems checked out, integrated electrical interference tests run, ordnance installed,
and the Shuttle/ML prepared for transfer to launch complex 39.

10. 7. 2.6 Launch Pad Operations. Two work days or 37 hours before launch, the
mobile launcher and Shuttle are transferred to Complex 39 on the transport crawler,
arriving 31 working hours before launch. During the first 9 hours at the launch pad,
all ML/Pad interfaces are connected and verified, Centaur guidance and control system
(CMSCS) activated, Shuttle powered on, and a final overall combined AOT run. The
next 20 hours, until 2 hours before launch, are taken up in data review, cabin closeout
and payload servicing, and countdown preparations. Details of the combined Orbiter/
Centaur propellant loading sequence and final two hours of countdown for the D-1S(R)
and RLTC vehicles are discussed in Section 7. They are applicable to the Reusable
Centaur vehicle with minor differences in flow rates and sequencing details.

10, 7. 2, 7 Countdown and Launcho Launch operations for the RC vehicle are identical
to those for the D-1S(R) and RLTC, covered in Section 7. 2. 7.

100 7.2.8 Post-Landing Operations. Post-landing operations for the D-1S(R), RLTC
and RC vehicles are identical,9 and are covered in Section 7. 2. 8.

10 7. 2, 9 Payload Changeouto See Section 7, 2. 9.

100 7. 2, 10 Maintenance and Refurbishment. Restoration of a Centaur vehicle, regard-
less of configuration details, is based on results of the refurbishment and cost analyses
performed for the Space Tug Launch Site Service Interface Study. Details of mainte-
nance and refurbishment philosophy, and Hangar J Refurbishment Facility at CKAFS,
ETR, are discussed in Section 70 2. 10.

10, 7. 2, 11 Reusability. See Section 7. 2. 11.

10.7.2. 12 Storage. Centaur vehicles not actively engaged in turnaround activities or
in preparation for operational activation will be held in storage at Hangar H, CKAFS,
in close proximity to the Centaur MCF (Hangar J), and other spacecraft and Centaur
facilities at the Cape. Details of the Centaur storage facility and procedures are dis-
cussed in Section 7. 2, 10.

10. 7.3 CENTAUR TURNAROUND TIME. Centaur turnaround time, within a few hours,will be the same for D-1S(R), RLTC, and the RC vehicle: approximately 275 to 285
working hours. This turnaround time provides a capability of flying 13 to 14 missions
per year on a 5-day week, 2-shift per day basis, and since the fleet utilization schedule
(see Section 10. 8.6) indicates a maximum utilization of only nine flights per year under
the worst attrition conditions, turnaround time is not pacing and is of importance only
in regard to task and scheduling functions. Five or ten hours difference in maintenance
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time between the three configurations is therefore inconsequential for planning. Details
of turnaround time are covered in Section 7.4.

10.7.4 GROUND OPERATIONS FACILITIES. Facility requirements to support Centaur
ground operations at KSC are based on utilization of existing facilities, providing an
extremely low cost investment for the program. Usage of and modifications to existing
facilities are discussed in Section 7.5, covering Hangar H (Administration & Storage),
Hangar J (Centaur Maintenance & Refurbishment Facility), Hangar K (GSE Mainte-
nance), and Complex 36 (Centaur Cryo Test Facility.

10.7.5 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT. The inventory of GSE required to support
any launch vehicle in use today covers a wide variety of equipment, from major items
such as transport vehicles, shipping pallets, handling adapters, electronic checkout
systems, propellant loading valve skids, and engine service units, down to the normal
list of minor items such as hand tools, tie-downs, dollies, fixtures and covers.

For the Reusable Centaur vehicles, much of this inventory is already in existence in
support of Centaur D-1A and D-1T operations, particularly in the transport and han-
dling categories, and in the category of minor items. Most of the existing equipment is
in sufficient quantity to partially if not wholly support concurrent D-1A, D--1T and Cen-
taur for Shuttle operations. Some items of existing equipment will require minor modi-
fication, and some new equipment will be required.

New, modified, and major related items of GSE required to support Reusable Centaur
operations are listed in Table 10-17o The list includes those ground operations items
also used in manufacturing, to give a total GSE requirement summary with allocation
and numbers required. Most of the test and checkout items of support equipment are
self-explanatory and need no discussion. Other items are fully described in Reference
1, Volume 6. The tables provide inventory requirements for the 4-year program, ex-
isting hardware identification, and net purchase requirements for the program.

10. 8 PROGRAMMATICS

Programmatics encompasses the scheduling and resource planning associated with de-
velopment, procurement, and deployment of the Reusable Centaur Shuttle upper stage.
Trade studies and risk analyses support test plans, manufacturing plans, and opera-
tions (ground and flight) plans which are developed and synthesized to formulate a
viable program for the Reusable Centaur.

Key elements of the program which impact resource requirements are the development
test plan and fleet operations plan. Development testing must be carefully considered
since it can easily account for 25 to 30% of the development phase cost, sufficient to
minimize risk and ensure reliable hardware. Fleet size and degree of reusability
directly impact the procurement and deployment phase costs. Careful attention to all
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Table 10-17o Reusable DoD Centaur - GSE

Exist-
Program

Item Requirement mg
em Design - -Hard- Pur-

No. Name Status SD KSC TOT ware chase

1401 Centaur Transport Pallet New 3 2 5 - 5
1402 Aft Support Adapter New 3 2 5 - 5
1404 Transport Trailer Mod 1 2 3 - 3
1405 Transport Cover, Centaur New 3 2 5 - 5
1407 Lift Sling, Centaur Trans Pallet New 2 2 4 - 4
1408 Deployment Adapter Trans Pallet New 1 2 3 - 3
1409 Dep. Adapter Pallet Lift Sling New 1 2 3 - 3
1413 Payload Bay Simulator New 1 1 - 1
1414 Payload Bay Simulator Workstands New 1 1 - 1
1415 Hydrogen Peroxide Transfer Kit Exis 1 1 i 1 0
1416 H2 0 2 Vacuum Drying Unit Exis 1 1 1 0
1417 H20 2 Hot Firing Kit New 1 1 - 1
1418 H202 Transfer Unit (Cx 39) New 1 1 - 1
1419 LH2 Fill & Drain Skid New 2 2 - 2
1420 LO2 Fill & Drain Skid New 2 2 - 2
1421 CCLS (Computer Cont Launch Set) Exis 1 2 3 3 0
1422 FAP (Flight Acceleration Prof.) Exis 1 0 1 1 0
1423 GDIE (Grd Dig Interface Elect) New 1 1 2 - 2
1424 Launch Control GSE Mod 1 . 1 1 1, Mod
1425 Factory Checkout Trailer Mod 1 0 1 1 1, Mod
1426 TLM Ground Station Mod 1. 1 2 2 2, Mod
1427 TLM Data Station Mod 1 0 1 1 1, Mod
1428 CMACS Simulator New 1 2 3 0 3
1429 Subsystem Support Equipment Mod 1 0 1 1 1, Mod

a. DCU/RMU SE
b. IMG SE
c. CCTE
d. SC U, SIU, SC Test Sets

1430 Maintenance, Assembly & Test St. New 2 2 2-
1431 Deployment Adapter Dolly New 1 1 - 1
1432 Pneumatic Test Panel Exis 1 1 1 0
1433 Ultrasonic Scan Unit New 1 1 - 1
1434 IMU Rate Table New 1 1 - 1
1435 Acoustic Leak Detection Unit New 1 1 - 1
1436 Radiography Unit New 1 1 - 1
1437 Mass Spec Leak Detection Unit New 1 1 - 1
1438 MLI Purge Metering Unit New 1 1 - 1
1439 Borescope & Fiber Optics Exis 1 1 - 1
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Table 10-17 Reusable DoD Centaur - GSE (Continued)

Exist-
Program

ing
RequirementItem Design Hard- Pur-

No. Name Status SD KSC TOT ware chase

1440 Main Engine Test Kit Exis 1 1 1 0
1441 Engine Handling Dolly Exis 2 2 2 0
1442 Spacec raft Docking Simulator New 1 1 - 1

1443 GH 2 Vent Line New 1 1 - 1
1444 GO2 Vent Line New 1 1 - 1
1445 Purge Lines New 1 1 - 1
1446 Star Simulator New 1 1 - 1
1447 Horizon Scanner Test Target New 1 1 - 1
1452 ACPS Engine Test Kit Exis 1 1 1 0
1453 Propellant Utilization Kit Exis 1 1 1 0
1454 Pallet Tractor Exis 1 1 2 2 GFE
1455 Tow Tractor Exis 1 1 2 2 GFE

1456 Escort Vehicles Exis 2 2 4 4 GFE
1457 C-5A Cargo Aircraft Exis 1 Yes GFE
1458 Super Guppy Aircraft Exis 1 2 GFE
1459 Cargo Lift Trailer Exis 1 1 2 2 GFE
1460 Fuel Cell Test & Checkout Unit New 1 1 - 1

programmatic issues is vital to assure that the Centaur program is successfully devel-
oped, procured, and deployed on schedule and within budget.

10.8.1 PROGRAM SCHEDULE. Development of the Reusable Centaur follows an

approach aimed at low development cost but high confidence in an early mission capa-
bility. State of the art applied in the design of the vehicle is such that minimal devel-
opment testing is required to attain this confidence. A large portion of the hardware
and components selected for the Reusable Centaur are either existing Centaur D-1T
hardware, off-the-shelf-type hardware or well within current state-of-the-art technology.
The main engines (RL10A-3-3) are the same as used on D-1T; minor adjustments made
to the cooldown valves to minimize chilldown propellant losses do not require significant
development or increased procurement spans. The boost pumps are the same as for the
current D-1T but with an idle mode added to conserve chilldown propellants. The pro-
pellant tanks are D-1T tankage, except for an enlarged diameter LH2 tank, which changes
the internal PU hardware and software. The tank design, however, is based on Centaur
and Atlas technology, and on previous design experience for the large tank GT Centaur
effort. Cryogenic insulation and ground vent systems are either D-1T hardware or exist-
ing technology. A new zero-g thermodynamic vent mixer device is based on Convair's
tested prototype hardware, and the titanium structural adapters are based on D-1T expe-
rience at Convair with R&D and production efforts. The astrionics system design and
development also lean heavily on D-1T experience; except for some minor revisions, this
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system is essentially the same as D-IT. Reusability, revised mission reliability require-
ments and man-safety requirements have increased the number of astrionic functions and
necessitates revalidation and qualification for some equipment. A horizon scanner is
added but the star sensor is no longer needed as the guidance system will be updated from
groundo A modified Shuttle fuel cell is considered for additional power and will sup-
port the proposed development scheduleo

The above considerations and the fact that the early Tug will be used for deployment -
only missions permits a minimal development effort to attain the desired confidence at
IGC. Figure 10-18 shows the major development milestones leading from the conceptual
phase through the proposed four-year operational phase. Figure 10-19 is the summary
development schedule for the Reusable Centaur. It is predicated on a one-shift engineering
and production basis and reflects the minimum subsystem development and vehicle inte-
gration activities considered necessary to adequately support an 100 by July 1980. This
schedule reflects a 45 month development program to IOC o Current Centaur and D-1T
flight data along with a dedicated RC flight test will provide ample veification and demon-
stration of this Reusable Centaur as a Shuttle third stage. After the DT&E phase, when
additional production vehicles become available, the flight test vehicle will be refurbished
as necessary and returned to fleet use.

Only one test article is provided for structural loads and life-cycle testingn. Other major
ground tests include the RC deployment mechanism for functional and dynamic testing as
well as the astrionics equipment module for systems and software integration testing.
Component and subsystem hardware items from the ground test program which have not
been subjected to high-stress conditions will be utilized on the dedicated flight test
vehicle. Such items include the astrionics module and equipment, payload adapter, main
engines, some propellant feed system hardware, and the Orbiter interface structure.

The flight test vehicle is delivered to the operational site some 7 months prior to the
initial flight. During this period the Reusable Centaur will be integrated and checked
out with the site to verify compatibility,, procedures and operations (including Pad 36
and Hangar "J" ringout) required in support of pre-flight activities. The remaining pro-
duction vehicles will also be delivered to Hangar J for checkout, followed by initial tank-
ing tests at Centaur Pad 36 prior to payload mating and delivery to the Shuttle VAB for
Orbiter integration.

During site integration at Pad 36, ground hold insulation and propellant dump verifica-
tion tests will be performed with the flight test vehicle prior to its initial preflight
preparations. The initial flight is planned as a technical evaluation and demonstration
of Shuttle compatibility and safety, vehicle deployment and performance, vehicle retrieval,
refurbishment and reusability. The initial operational flights will further demonstrate
general reusability and maintenance and refurbishment techniques. Initial OT&E is also
assigned to these flights, to demonstrate general utility and operational effectiveness and
suitability.
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Figure 10-18. Reusable Centaur Program Development Milestones
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Figure 10-19. Reusable Centaur Development Program, Summary Schedule
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DSARC -II is initiated during the test flight turnaround phase and completes after theIOC flight turnaround phase. OT&E flights are continued beyond DSARC into FY'82 asnecessary to satisfy the specific test requirements.

If further production were constrained by completion of DSARC-III the second flightvehicle would not be available until mid-FY'82. This would leave only one vehicle tosatisfy the 26 flights in FY 1981 and '82 (15 DoD and 11 NASA), which would be impracti-cal. One vehicle may satisfy the 15 DoD flights I theoe years assuming no unplanned orunscheduled contingencies occur Of course9 , the event of an early attrition flight inthese years would stop flight activities until mid-FY'82o Since only 4 years are consid-ered in the operational program and only 5 Reusable Centaurs are required to satisfy
the complete Tug flight model, it is suggested that minor exception to AFSCP 800-3 betaken to permit initiation of follow-on production (4-vehicles) prior to DSARC-111 withdelivery to XSC delayed umtil completion of DSARC -IH as is indicated in the summaryschedule . Start of fabrication of these vehicles is sufficiently beyond the close of groundqualification testing to minimize or eliminate any potential problems or redesign delays.

The 4 5-month development program for the Reusable Centaur is considered nominal inview of the existing Centaur vehicle status and the level of design and testing detail to beaccomplished during the validation phase. The single long-lead development item isflight software, which will be qualified and integrated In the flight test vehicle prior toinitial flight. A prototype software program is used for the contractor's factory check-out and later flight-site integration.

10.82 DEVELOPMENT TESTING. In accordance with the intent of DoD Directives
5000.1 and 5000.3 and AFSCP 800-3, development test and evaluation of the ReusableCentaur shall commence early in the program and continue through completion of full-scale development as necessary to support progressive reduction of acquisition risksand to determine user worth. Test and Evaluation consists of two major phases, DT&Eand OT&Eo The DT&E phase demonstrates that the system will meet specifications andthat development is complete0 The OT&E phase assesses the system's operationaleffectiveness and suitability as well as user utility.

Table 10-18 presents an overall summary of the test programs required to supportdevelopment of the Reusable Centaur as th Shuttle third stage. There is a dedicatedflight test prior to IKCC and this test vehicle is Instrumented to obtain performance andenvironmental data, as well as provide verification data on reusability, refurbishmentand initial operationa utility and suitability.

10.o 8020 Ground Test Program o The ground test program is based on test requirements
necessary to support development of the Reusable Centaur vehicle and ancillary equip-ment concepts in support of Shuttle missions. Current Centaur test philosophy andcriteria along with Centaur D~1A and D-1T testing and experience were used as a basisfor determination of unique Reusable Centaur test requirements. Emphasis was placed
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Table 10-18. Reusable Centaur Test Program Summary

Test Activity Test Site Test Hardware Test Duration .--Remarks

Component/Subsystem Convair & Preproduction and/or 15 Months All new hardware requires
Qualification Vendor Labs production compo- qualification & some

nents & hardware Centaur hardware tested to
different environments.

Propulsion Tests P&W (E5) Engines & feed sys- Part of Engine Engines used on flight test
tems hardware Mod. Validation vehicle.

Vehicle Structural Contractor or Propellant tanks & 10 Months Loads tests on non-Centaur
Tests Government feed system hardware, structure & functional tests

Facilities insulation and on all hardware, incl. life

adapters cycle data.

Ground Hold Insulation Pad 36 Uses Flight Test 3-4 Months Insulation verification and
& Propellant Dump Tests Article propellant dump evaluation,

Deployment System Tests Convair Orbiter interface 6 + Months Functional capability demon-
structure & deploy- stration.
ment hardware, &
Centaur aft structure
simulation

Astrionics Systems Convair, JSC All astrionic systems 22 Months Prototype & production
(SIL) & KSC and supplemental hardware, software and GSE

structure and (system integration)
equipment

Flight Simulated Flight Test Vehicle 36 Hours On-orbit testing performed,
Operational including simulated payload
Mission deployment



on identifying major testing necessary to support design activities, providing qualifica-
tion status for hardware, and establishing the high degree of confidence required for
performance of the Space Shuttle systems. Basic test requirements for the Reusable
Centaur configurations under consideration are within current state-of-the-art techniques.
Primary considerations during program formulation were low cost and high confidence.

Figure 10-20 is a summary schedule of the overall integrated ground test program, show-
ing the major test elements, their specific time phasing and intra-program relationships.

Most of the existing design components to be used on Reusable Centaur have been quali-
fled to environments at least as severe as those to be encountered in the Reusable Cen-
taur mission modeo New components will be subjected to complete qualification testing
and existing hardware will, as required, be subjected to additional testing to qualify
under re-use criteria.

The RLI A-3-3 engines proposed for Reusable Centaur are essentially identical to the
engines in current use on Centaur. Changes in the technique of thermal conditioning of
the propulsion system require some verification testing of the total propulsion feed sys-
tem. Minor engine adjustment and subsequent integrated testing with support subsystem
hardware can be economically accomplished by the engine contractor at his facilities.
Data on engine and propellant feed system reusabiltty and ferbishmrent reqrequiremets
will also be obtained.

FISCAL YEAR 1977 1978 1979 1980

V PDR VC >A
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DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 10-20. Reusable Centaur Development Test Program Summary
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Structural testing of Centaur derivative vehicles for Shuttle is necessary to qualify
design changes, verify function, and obtain reusability data. One dedicated structural
test vehicle (STV) as shown in Figure 10-21 is sufficient to support the program. The
test article will consist of the major tank structure with its attached forward and aft
adapters, and the deployment adapter which stays in the Orbiter and mates with the
Centaur aft adapter or latch skirt° The STV will include tank insulation, and support-
ing propellant load and vent systems. Engines and astrionics equipment will not be
included.

Structural testing of the STV will include static load tests for strength and deflection
to qualify the redesigned fuel/oxidizer tank structure, combined cryo-pressure cycles
to obtain reusability data, and dynamic testing for vibrational loads if desired. The
most suitable and economic facility for conduct of these tests exists at MSFC at the S2
Structural Test Position. The stand is equipped with load rings, is compatible with
Centaur configuration and size, is connected to a 336,000 gallon liquid hydrogen supply
system through an 8 inch vacuum jacketed line, has an adequate hard stand area to
support liquid nitrogen tankers for cryo-conditioning of the Centaur L0 2 tank, and has
200 data channels to the MSFC 4670 West Blockhouse and 4619 Data Acquisition Facility.
Testing can be phased in at the end of the Shuttle external tank structural test program
at the adjacent S-1C static test stand, with the same MSFC test crew.

Thermal vacuum insulation pe rformance and reusability characteristics can be tested
at MSFC Test Position 300, if desired. Much of the necessary space environment

TITANIUM-ALUMINUM FWD. ADAPTER
NEW CONFIGURATION INCLUDING:

ASTRIONICS MOUNTS
FORWARD ORBITER SUPPORT CRYOGENIC LOADS AND
ASTRIONICS MOUNTS LIFE TESTS
PAYLOAD INTERFACE

STRENGTH
DEFLECTION
PRESSURE CYCLES

301 CRES PROPELLANT TANKS AT MSFC STAND S2
ENLARGED VOLUME

EXISTING AFT BULKHEADS
EXISTING INTERMEDIATE BULKHEADS
EXISTING THRUST STRUCTURE

TITANIUM AFT ADAPTER
NEW CONFIGURATION WITH DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM
SEPARATION LATCHES FUNCTIONAL TESTS

ROTATION
DISCONNECT
DOCKING
LATCHING

ALUMINUM DEPLOYMENT ADAPTER AT CONVAIR
NEW DESIGN WITH 3 AFT ORBITER
SUPPORTS VIBRATION TESTING AT COMPONENT

LEVEL. SYSTEM THERMAL VACUUM
TESTING NOT REQUIRED

ONE STRUCTURAL ARTICLE DEDICATED TO GROUND TESTING

Figure 10-21, Structural Testing
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thermal data has already been accrued from previous Centaur development test and
operational flights, however, and additional data will continue to be compiled on D-1T
missions, While thermal system vacuum testing is therefore not required, TP 300
testing would be advantageous from a standpoint of gathering reusability data under
conditions of simulated Orbiter payload bay pressurization and ascent venting.

Deployment system functional tests will be run in San Diego at GD/CAs Harbor Drive
or Kearny Mesa facility under non-cryo conditions. Tests will include deployment
rotation, disconnect, separation, docking, and latching. Non-cryo static load tests
will also be run on the deployment adapter and vehicle adapters at these facilities.

Astrionic systems testing starts early, around the preliminary design review (PDR),
with breadboard type testing, and leads through prototype to qualification test hardware.
The majority of applicable Centaur components are already qualified to environments at
least as severe as those to be encountered in the Reusable Centaur mission mode. Before
the subsystem level tests, qualification testing of remaining components will be completed
and all parts, components and subassemblies will receive unit-level acceptance tests at
the contractor's plant before installation on the module. Astrionics units will be installed
on the Astrionics Module in a flight configuration and hardware interfacos, procedures,
and computer control software planned for testing of electronic systems on the Centaur
will be finalized and demonstratrd during subsystem-level tests.

The Centaur astrionics module with associated GSE will be tested for compatability with
the Shuttle astrionics systems and associated OSE in the Shuttle Vehicle SIL at JSC and
integrated with the operational fEligt site at XSC, as part of the flight test vehicle.

10.8.2.2 Flight Test Program° A flight test is planned to demonstrate the validity of
ground test environments, loads and test results. t will also mnpose effects of zero-g
and other space environmental conditions which cannot be totally duplicated in ground
testing. Purpose of this flight test is to verify and demonstrate compatibility and safety
of the Reusable Centaur as a Shuttle thrd-stage vehicle, vehicle deployment and retrieval
capability, and on-orbit performanceo Post-flight evaluation will assess reusability
and refurbishment capability of the vehicle and subsystem elements.

The Reusable Centaur's inherent capability for relatively long orbital stay times will
permit an extensive amount of testing to be performed during a single flight mission.
A typical flight will be divided into numerous phases for testing different Reusable
Centaur operating modes. These phases will be structured so that operations involving
progressively more stringent conditions will be separated by periods of data evaluation.
The Reusable Centaur's operational flexibility will also complement this approach by
permitting operational parameters such as chfll&dwn times, burn times, etc. to be
changed and reprogrammed from he ground (if capability exists) and/or selected from
options stored in the airborne computer prior to launch.
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The flight test vehicle is delivered to the test site some seven months prior to initial

flight. During this period the vehicle will serve to verify complete compatibility with

all operational facilities, support equipment and procedures (including Centaur Pad 36

and Hangar "J" where all production RC vehicles will be checked out prior to Shuttle

integration). During the vehicle/site integration, the test article will be used at Pad 36
for a thermal evaluation of the vehicle ground-hold insulation and for demonstration of

the propellant rapid-dump system capabilities. The initial flight will precede IOC by
two months, allowing this same time for the test flight turnaround activities.

A single flight test along with ample related flight-test data from the current Centaur

and D-1T programs will adequately demonstrate capability of the Reusable Centaur to

satisfy IOC requirements with high confidence. The early operational flights with this
test vehicle will further strengthen maintainability, refurbishment and reusability data

acquired throughout the RC development program, and will verify operational suitability

and user utility.

10.8.3 VEHICLE MANUFACTURING. The manufacturing plan required to produce the

Reusable Centaur is almost identical to that for the RLTC, using existing resources

used in the production of current D-1A and D-1T vehicles. Wherever possible, existing
tools, facilities and operations have been incorporated in the manufacturing plan with a

minimum of modification, to assure low costs and minimum scheduling risk. Details
of the manufacturing plan are discussed in Section 8.3 of this report.

10.8.4 FACILITIES AND GSE. Use of existing manufacturing facilities at San Diego
for manufacture of the Reusable Centaur vehicle follows the same philosophy and planning
as that for the D-1S(R) and RLTC vehicles. Details of manufacturing and test facilities

and GSE requirements for the RC vehicle are almost identical to those for the RLTC,
discussed in Section 8.4 of this report.

10.8.5 LOGISTICS. Spares, training, handling, and transportation logistics for the

Reusable Centaur vehicle are identical to the D-1S(R) and RLTC, and are discussed in
Section 8.5 of this report.

10.8.6 FLEET SIZE. The number of reusable third stage vehicles needed to satisfy
the STS mission model, annually and for the entire program, has a significant influence
on the DDT&E, investment, and operational costs, as well as on scheduling and planning.

Determination of optimum value for the active (annual) fleet size and for the total pro-

gram fleet size is based on consideration of a number of programmatic factors:

a. Payload mission model

b. Vehicle capability for multiple payloads

c. Number of expendable vehicles required

d., Ground turnaround time
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e, Attrition estimate

f. Launch Center scheduling

g. Production rate efficiency

h. Vehicle Reusability in terms of.flights or total mission duty cycles (TMDC).

For the Reusable Centaur program, consideration of the above factors shows a recom-
mended total program buy of seven vehicles and one spare tank: six "standard" 28-foot
vehicles, one "short" 25-foot vehicle , and a short tank spare for build up in event of
loss of the short tank vehicle. The six standard length vehicles include the flight test
article, and the number of vehicles provides for a normal attrition loss of one vehicle.
In the following analysis, each of the programmatic factors is discussed in the order
listed above, with regard to its influence in determining the recommended number of
vehicles for the fleet.

The Reusable Centaur has a performance capability that permits 100% capture of the
112 payloads in the four-year mission model with 78 flights, using multiple payload
delivery on many missions, velocity packages on someo and expending the Centaur
vehicle on two missions The short vehicle delivers single payloads only , two of which
are long DoD payloads which must be flown on the short vehicle. The traffic schedule
for the program is as shown in Table 10-19o

Ground turnaround time for the Reusable Centaur is approximately 280 working hours,
permitting a maximum of 14 flights per year for a Centaur vehicle flying 47-hour mis-
sions, if launches occur at even intervalso A minimum of two vehicles will therefore

Table 10-19, Reusable Centaur Minimum Active Fleet
Requirements, Four Year Program

Annual Traffic
1980 1981 1982 1983 Total

F light Requirements
DoD Flights 5 10 11 6 32
NASA Flights 11 17 8 10 46

Total Vehicle Flights 16 27 19 16 78

Vehicle Requirements
For Turnaround Time 2 2 (3) 2 2
Expendable Vehicles 1 1 0 0
Attrition Vehicle 1 1 1 1

Minimum Active Fleet
Requirement 4 4(5) 3 3
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always be required as an active fleet to satisfy turnaround requirements during the
four-year program, when annual traffic is 16, 27, 19, and 16 flights per year.

In addition to vehicle requirements to satisfy turnaround time, an allowance must be
made for attrition. An attrition rate of 1% has been set for the Tug programs, based on
a 97% probability of mission success and recovery of the vehicle in two out of three cases.
For the Reusable Centaur programs, this 1% loss is applied conservatively in determin-
ing the number of attrition vehicles lost; i.e., it is assumed that vehicles will be lost on
the 1st, 101st, 201st, etc., flights. For the 78 flight four-year program, therefore,
it is assumed that one of the six standard 28-foot vehicles will be lost through attrition.

Minimum active fleet requirements as summarized in Table 10-19 indicate a minimum
active fleet need of four vehicles during the first two years of the program and three
during the last two years. With a maximum of 27 flights in 1981, however, two vehicles
(28-flight turnaround capability) are barely adequate to assure turnaround in that year,
assuming even launch centers. To provide for launch schedule flexibility, contingency,
and uneven launch centers, three vehicles are recommended in 1981 to satisfy turn-
around requirements, or a minimum active fleet requirement of five vehicles rather
than four.

The effects of reusability on fleet size are shown in Figure 10-22, plotting sensitivity
of vehicle total mission duty cycles (TMDC) against fleet size as a controlled variable.
The curves are based on the assumptions that expended vehicles are full-term, that
the attrition vehicle is lost early in the program, and that non-attrition vehicles equally
share the attrition vehicle's uncompleted missions. TMDC curves are plotted for three
conditions of attrition:

a. Early attrition: loss of the attrition vehicle on its first flight.

b. Normal attrition: loss of the vehicle on its mid-life flight.

c. Late attrition: loss of the vehicle on its last scheduled flight.

As shown, if a minimum program buy of five vehicles is assumed, the maximum number
of flights that any one vehicle would fly would be 18, under normal conditions of attri-
tion. With early attrition, i. e., with one of the five vehicles lost on its first flight,
the rest of the fleet would be required to fly 19 to 20 missions each, including the two
vehicles scheduled for expendable missions, Such TMDC values of 19 and 20 are accept-
able for Reusable Centaur, and a fleet size of 5 can therefore be established as a mini-
mum requirement for the program..

The factor of reusability becomes significant if maximum TMDC becomes large, i.e.,
if vehicles are required to fly 50 to 100 missions in their expected life spans. For the
four-year Reusable Centaur program, the significance of reusability becomes relatively
minor with a maximum expected TMDC of 20 flights. With few exceptions, Centaur
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Figure 10-22. Reusable Centaur Fleet Size vs. Mission Duty Cycles

components and systems have an inherent TMDC capability of 20 or greater. The
exceptions will be requalified or modified to provide the required reusability capability.

While five vehicles are the indicated minimum fleet size requirement, the actual re-
quirement must be increased to provide for uneven scheduling and for TMDC con-
straints on individual vehicles. TMDC values will be low for those vehicles flying
early expendable missions, and for payload constrained configurations such as the
DoD short vehicle. As previously noted, seven vehicles are recommended for the
Reusable Centaur program to assure accomplishment of the complete mission model.

Effects of early, normal, and late attrition on scheduling and TMDC are shown in the
Fleet Requirement and Utilization Schedules, Tables 10-20 and 10-21. The schedules
are illustrative only, Mission assignments are flexible and can be reassigned at will
to accommodate attrition losses, schedule changes, and other contingencies. The
schedules show the total fleet buy in terms of delivery and need dates, assignments,
and vehicle disposition for each condition of attrition. In each case, vehicles left in
inventory at the end of the program have completed full life spans, except for the
payload-limited short vehicle, providing efficient usage of investment.

As indicated in the tables, a 7-vehicle fleet provides a maximum TMDC of 17 flights
per vehicle in the case of early attrition, 16 flights for a normal attrition, and 14 if no
attrition occurs. No vehicle will be required to fly more than 10 missions per year if
early attrition is considered, or 7 per year for normal attrition. Average flights per
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Table 10-20. Reusable Centaur Fleet Requirement and Utilization Schedule

Active Fleet (7 Vehicles)

Vehicle Delivery Need Total

No. Date Date Disposition 1980 1981 1982 1983 Flights

With No Attrition

NASA-1 Apr 79 Nov 79 Expended 3A 3

NASA-2 Jan 80 Jan 80 Expended 7 4A 11

NASA-3 Sep 80 Jan 81 Inventory 5 4 5 14

NASA-4 Jan 81 Jan 81 Inventory 5 4 5 14

DoD-1 Sep 79 Jan 80 Inventory (4) (4) (5) (13)

DoD-2S May 80 May 80 Inventory 1+(1) 3+(2) (1) (2) 4+(6)

DoD-3 May 81 May 81 Inventory (4) (5) (4) (13)

NASA Flights 11 17 8 10 46

DoD Flights (5) (10) (11) (6) (32)

Total Flights 16 27 19 16 78

Active Fleet 4 . 6 5 5

With Early Attrition

NASA-1 Apr 79 Nov 79 Expended 3A 3

NASA-2 Jan 80 Jan 80 Attrition 1* 1

NASA-3 Sep 80 Jan 81 Inventory 7 5 5 17

NASA-4 Jan 81 Jan 81 Expended 7A 3+(2) 5 15+(2)

DoD-1 Sep 79 Jan 80 Inventory 6+(4) (4) 6+(8)

DoD-2S May 80 May 80 Inventory 1+(1) 3+(2) (1) (2) 4+(6)

DoD-3 May 81 May 81 Inventory (4) (8) (4) (16)

NASA Flights 11 17 8 10 46

DoD Flights (5) (10) (11) (6) (32)

Total Flights 16 27 19 16 78

Active Fleet, Including Attrition 4 5 4 4

( ) DoD Flight
* Attrition Loss

A Expended Vehicle

year for all vehicles is 4 to 5. In most cases, vehicles are Agency-dedicated, although

some sharing of missions is required to average TMDC values or to accommodate

schedule changes required by attrition losses.

Regardless of attrition, the minimum active fleet requirements established in Table

10-19 are satisfied by the Utilization Schedules shown, assuring completion of the

mission model unless abnormal attrition losses were to occur.
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Table 10-21o Reusable Centaur Fleet Utilization Schedule with Normal Attrition
Active Fleet (7 Vehicles)

Vehicle Delivery Need Annual Traffic Total
No. Date Date Disposition 1980 1981 1982 1983 Flights

NASA-1F Apr 79 Nov 79 Expended 3A 3
NASA-2 Jan 80 Jan 80 Expended 7 4A 11
NASA-3 Sep 80 Jan 81 Attrition 5 3* 8
NASA-4 Jan 81 Jan 81 Inventory 5 4 7 16
DoD-1 Sep 79 Jan 80 Inventory (4) (5) (5) (1) (15)
DoD-2S May 80 May 80 Inventory 1+(1) 3+(2) (1) (2) 4+(6)
DoD-3 May 81 May 81 Inventory (3) 1+(5) 3+(3) 4+(11)

NASA Flights 11 17 8 10 46
DoD Flights (5) (10) (11) (6) (32)
Total Flights 16 27 19 16 78
Active Fleet, Including Attrition 4 6 5 4

( ) DoD Flight S = Short Stage
* Attrition Loss Assumed F = Flight Test Article
A Expended Vehicle

10.8.7 MANPOWER REQUIREMENTSo Centaur ground turnaround crew requirements
at KSC were developed by determining manpower requirements on a task basis, and
plotting these requirements against detailed turnaround timelines on an hourly basis.
Hourly variations were then averaged by shift, and again across the total turnaround
cycle to arrive at total direct support manpower quantity and type requirements as
shown in Table 10-22, Project management, systems engineering support and Level 'I
shop support manpower requirements were then added based on projected workload,
numbers of direct support personnel, and anticipated Level HI support workloads derived
in conjunction with failure rate data in the spares analysis tasks. This basic crew can
accomplish and support ground turnaround operations on a single vehicle within the
previously determined 280-hour turnaround time span.

Crew size and composition is such that, when the number of launches increases in
accordance with the traffic model and mission capture analysis, the basic turnaround
crew is capable of accommodating concurrent operations on two vehicles. These man-
ning levels also result in a number of direct support personnel who are not working on
direct turnaround tasks 100% of the time during a Centaur turnaround cycle o This is
particularly true during the long Orbiter host time following installation in the payload
bay, when only a two man monitor crew is required. During these slack times, direct
support personnel will be used to assist in Level X shop support tasks and accomplish
GSE and facility maintenance.
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Table 10-22. KSC Ground Turnaround Crew Size

KSC

Manpower Skills Shift 1 Shift 2 Total

Direct Support
Astrionics 10 8
Propulsion - Fluids 9 7
Structures - Handling 7 6
Quality Control 2 2
Safety 1 1
Engineer 4 2
Other 4 2

Subtotal 37 28 65

Engineering & Admin. Support
Logistics & Administration 13 6
Design-System Engineering 6 3
Scheduling 2 1
Procedures-Test Reqt. 4 1
Data Analysis 4 1
Programming 2 1

Subtotal 31 13 44

Level II Shops
Metal 2 1
Paint 2 1
Plastics-MLI 1 1
Pneumatics 2 1
Avionics 2 1
Standards -Inspections 1 1

Subtotal 10 6 16

Total 79 46 125
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10.9 REUSABLE CENTAUR PROGRAM COSTS

The Reusable Centaur incorporates many configuration and technology features fromthe current operational Centaur and at the same time offers the economies inherent ina reusable vehicle. The RC vehicle configuration resembles the D-1S(R) configurationwith the single exception that the main propellant tanks are larger diameter like theRLTC tanks; hence, the development costs of RC correspond more closely with D-1S(R)than RLTC. For example, the RC does not incorporate the triple redundant guidancecomputers and other astrionics associated with Level I autonomy used on RLTC.Additionally the RLTC incorporates a new hydrazine ACPS and composite structureswhile the RC retains the existing hydrogen peroxide ACPS and conventional aluminumand titanium structures.

The basic methodology employed for estimating Reusable Centaur program costs in-corporates carefully screened cost data to build up point estimates at or below the sub-system or task level identified in the WBSo

Program task costs were developed largely from recent Convair Aerospace experiencedealing with the development of Centaur D-1, the development and production of D-1Tand D-1A Centaur configurations, and the launch services at ETR. Additionally theTitan/Centaur integration tasks performed by Convair Aerospace provided an excellentanalog from which to extrapolate Shuttle/Centaur integration costs. Centaur D-1 de-
velopment was initiated in mid 1969. and the Titan/Centaur proof flight, incorporatingfour main engine burns, is scheduled for February 1974; therefore, the extensive costdata base is current and provides Reusable Centaur program cost estimates that aremore valid than would normally be the case in a Phase A study.

Convair Aerospace experiences with launching Atlas/Centaur D provided a sound ref-erence point from which to estimate Centaur/Shuttle launch service and operationalcosts. Where direct analogs were not available, parametric cost estimating relation-ships were formulated from the above Centaur experience, and judgement was thenapplied to modify and tailor the data to specific Centaur/Shuttle program tasks, Insome cases the judgement process included an abbreviated "grass roots" estimatingprocedure or comparison with tasks and costs not related to Centaur. In many instances,the individuals who would be responsible for performing Centaur/Shuttle program tasksprovided manpower estimates for their respective tasks.

The nonrecurring costs are summarized in Figure 10-23. Total stage DDT&E cost is$28, 8M and includes development and component qualification of all new hardware.
Included in the propulsion and fluid system development is engine testing required todemonstrate the changes associated with engine chilldown conditioning and mixture ratio.Astrionics and electrical power changes include the addition of sun and horizon sensors,DoD and NASA communications systems and modified Shuttle fuel cell unit. The Orbiterinterface equipment includes the deployment adapter and associated mechanical andfluid systems as well as the interfacing astrionics identified as CMACS (Centaur Monitor
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SHORT TANK $1.0M

PROGRAM and Control System). Unlike the D-1S(R) and
SYS.ENGR. $5.7M RLTC programs, the RC test program incor-

SOFTWARE porates a dedicated flight test. Although the
SLTION ground test program for RC resembles the

GHOUNDSUPPORTOPS. ENGINET ST D-lS(R) and RLTC ground test programs, the
& EQUIP. S9.3M

PROLSON- total RC test cost including flight, is not
- $7.2M

VEHICLE appreciably greater because much of the
$28.BM

AVIONICS& ground test hardware is used in the flight
ELECT. POWER

ROUMND& FLIGHT TEST S15M test article. Additionally the ground testing
of RC is reduced in some areas, such as

ORBITER thermal evaluations, where the data would
INTERFACE
9MFINAL ASSY. be redundant with flight test data.

CHECKOUT
$0.7M

*TOTAL RDT&E: $77.2M
*ESTIMATES EXCLUDE PRIME CONTRACTOR FEE The nonrecurring cost item identified as
* ESTIMATES INCLUDE 10% CONTINGENCY

Short Tank is the added cost to develop a 22-or
Figure 10-23. Preliminary Reusable 25-foot-long version of the RC. A cylindrical

Centaur Nonrecurring Costs section of the LH 2 tank is removed necessi-
tating minor changes to the propellant utili-

zation system, tank insulation, wiring harnesses, and pneumatic tubing. The vehicle
changes, together with a handling adapter to allow the shorter version to interface with
GSE sized for the longer baseline configuration, can be incorporated for less than one
million dollars.

Total program costs for RC are summarized in Figure 10-24. All NASA and DoD pay-
loads for the initial 4-year operational period are flown from ETR. Costs are expressed
in constant 1973 dollars without prime contractor fee.

TOTAL PROGRAM (4-YR. OPERATIONS; 78 FLIGHTS, 112 PAYLOADS, NASA & DOD) - $212M
100- - -

DDTE INVESTMENT OPERATIONS

$77.2M (NO FEE) $66.7M $68.0M
($8.49M/VEHICLE) $0.81M/FLT.)

75-
PM, SE&I

-*- INITIAL
GSE & INITIAL -KICK STAGES (8)

($ MILLION) OPERATIONS SPARESREPLACEMENTORBITER- REPLACEMENT-ORBITER

50 - MAJOR INTERFACING
GROUND EQUIPMENT GSE & FACILITY
& FLIGHT (4 SETS) -- MAINT. & OPERATIONS
TEST -- FLIGHT EQUIP.

-ORBITER MAINT. & REFURB.

INTERFACE
FLIGHT

25 - NEW VEHICLES OPERATIONS

5 28 FT. LONG &SOFTWARE
,VEHICLE 1 22 FT. LONG

EDD
LAUNCH
OPERATIONS

Figure 10-24. Reusable Centaur Program Costs
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SECTION 11

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study used the current D-1T Centaur as an actual basis to develop a range of
concepts for an initial upper stage for Shuttle. The basic drivers were: (1) low
development cost, (2) safety and reliability, (3) reusability and low user cost, and
(4) high performance.

An optimum solution would depend on the actual funding available and a realistic

mission model taking into account the' buildup in Shuttle flights and the transition
from expendable launch vehicles. Of course, specific ground rules and directions
from the development agency finally selected will influence the final configuration.

Figure 11-1 compares the three principal configurations resulting from this study.
Although the D-1S(R) is very similar to the D-1T and therefore has the lowest
development costs, it usually requires a kick stage.

The RC was conceived most recently to satisfy new DoD requirements for very long
payloads. (The shortest, 22-foot version is omitted for clarity.) The RLTC is
offered as a more sophisticated, autonomous version with greater performance but
at higher development cost.

S14.5 FT-.

10 FT

31 FT. 33 FT.35 FT. 28 FT. 33 FT.

D-1T D-1S(R) RC RLTC

30,000 LB. PROPELLANT 29,000 AT 5.8:1 47,000 AT 5.8:1 52,000 LB. AT 5.0:1
7 HR., 4-BURN 24 HR., 5-BURN 36 HR., 5-BURN 47 HR., 6-BURN
4,028 LB. DRY WEIGHT 5,018 LB. 4,995 LB. 5,510 LB.
FLIGHT-PROVEN 85% EXISTING COMP. 62.5% EXISTING CURRENT TECHNOLOGY
SIMPLEX ASTRIONICS ADDED CAPABILITY DUAL SAFETY ITEMS REDUNDANT/AUTONOMOUS
EXPENDABLE REUSABLE >10 FLTS. SAME SAME
SYNC. EQ. P/L 4,096 W. SRM 4,581 W.O. SRM 4,501 W.O. SRM
DEVEL. COST = $70M $63.3M $77.2M $122M

VERSIONS SATISFY DIFFERENT REQUIREMENTS

Figure 11-1. Comparison of Centaur Versions
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All of these Reusable Centaur versions employ the existing twin RL10A-3-3 main
engines, L0 2 tank aft bulkhead with thrust structure, and twin-member intermediate
bulkhead. The computer-controlled astrionics system just recently developed for
D-1T is kept essentially intact. Although tank geometry varies from one version to
the next, which is a very visable difference, only changes to thin stainless steel sheet
metal are involved.

The final solution may be an evolution from one version to another, perhaps from
expendable to reusable then to improved capability.

11.1 REUSABLE CENTAUR HIGHLXGHTS

We believe that currently the best 0(S candidate is a Reusable Centaur, the main
features of which are shown in Figure 11-2. The configuration is 176 inches in
diameter and 28 feet long. It retains the basic construction technique of the Atlas and
Centaur. A shorter version (down to 22 feet long) is envisioned (and included in the
development cost) for accommodating the few long payloads which may be required.
The configuration was derived from the existing Centaur and driven by the require-
ment to keep the development cost significantly below $100M . It utilizes the high
performance inherent in a L0 2 /LH2 cryogenic stage and will place 4600 pounds of
payload to synchronous equatorial orbit and return the stage to the Shuttle for return
to earth and reuse without the need for an expensive expendable solid upper stage.
It is a low risk development since it needs no new technology. Sixty-three percent of
the components are flying today on Centaur, 25% are modifications to existing hardware
and only 12% are new to Centaur (mostly adding DoD communications equipment).
It has inherent reusability due to its propellant, oxygen and hydrogen. The Reusable
Centaur is a safe configuration and is compatible with manned operations in the
Shuttle (in fact the Orbiter is attached to 1.6M pounds of LO2 /LH 2 and uses it for
ascent propulsion). These facts allow the routine reuse of the Centaur to realize a
truly low recurring cost of $800, 000 per launch which give it very low life cycle
cost and make it a very cost effective OOS candidate, with good growth capability to
payload retrieval capability later, should that be desired

11.2 SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS

While the Reusable Centaur programs do not depend on any technology breakthroughs,
there are a few areas requiring further development. There are backout positions
for each item, and with the inherent Centaur performance margin, alternates can be
used. The D-1S(R) intentionally uses nearly all existing hardware, while the RLTC
uses more advanced technology. These technology and development differences
should be resolved during the next major program phase (Phase B or Validation) to
further reduce uncertainties and risk. The identified items are not really research
or technology as much as they are advances or specializations of the current state
of the art. Many of them are the subject of current technology contracts which need
only to include Shuttle requirements. Some of them could be postponed until the
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174 IN. DIA. - .-

o DESIGN TO COST

$77.2M RDT&E

o HIGH PERFORMANCE WITHOUT KICK STAGE

4,580 LB. TO SYNC. EQ.

>4,000 LB. TO 12-HR. ORBIT

o LOW RISK, NO NEW TECHNOLOGY

62.5% EXISTING HARDWARE
28 FT. 25% MODIFIED HARDWARE

12.5% NEW HARDWARE

o REUSABLE > 10 MISSIONS

o COMPATIBLE WITH MANNED OPERATIONS

* VERY LOW RECURRING COST = $0.8M/FLIGHT

REUSABLE CENTAUR IS MOST COST-EFFECTIVE OOS CANDIDATE

Figure 11-2. Reusable Centaur Highlights

beginning of a hardware development phase, but it would be preferable to develop
the data with which to make decisions concerning alternate implementations. The
costs and schedules associated with each area of technology are estimates of the cost
and calendar time required to develop the data necessary to make a decision about
which of alternate techniques should be chosen. Sufficient data would be developed
to allow reasonable requirements to be specified and to guide the choice of appro-
priate design allowables. Thus, the tasks and their associated costs and schedules
do not reflect development into an actual product, but rather the development to the
point where the data to determine applicability and risk are sufficient.

Table 11-1 summarizes the major technology efforts to support Reusable Centaur.
Since the optimized, slow burn SRM required for D-1S(R) may be a major task, the
RC and RLTC have been sized to avoid the use of velocity packages except on occa-
sional use of the existing TE-M-364-4 size motor. A separate data sheet is included
for each of these supporting research and technology items.
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Table 11-1. Supporting Research and Technology

Technology or Centaur Priority Cost Duration
Development Area Benefit ($) (yr)

Zero-G Thermodynamic Vents Performance 1 1. 5M 2

Fuel-Cell (Advanced or Orbiter) Performance 1 IM 2

Advanced Composite Materials Performance 2 750k 2

Postflight Checkout Techniques Lower user costs 2 2M 3

Guidance Update Accuracy Autonomy 2 500k 3

Slow Burn Kick Motor Payload stress 3 IM 2

11. 2. 1 HEAT EXCHANGER TYPE ZERO-G VENT

Status: Prototype testing of bulk exchanges and mixers has been accomplished by
Convair and others. Development of flight weight units leading to simulated or actual
orbital tests is the next step in their development. A distributed exchanger in lieu
of the mixer should continue to be investigated.

Justification: Tank lockup, screen containment, and thrust settling are the alternates
to this system, and each would present weight penalties and/or safety hazards to the
OOSo Development of a bulk exchanger zero-g vent system is required for long-term
space residency.

Objectives To verify the weights and powers of units developed for both LH2 and
L0 2 tanks. To resolve some detail design questions concerning electric drive
system design. To develop flight weight prototypes that could be tested in an orbital
flight on a planned Centaur launch after payload release. To investigate the dis-
tributed exchanger concept as an alternate to the powered mixers.

Resources Required: Flight type tanks and insulation system for each fluid would
be required. Acutal flight test including qualification testing would cost $1.5 M
and require about 2 years.

11. 2.2 LIGHTWEIGHT FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENT

Status: Previous manned space programs Gemini and Apollo demonstrated the
practicality of electrical power generation by fuel cell. The R&D for Shuttle-sized
fuel cells currently being developed will provide the technology but not in the power
range required for the Tug.
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Justification: Fuel cells offer considerable mission flexibility for longer duration
mission (greater than 48 hours). The Shuttle fuel cells could be utilized for OOS but
they would be inefficient and complex. Advanced lightweight fuel cells, which offer
significant advantages are being developed by P&W under USAF and NASA sponsor-
ship.

Objectives: To develop a rugged, reliable, inherently stable, low weight fuel cell
capable of reliable, high performance for numerous missions requiring a wide range
of power with good voltage regulation.

Resources Required: The requirement is to adapt and repackage a Shuttle-type fuel
cell which would require 2 years and $750k technology funding prior to contract to
ensure feasibility.

11. 2. 3 ADVANCED COMPOSITE MATERIAL STRUCTURE

Status: Filamentary composite materials such as graphite/epoxy, boron/epoxy, and
boron/aluminum have been fabricated into structural assemblies and significant
weight savings demonstrated. Development of material properties data for thin gage
face sheet material is insufficient for design implementation. Effects of meteoroid
impact, acoustics, vibration and exposure to LH2 temperatures have not been
determined.

Justification: OOS performance can be improved using lightweight structure. Com-
posites offer the potential to minimize weight but this potential must be demonstrated.
The cost associated with the use of composites must be reduced.

Objectives: To determine realistic weights and costs of OOS structure utilizing
composite materials. To develop material properties and design allowables for thin
gage sandwich composites applicable to OOS adapter design. To evaluate the effects
of the OOS environment on the composite materials (including LH2 temperatures).

Resources Required: The use of the NASA hypervelocity impact facility and acoustic
facility would be required. This would require $500k expenditure over a two-year
time period.

11.2.4 POSTFLIGHT CHECKOUT TECHNIQUES

Status: Current preflight checkouts of expendable launch vehicles consist mainly of
test and retest techniques which consume large amounts of time and money and often
require temporary changes to the flight hardware. An OOS just returned from a
successful mission should only be checked for inflight or postflight problems.
Currently available field techniques are inadequate in areas such as:

a. Propellant tank leaks/cracks detection including meteoroid impact
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b. Metalized insulation, deterioration measurement

c. Self checking maintenance support instrumentation

d. Checkout isolation of redundant hardware

Justification: Reuse of vehicles that have flown in some ways simplifies checkout,
but also introduces new problems. Efficient, rapid, low cost postflight checkout
techinques must be developed to reduce OOS turnaround costs. X-ray, cryogenic
tanking, vacuum chamber checks, etc., are too expensive. Over only a four year
span, turnaround costs will exceed initial development costs, and therefore must be
minimized.

Objectives: To develop nondestructive methods and techniques for condition assess-
ment monitoring of tankage to detect and characterize flaw growth, to detect leakage,
and to evaluate and assess damage. To assess the methods of acoustic emission
monitoring, remotely directed ultrasonics, thermal detection, leak tests, etc., and
their applicability to the OOS requirements. It will also be necessary to establish
acceptance standards for tanks, composite structure, and multilayer insulation
which has been impacted by a meteoroid. To develop an accurate, inexpensive,
nondestructive condition assessment technique to evaluate multilayer metalized
insulation which may have deteriorated from solar radiation, moisture, etc., and
which is largely hidden from visual inspection. To develop nondestructive test
techniques to the point where lightweight, reliable sensors may be permanently
attached to the OOS (if feasible) to exploit the condition monitored maintenance (CMM)
concept. To develop checkout techniques applicable to a complex system with many
redundant components reconfigurable under software control.

Resources Required: A wide range of specialized test equipment and representative
test hardware would be required. The several investigations could require a total
of 2 million dollars over a 3 year span.

11.2.5 GUIDANCE UPDATE ACCURACY

Status: Landmark tracking has limitations at high altitude. Horizon sensors are
marginal both in accuracy (horizon variance) and dynamic range (100 n.mi. to
60, 000 n. mi. altitudes). Non-optical alignment needs to be demonstrated.

Justification: Improved sensor accuracy would improve OOS performance both
in AV correction required and placement accuracies as well as reduce the Shuttle
rendezvous requirements. Improved accuracy is required for more autonomous
operations.

Objectives: To develop more accurate horizon model and to develop horizon sensor
with sufficient dynamic range and accuracy. To investigate unknown landmark
tracking as a supplement to horizon and star sensors. To develop the digital
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computer programs necessary to implement the guidance update (recursive filtering,
altitude damping, etc.) and to evaluate overall accuracy. To develop and demonstrate
non-optical alignment for prelaunch and update from the Orbiter.

Resources Required: This would be a program that would require approximately
three years of effort and the expending of about $500, 000.

11.2.6 SLOW BURN KICK MOTOR

Status: All OOS and Tug designs require a kick motor for outer planet probe missions.
The D-1S(R) uses kick motors even for synchronous equatorial missions. Current
motors, like the Burner II subject payloads to accelerations greater than the 3.0
* 20% g's allowed in Shuttle/payload specifications. Slow burn kick motors are on the
edge of current technology. Thiokol has performed some slow burn feasibility demon-
strations for JPL.

Justification: A slow burn grain is required to satisfy current spacecraft desires for
environment more benign than current; i.e., accelerations below 3.6 g. D-1S(R)
performance could be doubled using an optimum size kick motor.

Objectives: To demonstrate a slow burn motor the size of the TE-M-364-4 but at
1/3 thrust (3 times burn time). To demonstrate a slow burn motor about twice this
size (approximately 1.1 million lb-sec total impulse).

Resources Required: It is estimated these tasks would require at least 1 million
dollars and two years.

11. 3 SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL EFFORT

This study has provided a family of Reusable Centaur versions which makes attractive
candidates for the Initial Upper Stage or OOS. The optimum solution depends on the
real program requirements and funding constraints. Based on these new ground rules
and requirements, the study should be continued, emphasizing the following specific
areas:

a. Flight and Ground Operations

1. Payload requirements from new mission model, considering buildup and
transition.

2. ACPS requirements considering payload requirements, guidance accuracy,
rendezvous envelope, etc.

3. Multipayload combinations considering operations and hardware.
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4. Optimize performance of open loop PU and bias versus mixture ratio.

5. Inflight abort propellant dump operations. (Centaur provisions for complete
inflight dump may be unnecessarily conservative.)

6. Post flight safing requirements, routine and post abort.

7. Trade autonomy level against hardware, software, communications, and
operations costs and ground operations complexity, including fault isolation
and system testing.

8. Maintenance operations considering Centaur component life expectancy,
available test techniques, and learning curve on CMM.

b. Orbiter and Payload Interfaces (Figure 11-3)

1. Structural loads and deflections in the Centaur and its payload.

2. Environment including prelaunch chilling after tanking.

3. Single and multiple payload support and release concepts.

4. Fluid and mechanical interfaces, including a hydrogen vent to Orbiter fin tip.

5. Caution and warning functions and Mission Specialist operations.

6. Inflight abort propellant dump.

7. Software Development Plan covering onboard software for Centaur, Orbiter
support equipment software, and ground (flight operations) support software.
NASA Shuttle and DoD compatibility. Recommend format and language and
the possible maximum utilization of the existing Centaur program library.

c. Continued Reusable Centaur Studies

1. Define evolution capability from expendable to reusable to greater performance.

2. Optimize performance vs. development cost.

3. Trade reliability redundancy vs. cost and weight, also defining redundancy
management.

4. Compare hydrazine vs. hydrogen peroxide ACPS cost and weight.

5. Compare aluminum/titanium to epoxy graphite structures.

6. Minimize chilldown and engine start losses.

7. Compare fuel cells vs. batteries; include Orbiter type and advanced fuel
cell.

8. Evaluate cryogenic helium storage using fuel cell heat exchanger.

9. Optimize ground insulation and radiation shields.
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ADAPTER

PAYLOAD

ASTRIONICS SUPPORTS LIFTOFF DISCONNECT PANEL

* FOUR-POI NT STRUCTURAL SUPPORT ATTACHMENT
* CENTAUR DEPLOYMENT LATCHES
* DOCKING GUIDEISHOCK ARRESTMENT
* PROPELLANT, FLUID & ELECTRICAL SERVICE INTERFACES (CENTAUR & PAYLOAD)
* ABORT PRESSURIZATION & INSULATION PURGE HELIUM SUPPLY
* PROPULSION SYSTEM LEAKAGE CONTAINMENT
* ASTRIONICS MONITOR & CONTROL INCLUDING DEDICATED COMPUTER IN ORBITER
* DEPLOYMENT ROTATION MECHANI SM

MOST EQU IPMENT FUNCTIONS ARE COMMON TO ANY TYPE STAGE

Figure 11-3. Orbiter Interfaces

10. Refine development and qualification test requirements and costs including
flight test.

11. Refine software tasks and costs, considering language compatibility.
12. Refine operating costs for payload and mission peculiar support, ground

support during flight, maintenance and spares.

11.4 CONCLUSIONS

1. Cryogenic stages have inherent high performance:

Nominal 444 seconds with existing RL10A-3-3 engine

2. High performance results in many benefits:

Allows multiple payloads, reducing number of launches
Minimizes need for velocity packages and drop tanks
Relieves necessity to use advanced technology
Provides program insurance in case of Orbiter under-performance
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3. Reusable Centaur is a low risk program:
Mostly existing flight-proven components.
Fuel cell is natural on a hydrogen-oxygen stage.
Alternate solutions available.

4. Safety and reliability have been designed in:
Its unique structural concept was man-rated on the Mercury program.

5. Based on current data, Centaur is inherently reusable for about 10 flights.

6. Realistic development cost data is derived from the current, similar, D-1T
program.

7. Reusable Centaur has the lowest user costs and is therefore the most cost-
effective approach to initial upper stage capability.
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